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PAO
Okay, good afternooon and welcome to our postflight
press conference with the crew of Space Shuttle mission 51-D. We
are running a little late this afternoon getting started. The
crew has a very busy day'so we'll try and keep everything as
compact as possible. Before we get started, I'd like to make one
announcement, following this press conference, the Space Station
Program Manager, Neil Hutchinson will offer a briefing on the
status of the program at the start of the 21 month design and
definition phase and that will begin at 2:00 p.m. Without any
further delay, I'll go ahead and turn it over to the Commander,
Karol Bobko. Down at the end for the first time.
BOBKO
It's certainly our pleasure to be back and to share
with you some of the excitement of our mission. We had no
concc?t of everything that would happen when we took off. I've
told others I felt a little like Mr. Phelps on Mission Impossible
when I went to the teleprinter in the morning to see what our
mission for the day and for the rest of the flight would be. But
the ground was able to put us together flight plans that we could
execute, fill the items we needed to do and call upon all the
training that we had had in the past and execute the rendezvous
and RMS operations. It's unfortanate that the satellite was'nt
activated but I think it was NASA at its finest seeing a problem
and developing procedures and techniques and executing a plan to
do the best that they possibly could to rectify the situation. I
think it shows the maturity of the space program th3c certainly
amazed me. I look back on it now and I'm amazed .in everything,
about everything we did in a short period of time that we had and
how it all came together so well. Certainly we did have good
communicati0ns with the ground, we were able to hold up the
things we made and ask them, you know, "Is th.; 3 what you
wanted?". But even with all of that, it's not easy to get all of
this across when you're c).rcling the earth at a couple hundred
miles. So, my hats are certainly off to all the people on the
ground who put everything together and guided us through the plan
that was developed and certainly to my crew who reached down
within themselves and came up with the capability ~o do this
precise and very demanding maneuver which we had not recently
trained for. As I said before, as I said over in the other
auditorium juet a few minutes ago, I thought it was NASA at one
of its finest hours. Well, with that introduction, we'd like to
take you through a few of the activities of the flight. We have
a film here and perhaps we can show that now. Is that
acceptable?
PAO
It'll be coming across on the video here, I
believe, on the monitors.
BOBKO
Here's our logo. This was the fourth try we had at
it since we had quite a number of flights cancelled on us before
we finally got here. This was the Orbiter the night before
launch and it's always an impressive site. Here we are going out
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to the launch, myself, Don Williams, Rhea Seddon, Jeff Hoffman,
Charlie Walker, Dave Griggs and Jake Garn. We were ready and it
was really quite impressive to approach the Orbiter as it's all
lit up. You know, it's a different machine out there, there's
nobody around and it's moving and it's spewing gas. Here we are
ready for the launch. We didn't think we were going to go but at
the last minute, they said the weather was suitable. And so,
here are the igniters to burn off excess hydrogen and finally, th
engines lit 1, 2 and then 3. They become stable and then the
solid rocket motors light. When the solid rocket motors light,
you know you're on your way. The lift-off like all others was
kind of rough until we got beyond the tower and there still was
some roughness with the solid rocket motors until they finally
dropp~d off.
Of course you realize, this is in slow motion. It
seemed to us, it seemed to me even after a second time that we
literally leaped off of the pad. The roll started and we were on
our way to what was to prove to be a very exciting and
challenging mission. We went into the clouds about 10 or 12,000
feet and we came out about 33 or 34,000 feet. The ride was quite
smooth and once we got onto the main engines and MECO was
normal. We diG a direct insertion ascent, which meant that we
didn't do our OMS burn and we only did one OMS burn, we didn't do
our OMS burn right away and we only did one OMS burn. And it was
interesting because we could watch the tank as it was tumbling
below us. This was the start of what was we though a normal
mission, the launch of TELESAT on top of the PAM upperstage.
NASA's launched alot of PAMs. Ours went beautifully but despite
the fact of having seen it before, it was great to do it
ourselves and the site of that PAM moving out right along the
earth's horizon was glorious. It spinning about 50 rpm for
gyroscopjc stability, everything worked beautifully on it and the
satellite is now up in geostationary orbit. Looking at the blue
of the horizon and just make a quic,k comment that is one of the
most wonderful sights that you see from space is where the earth
meets the sky. Our second satellite, the SYNCOM coming out of it
fresbee deploy. It looked perfectly normal when it came out.
You can see the ornni directional antenna, that white stick that's
leaning down against the top of the satellite. We fully expected
it come up to a vertical, straight up position a minute and 20
seconds after the deployment. It came out very stably, it makes
a little bit of a thump when it comes out. It took a little
while before it sunk into us, I think that omni really had'nt
come up. Then of course, we looked very carefully at the
satellite. It's possible that the ornni might have just been
stuck. The next thing that was supposed to happen was the
satellite should have started spinning up if all of the
sequencers were working properly. It didn't. Nevertheless, we
fired our OMS engines to get away from it. The .1g acceleration
really gets your attention when you're inside the cabin if you're
not prepared for it. Short burn, here you can see the OMS
engines cutting off and we were on our way to drifting away irom
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know what was in store for us a few

and Rhea is taking here blood pressure preparatory to doing the
echosounding of her heart down on the middeck area. Here I am
with some of my devices on. In this case, an electroenseflogram
with 5 electrodes on my head and as you see me bend forward, you
can see that I was well suited to do this experiment if I had had
hair, lid don't know whether I would have had to shave somebody's
head or at least spots on it. Recording my brave waves is what
it was doing. The amplifer, there was a problem in 1 g, it's
rather heavy and, but it was no problem in zero-g.
SEDDON
This is the American flight echo experiment. It's
the first time that an American machine has been used for
echocardiography in space. The transducer that 11m putting on my
chest emits sound waves and recieves those sound waves back
reflected off internal structures. In my case, I was sounding my
heart. This machine is an off-the-shelf item that had been
modified and now the experiment put together by some of our
people here at the Johnson Space Center. There's a picture of my
heart. The flapping thing in the middle of the picture is the
mitrovalve on the left side of my heart and the left ventricle is
beating in the picture. We were looking at changes in volume and
in heart size in the zero-g environment. And I was able to do
this on myself and 3 other crewmembers during the flight .
Another one of the major activities onboard tne
flight was the McDonnell Douglas continuous flow electrophoresis
system. Hera 11m doing some fluid transfers from samples taking
from the operating device. A number of test were performed in
this manner. One specifically that you see here was to determine
the presence of the harmone in which we are separating and
purifying again on this flight. Other test were to specifically
look for contaminating bacterium which were a problem on our last
flight. Those tests all showed that welve overcome that
problem. The machine was operating very cleanly this time. Here
11m transferring fluid to a test plate which w~uld later show the
results that indicated the presence of the material ~here I
wanted it to be. Other operations with the equipment included
mechanical calibrations of sample pumps and similar type
ruechanical and manual operations. Here it's being performed in
quite a normal orientation for that type of uperation, at least
in 0 gravity.
Watching the behavior of objects in weightlessness
is a constant source of amazeme·:·. These are some 14 power gyrostabili.zed binoculars which are :errific for looking out the
window at the ground, at the sky. There's a little bit of
friction in them, which here makes them look like gyrounstabilizd binoculars. But in fact, they worked very well for
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looking at the earth. And also, it1s a celestial phenomena. We
also carried these science study devices, the TRYS. The things
that we did hopefully will be used by science teachers allover
the country to show some aspects of physics and of weightless
conditions to their students. Here Bo is showing the behavior of
a gyroscope before it is spun up and of course, it1s completely
unstable, it spins every which way. But when you start it
~pinning around, it assumes a stability.
You don't see any of
the precision up here in weightlessness that we associate with
gravity putting a torque on d gyroscopp. as it slows d~wn on
earth. It just spins very stabily and it responds to every
little forc.:e that you put on it. It maintains its axis of
stability. Of course, the principle of gyroscopic stability is
well kno~/. It is nice to see it demonstrated like this since our
safe return to earth depended on this principle, c0ntinued to
operate in our own ship's gyroscopes. And of course, all tne
satellitEs which we put out used the principle of gyrosco~ic
stability to maintain their direction between the time that we
deploy them and when their engines ignite.
You notice you call hol.d your finger under that and
it doesn't spin around at all as it would do on the earth because
there1s no gravity pulling down on it with respect to the rest of
the ship.
This little magnetic wheel, though took a little
doing to learn how to spin it up using centrifical instead of
getting gravity assist but once I did that. As long as I held it
in my hand, it was pretty normal but once you let it go, it did
all sorts of neat t~'ings that were alot of fun to Hatch. Here
comes Mr. Yo-yo, the behavior of the yo-yo is the subject of much
discussion among alot of physicists. I!ve talked to alot of
people and we had serious doubts of whether it was going to work
at all. Well, it worked brilliantly, you can se9 some of the
dynamics in the string there. You could do it fast, you could do
it slow, you could do around the moon, you could do flying
saucers and if they don't admit Dave to the yo-yoers club of
America then there1s no justice in this world.
You just couldn1t do it on the flight deck.
And Charlie at times got a little nervous with his
CFES before he realized that Dave was pretty good at it.
Well, the main difficulties with the jacks was not
hitting them with the ball and by the end of the flight, Rhea got
real profficient. And although we don't have it on film here,
she got her twelve~ie~ in the end. If you just let go of the
paper airplane, it's pretty much swept away by the residual air
currents in the shuttle, tioing a nice little roll here. And
because of the inheritance stability just giving us a slight
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little shove sends it into the most beautiful glide that you
could ever desire.
WILLIAMS
You can tell they were ha\'ing fun doing this sort
of thing because nobody ever smiles in it. But I hope you like
our horne movies here. Operating a paddle ball in zero-g was not
alot different than 19. However, I had some of thp. same
problems. Things happen alot slower, you can't nearly, get near
the speed and the number of hits that you can in Ig with a paddle
ball. However, when you let go of it, it's a little bit
different. And you can see some of the action and reaction of an
elastic device and an impact device corning against a solid pie~e
and then pulling it away. Jeffrey has here a set of magnetic
marbles. We had a little trouble drawing our ring in the sand to
shoot marbles with so he decided to make his own. As each
marble3 joins the, its mates there in the group, you'll find that
it forms a circle and of course, you should be asking yo~rself or
the science teacher should be asking their children, "why does it
do it like that?" Interesting magnetic lines of force that you
can't see but there really there. If you'll watch this last
marble now as he sails past the ring with its tail relative to
the straight lines on the wall. Can YOIl see it cover up':lardl
And in fact, it does. Hopefully, Carolyn can get some use out of
this one. And here's our unofficial mascot. He really flipped
out over this experiment. The "right stuff". The slinky behaved
much in the same manner as it does on earth. We have some decent
film here of exciting a sound wave in the slinky and then a
double sound wave and you can perhaps see super imposed upon the
sound wave action, the standing waves and reflected waves moving
back and forth across the slinky. It does perform mUCh the same
in zero-g as it did in Ig. The little car going around its
plastic track depends upon centrifical force, of course, to keep
it in place. And when it slows down, it falls off in 19, of
course. I~ zero-g, with a little help from our do~tor, it falls
off.
SEDDON
This is a fly swatter ops. The ground had decided
at this point and time that we were going to rerendezvouR with
SYNCOM and attempt to activate the separation switch with some of
our homemade devices. This is the one that we call the fly
swatter. It wa~ made from a metallic swizzle stick reach
mechanism that we had onboard and some plastic book covers and
gray tape. The ground gave us the specific instructions on how
to build it. What size it should be and here Jake is helping me
put some stitching into it to hold it together. The other one
was called the lacross stick, it was a different sort of device.
Here we are in day 5, the regular day of our entry
had we maintained our Ilormal activity plan.
You can't get your pants on too late for the time.
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That's Jeff putting on a lower torso assembly.
It's a rather (garbler task to get yourself suited up. EVA
activity is a rather messy task, to begin with it really ties up
the middeck. You can see all the different pieces of equipment
we have laying around. Back in the background, there's Charlie
(CFES) Walker giving Jeff a hand. We had reduced the cabin
pressure down to 10.2 at this point. We did that on day 4 to
denitrozate Jeff's and my blood. Here we are with our lacross
stick and the fly swatter. We kept close grasps on those because
we certainly needed them to do the activity we intended to do
later on. Didn't want to leave them outside the airlock when we
depressed. There's Bo assisting me getting suited up, they're
getting the lower torso assembly attached to the hard upper torso
and here's Jeff popping up into the hard upper torso. It's very
crowded in the airlock, it's a small airlock. You can see me
hanging on the right and Bo ricocheting back and forth between
both Jeff and myself.
Here we are shortly Lefore fastening the upper
torso to the lower torso assembly. We're hanging there making
some last minute adjustments. Rhea's getting our picture. We're
close to the point, we're close to the point where we're going to
be closjng up the airlock and saying goodbye to the rest of the
crew. Fully suited now, making some last minute adjustments on
gloves, glove fit, making sure that we have all the equipment
that's required for the EVA. And momentarily, we're going to be
outside after we depress for the airlock down to zero and open up
the outer hatch. Rhea had precisely positioned the remote
manipulating system and its end deffector right along the
starboard longeron there. Convenient place, ·Jeff was able to
tether himself on the outboard side to give himself some
stability for work and I had tethered myself on the inboard
side. And each of us, 180 degrees apart started the work of
putting the two devices, the lacross stick and the fly swatter,
affixing them to the end deffector. Here's a view from the C
camera. In the very near foreground, you can see the lacross
stick still tethered to the longeron and what we're working on
right now is actually putting the fly swatter in at the 12:00
position with respect to the end deffector. We tightened the two
devices down with a device that's most familiar to folks here on,
that here on earth is more like a come along device.
You can see me moving it up and down there to
actually take up the slack of the system.
The total EVA ran about 3 hours and 6 minutes and a
few seconds. Most of the work activity of putting the two
devices onto the end deffector was accomplished within the first
hour, slightly over an hour. We, then at the completion of that,
had to move the arm over back to its manipulating position
mechansims, place the arm back down into those mechanisms and
roll the arm inboard as if we were going to stow and make a
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reentry. The purpose for that being that we really sure whether
the fly swatter or the lac ross stick might impinge upon the doors
and prevent them being closed. We did roll the arm in
afterwards, checked the clearance and there was some interference
between the lacross stick and one of the cameras but the
interference was slight and we had no problems with interference
with the doors and the potential for not being able to close the
doors for entry. Another view from the C camera, you can see now
that we've got the fly swatter on at the 12:00 position and we're
getting the lacross stick fixed in at the 9:00 position from
(garble). Jeff, you want to say a couple words here, maybe.
HOFFMAN
Well, we did all of our actual work during the day
because Houston wanted to be able to see what we were doing. If
you heard the conversations, you'll realize that we certainly
were not on our own out there, we were talking very closely with
people inside the cabin and with people on the ground. And it
was NASA's effort that went into doing this. It did mean, of
course that when you went past the terminator and it got dark in
the bay, the ground just asked us to just sort of hang on and
well, watch the world go by. And I think those were some of the
most memorable moments of my life. The feeling when you're just
hanging on to the side of the Orbiter not working too hard, not
exerting any force, I felt myself almost decoupled from the
spaceship and became for a few really beautiful moments, just a
human satellite floating around.
Here's Rhea back inside repositioning the arm and
the finale, the beautiful of Jeff working himself forward on the
starboard longeron. I'm concurrently working myself forward on
the port. It's the end of the EVA. We're back to putting our
tools back into the chest that we have out in the payload bay for
them and they're reentering the airlock. And from that point,
it, we've done everything we can and we turn it back ov~r to Don
and Bo who are going to affect the rendezvous.
Now, we had to work with the rendezvous targeting,
nO'le of which we had onboard. As far as the procedures of flight
data file and the inputs we need to do this, so we all came up by
teleprinter. Perhaps one of the longest t~leprinter messages in
the space program. But we made ourselves a book with a little
scotch tape and alot of cutting and pasting and got the
rendezvous procedures together. This a camera zoom-in on SYNCOM
as we're approaching it from underneath and coming up onto the
velocity vector of the satellite. You can see it rotating here
at about 2 rpm. You're looking at the bottom end of it. After
we're established into a tracking position, Bo moved back into
the aft station where he's standing on a starboard side now and
flying the spacecraft from there. And that's where all
rendezvous and proximity ops are flown in the spacecraft
generally stay in the back, hovering in the back if you will.
Looking out through the overhead window using the hand
WILLIM~S
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controllers, the rotational and translational hand controllers
that are in the back of the spacecraft. As it comes around here,
we'll be able to show you this omni lever before we took a swat
at it. Bo is looking. Here it comes now in that orange
rectangle, in the lower right hand corner of it, you see what the
lever looked like when we first saw it. And then Rhea got ready
to take a swipe at it.
SEDDON
I guess there were some question about whether the
arm could be used in this manner with some rather primitive tools
on the end of it to hit that lever and see if we could activate
the separation switches by it. If you'll watch the lacross stick
on this first pass, you'll see it come in and I'll get your
opinion on whether you think we got it or not. Here it cernes in,
grabbed it, pulled it. Real good pull the first time, went in
with the fly swatter the second time, tried to hook it on one of
the runs of the ladder. Here we come again, grabbc~ it. That's
number two. This time we're trying to hit it with ~._~ base of
the cone which is a more solid object, get it one more time.
That's three, we got, as we count it, at least 3 really good
wacks at it. At this point and time, the window closed that
we're supposed to be hittir.g this thing as since we had made the
hard contact with it, we had to back off from it at this point in
case, it was going to activate itself sometime later.
WILLIAMS
Bo flew the initial sep burn from the back which
was in a z-orbiter direction and meanwhile while he was doing
that, I was targetting up a small out-plane burn to get us out of
the plane of the spacecraft so we wouldn't come close to it on
subsequent revolutions. And then 15 minutes later, we targeted
an OMS burn to do the final separation. The reentry was a very
exciting part of the flight for me at least because in a lot of
it, we're in this particular attitude and I got to look out the
window and see the ground going by. It goes by ~lct faster when
you're down below than it does up at orbital velocity. We rolled
out coming over the central part of Floriua here and into the
Ken~edy Space Center into a slight left bank prior to
intercepting the heading alignment circle. We had gone just a
little north, the ground track had corrected and then come back
to our normal ground track, you can see a speed brake opening
here to control the energy and ready to center the spacecraft.
And of course, we're a glider here at slightly under 200,000
pounds as on all previous flights. It's a beautiful day in
Florida, the sun was shining, there were a few scattered clouds
down over Melbourne. Kennedy Space Center, itself was clear. I
had a great view as we came around the heading alignment turn on
the final for runway 33 at the Cape. I was talking to Bo all the
way around the turn relative to line up and glide slope and
energy management and he was doing a great job of E~ying the
airplane right around there. As we rollout on final here, I'll
let him describe the landing.
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BOBKO
As you know, we were waved off once, we didn't
think we were corning in because seldom does the weather get
better in Florida when it's cloudy in the morning but it did. It
was beautiful. Here we were coming right down near the runway
and started our pull-out for tne final landing. Here we're
coming over the Banana Creek and in just a second, you'll see the
gear come down and finally the overrun of the runway come up.
There was a right crosswind. We touched down. Just a little bit
to the left of the center line and drift a little bit farther to
the left with a crosswind, I put in a correction and brought it
back to the centerline, it handled beautifully. We ro)led out
with just moderate braking and stopped with about 3,000 feet to
go. We probably could have stopped alot shorter it I had used a
lot harder braking. At that point, we were all lated, we felt
that we were really horne. I mean we had gone through this
mission, we had don~ all of these things. Here we were rolling
out, it was certainly under control, we ready to stop and see our
families and come home. What else could possibly go wrong? Wa,
a few seconds later felt one of the wheel brakes lock up and it
was no problem to control the vehicle, I mean it was absolutely
under control. There was ~o question about that and you can see
that. It didn't diverge at all and then just about we came to a
stop, the right tire blew. But there wasn't any damage to the
Orbiter itself because of that, it was to the tire, it was a
brake that had failed. I think you'll see when we come down the
ladders that there are broad smiles on everyone's face. And if
was a demanding, challenging, extremely exciting, and of course,
spaceflight is always beautiful. We're all looking forward to
our next flight. Quite a few of us have them assigned right now
and we can't hardly wait. In any case, that's the end of the
film. Do we have the capability to show some of the slides?
PAO
Yes, I believe we do.
ready to put those up.

I think they're getting

BOBK0
We'll show you a few slides. Well, here are
some. The launch, here's a interesting view, of course, that's
always exciting and that's a rather dramatic scene. I'll just
through this quickly since you've seen all the film already.
Next slide film, please.
The PAM deployment as I said, ,:.'as normal, it was
particularly gratifying. I've worked on PAMs for four years now
and I think all of us felt really great to finally launch our
own.
Next, and here's the SYNCOM coming out, SYNCOM
comes out towards the Earth. I think I will just say one thing
for the record, separation switches are nothing new in
satellites. We've been using separation switches and sequencers
ever since we started putting satellites on top of expendable
rockets and r just as I say I want people to know that as
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unfortunate as it was that we apparently had some problems
here. It's not a new type of mechanism and there hav~ been
problems before. Next. As the SYNCOM moved away, w~ felt that
the main thing we could do once we realized there was a problem
was to observe the satellite as closely as possible with our eyes
with the binoculars and photographically. We, of course at this
point, didn't know that we were coming back and so we just want
to do everything possible to allow people to figure out what the
problem was sometime in the future. Next.
The continuous flow electrophoresis system again
worked very well on this flight. It was a clean machine both in
its mechanical and electrical oper~tion and in its biological
performance of its duties. There were alot of things to be done
with it. I performed alot of observations, all of which
providing good information. I understand that the materials have
been returned to St. Louis look in very good shape and are very
clean. It was a good experience for us again, to come upon what
~/e expected to be commercial operations producing pharmaceutical
materials. First out in the cargo bay, in perhaps 3 years time
and then eventually with free-flying satellites wiLh these
factors attached to them and we intend to utilize the Space
Station for its really intended purpose which is as both a
researCh laboratory full time and a base [or production work.
Now this was just the first step along that way. Next slide,
please.
That's just a repeat. I can add nothing to it of
doing except I'm doing some different experiments, some
peformance handheld computer test and handeye tracking. Next.
SEDDON
This again is the echocardiograph experiment and it
was a machine that worked beautifully. I can't say enough about
it. It's a terrific tool that safe, relatively easy to use and
gets terrific pictures of what's going on inside the human
body. Next. This is a picture of sort of a mondane activity,
it's eating an orange to prove that we do have some fresh foods
in space. You have to worry about the orange peels floating away
so they're stuffed into some of the slots on the food tray that
you see on my leg there. You'll also notice that I'm firmly
secured to some foot loops on the floor and that's how we
restrained ourselves most of the time so we could use both
hands. You'll see some sleep stations, sleeping bags on the
bulkhead wall there behind me.
You're talking about eating fresh fruit, I had alot
of trouble with an apple. You get used to, everything has velcro
in it in space so you can put it against the wall when you're not
using it. Well, nobody's developed an apple with velcro on it.
I couldn't get velcro to stick to it. I devised all sorts of
clever ways to tether down apples and tie them down and
everything before. And really, it's crazy thinking back on it
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but it really took me about 2 days before realizing you could
just take a bite of it and then just leave it there and grab it
when you needed it again.

,\

SEDDON
Bananas have the same problem. Next slide. This
is the rendezvous checklist coming up in teleprinter form. I
think it's the first time that they ever uplinked a full
checklist book to a crew. We had alot of fun, cutting and
pasting, playing arts and crafts, putting together a book from a
roll of paper like this.
That picture really doesn't show the problem
either. I had to go to the flight deck to qet out of the way of
the paper.
SEDDON
Flying paper on the middeck. Next slide. This is
the surgeon at work. You can't tell I've got a ~3ir of scissors
in my mouth which is usually a no no in the operating room. I
have d knife in one hand and I'm slicing into a plastic book
cover, beginning the work on making the fly swatter. I got to
use scissors, scapel, bone saw and needle and thread. So, they
made me feel like a real surgeon working up there.

..

Jake was very brave to help.
out of the way.

The rest of us stayed

SEDDOn
Next slide. This is the lacross stick which was
the other piece of. equipment that we uere using to hook the
separation switch and we wanted to show you kind of a close up of
~hat.
It also had (garble) but it had a wire on the end that
were also used attempting to hook the separation switch. Next
slide.
Here we go with EVA. A close up of Bo fitting the
lower torso, affixing it to the upper torso on Jeff there. Next
slide.
Outside, we saw plenty of that in the movie, it's
certainly a sppctacular experience to be Ollt there. Next. The
end deffector on the right ~ith the fly swatter and the lacrosG
stick both affixed and at this point, we finished that task and
passing through the night time, waiting for another comm pass
with Houston. Next. A close up after Rhea has moved it towards
the SYNCOM, the SYNCOM's out 0f view at this point but just a
close up of what it looks like in the snaring position.
What we have here actually and you'll see later,
it's a before and after picture. Note the condition of the fly
swatter and the lacross stick now and compare that to what you
see when the whole swat operation is complete. Next. Don.
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WILLIAMS
This is my working position here during a
rendezvous. And as you can see, it took alot of paper and alot
of restrain~s and that kind of stuff but though we managed to
pull it off in spite of not having done one for a while. Next
one, please.
Before we get too far on that, I want you notice
how much better ones we made in space than they made here on the
ground.
WILLIAMS
Okay, go ahead. This is what it looked like out
the windows, we're making the approach to the satellite. And you
saw part of that in the movie in an actual motion picture sense
so let's go ahead to the next one, please. Okay, we're looking
at inside the spacecraft now and as you can see as your eyes
start to understand that of the silouette of Jeff Hoffman's head
on the left and Rhea's head on the right looking out the window
and getting ready to perform the swat operacion as Bo is bringing
the satellite into position over the cargo bay. Next.
HOFFMAN
You don't get the impression from that of how close
it really looked.
SEDDON

And how big it looked when it was really close.

WILLIAMS
The poised position, if you will, the satellite's
in position, we're waiting for the window to open and for Rhea to
take her shot at it. Go ahead. This is the aftershot. The
wire's broken at the top there on the lacross stick and then the
bottom device on the fly swatter, you can see she got a 3 Wlre.
So, that's an acceptable thing for a navy pilot and a navy
wife. Next.
No pictures would be complete without the beautiful
pictures of the ground. This is a large storm system that was
northwest of Australia and we took it. It dissipated later but
it was certainly an interesting sight to see. Next, please.
This is Houston. You can see Galveston and Galveston bay and if
you look closely, you can see Clear Lake and Taylor Lake and we
haven't found our individual homes yet but we're still looking.
We haven't had it blown up either.
With the 14 power binoculars, you really could see
individual buildings down there, individual houses. This picture
was taken out of the front window of the Orbiter; I also had an
opportunity to look at this same view through my legs while we
were out on the EVA. And it's unreal. Next slide, please. This
is the (garble) looking up towards Palestine with an (garble) you
can see the (garble) over there to the left. It's quite an
impre~sive view from space.
Of course, we didn't get quite up
over the Mediteranean because our orbital track wasn't that far
north. But we did see it as we went down over the Sahara. Next
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slide, please. And this is part of the Great Barrier reef off of
Australia. You just capture the colors that you can see out the
window there. And of course, you see the light blues of the
shallower water and the dark blues of the deeper water and it
really is beautiful. Next slide.
The picture of the area camera which we just
recently started flying. It's a 16 millimeter camera which is
just a marvelous device. All of the film that you saw previously
saw, the 24 minute film all except very small portions of it were
taken with this camera, beautiful camera to work with. Next
slide.
Here's one of the student, one of the 2 student
experiments we carried onboard. It's a fly experiment, the
theory is that weightlessness may cause aging of brain cells and
that flies have about a 2 week life span so in a seven day
flight, they would be able to detect any potential aging of the
cells relative to the total fly's life. Next slide.
WILLIAMS
Well, one of the important things that I think in
spaceflight is to get some exercise. And you've seen pictures of
treadmilling before, it wasn't nearly this much fun. Of course,
you're not supposed to smile but they caught me just on a slow
walk. Next one. Juggling in space is a little different than on
Earth, you have to have not quite so quick hands, but alot slower
tosses.
END OF TAPE
5l-D POSTFLIGHT PRESS CONF.
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Next.
I took the opportunity of being up there to try to
take some pictures of the Stars using the Light Intensification
System, in order to keep out the light in the cockpit. I had
this black crude belt here. It's amazing what you could see when
you actually blotted out all the exterior light, both looking
down at the Earth and looking up at the sky. I hope it may be
possible to use a system like this to get some nice pictures of
Haley's Comet wnen it comes back next year. And, move along to
the next slide. People had told us about making sandwich, making
sandwiches in space, but we just, we didn't beli~ve in how
complicated it was. If you have about four hands per person it
would probably be a very simple operation. But barring that, it
took us a couple of tries before we came anywhere near avoiding
almost total disasters. You could see us smiling.
The meat slices don't have velcro on either.
SEDDON
Or the bread, you see your (garble) you have to
hold at least one piece of bread in your mouth as you smear on

..

your mustard.
Cheese spread doesn't come off very well.
Bo got a lot on him, not much on his bread, but . •
Takes more than two hands to handle a whopper.
PAO

Next.

The sunrises and sunsets, as I was looking out the
window and taking pictures, looking at them with the binoculars,
you can see sunglare in here in the white and the light blue and
the dark blue. Looking through the l4-powered binoculars during
one sunset in the blue layer alone, I was able to count 23
separate layers of stratification. And it's not just a gee-whiz
type of thing by studying this sort of picture atmospheric
physicists can learn about stratification and structure of the
atmosphere. And we tried to give them as many pictures as we
could. And it was always a pleasure to be able to take them,
because you never get tired of watching sunsets.
PAO

Next.

GARN
Now this is a presentation that Bo and the crew
made to me over the mid-Atlantic on day 5, Ed you can't see it
too well from here, but it's a Ooonesbury cartoon with each of
the crew signing it for me and presenting it a couple a hundred
miles up over the mid-Atlantic, so I'm very proud of it.
51-0
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You tell them what it said, Bo?
BOBKO
Oh it called us the Senator sitters. We didn't
want to be too reverant. We knew that it wouldn't last for much
longer.
Here we are getting ready to do our preparations
for entry, we're unpacking the clothing that we had put away
after Ascent and we're putting on our flight suits and boots that
we'll be using for the entry. Next slide, please. And here I am
in the commander's . • •
In the steery-eyed Commander position .
entry.

• • . taking down some the final pads for the
Next slide, please.

This is a view (garble) site, it was really a fine
day, Austry Oscar didn't take this one, there was one of the
folks in the back stuck a camera up the~e beside my head and
snapped a couple of shots as we were coming around the corner,

but it was really a pretty day, you can see the Vertical Assembly
Building and the crawl tracks that we got to the pad where we
launched from a week earlier. Next.
This is a view through Bo's window at about 5000
feet just before we started out preflight. That was taken with
the 70 millimeter camera, you can see the head-up display on the
left, the head-up display being the device that Bo looks through
to present approach information in alphanumeric form to them.
The window outline is over the top and down the right, and just
on the far left you can see Bo's head.
I might just comment, a normal airliner lOS
approach is about one and a half degree glideslopes, these are
about 19. So, if you don't appreciate that viewpoint at 5000
feet and that close to runway, it's a very steep angle of
descent.
PAO

Next.

And of course here was our crew picture. We took
it after we had completed the fly-swatter on Lacroy, Lacroy stick
the night before they went out on the EVA and I think we were all
feeling that we were ready to go tackle a task that had been
assigned. We're kind of proud of that, we feel that's probably
one of the only pictures that will be taken with devices such as
those, that were successfully used.
SEDDON
And we were hoping to tear them up the next day
snap pictures then.
51-D
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Next slide please.
PAO
Okay. With that, we about 20 minutes for
questions. We'll take questions first here in Houston, and then
at the other Centers, if there are questions there. And we'll
start over here with John Getter.
GETTER
I have two questions. First for Senator Garn, a
lot happened on this flight, most of which kind of got lost in
the shuffle as we were keeping track of the Swat Team. Your
assessment is one who was there, what was the most important part
of this flight? In the end, why did it matter?
GARN
First, let me say that the nominal part of the
mission was tremendously impressive to me in the fact that I was
able to watch these people work that I had trained with for 3
months, and see them perform magnificantly. But even more
impressive after we started having the difficulties with Syncom
and we started seeing the messages come up. Rhea started making
the fly-swatters and Bo started helping get Jeff and Dave ready
for the EVAs and all the things that were necessary to go

along. I think it showed an incredible maturity of the Space
Program, and also the ability of NASA to train human beings to do
remarkable things in space. I've been asked the question two or
three times, very similar, is this mission a failure? Oh no. It
was an overwhelming success, and you had to be there to see it.
In watching these people work, my admiration for them went up
even higher and higher, and I sat there with just some, literally
some tears in my eyes at the professional cool manner in which
they approached this task as they got these instructions off that
Teleprinter. And it was, it was dramatic, John. I mean I was
down and watching and about halfway floating there, so I wasn't
in the way and every once and awhile wh~n there's a gap I would
pop up to see the Syncom coming ~n. And, at the last when it was
coming down I wanted to see where it was, and I floated up in
between Bo and looked, and I was looking out the overhead and
couldn't see it. I looked out the other window and I won't
repeat what I really said, here. But I mean it was just, it's
right, it's right there. I mean right, right there. Magnificent
job by Don and Bo in bringing that thing in, you're traveling at
five miles a second. And you got this huge satellite orbiting
between the cabin and the vertical stabilizer. And the Mission
Specialist, the job that each of them, I just, there's no • . . I
have the words to describe what a success this mission was, and
how proud I am of these people I've had the opportunity to work
with.
PAO

Okay, question from Carlos Byers, here.

CARLOS BYERS (Houston Chronicle)
Senator, (garble) I was
wondering could you tell us how your experiences in the trained
preparation and during the flight are going to, might have 51-0
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affected, or are going to affect your attiudes towards the Space
Program? And secondly, discuss your medical experiments, what,
how that worked out for you? Did you get sick? I believe you've
said that you did. How sick was it? What is it? I have to ask
this, because this is the sort of thing we can't get from other
sources.
GARN
I'm the only one that's going to tell, and only
about me. I was sick, very sick after about 9 hours inflight,
sort of like the stomach flu, the 24 hour stomach flu. And 0
can't say that I enjoyed it, I be lying to you if I did. That
was on launch day, on the second day I was still nauseated, on
the third day at morning it was all gone. Just like Bill
Thornton said, if you take medication, if you (garble) get sick,
in two days it's gone. And if you don't take medication and two
days it's gone, I'm marveled at the adaptability of the inner
system. Because I didn't expect to go from feeling very bad to
feeling wonderful. The next 5 days were the most fantastic I've
ever spent in my life. As Dave said the other day at one of our
parties, lIGravity sucks.lI And I wish I can show you how I could
just squeeze my buttocks together and float up to the ceiling,
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that's all it took. So, yes I was sick. As far as my medical
experiments, I can't evaluate the data for you. Bill Thornton
has to listen to all those squeaks and vow sounds and noises that
came out of the equipment. But I was able to perform every task
that I was trained to do, to be a passive subject for Rhea on
each day, and I was very pleased with that. I was even more
pleased that the crew asked me to do minor tasks, sewing and a
few things like that, but in addition to my medical experiments
to be part of the crew, even when that was just hands, or fixing
breakfast or some of those things. So, from my standpoint, it
was a magnificant experience.
And the second part of your question, "How does it change my
attitude about NASA?II It is on the public record, the entire 10
years that I have been in the Senate on the Authorizing Committee
as Chairman of the Appropriations Committee, that I'm a great
supporter of the Space Program, of flying, and of science and
technology. I also have a National Science Foundation under my
jurisdiction. I've been trying to get more money for science
education for teachers, for junior high and senior high
teachers. For those who want to look at my public record,
they'll find out that this is not new. So, my support of
science, technology, space, basic science research in other areas
will continue with the same enthusiasm as it had before. That's
one issure though, that doesn't mean because I support NASA and
because I support Space and I think it's fantastic, that they're
going to get every dime they ask for, or their budgets are not
going to be scrutinized. My reputation as Chairman of that
committee with 21 other some agents, these besides NASA, is one
that I look very closely, and I will continue to do that, while
still having great admiration for what was done and particularly
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by crews of this caliber.
PAO
Okay, Paul Reeser, and then we'll take one from
Susan Starnes then hit the other NASA Centers before coming back
to wrap up here.
PAUL REESER
Senator Garn, to follow that up a little bit and to
be more specific; as a result of your over, overside duties on
this mission and in the training, do you expect to recommend
changes in either the amount of money that NASA receives or the
manner in which that money is spent?
GARN
I have been here on and off most the time on for
about 4 months. I will produce a detailed written report, it
wiil not corne soon, because I want it to be carefully written and
thoughtful, and helpful to NASA and to the Congress. So, I can't
give you any timeline as when I expect to have that finished,
because I want it well done. I don't want any quickie report,
just because somebody says, "Well you're back, how 'bout a report
by next Tuesday?"; that will be available. I will also be having
discussions with my counterpart, Congressman Bolin in the House

and the two authorizing cornmitee chairmen. But, that will take
some time, and to go into that. And I'm sorry, what? There's
another part of your question that . • .
REESER
Just in summary, did you conclude that NASA's
nearing everything exactly the way you would prefer them do it,
they're spending the money exactly the way you • . .
GARN

No.

REESER
• would like them do it, or do you anticipate
some changes thac neither the amount of money or the manner in
which it's spent?
GARN
I would expect in this point just in a general
sense to look into procurement practices, which is not unusual to
NASA. This is a struggle we in Congress have with other
agencies, and I'm hopeful that we'll be able to change some of
the procurement practices and save some money, particularly in
some of the equipment that is necessary to buy that I think by
changing some of the procurement procedures, some of the rules
and regulations, and impositions imposed by Congress in some
cases, that we can save some money and redirect it to get more,
more for our money.
PAO
Okay, Susan Starnes.
Headquarters for questions.
STARNES
GARN
51-0
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STARNES
We saw the film of that landing and then the brakes
explanation, and have heard many explanations and different
variations on the same thing. Could you describe a little more
the details of how it felt as you were corning down when the
brakes failed? Was it obvious to you, did you ever have any
concern that you'd have to get out of there a little more quickly
than originallyt planned?
BOBKO
The vehicle was very controllable on the rollout. There was never any doubt about being able to track the
centerline, once we got back on the centerline. I put on the
brakes and then we had a deceleration rate of about 6 foot per
second, it was obvicus that there was going to be no problem in
stopping. It was just a few feet before we carne to a complete
stop that we felt what we thought was probably a brake locking up
and then releasing. And in my own mind I can't separate that
from possibly having a tire blow. In any case, there were some
noises, there was still no disturbance in the controllability of
the vehicle and we carne to a complete stop. At that time we did
not know that a brake had blown, and we didn't know that until we
had the door opened and essentially got out. It didn't, once we

did get out they didn't want to let us walk around the vehicle
for fear that another tire might also be damaged and could
blow. But, in my mind there was never any problem. No one ever
reported that there was any damage to anything except the tire.
PAO
Okay, weill take questions now from NASA
Headquarters. I'd like to keep it at just about three questions
from each of the other centers, in the interest of time. Go
ahead.
During the EVA and also during the flight, we never
heard any discussion of damage to the OMS pods or damage to the
wings, but, of course after landing there was some evidence of
that. Is that correct, that there was no observable damage
during flight and does anybody have any thoughts as to exactly
what caused the damage, perhaps during the landing?
This is the first time that I've heard about damage
to the OMS pods. We saw something, that was probably a piece of
the gap filler out to the side of one of the OMS pods and we saw
some slight cracks and things on the top of the tiles but none of
them looked to be of any significance. Obvious
During the EVA, I was hanging up, right on top, and
on the side of the OMS of the starboard OMS pod. I got a view of
that and a good view of the inboard part of the left OMS pod and
I didn't see anything unusual. Dave, of course, got a great view
of the wing.
Of course the damage to the wing was underneath, on
the left hand side. So, there was no way that we could see that
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from the cockpit or even by the two people who were out EVA. We
didn't know that until we got off, until we got out of the
vehicle on the ground. And it was probably comforting that we
didn't know that there was a hole in the way.
CRAIG CORVAL (Aviation Week)
For Bo, back to the, not so
much the landing but the approach. Do you think you felt the
crosswind DTO there that we'd been looking for for several years
it seems • . •
BOBKO
I hope we got a • . . I hope we got a start on
it. I understand that we put in, that I put in perhaps about as
much as 70 percent rudder. So, maybe taking the effectivity of
the rudder on the runway out, and putting it into the simul .
into some of the simulations, we can now verify some of our
models and continue up to perhaps the 29th crosswind, or even a
little above that, so that we will be cleared for doing 29th
crosswinds on a runway. However, looking at the tires, I'm not
sure that the tires would be quite ready for a 29th crosswind
yet.

CORVAL
Were ail your airspeeds around the HAC and down the
glideslopes there, pretty close to predictp.d?
BOBKO
Yes. Do you • • • Let me ask Don. X think that
they gave us a predicted speed rate closure to 23 percent?
WILLIAMS

And it went to 21.

BOBKO
It went to 21. So, they were very close in their
predictions of what exactly was going to happen. And we were
close, I don't know what the exact numbers are, but I felt we
were close at the preflare point and the speedbrake went, the
automatic speedbrake worked well. It went to the predicted
location and the normalized touchdown point was very nominal.
For Senator Garn. Senator, in order to make room
for you, they had to bump a Satellite Specialist from Hughes.
Was there anytime during the flight when you felt that you might
have, it might have been better if Hughes' Satellite Specialist
had been onboard.
GARN
You know I wished the press would concentrate on
the crew and what they accomplished, rather than some of the
questions that I have been answering for 5 months. But all I
will say to you is that I did not displace a Hughes Payload
Specialist. This crew was scheduled last August, 5 members of
them, the 5 professional NASA members. They were cancelled in a
joint mission, and were not the crew that was selected to take
the joint mission. They were unfortunate enough to be on another
flight that was cancelled. NASA tries very hard as a standard
policy to do two things; first of all, to allow the crew that was
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scheduled to go first to take a combined· mission, and secondly to
try and keep a crew together that has trained together. So 6 out
of 7 of the original crew minus Patrick Bodreau, were assigned to
the new flight. So to say that I alone bumped, we can play that
game all the way we want. Bo bumped Brandenstein and on down the
line, and that has happened every time there has been a cancelled
flight. The 6 out of the 7 of the original 51-E crew stayed
together of which I was a part. There's one other point, that as
long as you have brought it up might just as well be answered,
and that is the point that I, the last one I heard was I had
bumped bumped Patrick Bodreau. Well, how I bumped one of my own
crewmembers, I have failed to be able to figure out. But Charley
required his CFES to be there, which takes the entire galley
area, and required 5 drawers. And interestingly enough, Patrick
Bodreau required 5 drawers because of his fee, his echo sounding
equipment. And even if I had been taken off the flight and not
kept with the other members of my crew, Patrick and Charley could
not have flown together. It was impossible spacewise. The
original conditions of me being on 51-E were that the medical
department was allowed 1 drawer. I had my 1 drawer either way,
but physically weightwise and sizewise, Charley and Patrick could
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not have flown together under any circumstances, even if I had
been removed or if they'd want the remove Rhea, or any of the
other members of the crew. Remove Bo, there still wasn't room
for those two Payload Specialist and I just repeat, 6 out of the
7 of us stayed together.
SEDDON
And I don't know that there was anything that a
Payload Specialist could have done onboard to fix the Syncom
other than to perhaps advise us where the separation switch was,
and the ground did a very good job of that.
PAO

We'll take questions now from KSC.

JERRY HANESON (Time Magazine)
First two are very quickly, but
to Senator Garn. Sir, I understand you have indeed kept a diary
of your, a log of your experiences with various commentaries.
Did you keep a log up there, will you share it with us?
GARN
Yes, I kept a log and I will share it as I did
prior to the flight, parts of it; there are obviously some
personal comments that I made that have to do with my family and
some very personal spiritual feelings of that kind that are none
of your business. But as far as my feelings about the flight,
the crew and the operations, yes, I would be happy to share that.
HANESON
Sir, we're just born nosey. Filled with
admiration, as most of us are for the performance of this crew is
typical to me, the nosey reporter. But, to the commander to the
aircraft, Commander, Mr. Commander Bobko; would you have been
much more comfortable with a HAC which led you into runway 15
with that crosswind with gusts up to about 15 miles an hour 51D POSTFLIGHT PRESS CONF. Dp20jb 12:00 p.m. 4/23/85 PAGE 22
quartering you from about 10:00 instead of the gust as they were
quartering on you from about, I guess your 5:00 from the rear
slightly, sir?
BOBKO
No, I think that the new speedbrakes managed the
energy and there was, so that meant we arrived at the runway
threshold with the same amount of energy whether we had gone to
15 or 33. The crosswind in one case was from the right and the
other case was from the left. And certainly there was no problem
in stopping, I mean we had plenty of runway, we had plenty of
runway to make the stop. So, I don't think that 15 and 33 was,
that there was any big difference with the crosswind, however,
the decision was made to go to 33 because of the glare that was
on runway 15. And I, I certainly respect and more than ready to
take the advice of the people who were flying the STA and picking
the most suitable runway to land the Orbiter.
SUE BUTLER (Time and Space World)
This is for Or. Rhea
Seddon. Most of the astronauts in the past were test pilots,
were used to risking their lives as part of the job. But you
were trained as a physician and a surgeon. How did you ever
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think when you joined this program that yould be asked to put
your life on the line, when they asked you to swat that orbital
bomb?
SEDDON
I guess I knew I was asked, was going to be asked
to put my life on the line when I attached myself to external
tank and two solid rocket boosters. So, I knew that there was
some risk involved. We knew that the people here on the ground
had looked very carefully at what condition the, the kick motor
in the buoster rocket in the Syncom, what kind of condition that
was in, and we had every confidence that they never would have
sent us back in to do anything that was going to endanger our
lives.
BUTLER
Just go on for just a minute and describe your
feelings right before and right after your attempt to, after you
made the contact with the satellite.
SEDDON
I can tell you that my heart was beating rather
rapidly as we approached this large satellite. It was a fairly
exacting task. I had received training on the arm last year in
preparation for the mission that we were to go on in August and
had had rather little practice with the arm since that time.
Although I had some for this mission, it was not in exactly this
kind of task. So, I was a little anxious about how the arm was
going to work and how I was going to be able to use it. I guess
my feeling after we had finished the operations we went through
that I had some good coaching from inside. We went through the
whole 6 1/2 minute window batting at the separation switch, and
to tell you the truth, until I watch the films here on the
ground, I couldnlt have told you what happened. I knew that we
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had probably hit
blur to me and I
over my shoulder
document exactly

it more than once, but all of that was kind of a
was glad that there was somebody standing up
taking good pictures of it, so that we could
what had happened.

Me watching very closely, you really did a great
job. We knew we had at least two hits and looking at the photos
afterwards, we see now we had three good hits at it. And I have
to say as exciting as the EVA was for Dave and me, I felt my
hands were that more sweaty during that rendezvous and the
manipulator arm operations.
BOBKO
And let me say as the Commander, even though Rhea
have been trained as a Doctor, and she used that medical
expertise in conducting the APE. She is certainly is a competent
and trusted crewmember.
SEDDON

Thank you.

PAO
Weill take questions now from the Marshall
Spaceflight Center, and then come up, take a few wrapup questions

here in Houston.
TOM KNIGHT (WAFF TV - Huntsville)
For Charley, when do you
expect some information to be released on your product you very
successfully during the flight?
WALKER
Well the test which are, are done in detail after
the flight, have already been put into work, and they were put
into work this weekend. But they take several weeks to come to
fruition because they are detailed assays involving some very
complex operations in the laboratory. I can't give you an exact
time, I don't know, it'll be a few weeks from now. But there
were again test donp. in orbit which indicated that not only was
the machine clean, but it was separating hormonal material where
wer wanted it to be. The cleanliness test, that is looking for
bacterial contamination and their by-products have been done
postflight. Those do take less time than the ones I just talked
about for the product. And those indicate that the machine was
very clean and that we have ovp.rcome contamination problems which
bothp.red us last time.
KNIGHT
To follow from that Charley if you will, I'm
talking in terms of actually what the product is and what it's
going to do?
WALKER
that.

You'll have to wait a lot more than a few weeks for

KNIGHr
For Dr. Seddon, during the, your swat at the
activation switch, did you ever actually detect any movement,
weren't able to do say when the video were doing the real-time
51-~
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pictures, did you see any direct movement at all when you did hit
it?
SEDDON
No, I'm afraid we could not appreciate that, it was
at some distance from us. We knew that the separation switch
ghad gone through at least most of it's travel. So, we knew when
we came upon it and viewed it that if we did hit it and if we did
move it, it was going to be a matter of just a couple of
degrees. But we thought that was well worth trying because
sometimes it's just that extra tenth of an inch that will
activate the microswitches to set that whole thing in motion. We
did not perceive any movement of the switch, and perhaps someone
can do some analysis on the photographs that we brought back to
see if it indeed did move any at all.
KNIGHT
And finally for whomever. The University of
Alabama's Crystals Experiment, U8H in Birmingham and Marshall
made a mention of that, thus far during the postmission, did
that, was that activated properly and any data on that?
Well, I'll take that because it was flown as a part
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of the McDonnell Douglas Continuous Flow Electrophoresis System
work in that we have some interest in that area of technique or
technology, protein crystallization in looking at, knowing what
materials, what the hormones and proteins that we are looking to
produce in the future really leok like at a molecular level. So,
the answer to that is that I did report during the flight, that
it was activated as planned on the first day and since the
mission was extended by a couple of days, whereas it was planned
to be deactivated on flight day 5, I waited and deactivated it on
flight day 7. The results there were very good visual indication
that some very large protein and crystals were grown. The
results are being analyzed and there will be press releases on
those. I have not in fact talked to the researchers yet myself,
although my desk has several telephone messages on it, asking
them to give them a call, and I'll do that shortly. So, a little
more information, a little more time will be needed to let you
guys know what happened there. But, it did look, it was
activated inflight when as planned.
KNIGHT
Okay, and if I may, one quick last question for
Senator Garn. As Carlos Byars mentioned earlier our information
in terms of space adaptation sickness or just space sicknesses
usually very limited, could you briefly describe, I know you said
it was more like an upset stomach type, but describe a bit more
the, what it felt like in terms of onset went after launch?
GARN
Before lunch? First of all I may repeat that any
of the data, the actual data is NASA, NASA proprietary inf . . .
oh well, you know what I mean, information and I even, when I
know the results of that will not disclose it. So, I will only
talk about my own feelings. It started very normally with some
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dizziness, a little queasiness, you try and fight it like anybody
does. And I tried to fight it for about 9 hours, and then gave
up the fight. And everyone of you knows it's not pleasant to
regurgitate, but I did, and I did several times that night. So,
I felt very, very naseous, very upset, wished it would go away
and couldn't wait for the two days to past that Bill Thornton
promised me it would pass and thankfully he was absolutely,
absolutely correct. And as I said before after two days it was
all gone, no symptoms at all and I felt just fantastic.
Thank you, no further questions from Marshall.
PAO
Okay, we'll come back here for just a couple of
wrapups here in Houston. Steven Galvan.
STEVEN GALVAN (Channel 13)
For Jeff. You got a message on
flight day 7 from Barbara, saying, "Congratulations, You got your
EVA wish." Did you have anything to do with the Syncom failure?
HOFFMAN
No, I want to express very seriously what I think
the whole crew felt. And this has been a remarkable mission for
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us, a remarkable mission for NASA. We did things that we never
dreamed of getting to do. We felt terrible that the Syncom
didn't work. I mean, I think there's no question if someone
asked us now, could we make the Syncom work, we'd say, "Yes."
But Illl tell you, if it had to fail I'm glad it failed while we
were on the shift.
GARN
Let me just add, add to that. All of us, as I have
watched some of the news reports, and seeing them concentrate on
the failure of Syncom, some articles about how, well maybe we
ought to go back and use the normal launch, and the Shuttle isn't
a good launch vehicle and so on. I think it proved just the
opposite, that if you'd had that kind of a failure on just a
solid single expendable rocket vehicle, there would have been no
chance whatsoever to attempt to fix it. I would hope people
would concentrate on the success of this mission, rather than the
fact that the satellite didn't work. It's too bad in the best of
all worlds for everybody if Jeff and Dave could have gone out and
had made it work, and then you can imagine how different the
press coverage would be on the Shuttle system as a delivery
system. But these people, I got to repeat, and I'm not their ad
agency, I'm not an advertisor. But they did absolutely everthing
that was required of them. The rest of us, we can go to work
during the day and if we perform 50 percent, fine, you survive you go horne at night or 75 percent if you screw up, alright. But
17,000 miles an hour and 10 feet away a couple of hundred miles
up and out in suits, and operating and end effactor and an arm
and sweeping that thing filled with hydrazine and all of that. I
want all of you to appreciate what, not only these people do, but
the rest of the astronauts do. I don't think the American people
understand that. And if I sound a little bit frustrated, I am
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because I was there, the rest of you weren't. I was there and I
saw them work and there weren't any mistakes and they picked up
on training they had had before, and they performed
magnificently. And I defy anybody else to do that. Seven days
for while floating weightlessness and perform their jobs
perfectly without a hitch when they're hit with new surprises.
And that's the story that ought to be told about this flight, of
those 5 people that performed better than anybody could ask them
to perform.
WALKER

Jake, could you tell what you really think?

GARN
I've never been known Charley as a wishy-washy
politician for nobody.
PAO

Carlos Byars.

BYARS
Two questions for Co~~ander Bobko. One, did you
notice any affects at all from the loss of the instrument that
had happened earlier in the flight, and live forgotten the name
of it, ADI, I think.

BOBKO
needles.

It's the Attitude Indicator. And it had some error
And the error needles were not operating properp1y.

BYARS

This affect your retiring it, at all?

BOBKO
Certainly I was able to compensate for the loss of
those needles. They weren't all gone at the same time, and they
do lots worse than that to us in simulations, believe me.
BYARS
That's what I figured. Samely, did you notice
anything at all in the way of the control of handling
characteristics of the vehicle, that you would now perhaps
attribute to that hole in the wing.
BOBKO
No, nothing whatsoever. I had no inkling that we
had a hole in the wing until after we got out on the ground. So
BYARS
Last Senator Garn, one quick question.
that mysterious object?

What was

GARN
Well, I can't tell you, because I couldn't find it
onboard. Must have been a (garble) object. What I had onboard
was supposed to be there on when we were going to display it.
Somehow it didn't, that was one of the failures of NASA. They
didn't get my mysterious object onboard.
BYARS
GARN
51-0

What wa9 it?

What were you going to take?

It was really not that mysterious.
POSTFLIGHT PRESS CONF. Dp20jb 12:00 p.m.
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you noticed in a press conference had Amheryst and Purdue, U.S.
Navy Air Force Academy. I had BYU as number 1.
PAO
I know we've got a few unanswered questions, but we
really, we're really out of time and I'm going to have to cut it
off here at this point. Thank you.
END OF TAPE.
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PAO
Good afternoon, we are ready to begin this first
change of shift briefing of STS 51-D with launch flight director
Cleon Lacefield. We will have a summary from flight director and
then we will take questions.
Lacefield ••••• Goo afternoon, we had a nominal ascent today and
we are currentl in a 249 by 161 orbit and as you know the launch
was delayed a roximately 55 minutes and that was the combination
of a couple f things. We had some moisture in the clouds and we
had a C
0 ship in the SRB recovery area.
We were able to get
----~~r-~n·side of the window and currently the crew is ahead of the
timeline and as you can hear on the loops they are in excellent
spirits. They have already had several VTR playbacks. We have
seen a playback of the door opening. We have seen some views of,
from the payload bay doors, through the payload bay of the Earth
views ana they are currently gettirg things configured for the
deploy this afternoon. Right after MECO, we performed a main
proportion system DTO which is a DTO that we are studying the
effects of dumping a large amount of the LOX and hydrogen
overboard which would
we would do for
if we ever had to do
a transabort, trans-Atlantic abort and that DTO caused us some
roll more than we were. expecting and we rolled the vehicle
approximately 45 degrees and then we got back on schedule. The
prop usage to control the vehicle during the DTO was just about
nominal and later on we did our standard vaccuum inerting to
inert the lines and we are back on schedule with the main
propulsion system. The only anomaly that we really had going
uphill was the right ET door which is and these are the doors
that cover the external tank umbilicals that come into the belly
of the Orbiter. One of those doors .. we have the door indicating
close but the latches are not indicating closed. We know that
the latches have closed on the rollers but we are not getting a.
microswitch indication that indicates that the doors are
latched. We are currently reviewing the data and looking at the
data to see if we can determine why the latches haven't made it
all the way yet. When I left over there, they still had not
activated CFES and everything else seemed to be going on
schedule, and that is about that I have as far as the ship.

?

PAO
Okay, we will take questions here at JSC first and then go to the
other centers.
Dan Melina (~3C)
Two questions really, were you completely
comfortable with the decision to launch this morning, all things
considered?
Lacefield
Yes, we were comfortable. We had good RTLS weather
so we did not have to worry about any of our nbort modes. The
what John Young was flying the weather airpl~ne this morning and
what he was seeing on his windscreen was very small droplets of
water and so the we were just trying to be totally conservative
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to make sure that we didn't risk anything as far as STS 51-0
launching through the moisture and we were very comfortable with
launching this morning_
Molina
There is naturally a suspicion that there was a
little more push than usual to get off and you may have bent
things a little more than you might have had this been a couple
or three months ago.
Lacefield
Well, we had the full hour to wait in the launch
window and as you look as the pictures at the Cape, everything
lightened up and the droplets seemed to be smaller and at the end
when we finally decided to go, John was reporting less than 5% of
his windscreen was getting any water on it at all as he was
flying around through the altitudes from the 14k to the 33k which
is where. the clouds were.
Molina
The other question was
h3d to do with the
troubleshooting on the control circuits for the cryogenic tanks,
as I understand it you had some problem with that and you wound
up operating them in a manual mode. Could you explain the nature
of the problem, what the troubleshooting was, and what their
status is now?
Lacefield
Sure can. What we have is we have four tank
sets
one
and the tank sets are for the 02 are controlled
automatically, they have the little heaters that come on
automatically when the tanks get to a certain temperature. On 02
tank 1 the automatic set point was not working. The tank
we
checked it out
and the tank works okay in the manual mode.
You can turn it on and the heaters come on so you can get the 02
out of the bottle. For this flight we have got total capability
end-of-mission plus two days extension using the other three
tanks. So it is no impact to the flight and we really don't plan
to use any of the oxygen from 02 tank I in the manual mode.
PAO

Carlos ayers (Houston Chronicle)

Byers
Cleon, I am curious about this DTO
seems that
when something
yall have to do something you go ahead and do
it and then it gets a magic acronym name like a DTO. You really
didn't have that thing on the
on the
on the books to do this
thing at this time now did uou?

".

~ ~ ..
..

Lacefield

Yes we did.

Byers

It didn't sound that way, honestly.

We were

Lacefield
What we pl~nned to do was after we had ET SEP a
minute later we did a 10 second +X burn to get separation
distance away from the tank because we kinda coasted up to apogee
with the tank all the way to our OMS 2 burn. Okay at that time,
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to make sure that we didn't risk anything as far as STS 51-0
launching through the moisture and we were very comfortable with
launching this morning.
Molina
There is naturally a suspicion that there was a
little more push than usual to get off and you may have bent
things a little more than you might have had this been a couple
or three months ago.
Lacefield
Well, we had the full hour to wait in the launch
window and as you look as the pictures at the Cape, everything
lightened up and the droplets seemed to be smaller and at the end
when we finally decided to go, John was reporting less than 5% of
his windscreen was getting any water on it at all as he was
flying around through the altitudes from the 14k to the 33k which
is where. the clouds were.
Molina
The other question was
had to do with the
troubleshooting on the control circuits for the cryogenic tanks,
as I understand it you had some problem with that and you wound
up operating them in a manual mode. Could you explain the nature
of the problem, what the troubleshooting was, and what their
status is now?
Lacefield
Sure can. What we have is we have four tank
sets
one
and the tank sets are for the 02 are controlled
automatically, they have the little heaters that come on
automatically when the tanks get to a certain temperature. On 02
tank 1 the automatic set point was not working_ The tank
we
checked it out
and the tank works okay in the manual mode.
You can turn it on and the heaters come on so you can get the \.2
out of the bottle. For this flight we have got total capability
end-of-mission plus two days extension using the other three
tanks. So it is no impact to the flight and we really don't plan
to use any of the oxygen from 02 tank 1 in the manual mode.
PAO
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Carlos Byers (Houston Chronicle)

Byers
Cleon, I am curious about this DTO
seems that
when sc~ething
yall have to do something you go ahead and do
it and then it gets a magic acronym name like a OTO. You really
didn't have that thing on the
on the
on the books to do this
thing at this time now did uou?
Lacefield

Yes we did.

We were

Byers

It didn't sound that way,

ho~estly.

Lacefield
What we planned to do was after we had ET SEP a
minute later we did a 10 second +X burn to get separation
distance away from the tank because we kinda coasted up to apogee
with the tank all the way to our OMS 2 burn. Okay at that time,
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a minute later after we had done the plus X burn we opened up the
fill-in drains on both sides. Now this is the first time that we
have opened up the LOX fill-in drains and we at the same time
dumping out the engines at the same time and hydrogen on the left
side so we were dumping hydrogen on one side, LOX on the other
side, and oxygen through the engine~. This is the first time we
have tried to do that. We saw a
we were not expecting to
roll the vehicle 45 degrees. We were expecting the jets to keep
us within the deadband so that was
that was brand new da~a for
us and that was why were running the test because this is a
standard procedure that we will go through for TAL aborts and the
reason are doing that is because it allows us to dump around 5000
pounds of LOX and several hundred pounds of hydrogen and it helps
get our landing weight down for TAL aborts. So the only
thing
everything was planned
the only thing that wasn't
anticipated was this 45 degrees of roll and it lasted
the
forces lasted approximately 17 seconds and then the Orbiter carne
back within its deadband.

I

I

Byers
Was it,
it was rolling
thrusters trying to keep it

r
I

against the

the

Lacefield
The thrusters were firing to roll the Orbiter back
within its deadband and it was
and we figure it was because of
the
forces that were received on the LOX side.

/

Byers
Okay which direction did it roll and which tank would
that have been
Lacefield

Positive roll

to the right

Byers

To the right and that would have been because of the

H2 tank?

Lacefield

No, that was the oxygen.

Byers

It was from the oxygen tank.

Lacefield

Oxygen manifold.

Okay

Frank Seltzer (CNN)
Cleon, what does that tell you about
TAO
trans-Atlantic ocean
if you get in that roll
is
that something to live with?

I

Lacefield
We have to go back and investigate that. What it
says is that if we do this dump, we don't want to do it up high,
we will wait until we get down into some aero forces down a
little lower.
;-

~

PAO
Any other questions here before we go to the Cape?
Okay, we will go to Kennedy Space Center now.
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Kennedy
Here at Kennedy Space Center we have a question from
Jay Barbary (NBC Radio News)
Barbary
Mr. Lacefield, I have two qucstivns. First of all on
the ET hatch, that is indeed not closed completely, would this
offset the stability of the craft as far as coming back
does
it really create a problem for you, and question number two, we
haven't heard anything from Senator Garn since he boarded the
ship this morning. Is he staying quiet to keep from interfering
with the crews activities? Is that by design or can we expect to
hear from him?
Lacefield
As far as your question, we are not expecting
control problem at all. We heard one comment from Jake when we
came up, he answered for us when were calling Discovery he
answered. for us, for Bo one time. Other than that we haven't
heard from him and that is pretLy standard because the first day
as far as getting the payload pay doors open and everything
configured for orbit and getting ready for deploy we really don't
expect to hear from the PSIS and that not is not unusual at all
and we will probably hear something from him later on probably
tommorrow.
Kennedy

Please identify yourself.

Mike Meecham (Gannet News Service)
Clean, am I correc~ in that
this afternoons deploy
Dave Griggs and Jeff Hoffman will be
handling the deploy and that Ray will be taking pictures with the
tv on the arm?
Lacefield

That is true

Kennedy

We have another question

Tom O'Toole (Washington Post)
Who besides Dr. Seddon is doing
the electrocardiograph experiment?"
"

'

Lacefield
As I understand it, several others will have the
experiment performed on them and I am not sure just which ones of
the crew members when they are available that will happen to.
~"

O'Toole
The CAPCOMM mentioned once but it was garbled that
she (Ray), Seddon, and somebody else were getting ready to
perform the APE. I didn't hear the name, that is why I asked.
Lacefield
Okay that happened when I went off shift but we can
certainly get an answer for you.
Tipton (Conservative)
Which
latched, oxygen or hydrogen?

!

,,

\

Lacefield

door is showing the latch is not

That is on the right side which the oxygen side.
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Now this is not in the same place that we got the force in the
DTO, it is not the same line at all.

,

·
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Hamer (Boston Globe)
activated?

~!

'

,

Do you know when the CFES will be

Lacefield
I am really not sure
as soon as we find out
something we will be sure and let you know.

~

PAO
We have some words from the Mission Control Center
that the other astronaut was Jeff Hoffman,
Rhea Seddon and Jeff
Hoffman on Tom O'Toole's question. Go ahead Cape.

,
~

·

Kennedy
Thank you.

No further questions from Kennedy Space Center.

PAO
Okay and I understand there are no questions in
Washington or at Marshall. Does anybody here have any further
questions?
~

•
~

".

,

)

Were there any other comments from
of
significance from the crew during the launch, I was listening on
the loop along with everybody else and really heard very
little. I was just wondering if from your standpoint
you
picked up a little bit more?
Lacefield
The only other thing that they mentioned that was
very interesting to us was that after we did the DTO they turned
around and looked at the external tank and they saw it tumbling
below.
Do you knew whether or not you got any video or
tracking on that when it went in?
Lacefield
We did get the radar tracklng. The airplane that
was going to take the optical for us had engine trouble and had
to go back to Hawaii.
PAO
END OF TAPE

,
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Okay, thank you very much.
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PAO
Well welcome back, we're here to talk about the
orbit two team events for today and with us is outgoing flight
director, Randy Stone who will summarize. We'll take your
questions after that. Randy?
STONE
Good evening, as you probably know the ANIK
spacecraft was deployed on time and it was a very smooth
deployment from the standpoint of time line, everything went
well, there were no anomalies during the timeline, and in the
last hour we have gotten some VTR TV back of the deploy and it
was beautiful TV and the deploy was completely nominal from all
aspects. Other activities that happened today on my shift CFES
was activated this mcrning and we did get three subjects through
the first AFE exercise that Dr. Seddon is working on, that's the
American Flight Echocardiograph. The Ku-Band Antenna was
deployed. last this evening, which was what allowed us to get this
extra TV that we had late on this shift. We've had a number of
things that you've probably heard about today discussed in the
way of problems. The ET door, umbilical door, latch that failed
to make shortly after ascent this morning that was reported by
the ascent flight director. About an hour ago we attempted to
relatch that door and it latched with all the proper indications
after two seconds of drive time on the latch motor, so that
problem is behind us and everybody was very satisfied with the
conclusion. We had a microswitch on an OMS tank valve fail.
It's something we've had happen at least one other flight that
I've been associated with. The, you don't lose the valve, you
have to run it in what's called the GPC, or the computer mode but
we have full capability to open and close that valve and it is no
impact. The other failure that we've had today is the
commander'S ADI, or eight ball, the attitude indicator that he
has on the commander's side of the vehicle has exhibited a
strange phenomenon that none of us understand as yet and it can
be best described as weird, at least by my GNC today. But the
ADI has some needles that give you an indication of air and
attitude and in rates on the ball. And those needles are kind of
flopping around aimlessly on the ball and Beau did downlink some
TV of that and that TV is being reviewed by all the folks to try
to determine what the failure mode is and whether or not we can
use one of our inflight maintenance procedures to correct that
problem. If it's not correctable it's just a redundant piece of
gear that we will ~e down for entry, but it'll be no problem
should we not recover it. And with that I'll open the floor to
questio~s.

PAO
Ok, we'll take questions here in Houston first.
Frank Seltzer here of {garble)
SELTZER (CNN) Randy, if the ADI stays out, you say it's a
redundant piece, what would you do, pullout the PLT and move it
over or doesn't Beau need that to come in?
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STONE
Well itts, it is an attitude aid but no it is not
mandatory, any requirement for that piece of gear can be done
from the other side of the cockpit. We do have another ADI in
the aft flight deck and if we determine it's an AD! box problem,
we can swap that out and get full capability up in the for~ard
cockpit.
SELTZER
Have you h~ard anything from Senator Garn as to how
his experiments are going and if he did get sick.
STONE
I have not, do not have a report on Senator Garn
this evening_ The, one of the three test subjects this morning
on the AFE just by elimination we believe was Senator Garn. The
other two test subjects for that were Jeff Hoffman and Rhea
Seddon performed it on herself.
PAO

Over here, Mark, Craig Covalt, Aviation 'iieek.

COVALT
the ET door?

Randy, what's your theory on what was hanging up

STONE
Well, I really don't have much of a theory now,
it's gone. I~~ediately after the fact we started trying to
decide whether it could have been ice, you know that's an area
where ice can build up between the external tank and the
orbiter. The temperatures in that area after we got on orbit did
not support the ice theory, there are som~ temperature
measurements that are very close to the 8T door and it didn't
support that there may have been ice in the area. We didn't rule
that out cOffipletely, but we really didn't know that was keeping
us from closing the latch, the door was within a co~ple of
degrees of being fully closed and that was confirmed when it only
took two seconds to bring the latch to overcenter.
COVALT
Did you ever carry the analysis as far to ~ee as to
what damage you might incur if in fact your door was ajar an inch
or so?
STONE
Yessir, anytime something like the ET door is not
latched we go through a detailed analysis of the worst case
scenario. The analysis says that there was safety of flight
issue, you may have some tile damage that would be up in the
airstream and it would just be a refurbishment problem and nobody
even believed wetd have structural damage to the door. It would
just be tile sagging problem.
"

COVALT
No to flag a dead horse here, but as you said an ET
door problem eQuId be a very bad situation if you ever had one
stuck entirely open. Has there been any further look in the
program at someday, perhaps divising a manned maneuvering unit
type repair kit option that you could carryon flights
occasionally to handle that?
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STONE

Not to my knowledge, Craig_

COVALT

Would you like to see such a repair?
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STONE
I believe that the ET doors are sufficiently
redundant and wired such that we don't have to face that type of
repair with an EVA.
PAO
Further questions, this gentlemen over here. Could
you give your name and affiliation when the mike reaches you
please.
RANDALL CARLYLE, KUTV, SALT LAKE CITY
What is your assessment
of Senator Garn's first day in space? And after that can we
expect to hear and see a little more of him than we did today?
STONE

Well, his first day in space was quiet.
Very.

STONE
That is not atypical of a first day in space for
any PS, especially when we have a flight plan that is as busy as
one where you have a deploy. Everybody has got things to do and
Senator Garn did have a number of medical DSO's that he was
performing today and so it's not unusual that we don't hear from
everybody in the first day. But I expect as things post-deploy
tomorrow, I expect we'll probably hear him and maybe we'll hear
from him in the morning. And as you may have heard, as my team
left the control center we configured the OPS recorder fo·· a
status report, voice status report and that's something wa do, it
was primarily for Charlie Walker to give the CFES folks a
detailed run down on where he 90t today and Senator Garn said he
might keep some notes on those PS status reports in the evenings,
and we'll see if we hear from him on that status report.
I don't
know where we will or not.
CARLYLE
Can we expect to hear any results of the physical
experiments before they come back down, or not?
STONE
I doubt if we'll have any results of those, they'll
document them and we'll hear about them post-flight.
'.

PAO

(garble) right behind you Bart, Paul Recer.

RECER

Are those status reports available to us?

STONE
They're certainly, you know it's something, that
are available here on the ground. I don't~know of any reason why
they're not available. It's certainly something to pursue.
RECER
pursue.

It's certainly something I'd like to ask you to
There was a picture on the OMS pod of what was

~-.
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variously described as a wire or a string, or whatever, stickin9
out. Did, what·s your best guess as to what that was?
STONE
We believe it's some of the material that's
probably in between the tile called gap filler and it's not a
concern. We had seen pieces of gap filler around the OMS pods
that have come loose. This one is just sticking straight out but
somp.what different than we've seen in the past but we suspect
that that's what it is and there's no concern.
RECER
They gave a view of three objects that seemed to be
following the, tumbling, and it looked that there were three
boards back, way back behind the tail. Do you believe that to be
ice, or what?
STONE.
Well, I didn't see the picture that you're
referring to so I really have no idea what you saw.
I remember that Rhea con~ented that looked like ice
to her. That's about all we had on that. Anything else. Over
here, Craig Covalt.

COVALT
Randy, other than the brief corr~ents (garble) down,
do you have any insight into how much CFES activity was done
today, or actually the progress of CFES operations?
STONE
The data we got from Charlie earlier that he
activated the CFES on time, he said when he got later on in the
day if he got the sidecovers off which he had planned to do to
inspect to see if we have much leakage like we had prelaunch, he
would give his report and he has not, had not done that when I
left the control center.
COVALT
And tonight do you know of any particular
teleprinter messages that will be going up of ir.terest, perhaps
unusual VIS OPS to note?
STONE
know.

No sir. Standard messages tonight as far as I
It's quiet night for the planning team.

PAO
Take one more question then 90 to the Cape for
further questions there.
Do we know or will we know during this flight if
Senator Garn or any of the other astronauts experience motion
sickness? Will you say?
STONE
If any crewperson gets sick that impacts the
mission, we'll tell you.
But if doesn't impact the mission we won't know.

/
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NO sir.

PAO
Ok, weill go now to the Kennedy Space Center. KSC
are you there? Getting no audio from the Cape, we'll take any
more questions here and let them try to figure their problem
out. Back here in the back.
MARIA BENSON (NATIONAL SPACE INSTITUTE) Do you have anything to
tell us about the toys yet and can we expect to see live video or
will that all be recorded and then brought back to Earth?
STONE
1 don't believe the toys have been broken out yet
and I don't know if we'll have any live video. Ce:tainly we will
have some video of the toys during the course of the mission.
PAO
Anything else here in Houston? Somebody think of
something so we can let the Cape get ready to ask us some
questions. Craig you've got to have something you want answered.
COVALT
Do you really. think this mission is more exciting
than the DOD flight? Laughter.
STONE
Laughter.

Certainly, cause I didn't work the DOD flight.

COVALT

Neither did 1.

PAO
Ok, we're going to go back and try KSC again.
Obviously it's got to be better than Houston. Laughter. Well
we've got something leaving the Cape but nothing arriving here in
Houston. Standby a couple more mintues. Well we'll come back
here to Houston ~nd try. Any more questions you might have?
Frank?
SELTZER
Randy, when do you expect the toys to come out,
when are they scheduled right now as far as ••• tomorrow or is it
Sunday.
STONE
Well the toys really are n~t a scheduled event and
we could see them as early as tomorrow afternoon possibly, I'm
not sure when weill get to them.
PAO
~.

Jim Oberg.

O~ERG
For those of us that weren't here for the ascent
. br ief ing I any more word on the ET observations?

STONE

It's my understanding ..•

OBERG

Did the crew see anything?

STONE

When the crew did maneuver to keep the tank in the
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windows, they noted it tumbling before they had to maneuver to
their next attitude. They did not see tank breakup as far as I
know and the, it's my understanding that the aircraft with the
optical devices to track the tank was not on station due to
problems with the engines.
OBERG
To my recollection this is the first time the crew
has had no observations of the ET on orbit, usually you don't
spend time observing it. Is this, do you recall any other
flights where the crew was watching the ET?
STONE
The only ones where you have this option, Jim, is
when you direct insert and the tank is kind of following you up
to the high point of your orbit.
OBERG
.
(garble).

I don't recall any pictures from 41-G or 41

STONE
I don't believe there was much observation on the
last direct insertion we did.
OBERG
We like to watch the landings, a current look at
the manifest indicates ~hat there are no darkness reentries
across Houston for the rest of the calendar year and we'd like to
file a complaint from the point of the amateur observers that
it's a spectacular reentry, I hope you get a chance to see one
yourself. But the manifest looks like it's all daytime
reentries.
STONE

Sorry about that.

PAO
Well, this a great press conference because the .
question that's been phoned in from the Cape, I don't think we're
going to be able to answer anyway. They want to know if we can
remember the exact words of Senator Garn when he picked up the
mike and answered this morning, which I think is what Cleon said
in his briefing this morning, and I'm not sure that either one of
us can answer that question. I would think it wou~d ~e Houston
Discovery •••

-.

Thank you.
PAC
And, that's it KSC, we're sorry, thank you for
coming to our briefing tonight.
END OF TAPE
;

~

!'

.'

-
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PAO
Hi, good afternoon, welcome back to discuss his
shift in the Flight Control Center is Flight Director Dr. Jon
Cox. With us on an audio hook-up, we have Steven D. Dorfman,
President and Chief Executive Officer from Hughes Corr~unications,
Inc., who will be able to discuss with you matters of company
policy and insurance. Not technical matters, however; for the
technical discussions of the Hughes systems, we will soon have
over here Marvin Mixon, the Vice President of Government Systems
with Hughes Co~munications. He can't be here right now, but will
be over shortly. When we do have him available to you, why we'll
make that announcement over Mission Audio and NASA Select
Audio. So we'll be sure and get your attention, so please
monitor those circuits to find out when Mr. Nixon will be
available. And we'll begin with Dr. Cox's briefing and invite
your questions. Jon.
I'

/

(

COX
Ok, to get into the item of interest. The orbit
pre-deploy activities associated with SYMCOM Satellite deployment
went completely nominal from an onboard crew standpoint. All the
indications we saw on telemetery, the pins pulled properly and
what not. The first thing you look at post-deploy is for the
ornni antenna to deploy. That's at about a minute and 20 seconds
after deploy. And then you also look about another five minutes
later at some spin~off activity that runs over the next several
minutes on the satellite. Neither of those two functions
happened and resulting activity was that we did not see the PKM
burn on the SYMCOM Satellite. The best guess is thdt somehow the
post-deploy sequencer did not get activated. There is two sep
switches that are activated at deploy time. We took the end
effector camera, went in and looked at the mating half of those
switches from onboard and downlinked that television. All
appears to be normal from that end. You can hypothesise some
multiple failures and whatnot onboard, but there is a Hughes team
that is off looking at that and they have not reported back yet
and we've been doing a lot of speculating but there is no good
guesses at the-moment. What we've done to try to preserve all
options possible is we did stop the seperation rate between the
Orbiter and the satellite. We're standing off at about 40
nautical miles in case there is something productive that can be
done: a re-rendezvous activity. There is a team that is working
right now there is a series of teams. One, the Hughes folks are
meeting on their own, to try to troubleshoot and decide what they
can or can't do about the situation, or what they might recommend
back to NASA. There is a Saftey Team that NASA has put together
that is trying to see if there is some safe way we can approach
the satellite and be assured at all times that we are in a safe
posture. There is a Rendezvous Team that is working to see what
it would take to do the rendezvous. There" appears to be
sufficient propellant and whatnot, the flight liftoff with quite
a good margin in that area. And there is also a team working to
see, is there something productive we could do once we arrived on
station. Just off the top of the head, probably the most

.-

-

•
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productive thing we can do at this point in time is probably do a
photo survey and see if we could document any funny or anomalous
condition related to those sep switches or whatnot. However the
sep switches, again aren·t the only thing that can cause you to
get into this case. Other than the SYNCOM problem, the rest of
the day has gone quite well. When the shift started this mornin9
we had a Ku-Band antenna that was exhibiting the problems similar
to those problems we saw on 41G, not the same as. There is a
theory around that possibly we lost a portion of the low voltage
power supply. We did a power cycle on the system earlier and
reconfigured the system. The antenna was recovered, we took it
in the corom mode, it worked; we took it into the radar mode, that
worked properly. With no mandatory activities for the Ku-Band
system for the remainder of the flight other than if we use this
rendezvous activity, we elected to go ahead and pin the gimbals
on it and brin9 it in and stow it. We can bring it back out
again if we so decide to participate in this rendezvous
activity. But at least we're in a secure position for entry at
the moment. CFES operations have been going well, there was a
status report put on the recorder and downlinked from Charlie
Walker. There was no information from the Senator on there. We
activated the first group of gas can activity today. The
Goddard, I believe it was the Goddard experiment apparently
didn't start properly. And so there was a troubleshooting
message bein9 developed as I left. And I suspect that will be
probably uplinked sometime this afternoon. On the good side, the
(garble) folks were extremely pleased with the deploy they had.
They've moved their appogee burn up, because the orbit occurs to
be just exactly what they wanted. They were going to do it on
the seventh apogee, but it looks like it's been nailed close
enough that they could move up the burn to the fifth apogee,
sometime tomorrow afternoon. One other note. To make room for.
the potential rendezvous activity, you may have noticed that we
went in and did a waste water dump. It was in processes when,
and it·s probably still running at this time. But that was the
only funny schedule item that we had on Flight Day 4. If we go
ahead and do that so you could do the good that that would result
in today, by taking that dump now. So we opted to go ahead and
do that just to clear the day if that activity should develop.
Other than that, everythin9 else - the Orbiter itself was
performin9 very well. And there has been a very good theory on
the, what they think is the problem with the Commander's ADI.
It's a limited problem. It gets all the error needles and a
couple of the rate needles, the attitude needle looks good.
They're goin9 to do some additional troubleshooting on that. It
does probably appear to be in the DDU power supply, in the DDU
rather, and one of the circuits in it. If that's the case, we
may opt just to leave it the way it is, and let the Co~~ander
have it that way~ But we'll probably talk to Bo soon about that
before the evening's over. With that I'll be happy to respond to
your questions.
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PAO
Control Center just called over and said the waste
water dump has been completed and tank quantity is down to 5
percent. Questions here in Houston first. Craig Covault,
Aviation Week.
CRAIG COVAULT (AVIATION WEEK)
Jon, could explain please, in
somewhat more detail, possibly using your hands there to
illustrate, the mechanisms involved in activating the spacecraft
when it rolls out. Your discussion differs somewhat with the
Hughes, and I think we need some guidance there.

(

\

COX
Ok, well the Hughes people are the experts in this,
so for follow-up discussion I'd defer to them, but I'll give you
my understanding of it. There are a couple of sep switches that
open, they separate. And what has happened while they were
closed together is you have short circuited, you have grounded a
set of circuitry that then begins to enable a bunch of
sequencers. And there is a whole series of sequencers, they run
in parallel and they volt with each other to make sure that no
one inadvertent activity could ever trigger some of the
downstream events. This is obviously to keep you from firing
thrusters in the bay and to keep you from igniting the perigee
kick motor. So tllere is several levels of redundancy in that
system. The very first thing though, once that sequencer has
been kicked off, and either one of the, you get a good sep switch
indication from either one of those sep switches would, as far as
I understand be enough to start the sequence off.
8ecause it
would be a true vote in the system. You could then go on. You
deploy the omni antenna, you do the spin up, fire the thrusters
of spin up from the approximately 2 rpm that it's at when we
deploy, up to 33 rpm. When last seen, it was still doing
approximately 2 rpm. None of the other things happened. We did
move the radar's over from the Orbiter to the satellite to track
it, and it's still has remained inorbit with no change.
COVAULT
Ok, and to follow Jon. Could you be a bit more
detailed on the type of options that you've heard discussed •
relative going back either this mission to do some photo
observation of it; and anybody discussed pres~~ving the option
with photo's really come back up on a mission perhaps later in
the summer to bring it back.
COX
I have not participated in those meetings, and
they're still going on. I just had some preliminary reports back
in the only one I really had was that the strongest sentiment at
the moment that we could be productive on is a photo
reconnaissance thing_ There is a lot of speculation, but we need
the Hughes input of what mayor may not be~done. And the Hughes
team is still off working on their own. So it does not at this
point in time, appear to be related to any EVA activities or
anything like that.
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COVAULT
With the Ku pinned can you fly a rendezvous and do
you need infact the dish, can you use the dish in it's current
configuration to fly a rendezvous. And if not, do you need it to
get up by the spacecraft.
COX
If we elected to go ah~ad and do the rendezvous, we
would again deploy the Ku-Band antenna and use it in a radar
mode. We checked it out in the radar mode once the system
recovered, and it worked fine. So we just redeploy and press on
from there.
Jules Bergman of ABC, in the second row there,

PAO
please.

JULES BERGMAN (ABC)
Jon, is all lost, regarding SYNCOM? And
why did you wait until day 4 to do a potential rendezvous? Why
not now?
COX
Because primarily, we don't know what we'd do when
we got there. And that's what we're working on right now, to see
if there is anything productive that can be done. That's the
reason we've given ourselves an extra day. Day 4 is probably the
earlist that we'd adjust it. There is a potential you could
extend the flight • . •
PAO

Get the mike to Jules, please.

BERGMAN
But if by day 4, I understand that it will be a
dead satellite from the cold. It has no power, and no heaters.
COX
I would be surprised if it would make it that
long. Itls mostly to look and see what's there. It's only
running on batteries now.
BERGMAN
COX
Jules.
PAO
•

So all is lost.
I

You'll have to address that to the Hughes people,
really don't know.
Frank Seltzer from CNN

FRANK SELTZER (CNN)
Once you go up there on day 4, is there any
possibility of extending the mission? Is there maybe talk about
that, come down another day or so later?
COX
We've gone ahead and looked at that, just t~ying to
reserve our options and staying at the same power levels right
now, we can probably get a day and a half beyond the two day
extention that we currently have on the books. With a power down
we could easily make that two extra days. So we have looked at
to see what it takes to do that, if it were a usefull thing to
do.
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wouldn't say so at this time.

SELTZER
Approaching the satellite, is it anything akin to
like after you have thrown a firecracker that has been lit and
you wait there. Isn't there some danger in actually approaching
the - the Hughes people earlier talked about maybe trying to pull
out a pin or something to maybe activate it. But you don't know
how long you have before the PKM's on, right?

cox
Ok, if you ever did start the timer, and finding
out when that time-zero is, there is a 45 minute time period.
And in addition to that, there is a couple of other switches
onboard that are g-sensitive switches that when the spacecraft
begins to spin up, and I think once it goes through something
like 15 rpm or somewhere in that ball park, they then trigger,
they would allow the PKM to ignite. So as long as it·s not
spinning to any significant amount, you canJt trip those
switches. So .that·s what the safety people are looking at. And
if you kind of imagine the problem, we're 40 miles away and it's
tough to tell how fast it's spinning. So as you get closer and
closer pretty soon you can get right up on top of it, you can
look right at it and tell just how fast itls spinning. But you
may not like the answer you get at that time.
SELTZER
One last thing, the orbit that itls in now, as best
you can tell, can it stay there for a while? Are we in a decay
orbit? How long can it sit where it is, dead?
COX
I don't know the lifetime projections.
Normally we
would be in about, it would be in about 160 miles circular, and.
right now it's at a 250 or so circular, 250 by 160 which ought to
keep it up there a lot longer then the 160 circ would. I don't
know what the lifetime projections are though.
PAO

Stephen Govain, Channel 13 of Houston.

GOVAIN
I've got a couple of questions, one at a time.
About TV coverage on Ku-Band antenna, are we goiog to loose some
coverage during TORS passes?

~

COX
Probably the only thing that I could see down the
road might be the Press Conference activity that was scheduled on
flight day 4. That by the way, we could probably accommodate
.
. most of that if none of this other activity takes place, by just
using a good (garble) coverage that you also get that day. And
go run through the Hawaii-Goldstone-MILA series of sites. We
didn't have any other significant TV coverage scheduled that we
couldn't also accorr~odate merely with that series of sites.
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GOVAIN
And back on the rendezvous, I heard that the crew
hasn't practised rendezvous in a couple-three months. Any
question as to whether or not they would be able to do it? And
you said you had enough fuel to be able to do it, but is there
any room for a margin of error on that score?
COX
Oh yes. That's obviously a question, that's the
reason we brought it up to the Commander today, to see if he had
any co~ments about it. This is our Jack-of-all-Trades crew,
don't forget, they've practiced deploying all satellites and
they've practi~ed some rendezvous and everything. There is
probably nothing in the program they haven't practiced at one
time or another, it's just how far back do you want to go. One
of the impediments we do have, is they don't currently carry a
rendezvous book onboard. So we're going to have to put some
teleprinter traffic together to provide them a book to perform
the activities. I think the crew is probably competent to
perform a rendezvous. They have done them, we have run them
integrated with the control center. So I don't think from a "can
they do it" stand point we're out in any territory we don't
belong in. But just a matter of getting all the logistics of
that, and then is it worth doing when you get there.
PAO

Your name and affiliation, please.

ROD JACKSON (KTVX, SALT LAKE CITY)
Has your congressional
observer been confined to his room, or is there a chance of at
least getting him to pop his head up through the hatch so we can
get a picture of him?

cox
I know that, if you look in the CAP there's a
couple of activities planned where, we kind of look at them as .
one is the PS show and one is the MS show, and Jake and Charlie
will be up first and they'll do their activities • . I can't
remember, tomorrow's CAP probably has that in it. You'll surely
see him then. I think the activity has been fairly busy up on
the flight deck, today with all the different options and the
only scenes that I've noticed where flight deck scenes. So I
don't expect that not seeing him means anything significant~ As
far as his reporting goes, if you're familiar with the medical
ops checklist, there is a series of activities he has scheduled
each day and as long as we don't hear from him we are to assume
he has accomplished all those activities. The only time we would
hear from him was if some of that gear is not working or if he
needs some help performing some of the activities. Since he's
been now through, he's into the second flight day he's probably
been through everything at least once. And no news is good news.
PAO

Yes sir, right there.

THOR~TON PAGE
(SKY & TELESCOPE)
What is the purpose of the
photography in the rendezvous? In other words, what do you hope
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to photograph that you didn't get when the thing rolled up and
was covered by TV?
COX
sent
high
look
they

.,

The TV pictures, we went over to Building 8 and
some Hughes folks over there; and we tried to get the best
resolution TV views we could. What we're trying to do is
at the sep switches and see whether they really look like
deployed all right.

PAGE

You can actually see those?

COX

Well, we couldn't see them in the TV.

PAGE
In the rendezvous photographs you'd be closer?
Because it was pretty close when it was in the payload bay.
COX
It was pretty close, what you would probably do is
approach it from the side as it spun around, try to zoom in and
catch the area. You could also use other devices to take those
pictures, the 70 mi1imeter and what ever, to get as good a
picture as you can get. It's not to go in and help it when
you're doing the photo-documentation, it's to try to understand
what the problem was.
PAO

Paul Recer, Associated Press.

RECER
Just to lay to rest any speculation, you have
forsaken any thought of physical recontact in any form with the
SYNCOM, or have you?
COX
I have no idea what all the options are. When you
sit and listen in the room there are people who can speculate on
anything under the sun, including EVA's associated with going out
there and trying to help the situation. That's what we do. We
hold these meetings and we talk to people and we listen to their
suggestions and then we try to do the best we can with them. I'm
not in those meetings right now, so I don't know the results'of
them. I don't think that r have heard anything that would have
been productive yet in an EVA related activity. Really, the only
productive thing that I have heard proposed so far has been a
photo session. I don't want to rule any of that out though,
there may be something good we can do.

.

'

RECER
The possibility is still open then of using the RMS
or something like that •
COX

Certainly.

PAO

Dan Molina, NBC.

:

Dan, want to raise your hand?

MOLINA
Paul asked pretty ~uch what I wanted (garble).
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PAO

Jules Bergman again, for ABC.

JULES BERGMAN (ABC NEWS)
Jon, who will make the decision in the
final analysis on what is done in over SYNCOM, Jesse Moore?
COX
I don't know, I suppose it will be in one that
probably everybody pretty much agrees with based upon all the
data. Right now we're just short a lot of data and as soon as
all these teams report in their findings, we've got 4 different
operations all running off trying to work up recommendations and
options and what not. When that all comes together we ought to
have a pretty clear picture of what is reasonable and what's not.
PAO

Your name and affiliation.

BETTY LUMEN (UPI)
Would it help in anyway if Greg Jarvis were
onboard Discovery right now as a payload specialist instead of
Senator Garn? In view of the LESAT problem.
COX
From onboard it appears that everything went
perfectly as perfectly as you could expect it. As a matter of
fact all the ground data was as good or better than you could
hope to see. All the numbers came out on the pins exactly the
way we expected to see them. It was almost picture perfect. And
that's all the data you have to work with. And that's all you
can do as far as crew procedures are to go, once it's deployed
that's all that left and you can't, for the crew's position where
they were sitting, sitting in there, there just is not a view
that you can get of those sep switches that will really do you
any good.
LUMEN
What about from now on though? Based on whateverthey decide in these 4 meetings, would it have helped to have
somebody like Jarvis up there?
COX
say.

I have no idea.

I'd like to see what Hughes has to

PAO
Get that right while you're right there,please.
Your name and affiliation.
BILL SILCOCK (KBYU)
Has Senator Garn experienced space motion
sickness? Have we heard any reports? That's one of the things
he is supposed to do when he gets up there.
COX
Haven't had the reports since you copied my
commentary earlier. He's taking data on himself whether he's had
motion sickness or not, continually. He has a schedule of
activities every single flight day and all we know by the fact
that we haven't heard from him is that he is taking all the data
properly.
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Okay Carlos Byers from the Houston Chronicle,

BYERS
Jon Harris is effecting the rest of the flight of
these two deploys in the safest or the real nub, the commercial
aspects of the flight. I would presume from what Walker has said
they briefly had eight leaking, so we assume that it's working,
you did your job, you got the two birds out. How is it
affecting, or is it affecting at all the rest of the flight?
COX
Well, if you can easily disregard the Syncom
problem, and that's very difficult to do at this point.
Everything onboard is fine. We have an AD! problem and that
looks like it's pretty much been pigeon holed and pllt in it's
proper place. The CFES no water when they pulled t::e panel and
took a peek. That's good news, and it looks like that Charlie
was off and beginning his activations just fine. As far as the
things we can do something about, it looks like the flight plan
is going very well.
BYERS
Jon, I think what I was really referring to was
there was some other experiments that were going to be run some
other things that were in the flight plans for folks to do,
including playing with the toys. Do we know whether or not these
things are being done or whether they're gonna be done, or is
everything now just gonna shift entirely to attention on the
Syncom problem?
COX
Well the crew is doing the nominal CAP just right
by the books right now. They're off working that and I think
tommorrow is the day that they begin to focus on the toys. For
example, those other things, we went in to activate the gas
canisters, we saw some tv today from the student experiments, so
everything is running by the CAP, by the timeline and weill
continue that way unless there is some reason to divert from
that.
PAO

Craig Covalt again from Aviation Week.

CRAIG COVALT
Jon do you know if anyone started any simulation
activity in the shuttle mission simulator or shuttle engineering
simulator on approaching a Syncom 4 that's rotating?
COX

No, I havenlt heard of anything like that yet.

PAD
Take one more question here in Houston then go to
the other centers. Frank Seltzer from CNN.
FRANK SELTZEq (CNN)
his comments?

I saw Crip in Mission Control, what were
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COX
Well you'll see him in Mission Control most of the
time, ! didn't talk to him, but he was with the rendezvous
team. I believe that at least he's talking to some of the folks
there trying to look at what the techniques would be and since he
an experienced rendezvous person that's probably a good person to
have there to consult with.
PAO
Okay we'll go to Kennedy Space Center Florida.
Before we do let me remind you that we have Stephen Dorfman on an
audio hookup, the president and CER at Hughes, if you have any
questions about Hughes policies, insurance matters, why now is
the opportunity to get those off you chest and let's go to
Kennedy.
PAO
(garble)

..

We have a number of (garble) . • . please identify
• James.

JAMES FISHER (ORLANDO SENTINEL)
Back to the help of the
satellite itself, I believe you said it was operating on
batteries and.I think you said a couple of days it could last.
Does this mean that the satellite is going to be useless and that
it will, what will it's status be, say in several days and would
it be ever, would you ever be able to go back and get it? Or
~ive me a feel for what's gonna happen.
COX
Well you're, that's a lot of questions and a lot of
speculation. I have no idea what the useful life is of that
satellite. It was part of one of the questions that added the
couple of days. I have no idea what the useful life is. It has
a series of batteries that are used to operate it, there's a
separate battery that was used to kick off all these
sequencers. I don't know how all those relate as far as lifetime
is concerned. There's a Hughes team that's off trying to decide
whatever recommendations they'd like to make with respect to the
satellite and their troubleshooting what they think the failure
modes might be. All welre trying to do from a NASA side is just
preserve options and try to give us a chance to get in. If that
could prove to be useful to anybody.
For Mr. Dorfman.

MIKE MEECHAM (GANNETT NEWS SERVICE)
is this satellite insured for?
DORFMAN
Can you hear me Mike?
line. You hear me?

I

How much

don't know if I'm on a

MEECHAM

Yes.

PAO

We can hear you loud and clear.

DORFMAN

Can you hear me?

PAO

Yes go ahead.

,

,
~
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DORFMAN
Oh, okay. This is Steve Dorfman of Hughes
Communication. I just want to elaborate on what Jon Cox said
earlier about the problem. The symptons are clearly that the
sequence did not start up properly for the activation of the
intent or the spinup or the perigee motor. The most likely
candidate for the problem is the mechanism that initiates this
sequence, even though that should be speculant at this point in
time and welre doing everything we can at Hughes to asitain what
the source of the problem is and what if anything we can do to
fix it. If it is the mechanism that initiates the sequence, it's
a rod approximately six inches long that moves as the Shuttle
separates from the cradle and it moves out probably four inches
away from the solar panel, it's based in the middle of the solar
panel. This mechanism, if deployed will probably be visible if
you are sufficiently close or have sufficiently good optical
instruments to see it, even though we are not completely sure yet
and we are looking at that. Right now our people are looking at
what could be done to figure out what the problem is and what if
anything could be done to solve it. And that is our principal
focus at this point in time, to see what could be done to make
the mission successful. In answer to your question about
insurance, we are insured so that if it was necessary to launch
another satellite, we would collect adequate insurance to build
and launch another satellite. And the value of the insurance is
in the range of 80 to 85 million dollars.
PAO
Hope those of you that wrote the name down notice
that that changed from an m to an n at the end and it is correct
as an n.
This one from Mission • • •
Welre still at Houston, let's go from Kennedy.
JERRY HANNIFIN (TIME MAGAZINE)
What are your (garble) • • . Mr.
Dorfman about the absence of Greg Jarvis from this flight. Could
he have contributed perhaps a little additional expertise that
might have been useful in solving this problem?
DORFMAN
I don't think the absence of Greg Jarvis really
makes any difference at this time.
PAO

Can you hear that okay?

DORFMAN
We have our experts on the ground working on the
problem and they're in good coordination with NASA and NASA will
be relaying that up to the astronauts. So, even though we had
wanted Jarvis to be there, I don't think that it makes any
difference to this mission and the events that have taken place.

...-
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GORDON WHITE (DESSERET NEWS SALT LAKE CITY)
I believe yesterday
we were told that the senator had said two words. Has he said
anything since then?
COX

What was the question?

PAO

Has senator Garn said anything?

COX

I

haven't heard anything today.

WHITE
Pretty much by himself doing his thing while
everybody else is worrying about (garble) • • •
PAO

He's breaking up.

End of tape
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Try repeating that, it's breaking up pretty badly.

WHITE
Is the Senator off doing his thing by himself?
he isolated here?

Is

COX
He's pretty much working today on the middeck since
all the activities were deploy related and troubleshooting up on
the flight deck. The experiments that he performs are all
performed on him and he records data on a little cassette
recorder system and logs data in a checklist. That keeps him
awful busy. If you'll look at the series of things and the
number of pages in the medical ops checklist that he consumes,
that would keep anybody busy so yes, he's off doing his thing. I
don't expect to hear from him very much during the flight unless
there's something that's going to rise with any of his gear of he
is significantly changed his protocal or needs some assistance
from the ground.
MIKE MEECHAM (GANNETT)
For Mr. Dorfman again, a follow-up on
what Jerry asked about Mr. Jarvis, what purpose would Mr. Jarvis
serve then in flying on a space shuttle?
"

DORFMAN
Mr. Jarvis was there on the space shuttle as an
observer to lend any whatever assistance he could in the launch
of the satellite from th~ shuttle and any problems that could
take place and he was also there to conduct some onboard
experiments that would aid us in the design of future satellites.
PAO

Any other questions?

Tom Boyle.

TOM BOYLE (TEMPTON CONSERVATIVE)
Mr. Dorfman, is your satellite
retrievable or does it need to have hardware made for it to
enable to be retrieved?

,>

DORFMAN
Well, it was not designed to be retrieved. We are
obviously looking at what could be done to rescue the mission.
We have the same people who helped rescue the previous mission
when the PAM-D failed working on this problem to see what could
be done in terms of any special procedures or special hardware
that might be able to rescue the mission and make the satellite
useful.
MEECHAM
One final question, Mr. Dorfman. This satellite,
of course was designed specifically for the space shuttle. Your
company has made that very clear. I'm a little curious why you
didn't include a trunion pin on the satellite.
DORFMAN
Well, that's kind of a design
kind of reluctant to answer at hot manner.
prefer to pass on that one. Let me just go
thing was designed for the shuttle and that
51-0
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the separation of the satellite from the cradle was based upon
the requirements of the shuttle design.
HOWARD BENEDICT (ASSOCIATED PRESS)
Mr. Dorf~an, even if they
could rendezvous with the satellite on Monday, is there enough
battery power to keep it alive that long?
DORFMAN
Yes, the battery's on trickle charge and will be
absorbing power from the solar panels (garble) to enable it to
standby from a power standpoint. We're now looking very
carefully at all aspects of the design to see what might be life
limiting and that's going on this very moment but the power
portion of it should be acceptable.
wi~h

BENEDICT

Could the RMS be used in some way

that rod?

DORFMAN
that.

That's certainly a possibility and we're looking at

BBNEDICT

Thanks.

PAO

Thatts all from Kennedy.

PAO
Okay, back here in Houston. Back here in Houston,
just a augment to that question from Mike Meecham, one of Greg
Jarvis's activities on-orbit will be to track the fluid dynamics
of hydrazine and orbiting satellites. Carlos Byars from the
Chronicle again.
BYARS
For Mr. Dorfman, is the spacecraft self-insured or
is it insured by another party? If so, who is it and how much
did the insurance cost?
DORFMAN

It's insured by a group of underwriters in the

,

United States and in Europe. It's insured as I said for the
range of 80 to 85 million dollars. I'm not at liberty to tell
you what the actual insurance premium is.
PAO

Jules Bergman from ABC News, please.

BERGMAN
Mr. Dorfman, is there any thought at all that after
the Orbiter, if the Orbiter gets up on day 4 to those photo recon
mission, the RMS could push in the 6-inch rod there by activating
the sequence of events?
DORFMAN
Well, I'm reluctant to second guess the team that
is looking at this problem at the very instant, both NASA and
Hughes people. But, the one case that you suggest, Jules of
using the arm directly to activate this lever is very unlikely
outcome because the satellite is rotating at 2 rpm. So, the one
you suggests is probably not the outcome but we are looking at
all possible ways to reinitiate the sequence.
51-0 CHANGE OF SHIFT BRIEFING Dp3jc 2:30 p.m.
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Frank Seltzer from CNN

FRANK SELTZER (CNN)
Mr. Dorfman, I'm a little confused now, in
response to Jules' question, you said the RMS probably would not
be used yet in response to a question from Howard Benedict, you
said it might be used. Is that - - ?

I
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DORFMAN
The question, my interpretation of Jules' question
was could you use the RMS arm dir~ctly to activate the pin which
implies mechanically position the arm to activate that pin which
I think would be a very difficult job.
It's possible to use the
RMS arm and perhaps with an astronaut to do something but I,
that's Hughes speculation of this point at time. I suggest that
you fellows wait a couple of hours until the NASA team has a
chance to look at that in detail before carrying on with that
one.
SELTZER
Okay, one other question, last year we had to
rescue the two Hughes satellite, the PALAPA and WESTAR. At that
point, they said that would probably be the last rescue
attempt. Would Hughes be at all interested in trying to do that
again for SYNCOM? Would you have any indication that way?
DORFMAN
We are determined to do everything possible within
reason to make this a successful mission and that obviously
suggests rescue attempts. We are now looking at what might be
done and whether it is feasible.
PAO

Craig Covault from Aviation Week

CRAIG COVAULT (AVIATION WEEK)
Mr. Dorfman, two questions, can
you tell us your principal underwriter is or lead underwriter is
in the insurance group? And secondly, if you do have to declare
the spacecraft lost, what the overall impact to the SYNCOM LEASAT

~.

program is?
DORFMAN
Okay, well you asked several questions there. Let
me start with the last one first. In any event, we will fulfill
our obligation with our customer, the U.S. Navy and so we will go
into service with the third and fourth LEASAT as planned after
we've figured out what this problem is but we have built a fifth
spare satellite and would use that to fulfill our naval
obligations. And so far as the insurance is concerned, the
principal underwriters are Steven Merritt and Jim Barrett. And
they are the lead underwriters in the insurance policy.
PAO

Craig_

COVAULT
A follow to your last answer on Merritt and
Barrett, have you spoken to either of those gentlemen today and
if so, what was the nature of the conversation?
51-0
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DORFMAN
Well, this event, I learned of this event at 7:22
this morning and it's about 5 hours later so we have not directly
talked to those people. And happening very quickly and at this
point and time, we have some people that are assigned to discuss
it with them and I don't know exactly what the status of that
conversation is.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
Way in the back, please, and get Paul Recer from
Associated Press on your way. Paul? Paul, stop him. Ok, we'll
get you in a second, Paul. Your name and affiliation pl~ase
LES DRURY, NSI DIAL-A-SHUTTLE
For Mr. Dorfman. I'd like to
know if the insuring agreements with Mr. Merritt and Mr. Barrett
have a salvage clause which tranfers ownership of the spacecraft
to them if you claim the loss and if they do not have such an
agreement, what would be your initial position, would Hughes be
willing to sign over title to the spacecraft to them?
In all due respect to your question, I think you're
way ahead of the game. Our focus right now isn't on the details
of our insurance contract, or focus is on getting the satellite
to be working, so I, if we find that it is a loss, will you
please ask those qLcstions ~gain but we're not ~ven, we're not
even thinking about the details of our insurance contract at this
point in time.
PAO

Ok, Paul?

PAUL RECER (ASSOCIATED PRESS) Since you have batteries and the
photo cells are working, do you have any radio contact with the
satellite and if so have you, has it evaluated itself and told

,.
I

you its condition?
Unfortunately, no. The sequence event that did not
operate properly was to turn on the power to the satellite and
the power's not been turned on therefore, we are unable to
establish communications contact with the satellite. There is
not reason to suspect there's any bad health problems, we just
are unable to communicate.
Ok, one final question here please.

PAO

ROD JACKSON, KTVX John, this to you. On a different matter you
mentioned that tomorrow or the next day or so the crew will be
breaking out their space toys In light of the number of
unscheduled TV dumps that you've had recently, is it possible
that they will playing with their toys when we get some pictures
of it since we've been told before that it'll just be camera work
taken up there and we'll have to wait till afterwards to see them
playing with the toys.
COX
I believe that with the amount of conversation the
crew's had and the time with these toys, you will probably see
somthing but I, it's was pretty much going to be a catch as catch
can if they happen to get some good footage that would be
interesting to show, they'll probably show that. If they're
having trouble filming something, then we may not see it.
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PAO
One last reminder before we adjourn here that
Hughes Vice President of Government Systems, Marv Mixon will be
by the newsroom as soon as he's able to get here to discuss
technical matters about the SYNCOM and the deploy with it and
when he's available we'll make sure that announcement's made over
our NASA select audio and mission audio. That's going to wrap
this up, I think. Thanks to Mr. Dorfman and to John Cox and all
of you.
END

OF TAPE
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PAO
Good afternoon again ladies and gentlemen. We're,
we have with us Marvin Mixon, Vice President of Covernment
Systems or Hughes Corr~unications. Mr. Nixon was unable to join
us at the previous press conference, he was busy with activities
over in the Control Center and has agreed to come over and feel
you in on some of the discussions that have been going on and
handle seme of the more detail technical questions about the
Syncom Satellite. Mr. Mixon.

,

i

MIXON
What I'd like to do to start out with is brief you
on the status of our investigations so far.
I'm sure all of you
are aware that the prime candidate for the source of the problem
is a separation switch which is actuated when the spacecraft is
ejected from the shuttle. The switch, itself is actuated by a
mechanical arm, it is an arm which is allowed to extend when the
shuttle,- when the spacecraft rolls out. There are switches which
are on the 0~~er end of this arm which dre actuated. That
applies power to the spacecraft which initiates a timer. It's
called a PES, that's a post ejected sequencer and that timer,
it's all automatic, then performs a number of functions. The
first visible function is the deploynent of the o~ni antenna
which the antenna, itself sits on the end of about a pole, a stem
which is about 6 or 8 feet long. That's deployed, then the next
event that is visible is a spinoff of the spacecraft. When
spacecraft rolls out, it's at about 2 rpm, very slow. And we
have to spin it up to 30 rpm. That occurs at about 5 minutes, 5
to 6 minutes after ejection. That what was observed not to
occur. The final event is the firing of the PKM, the perigee
~ick motor which is a large solid electronic motor which raises
the apogee of the orbit to about 8,000 nautical miles. That did
not occur. All the evidence indicates then that the timer didn't
perform its functions. Now everything, everything beyond this·
lever, the mechanical lever is redundant. The actual switches
themselves are redundant, the PES units themselves are redundant,
everything is redundant so it tends to point rather strongly that
the arm did not deploy. We have been investigating why didn't it
deploy. We don't have a good answer for that yet. We simply do
not have that answer.
It's a simple device. We've never run
into trouble of any nature like that before in all the testing
that we've done. And we do an extensive amount of testing,
months and months. So, it's a mystery to us. We're continuing
to look at it. So, what are we going to do? We are in the
process, we, the community, NASA and ourselves are in the process
of planning a rendezvous with the s~tellite. At the present
time, the Orbiter is about 40 miles trailing, it's 40 miles
behind the satellite and is stable condition and will stay
there. We are planning a rendezvous to establish positively that
that timer did not really initiate. So that rendezvous will be,
first of all moving in close enough to determine whether or not
the omni has since deployed and whether the spin rate is still at
2 rpm. If that's case, then it's evidence that the timer hasn't
done its duty. Then we'll attempt to move in much closer and
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look at the satellite and determine whether or not if that arm
has deployed. The arm, itself is, well when it's fully deployed,
it stands out about 4 inches. It's a knife-like arm, it's about,
oh, I'd say a quarter of an inch thick, maybe a half an inch in
width about that long. So we think we have a good chance of
seeing whether or not it is. If we determine also that it is
safe, we're looking at that in a great deal of detail, of course,
we may attempt to have an EVA and see if we can get the arm to
deploy if the arm is still retracted, this lever. That will
start the sequence, the omni will deploy in about 80 seconds. It
will spin up in about 6 minutes, 45 minutes later, the rocket
would fire. This latter part, the EVA is by no means a
certainty, we have a lot of studies to do, to make certain that
is, indeed practical and also safe. And that's what we're doing
right now. The plan is that we would make a decision on the
extent of the r2ndezvous by tomorrow night and probably, the
earliest that we would get to an EVA, if there is an EVA would be
sometime Tuesday. The satellite, itself is in a dormant state.
The question on whether or not it is practical to do this, to a
large extent hinges on the temperature of the satellite. There's
nothing powered on the satellite so therefore it's getting very
cold and that could cause a problem. It ~ay not be practical to
initiate the timer. So basically that's what we're doing, if you
have any questions, I'll do my best to answer those.
£lAO
Okay, we'll start with questions here in Houston.
I understand there are also questions at the Cape. If you would
wait for the mike and please identify yourselves. Craig Covault
here in the front.
CRAIG COVAULT (AVIATION WEEK)
Mr. Mixon, what is the
possibility or the outlook options, whatever on waiting and
perhaps coming back on another mission later in the summer?
MIXON
That's a possibility. We probably, in fact, very
very very unlikely that we'd ever attempt to retrieve that
satellite on this particular mission. It's a complex, it's very
complex operation. There just isn't time to put the planning
together, do the simulation and do the training to do that. ~e
would look at it and see whether or not it's practical to do it
at a future date.

~.

COVAULT
Do you think it is more likely and I realize this
is a speculative answer, but do you think it is dore likely that
you will perhaps get in and do your photography, use that as data
. and then perhaps examine coming back later as opposed to going
out and doing anything this trip?
MIXON
No, I wouldn't say it's more likely.
It's 50/50, let's put it that way.
PAO

Carlos Byars

I'd say.

;

...
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Mr. Mixon, we've got, we have
several different questions come up about the temperature of the
satellite, the status of the batteries inside. Could you tell us
are the batteries being charged by the solar cells and what, the
temperature situation. What's the health situation of the
satellite? Do we have something here that you still think will
work on Tuesday or just what is the situation?

CARLOS BYARS (HOUSTON CHRONICLE)

Yes, the batterieg the~selves are in a very very
very low charge rate, very low rate.
It's called a trickle
charge. The batteries are not being discharged by anything on
the satellite. They do have receivers on but they're always on,
very low drain. So, in terms of the battery, we don't see a
problem there. The real problem would turn out to be the
temperature of the propellant, the hydrazine, itself. It could
freeze when it gets down to 30 degrc~s, 32 degrees farenheit, it
will freeze. And, so that is the really going to be the limiting
factor as best we can tell right now on whether or not it would
pay to go out and try to initiate the firing. The rest of the
satellite is good health. We see really no limitation there for
some quite time to stay in this orbit a long time, quite some
time. This is a 240 nautical mile oroit so aeronautic drag is
extremely low so that's not really a limiting factor either. To
answer your question, I think Tuesday looks pretty good, I·11 put
that way.

MIXON

How do you know what the temperature of the
satellite is. As we understand it, you have not been able to
corr~unicate in any way with this thing?

BYARS

END OF TAPE
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MIXON
That's quite right, it's all by analysis. We know
the thermal characteristics of the satellite, we know the
exterior thermal environment. We calculate it. There is always
a tolerance on that, you know plu~ or minus probably five
degrees. But really our thermal models are quite good. And we
know the environment. So that's how we'll determine that.
PAO

Paul Recer.

PAUL RECER (ASSOCIA'l'EO PRESS)
I~hat are the visual indicators
that the astronauts must see to assure the safety of an approach
to the satellite?
MIXON
They have to see that the arnnl antenna has not
deployed. As I say that is on a mast, I'm not sure this comes up
or not •. It's probably something like 6 or 8 feet high. It's
painted white, not gold as you see it here. That's fairly
distinctive. If you've watched some of the deployments of the
LEASAT, it's very clear. The other thing is that the spin rate
is very low. Two rpm's is a very low spin rate. The astronauts
feel that they should be able to see to determine that by
reflections off of the panels itself, as a illattcr of fact, before
they would beable to determine that the antenna has been deployed
or not. But those are the two key visual signs.
RECER

This lever, rod, or whatever this knife-like • • •

MIXON

Lever.

RECER
Lever, ok. Knife-like lever that you're talking
about, is this a silver color, gold color, or what?
MIXON

It's aluminum colored.

RECER

Aluminum color?

MIXON

Yes.

RECER
Do you anticipate it to be readily visible ur.der
the lighting conditions?
MIXON
! don't think that it would be readily visible.
I
don't think that it would be particularly easy to see it. But if
we get close enough I think we can. G2t the right lighting, get
the right angle.
RECER
Ok, one more. Your concern about the temperature
of the hydrazine. In the event that you're unable to fix it on
this mission, and you turn around ~nd plan to go back this

r

l
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summer, hydrazine keeps getting colder and colder.
to burst some vessi1e or what?
MIXON

A line.

RECER

It would burst a line?

MIXON
Well, that's a possibility.
that in more detail.

PAGE 2

Is it going

We have to look at

RECER

So you would have free hydrazine around the • . .

MIXON

Frozen.

RECER
. . • Frozen hydrazine around the vehicle if you
did '~turn this su~~er.
MIXON
We certainly wouldn't do that. If we've determined
from our thermal models that there is a reasonable probability
that we could burst a line, then we wouldn't go near it. It's
that simple.
Let's go back over here to Betty Luman and then
PAO
we'll go the Cape for questions before corning back here •
Mr. Mixon, is there anything different between the
BETTY LUMAN
lever on this third LESAT and the first two?
MIXON

Not a one, not a thing.

Not a thing.

PAO

Ok, we'll go to the Kennedy Space Center.

PAO

I have James Fisher, Orlando Sentinal.

FISHER
I have a couple of questions. First, I'm not sure I
understood specificaly how this lever activates the switches.
Would you mind over that just again very simply?
MIXON
Let me see, I wish I had a picture, because it
would be worth a thousand words. That won't, you have to see
inside the spacecraft. The lever is like an arm. If you can
visualize a pivot-point, the lever is, as it deploys, as the
satellite rolls out of the cradle that holds it in the Shuttle.
As that extends, then the portion of the lever which is on the
other side of the pivot, that allows what we call plunger
switches, the plunger is allowed to traverse. And when it gets
to the end of the stroke, it is actuated. So you can see on one
end there is the plunger switch itself, and on the other end is
the bearing against the cradle itself. So as the satellite rolls
out, the lever is allowed to rotate and the plunger switches are
then allowed to extend. That's what turns the bus on the
spacecraft.
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FISHER
I believe I understand.
Now if you came back to
this say this summer, would it be possible, would you come back
possibly and have an astronaut go do something with it on the
arm? Or would you bring it, retrieve it and bring it back? Or
could you do either?
MIXON
That's really hard to say. I think it's a good
question, but's really hard to say at this time. We really have
to look at that in more detail.
PAO

Mike Meecham, Gannett.

MEECHAN
Mr. Mixon, can this lever be observed by the
astronauts? And if so, where is it? Can you point to where it
is on the satellite?
MIXON
The lever is right below this attach point. These
are attach points that mount to the cradle, the cradle in turn
then mounts to the shuttle. And the lever is right below this
one. There is a slot in the solar panel. The slot in the solar
panel is about half an inch wide, five inches long. And the
lever just comes right through that slot.
MEECHAM
slot itself.

So it might be possible to observe it through the

\

MIXON
Yes, oh yes. It's indeed possible. Now when it is
actually stored in the cradle, the spacecraft is mounted in the
cradle this lever actually extends about a half an inch beyond
the periphery of the solar panel. So we think there is a good
chance of seeing it. Whether it's retracted or whether it's
extended.
MEECHAM
The other question was you mentioned that you would
be looking, and from a saftey stand point, you would be looking
to see whether the antenna had been deployed and whether the spin
rate was still at 2 rpm.
:-iIXON

Yes.

MEECHAM
If the antenna rate is not deployed, and spin is
slow, is the conclusion then that the timing device has not
activated and that the timing device is safe therefore the
satellite is more approachable?
MIXON
Yes, that's exactly right. We've been looking at
the design of the satellite to try to determine, not try to but
to determine whether or not there are any other single point
failures which could cause this problem. And we'll continue to
do that. We have not been able to find any other single point
failure.
It's not likely that you'd have a double failure. For
example have a failure of both PES's. That's a very low
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probability. So if indeed, those two visible characteristics are
positive, then at this point we feel it's safe. And we're still
looking at that and we won't make a committment until we finish
that study, and that will be sometime tomorrow. That's the way
it appears right now though.
BOB JONES (LOS ANGELES TIMES)
Would you describe what just
might happen during an EVA if that does take place? Would the
crew actually conceivably try to depress that lever?
MIXON
Yes, they would actually try to extend that
lever. And what we are doing, what NASA and ourselves are doing,
is putting together, we're actually getting the hardware. We're
flying the hardware in from Los Angeles tonight, that's the lever
itself, the mounting bracket for the lever, the switches, all of
the pertinent hardware, and we're building a [;lock-up and we'll
see whether or not it's practicle to actually extend it. It may
not be, 1111 be the first say that. It may not be practicle.
GORDON WHITE (DESERTRAT NEWS, SALT LAKE CITY)
Is this
analagous to the lever on a handgrenade that's spring loaded
should have popped up?
MIXON
Well, sort of. From the standpoint that it
initiates detonation, it is similar. The design is different
though, of course. The function is the same, I think that is
what you're questioning.
JOHN BROAD (NEW YORK TIMES)
If you do go in for an inspection,
from the saftey standpoint, how close in will you go to try to
determine if it's safe enough to go in even closer?
END OF TAPE
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MIXON
NASA thinks that they'll be able to tell whether or
not the antenna is still stowed and the spin rate is still 2 rpm
from around 20 miles. If that's the case, then we will move in,
they will move in. And they're in the process of determining how
close they feel they can go and still be safe. Now in order to
see this lever, we're really talking about 10ths of feet. We're
not talking about 2 or 3 miles. I do want to make that clear.
We have looked at the deployment video from the this morning and
we have not been able to determine from that video at all whether
or not the arm is extended or not. It's just the resolution is
not good enough.
JAMES FISHER (ORLANDO SENTINEL)
You mentioned 50/50 chance.
Was that photo rendezvous versus EVA?
MIXON
I think the question was if I recall correctly, is
it more likely that we would only do a reconnaissance, so to
speak, rather than an EVA. And what I'm saying is at this point,
I'd say it's 50/50.
FISHER
Also, you mentioned something about EVA would be
earliest, that would be on Tuesday, I believe John Cox ~cntioned
something about a rendezvous probably would be on day 4 which
would be Monday. Is that just still very ify, all of that?
MIXON
That's being considered too. May go in and just
take a look and see whether or not the spin rate is still 2 rpm
and the antennas retracted and then go in Tuesday. That's still,
it's all being planned right now. We really won't have an answer
for that, a firm answer until sometime tomorrow, late tomorrow.
MIKE MEECHAM (GANNETT)
Mr. Mixon, why wasn't that grapple book
put on this satellite to make a recovery easier?
MIXON
We certainly had no idea we'd have to do this.
That's something that you really don't plan for.
PAO

Harry Rosenthal with AP.

HARRY ROSENTHAL (ASSOCIATED PRESS)
Mr. Mixon, if the astronauts
do an EVA and release the lever. I'm sorry, I ran. Release the
lever, what does the shuttle do then? Just get the hell out of
there as quick as they can?
MIXON

Yes.

ROSENTHAL
How long would it be before ?nything happens that
the astronauts have to worry about?
MIXON
Yes, that's exactly they'll do. They will, if they
are, if we decide to do that and they successfully deploy the
lever, then that's exactly what they'll do, they'll move as

:-
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rapidly as they can, retrieve, put the - The astronaut will
probably be on the end of the arm. They would have to be brought
back, put in the bay and then make an evasive movement.
There's
45 minutes to do that so it's not a, something you have to do - ROSENTHAL

' . . . have a few seconds before the antenna starts

springing up, doesn't it?
MIXON
Yes, but that's not dangerous. That's a very
pyrotechnic, it's a pin puller. There is no danger there.
Now,
the next thing that happens is that there are spin jets,S pounds
thrust jets on the side of the spacecraft. They spin the
5pacecraft up to 30 rpm.
They would also like to be in it about
some distance away and that's being evaluated at that point.
That may be constrained itself. The evasive maneuver may not be
practical within the timeframe we're talking about. That's
another question we're looking at.
ROSENTHAL
One more question, don't when they pull or push the
lever, doesn't that impart some kind of a rate onto the satellite
and how do you correct that?
MIXON
You're quite right. That's another
consideration.
In order for this manuever to work, it can only
be performed on specific orbits, two orbits a day and has to be
performed within a 10 minute window.
It also has to maintain the
present attitude of the satellite. Therefore, in deploying the
lever arm, itself, we can't disturb the attitude of the
satellite. Now the satellite's spin, even though it's 2 rpm,
it's got alot of momentum.
It's got alot of angular momentum,
it's a stiff satellite. Therefore, it would take scme amount of
torque in trying to pull this out to disturb the attitude. We're
also looking at that to see how much torque would be necessary to
disturb the satellite. That's a good question, it~s s also, it's
a point.
PAO
Okay, we're ready to come bdCk to Houston now for
rap up questions here.
Let's see, we'll take Betty Luman and
we'll be finished up with here.
If you do decide to do an EVA, which astronauts are
BETTY LUMAN
prepared for - - ?
~IXON

I

don't know.

PAO
Betty, I think that's a question we'll have to get
out when we've got some of our flight directors here later. Back
around to the front, we'll take Carlos Byars and then back to
Jackie Elbert.
BYARS
Two questions Mr. Mixon, one if the, if you don't
get it done now and you go back, you'd be thinking about going

..
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MIXON
Well it's a slow merry go round. I think it's
possible. But we also, as I mentioned before, also, that is a
question, of course it's a question, and NASA is putting together
a simulation, it's an air bearing, it will be a spinning
platform. We are getting the hardware, we're simulating the
panel, the slot, and we are seeing if we can do it, and we'll be
doing it torr~orrow. Now don't get me wrong, I don't say it's
going to be a snap, not by any means.
PAO

Paul Recer.

PAUL RECER (ASSOCIATED PRESS)
I've got about three here.
much force is required to pull the lever out?

How

MIXON
Well actually if there's no problem with the lever,
there is- no force at all, because the plunger switches themselves
have springs on the plunger, and they actually force the lever
out. And they're fairly strong springs. If it's hung up, I have
no way of knowing how much force it's going to take. I j'lst
don't know the answer to that.
RECER

Would it require a tool?

MIXON

It might.

RECER

It might require it, okay.

Allright.

PAO
Okay we'll take about one more, and then I think
we'll wrap this up. Craig Covalt.
CRAIG COVALT (AVIATION WEEK)
I actually have a couple of
questions here. Relative to seeing the device extended from the
side of the spacecraft, have you looked at the other two
deployment films to see if you could see that on successful
deployments?
MIXON
No we haven't looked at that,we have not looked.
We will be doing that. We've looked at only the ones we have
right here.
COVALT
Secondly, on the lever itself, is there a
possibility that a design change or a slight variation was
incorporated in this spacecraft? And what I have in mind there
is perh3ps f03m padding as a cushioning device or so~ething that
may have found it's way in there and ~elted due to thermal
characteristics in the bay or otherwise clog that area. Is that
possible?
MIXON
Well, I guess anything is possible. I don't think
that's likely though. That design has worked perfectly, as I
say, we've never had any problems with that design in test. And
test is on, is a long arduous period of time. And that ~witch is

.;
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actuated similar as you would in a launch a number of times. We
never had trouble with it. So there was no design change. No.
The answer to your question. I do not think so.
think weill wrap it up here.

PAO
much.

I

MIXON

Okay.

End of

tape

Thank you very
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back this summer. Your projections are the hydrazine would
frozen, why would you go back at all?
MIXON
Well, let me make that clear. I'm not projecting
that it would be. It could be and we're making studies to
determine whether or not that would be a factor. I just don't
know the answer to that.
It's premature to say that. If we
decide that it's, obviously, it's not practical to do it, we've
got frozen hydrazine which damaged the satellite, we wouldn't
go. It's just too early to determine.
PAO

(garble)

So, if you think the hydrazine is frozen, you're
just not going to bother?
MIXON
If it has caused a rupture of a line, then I doubt
that we would go back. Just because it freezes is not
catastrophic by any means. It could be that it could freeze and
not rupture and we have to also look at that.
BYARS
One other thought, what if they get in close and
then find that the lever is in fact extended?
MIXON
That's another good question. We're going to have
to and we're looking at that, we have to decide what to do with
that. I don't have an answer to that.
PAO

Cookie Elberg

COOKIE ELBERG (FREE-LANCE)
I'd like to know if Mr. Jarvis were
aboard, it seems like so much of this depends on visual type of.
judgment. What types of things would you be asking him to assest
and wouldn't it be useful to have someone expert in LEASAT to be
able to assest it?

?

MIXON
Well, I'll have to tell you this, the NASA people
are extremely sharp and what they have to look for is, I don't
think Greg, himself would have really improved that. I really
don't. I think the situation as it is right now is as good as we
can good it, in terms of people.
PAO

Jules Bergman.

JULES BERGMAN (ABC NEWS)
Mr. Mixon, you're contemplating,
projecting that an astronaut in EVA is able to approach a 17,000
pound satellite even moving at 2 rpm. Now, I've done mechanics
of this numbers thing. That's a foot and a half per second.
~IXON

Exactly.

...-
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BERGMAN
Okay, at the rim, at the diameter edge. And plunge
a lever inward or (garble) sideways and get out of the way within
5 minutes when the spin stabilizing unit would start firing. Do
you think that can be done?
MIXON
Well, let me put it this way. If he can get close
enough, get his hands on it and pull it and that doesn't take
alot of time to do it. Then the question is, can he get back,
can he be retrieved back into the shuttle and perform whatever
manuever is necessary before the firing of the spinoff jets. As
I mentioned before, we are looking at that.
That may be a
constraint that prevents us doing that. I don't know the answer
to that, yet. In terms of if that lever is buried inside the
panel then I think it would be very difficult for the astronaut
to reach in and get it. It's only about 3 quarter inch slot.
But as I. mentioned before, that lever is, sticks out about an
inch, half an inch to an inch. At the time it rolls, it's in the
cradle. If it's still sticking out by half an inch to an inch,
there's some chance, reasonable chance he ought to be able to
grab it. And he pulls it out, he doesn't push it in.
BERGMAN
Follow up question. He's, this is 10th ~mount or
10 to pushing out, pulling out a lever on a m~rry-go-round?
Is
it really possible with proper crew safety?
/
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PAO
Good evening, we're joined here toniyht with
outgoing flight director, Randy Stone who·s going to give us a
summary of the latest shift in the control center, the orbit two
shift. Randy, why don't you go ahead with your summary.

/'

1

'"

STONE
Ok, Eor those of you that have been watching TV of
the control center today I have not been on the console doing (he
orbit two shift, Clean Lacefield ran the shift for me today
because I was off workinq the various plann.ing rneetings that are
going in to looking at the SYNCOM options that we have for this
flight.
I'd like to summarize a little bit on where '..;e stand on
the options that we've been working today and to tell you where
we are, the first thing we've done today is protect a return
option to go back and rendezvous with the SYNCOM by stopping our
:;eparation rate from the satellite.. Right now we're about thirty
iniles tra-.iling the satellite a.nd we did a ~~;nall bloak burn late
this a.fternoon that has set IJp ,-,bout a two mile per rev sc-:!,Jar.1te,
so we're getting a little bit farther away every rev and tomorrow
you'll probably hear us talk about another tweak burn to adjust
that so we can optimize our chances of doing a rendezvous should
we decide to exercise that. First of all, you all have probably
he,lrd about a number of plans th,lt are in consideration. Let me
t (111 you the 0 n est hat: are s t i 11 i Ii can .'3 i J (~ rat ion a. nd sO:7l e of
this may be redundant from what you heard 0arlier because r have
not had the opportunity to see all of the things that you all
have gotten today, First of all there is no plan being
considered to return SYNCOM on this mi~~s10n.
In fact, there
have, other th'ln that decision, there have been no decisions 1:1.Jde
yet whether or not we'll rendezvous and if we rendezvous Wilh
SYNCOM whether weIll attempt an EVA. We're still looking at all
the safety aspects of going and doing that rendezvous and getting
back. in close proximity with SYNCOM. ~<le are working on the
procedures for doing a rendezvous with SYNCOM no earlier tha.n
Monday. Should we elect to do a rendezvous with SYNCQM on Monday
that would not have an EVA opt.ion with it.
I f we get downstream
in our thinking in the next twenty-four hours and decide that EVA
is a plausible option we will probably elect to give ourselves
one more day to work on those EVA proc~dllres dnd all of the
options we have there and do the rendt~~vous and an EVA :3'~t?na[io
no earlier than Tuesday. We do have the consumables on board the
orbiter to extend the mission two days, without putting any
strain on ourselves and still give ourselves a two day wave off
capability for weather at the end of that. Right ~ow we're
flying ·..,hat is called a five ;?lus two d,~y mi:.::.sion, five d.1YS
nomi na lly with two wa ve of f days and ·..Je can ex ti: nd t roa t two days
should t,.;e decide that we need that to explore other options. The
primary work thatts gone tod.:lY has been in the area of ooi;;g a
rendezvous and all of that rendezvous work has been totally
IH1c011pled from any EVA opt ion.
i'le have had all of the
t.'xperi,~nced U"jj,3CZVCllS p.~ople, prcc~(~ur~s people, U-:e rendezvous
flight director from a previous flight, Jay Green has been
leading a team to assemble those procedures. As you know we
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planning to do a rendezvous this flight so we're not
carrying rendezvous procedures books onboard and we are having to
build those or tailor them to this particular scenario. That
team has done that today and has taken the procedures now. It's
not like we went out and developed a new set of rendezvous
procedures, we did take the 5l-A rendezvous procedures and the
LDEF retrieve r~ndezvous procedures and taking those things that
are similar to the scenario we have here, put them together and
have built a single, a single set of documentation that we're
putting into teleprinter f.ormat tonight. That team is coming
back in the morning at four a.m. to review those procedures and
we do plan to teleprinter those procedures up to the crew
sometime about midday, the crew workddY tomorrow. Regardless of
whether we have cOlTu"TIitted to doing a rendezvouS by that time 'we
are going to. get the procedures onboard and let BCdU and thel.
other crew start looking at those proc~Jures i:1r.d corr:-;-.enting dnd
getting familiar with them.
In conjunction with tr1at, we will
probably do some star tracker work with the satellite tomorrow
afternoon just to familiarize, refamiliarize 8eau and the crew
with the primary nay sensor for doing a rendezvous and to check
out how that system is working. So thdt'S where we stand in the
world of rendezvouses. We believe it is feasible, 3eau has had
considerable rendezvous training, yea verily it wasn't for this
flight, it was for a flight last summer but he did have
considerable not integrated training and we believe that if you
have no orbiter problems with nav sensors that a rendezvous with
this, with SYNCOM, is a feasible thing to do.
I want to
reiterate, however, we have not made the decision to do that
rendezvouS, we're still looking at the safety aspects of going
back into the vicinity of SYNCOM. We need to understand as best
we can the problem with SYNCOM before we COIT~it to get in close
proximity with it again. Should we decide to do the rendezvOUS,
there are two options that we're looking at at the end of that
rendezvous when we get into stationkeeping with the satellite.
One is just a photo documentation mission to go in and try to
photograph closely those areas that may have contribute~ to the
problem we have with the satellite. As I think you have been
briefed, earlier today there is a lever that we may be able to
see sticking out from under the skin of the SYNCOM that would
give us some indication of whether or not the mechanical device
that starts a sequence or has done its job, and that would at
least give you some idea of where to look in your analysis later
.to try to determine what w~nt wrong. ~ow that would be just a
photo doculnentation. We'd go in there and statio~keep and take
a3 good a pictures as we can and then separate and continue the
flight. The other option that has been discussed and is being
actively pursued is an EVA 1 what you do on that EVA is one of
those things that . . . c·re uying to get all the details we can
..lbout thi::> r•• t:chanical cevice on the SY:iCOM lhdt c:an activate the
sequencer. Should we decide that it's feasible to do something
with that and we can reconcile all of the safety issues of doing
an EVA in the vicinity of SYNCOM, EVA is still being
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considered. We are at a very, what I would describe it as an
immature state in the planning of the EVA. We have the Sl-A
flight director, Larry Bourgeois leading up the effort to work
those procedures with all of the same team engineering people and
EVA people that we put on the Sl-A retrieval mission so we feel
like we have got our best resources committed to looking at the
feasibility of an EVA and in that process, we are looking, we
have a watertank run scheduled in the morning to look at the
geometry of getting into proximity with the SYNCOM. We'll, we've
got an arm in the water tank and we will have what's called the
portable foot restraint. It is not as sophisticated as a device
as we used on 51-A, the device that fit in the end of the RMS on
51-A we are not flying on this flight bec~use it was not an EVA
mission so we do not have that sophisticated foot restraint that
~ates to the arm.
What we do have. is a foot restraint that is
carried always for C'ontinIJcncy EVl\s for ·...'orking in the bay, for
the payload bay door contingency EVAs and we are looking at ways
that we can attach that to the arm, not grapple to it, but attach
it to it with possibly some of the straps, EVA straps that are
available to us in the tool kit. That work is going on. We're
going to look at that in the watertank to~orrow. We have
satellite harGware being flown frvm tr.e n ..:st CC.ist.
It ~3hould
arrive sometime this evening with detailed dOCUl<1entation dnd
photos of the area of concern which is this lev~r and this lever
that we're talking about, at least to this moment is the only
thing we believe we can manipulate that can do dil)'thing for the
SYNCOM. There's nothing else on the SY~COM that we can do with
an EVA to make it go work. So we're concentrating on our efforts
there to see if that is a feasible thing to go and try to trip
this lever and make the microswitches work. At this ooint in the
evaluation working with all of the folks I have to tei1 you that
I am not particularly optimistic that we can develop a plausible
EVA scenario but we are going to continue to look at it and we
certainly have not ruled that out as a potential solution to the
problem we have with the SYNCOM. That is the su~~ary of what we
have done today and where we're headed tomorrow and the next
day. A little on the brighter side, CFES is collecting sample-at
this time. It is gone very smoothly today from all the reports
wetve heard from Charlie. The TELESAT satellite is doing well.
They have elected to do their AKM burn somewhat early tomorrow
afternoon on their fifth apogee. And that's about two orbits
sooner than they'd originally planned because the ..•
END
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STONE
It has gone very smoothly today from all the
reports we've heard from Charlie. The telesat satellite is doing
well. They have elected to do their AKM burn somewhat early
tomorrow afternoon on their fifth apogee. That's about two
orbits sooner then they originally planned because the spacecraft
is in great shape and they have enough tracking to go on up
hill. Ray has done some AFE today. She did the APE on herself
and Senator Garn and on Jeff Hoffman at the last report and the
other experiment that we looked at today were the fly
enclosure. You may of heard the crew talking about it today. We
have some flying, some floating, some walking dnd some clutching
and some gone. And with that, I'll open the floor to questions.
PAO
Okay, weill take questions here in Houston.
start with Frank Seltzer."
.'

Weill

FRANK SELTZER (CNN)
What's your timeline in terms of making
decisions, obviously if you're looking at a flight day, well
Monday, rendezvous is a possibility. You have to make some
decision tomorrow, don't you?
STONE
The mission m~nagment tc~m will meet at its normal
time in the morning at 8:00. The primary function of that
meeting will not be to make the decision because we will not have
all the data available to us yet. We have scheduled a special
mission management team meeting at I believe, it's 2:00 tomolrow
afternoon. And at that point and time, the stragedy at least
right now is to make the decision whether or not we want to just
go do the rendezvous and whether or not we want to do it on
Monday or Tuesday or whether we want to give ourselves another
day to let the EVA scenario mature.
PAO
follow up.

Wait, wait for the mike, Frar.k, I'm sorry for

SELTZER
Is the EVA a remote possibility, would you say it's
fair right now?
STONE
I would in my own mind right now, it's a remote
possibility over a 24 hour period, we may mature faster than I'm
expecting~
But in my mind, it's a remote possibility.
PAO

Craig Covault

CRAIG COVAULT (AVIATION WEEK)
Randy, relative to a possibility
of a mission extension, when would you start, perhaps conserving
consumables or what to start conserving consumables?
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STONE
Right now, we have no consumable problem. We don't
have to start conserving, if you will to get a seven day mission
with two day extension. We've got our ESCOM folks looking
tonight, just do a minor powerdown tomorrow to buy us some margin
back on that capability and possibly buy us another day and that
would be a small pawerdown, go from 3 GPCS down to 2 GPCc,
minimize the number of CRTs that are on at anyone time, that
sort of thing. No big mission impact, just conservation.
COVAULT
From a conservative approach to approaching a
spacecraft that has some (garble) and has a big live ~otor in it,
how would you characterize the hazards playing it conservativelY
of just taking the Orbiter back in EVA or no EVA?
STONE
The thing that we've got goinq for us i n .
determining ;.:hether this spacecraft is ~~afe to revisit is t"hat
the longer we go, the longer ~e feel like it wasn't something
just stuck that is going to slip off some hair trigger and go
ahead and start the sequence. We do have some indication that
the Hughes trackirig folks are tracking this satellite, you know,
with the normal (garble) data that we can give them on the, with
the state vector. f>.nd one of the thiz1f3S that h.:ippenS should the
sequence activate is that its transmitter will COlne on. And they
would expect to see that transmitter if it did come on. That'll
give us some indication that it came alive and we don't want to
go anywhere near it. We're also tracking it such that we'll know
if the PKM occurs and it will be gone. So, from over the next
couple of days, we're going to know that it has remained
stable. The longer you wait, the more confidence you have in
that it is going to stay in that state.
PAO

Carlos Byars

CARLOS BYARS (HOUSTON CHRONICLE)
To follow up your co~nent
there, Randy. In other words, you don't really need to go in
until you can see whether or not the omnL has deploye~.pr whether
or not the spacecraft h~s spun up to 33 rpm. You can tell from
the lack of radio signal that nothing has happE!ned?

"

STONE
Well, that's my understanding from one of the
Hughes folks that I talked to in the safety briefing an hour or
so ago. We're going to confirm all of that tonight as we get
more. We haven't had a lot of access to the Hughes people today
just because there are not very many of them here and they have
all been quite busy trying to figure out what went wrong.
BYARS
Randy, Mr. Mixon said that he felt there was about
a 50 50 chance of atte~pting an EVA. Would~you put the
percentage that high, the odds that hlgh? ~here would you put
the odds?
'.
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STONE
Well I'd, let me put it into different terms other
than odds. I believe we have a high probability of being able to
do a successful rendezvous and that's where we're concentrating
our efforts on getting procedures up. We are not to the point in
an EV~ even to develope procedures. Ne're not sure enough about
the goals to develope procedures for an EVA. So at this point I
would have to characterize it as a difficult task that may not,
we may not get all the work done to go do on this flight.
PAO

Dan Molina.

DAN MOLINA.(NBC)
With regard to the goals of the EVA, would it
simply be to try and activate the systems that have failed, or
would you do an EVA to try and photograph more closely, or other
goals besides simply activating the systems?
",

STONE
The only goal that has ~Arit to co~mit to an ~VA in
my mind, and this is me talking and not the entire system, but in
my mind the only goal that you ought to have for an EVA is for
Syncom to have a successful mission. I would not want to commit
to an EVA for documentation purposes.
PAO

Paul Recer.

PAUL RECER (ASSOCIATED PRESS)
What's the latest that you have
to unstow and test the EVA equipment?
STONE
If we're gonna do an EVA on tuesday we would do
that on monday.
RECER
this crew?

Okay.

How much EVA training time is represented by

STONE
This crew has had the standard BVA training
scenario where they go out and work with, when you're carrying a
PAM we go do the PAM sunshield opening EVA where you go in and
cut some cables and every crew is trained in the, two people on
every crew is trained in the contingency door closur~ procedures
and latch procedures. It does not amount to near the number of
hours that we put into a training an EVA team to go do a complex
task like we did on 51-A.
RECER

Would you care to

STONE
Paul.

And the number of hours I don't know what they are,

RECER
Would you characterize them as the minimum
requirement for EVA?
(
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STONE
I would characterize this crew as totally qualified
to go do an EVA and to go do standard EVA tasks. And if you want
to call that a minimum training, yes it's minimum as far as a
task of this complexity.
PAO

Frank Seltzer.

FRANK SELTZER (CNN)
Isn't it one of the problems you have, you
have a crew that's got not the optimum training for an EVA? And
then you've got the factor of time. Is it unusual EVA you have
to go up on the arm maybe pull a lever and then doesn't the clock
work against you? Because youtve got what forty minutes to get
him back inside and get out of there.

STONE
The clock works against you in two ways on this
type, on this EVA, in that whatever youtre gOl10a do if you want
to have a chance of mission success you have to do in a ten
minute window or the Syncom :sntt going to be pointed the right
direction when the motor does burn. We have a window of about
five minutes on either side of crossing the equator that you've
got to successfully do whatever you're gonna do. So, yes the
time is working against you there and if you do activate the
sequencer you've got to be out of the area in 45 minutes.
SELTZER
Isn't that put us in there a little close for an
EVA to get somebody back inside and to be out of there, you have
20 minutes to get out of there, but to bring the arm back in to
get them back in, stow everything and get out?
STONE
Well we would not, I wontt say what we will not
do. At least the skeletal plan would be to get the crewman back
in the bay, not to get back in there, complete the EVA and get .
back in the airlock we would do the set burn with the crewman in
the bay. If you did that scenario, we would not use the OMS
engines, we'd do that set burn with the RCS which has been, we
have done RCS translations with EVA crewmen in the bay. So, we
have a precedence for that we would not use the OMS.
PAO

Craig Covalt and then we'll get you Paul.

CRAIG COVALT (AVIATION WEEK) Couple questions. The flight
safety issues involved in an EVA to a spacecraft like this are
formidable if not totally too Ear beyond the limits of safety.
Would you vote yes or no?

.

STONE
I would prefer to hold my vote until I've got all
the data.
I did say that my inclination is that it's going to be
very difficult to build a plausible scenario and that is strongly
colored by the safety issues we had to face.

,

I'

I
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COVALT
A moment ago you said that you'll have a crew in
the tank tommorrow working some water exercises. Do you know who
they will be and take that further, do you have some air bearing
floor work scheduled for tonight, and who will that invole? And
relative, just the rendezvous side, do you have an astronaut crew
or two working in the shuttle engineering simulator and the
shuttle mission simulator?
End of tape
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STONE
Ok, let me see if I can get all those hooked
together. On the rendezvous part, Rick Hauck has been
representing the crew in the rendezvous team. I suspect he will
be crewman that does the procedures validation in the SMS and
that'll take place sometime tomorrow and it'll probably take
place after we've already uplinked those procedures. We feel
like that because we're coming from two validated books, two sets
of procedures that have been validated, one which has been
actually executed that we have a good plan put together in the
rendezvous. So if we find somethings that ~e need to tweak we
believe that we can do that after the fact, after we get that
onboard. As far as who's going to be in the water tank tomorrow,
I do not know for sure.
Bruce McCandless has been one of the
crew reps to the .•. what we're going to do when we get there
corrunittee.' And Pinky Nelson has also been participat,ing. Both
of them ase highly trained and qualified EVA crewmen. I suspect
they'll be the folks that'll be doing the evaluation tomorrow but
I don't know that for sure.

~

..

I

Well, what about airbearing floor tonight?

r

STONE
Third question. We are looking at what we can set
up to do on the airbearing floor in the form of a mockup that we
can spin at the spinrate that SYNCOM is spinning at and we're
hoping to get a mockup of the lever and some area that is
representative of what's around that lever to spin on the
airbearing floor and look at what the problems are of rcaching in
there and doing something with it.
PAO

Paul Recer

I understand there's a couple of orbits a day in
it
would
be possible to trigger this thing off. When woula
which
orbits
be,
or what time would it be on Tuesday? If there
those
is in fact an EVA?

RECER

/

STONE
There's two parts to that Paul, there are some.
optimum revs everyday for SYNCOM to be, to do its PKM. There are
many orbits per day that it can go do the PKM and then
everybody's just got to sit back and wait some period of time
until it comes in view of one of their stations. We are looking,
and I don't have the revs as they overlay onto the rendezvous,
we're looking at trying if we should choose to go do an EVA, of
trying to overlay the EVA rendezvous timeline on top of one of
those revs that is optimum for them. That may not be practical
because of crew rest periods and the length of time it takes to
do the rendezvous and the EVA and if we canlt do that, weill ask
them if we want to give it a try anyway on one of the nonoptimum
revs. What it means is it goes to the the right place, it's just
a long time before you can talk to it going outbound. And I
don't know what those numbers are.

..

..
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RECER
Ok, do you have, if you choose a Monday rendezvous,
do you have an approximate time for that?
STONE
Jay Green probably does but I didn't grab that
piece of data, 11m sorry. We can get that for you. But, well I
can give you, let me just give you the piece of data I do know.
Weill get up at a normal time, about two hours after get up weill
start our traverse in. It takes one orbit to get to TI, it takes
one orbit from TI to stationkeeping. So three hours after we
start, weill be there.
PAO

Go to this gentleman back here, stand up please.

ANDY CLAUS~~\N, WITR, ROCHESTER Before you said that the first
indication you would have that the. SYNCOM was working would be at
signal. Is this going to constrain the EVA since you might only
want the EVA when you can pick up the signal from a tracking
station?
STONE
No sir, that is only if 11m not in visible range of
the SYNCOM. If 11m in visible range of the SYNCOM, r can see its
antenna deploy and I can see it spin up. The transmitter on
scenario is when 11m not anywhere ncar it. And since you asked
that question, one thing that may have been somewhat misleading
in how far we can see and determine whether or not the SYNCOM is
spinning at the two rpm or 33 or 34 rpm it spins up to, I think
there was some numbers being talked about in the ranse of twenty
miles. We can see it at twenty miles, we cannot determine what
itls spin rate is because what you're seeing at those ranges are
reflections and you'll see flashes of light which gives you some
indication it is rotating but you canlt guarantee you're seeing
the same flashlight off of the same thing every time. So we
really, at those ranges we can't tell how fast it's spinning.
It's probably more on the order of a half a mile. ~e have worked
with, we talked to Bo today and asked him how he felt about that
looking at it through binoculars as it was departing today and he
thought a half a mile, he could always reliably tell what it's
spin rate was. Beyond that the reliability goes down.
PAO

Frank Seltzer.

SELTZER (CNN) If you decide to go with just a rendezvous, just
your basic rendezvous on Monday, are we talking about a day
extension so you can do your rendezvous get away or because itls
an added thing in there, do you need to have the extra day at
that point?
We could probably not extend the mission and do a
rendezvous on Monday. I have not worked all of those timeline
options looking to see what it rcally means to me if I rendezvous
on Monday. I'm going to save that for the planning team tonight
and tomorrow •
STONE

"

..
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PAO
I understand we have no questions at the Cape.
We'll take a few more questions here. Craig Covalt.
COVALT (AVIATION WEEK) Is the condition of the rendezvous radar,
essentially the Ku-band drive, any issu~ in the rendezvous or do
you feel that's a go system?
STONE
Right now the Ru-band radar is stowed. Ne stowed
it as the better part of valor when it restored to nominal
operation today. Until we fully understood as best we could what
the failure mode was that caused the gimbals to just start
driving around. The present engineering evaluation is this
antenna is probably just as good as it was when we launched and
its a condition that if you ever get it again, you can recover it
with a power cycle and would be go to use as a rendezvous ~.
radar. One of the things welre looking at is because of the
length of time between the last intensive training Bo has had in
rendezvouses and now we're looking at making the go rules for the
NAVAIDS more stringent than we would if we had been training
right up until now to do a rendezvous. And we're giving
consideration to if we can't get the rendezvous radar to work,
we'll, they'll not rendezvous. That is not a firm decision at
this point but that is where we're headed in our thinking •
PAO

And this question here.

Please identify yourself.

MARIA BENSON (NATIONAL SPACE INSTITUTE) Since there is a live
engine in this rocket, in this satellite, is there any
possibility that it could explode or blow up at all?
STONE
The hazard is not one of explosion, the hazard is
of the engine going and doing it's normal thing, you don't want
to be in close proximity to it. One of the things we do when we
do a nominal deploy of any satellite, especially a SYNCOM with
its large motor is that we go to a window protect attitude at the
time it does the PKM burn to shield the orbiter windows from the
plume. If you did not do that there is some particulate that·
would coat the windows, it wouldn't damage them from a one flight
basis but it would over a period of time, if you did that again
and again and again, make the, make you have to replace these
windows. As you get closer and closer that damage goes up and up
to the point where you could not see out of the windows. So it's
not a blowup hazard, it's, we don't want it to go do its thing
normally if we're close to it.
PAO

Follow up.

BENSON
Could I also ask, is there anything that you can
see, any conditions that would cause the sat~llite to start
tumbling or change altitude, change orbit?
STONE

The only thing that could make the SYNCOM change

j
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orbit is for the motor to burn. The, it has such mass, even
though it's rotating at a very low rate, it is a very heavy
satellite on the order of 15,000 lbs. and it is very stable, so
we don't believe that we can put any disturbance torques on it in
the stationkeeping sequence that would tumble it like we h d on
4l-C just by touching the Solar Max. We don't believe we have a
situation like that.
PAO

00 you have a question, sir?

MALCOLM MCCONNELL (READER'S DIGEST) To follow up on that last
question, is there any danger that the PKM if it fires
spontaneously could send the satellite back along the vector path
toward the orbiter as you approach your rendezvous?
STONE
The SYNCOM satellite right now is, inertially spin
stabliliied. If the front of my pcn is the motor, it's going
around the Earth, it's probably going around the Earth like this,
and at any point in time, you know it's not always pointed in the
same direction and once a rev it goes, points itself in the
vicinity of the orbiter. It does have so~e out of plane
component and if the motor burned, it would certainly, the
probably of it hitting the orbiter is astronomically low. You do
have a plume damage problem and it does change as we go around.
It gets worse then it gets better. We are flying in the window
protect attitude, kind of a modified window protect attitude
right now. We have go the orbiter actually tracking the SYNCOM
with a vector out of the belly of the orbiter. So we're always
keeping the belly of the orbiter pointed at the SYNCOM and that
may not always be pointed at the motor, you know as the relative
position of the two spacecraft changes.
PAO

Dan Molina.

MOLINA (NBC) Forgive me, Randy, if I seem repetitive, but I have
to refer back to Frank's question about the length of time you
would have if an EVA astronaut went out and tripped the mechanism
that began the firing sequence. Is that not the fineline in your
consideration, doesn't that seem like the basic consideration for
anybody who would be saying do we do this or do we not?
STONE
Well, it's certainly one of the basic
considerations. Eighty s~conds after you trip this ..•
END OF TAPE
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STONE
••• if it starts the sequence, the OMNI antenna is
going to deploy, that in itself is not a, you know certainly no
hazard to the EVA crewmen. Five minutes after that the RCS
thrusters that spin the spacecraft up are activated and the
spacecraft will go from two rpm to 33 rpm. At that time we don't
want to be, have the crewmen anywhere near the satellite so that
says if you elected to do this scenario, and this is one of the
things of concern, you have to be away from the satellite, down
in the bay, and at least, at least down in the bay and that
distance away from the satellite before it spins up or its not a
safe thing to be doing. And preferably separating by that time.

r

l

PAO

.

I

Carlos Byars.

Carlos?

BYARS (HOUSTON CHRONICLE) How far,.a·. . . ay would you want to be
before i~ spins up, before those li'ttle RCS jets fire?

,

,

...

I

\

STONE
Well, just from the, we're looking at it in detail,
Carlos, but the work we've done on doing EVAs and flying I1MUs in
the vicinity of the orbiter with our much bigger jets just from a
jet standpoint we're probably far enough ~way from it to be sdfe
from the jet plume back down in the orbiter bay. That's not a
real comfortable distance because it's just the length of the
arm, I mean if we're some thirty odd feet away from the satellite
at that point. We'd like to be separating when it activates, if
you chose to do that.
BYARS
Would, you'd want
payload bay at a minimum and be
leave the people in the payload
separation maneuver? Or try to
start that?

to get your people down in the
moving away perhaps. Would you
bay while you make a large
get them back inside before you

STONE
I believe, and we haven't worked that. part of the
timeline yet but I suspect the only way we're going to make that
timeline fit 1S to do the set maneuver with the crew is the
bay_ And that would dictate th~t we use the RCS system versu~
the OMS system because of the accelerations involved.
PAO
lId like to wrap this up if we can.
couple more questions. Craig?

We'll take a

COVALT
What degree of support have you heard during the
day for perhaps giving up an EVA on this mission but actually
looking much more strongly at coming back in the summer and doing
a Sl-A type recovery?

i

~

STONE
Craig, I haven't looked that .far ahead yet, I
haven't had time to even participate in conversations discussing
that.

t

i

!

PAO

And, Paul Recer?
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RECER
Who would be the, in the event you do an EVA, who'd
be the crewman on the end of the arm? The EVA end?
STONE
Well, Jeff and Dave will be the EVA crewmen and
once we build a scenario we'll certainly, we're going to include
the crew in the decision making process of who does what, and
that has not been done yet.
RECER
Alright, has anybody on the crew ever practiced
operating the RMS with a simulated astronaut on the end of it,
moving him or her up next to a large rotating body?
STONE
The answer to that is probably no, I haven't looked
at all of Rhea's training records on what all she has done with
the arm. She is an accomplished arm operator. Whether or not
she has ~perated with a creWr:1an in an MJ:o'R r do not 'know tnat.
PAO

No more questions, alright thank you everybody.

END OF TAPE
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PAO
Good afternooon, wetre ready to begin our change of
shift briefing with off-going flight director, John Cox. We
would like to hold this to about 20 minutes. John's got to get
back over to the control center and we've got alot of videc we
need to try and get out also. John.
JOHN COX
Okay, the nominal things that we did on the CAP
today were the normal CAP plus we had an activity where we
brought up 02 tanks at one and have been using that. That was
one that had the heater failure earlier in the flight and since
we are now entertaining performing the r8ndezvous and or the EVA
later in the flight. We're looking for the extension days so
we're using that oxygen now. We performed the startracker test
with the onboard system today and that worked fine so we dre able
to track the SY~COM Satellite which made the rendezvous folks
':ee1 guod, it did show up nicely. ~'ie !:.ad a good CFES status
report during the night off the recorder, they report no (garble)
contamination and they have been processing quite a bit in the
way of sample and I think they've put out a separate release to
you folks. Getting on with the SYNCOM activity, 'He ha.ve not made
a decision yet to commit one way or the other but there has been
a lot of activity over the last 24 hour period. As you might
well guessed, there'll be a meeting later this afternoon some
where in the order of 4 or 5:00 this afternoon to probably ke~p
us committing toward this or changing. Right now, to maintain
our options, the only thi~g we n~ed to do on tomorrow's flight
plan is get on with preparing for an 2VA option. So, we'll do a
cabin depress more than likely tomorrow morning. Some of the
activity that has been going on, the Hughes people did bring in
the hardware of this separation switch lever dnd the switches
themselves. That ~rrived sometime in the first few hours of my
shift today. They mocked that up over in building nine to a foam
core SYNCOM mockup that they have that is now suspended from a
cable that can be spun and what's going on this afternoon is some
suited SVA crewman will try to go in and perform the task that
Hughes has recommended may be beneficial towards releasing that
lever if indeed that is the case. In a.ddition to that this
afternoon, th~re's another activity going on that's trying to
define what possible failure modes COilld have occurred that could
have caused all of this. Single point failure, same guy doing
the redundant type things, that type of thing just get some sort
of feel for what type of success welre going to have and to
better ~ndersland lhe safety issue. This morning there was an
what if one of the, Jerry Ross and Woody Spring went in and
evaluated how to attach a portable foot restraint to the end
defector. I think they came away satisfied that we do have a
concept that'll work there that is reasonably secure. They'll
have, they'll put that into a procedure and explain that in some
sort of terminology that the onhoard crew would be able to do
something with it in the event weld like to do the EVA option.
You did see the, what we call the Payload Specialist Show today
also since you did see Jake and Charlie. Let's see, rendezvous
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day gets to be a problem if you do fold in an EVA and that
prompted several corr~entary that Bruster Shaw came in and had
with the crew trying to understand how comfortable they felt
about corr~itting to either the rendezvous or the rendezvous post
to EVA. We realize that they have not trained to be able to
operate in a manner like this and as a matter of fact, the EVA
crewman will take away some of the skills that you might want to
have for the rendezvous so the rendezvous EVA scenarios that we
did for 41-C and 51-A flights where ~e simultaneously have the
EVA guys preparing down on the middeck one IVA crewman and the
two EVA guys getting suited, getting in, getting the airlock
closed, depressed and going through all their checks and getting
out the door simultaneously while they're closing on the final
stages of the rendezvous from TI on in and getting into the prox
ops part. That looks like a difficllit thing to put toge~her in a
timeline.that'll be rpal helpful here ~o some of the thillgS ~elre
looking at is maybe arriving and then trying to get some extras
sort of like OJT for the prox ops job, whoever's going to be
flying that and then maybe then can decouple a little bit and
work on the EVA part a little bit more. Possibly, some of th~se
things we can get done in stages prior to the final stages of
rendezvou~ and have the crew alr~ddy depressed dnd Ollt early.
That's the other type of thing we can do. We're still lookins at
that and there hasn't been any timeline developed dnd as soon as
we get something reasonable, we'll probably put a schetch of that
up the crew on a teleprinter rroessage and let them run down the
timeline and see what they think and how they could stage the
crew assignments inside. The rendezvous team is going to be
uplinking effectively an entire rendezvous book teleprinter
message and what the stragedy they're using is we're going to
come in success oriented and if any of the Braumel Navigational
aid gear breaks, we're not covering that in this uplink book,
we'll just do a bailout and terminate the activity. We're going
to assume that everything is going to be working going on in.
This afternoon over in the SMS, we're trying to get the first
stages of that. The rough procedure has been put together and
Crippen and Hauck are in there in the SMS, going to try to take a
shot at running that profile. I ~cntioned that building nine has
the activity associated with the suited, make the lever ~ove
operation and the safety meeting going on today to try access all
the possible failure modes and to again see if we have a vote on
the safety of doing this whole activity. To give you a feel for
what the actual job would be like, ~e're talking about bringing a
crewman out on the end of the arm, ~ounted on the end of the
indefector with the indefector tipped up. The satellite will be
rotating at almost 2 rpm that it's currently at. You would then
have some sort of a tool, there's a couple of tools onboard have
been proposed, something on the order of like a screwdriver or a
little hook to try to pull this latch out if indeed that's the
case. What we propose to do is arrive early, inspect it and that
might be the time we also finish getting the EVA crewman out.
Get as much picture footage as you could of it, downlin~.
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whatever we can and see whether we've described the right problem
and are we going after the right fix. Because if it's not this,
we're not prepared to do anything else, that's for sure. When
you actually get on to doing the job, you've got about a 10minute window close to the equator, probably plus or minus 5
minutes of the equator where if you went ahead and activated the
sequencer, you would be about right for the PKM burn to at least
keep the vehicle in orbic and give you a decent orbit shape.
Whether or not we can meet the ground coverage requirements, what
not that the Hughes folks would desire is, I h~ve no idea right
now, looking at the timelines. However, if they do get into that
orbit, eventually the earth will roll under the orbit dnd they
can go ahead and pick up their commanding sequences from there.
That's probably enough for the original stuff, if you have any
questions, I'll be happy to take th0ffi.
PAO
Okay, we'll start with questions in Houston and
again, please wait for the mike, if I fail identify you, state
your name and affiliation. Frank Seltzer.
FRANK SELTZER (CNN)
John, a couple of quick questi6ns, number
one, since, looks like tomorrow you'll be doing a depress, h3ve
we ruled out tomorrow as a rendezvous day because we're running
so late today and probably make it Tuesday and do an extension
for a day?
COX
Yes, we will not do the rendezvous tomorrow.
There's two parts to all of that. One is we, if we do the
rendezvous, we don't want to go in and do two things and right
now if we do the rendezvous or a rendezvous and a EVA won't be
any earlier than Tuesday cause we're just not going to have time
to put all that together and the other thing is that the book
isn't even getting onboard to describe the rendezvous for the
crew to read for the first time until later today •.
SELTZER
least?

So, that means probably an extension of a day at

cox

At least.

SELTZER
Second question on this, yesterday it was described
as the long shot for EVA, have your odds improved on that long
shot?
COX
A long shot's access wise, I think is still the
appropriate term. I don't think anybody's convinced that going
in and picking away at this lever is going to be the answer to
the problem. I think we have a better feeling that that part of
the task from an EVA crewman's point of view is probably close to
doable and we'll know better this afternoon once they get suited
and try it but that doesn't look as far out once the hardware
arrived here, that's looking better.
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SELTZER
So the odds are improving on the fact of maybe
doing the EVA?
COX
The odds are improving, yes. Whether or not it
does any good, we still have to argue about that for awhile.
PAO

Craig Covault

CRAIG COVAULT (AVIATION WEEK)
John, do you have any reports
back from the safety team and if so, what is their initial cut at
this?
COX
I don't have anything back other than some very
alarming charts that says if you get within about 12 miles and
the PKM ignites and you have the windows facing the vehicle, you
will completely fog the windows which you'd like to have for
entry and landing. They're looking at those kind of things, what
are the worse kind of things that can happen to you and I don't
know what a full reco~~endation would be from them.

\

,

I

./

COVAULT
If you know you have a safe satellite, it's one
thing to go up and pick away at it and hopefully pull that pin
and get it started but if you have doubts about the safety of the
satellite, that's an entirely different ballgame. What are your
doubts on the safety of the satellite?
COX
I believe if it from what we've been able to tell
so far and again it's the safety and the Rughcs people going
through the details and going through all the circuitry and
everything and what possibly could have be causing this problem
and with all those possibilities and what we're currently seeing
is I'is this a safe situation?" Right now, there's alot of things
that tell you you're reasonably safe because if you're spinning
at 2 rpm and the ornni hasn't deployed and the vehicle has not
spun up and you haven't tripped the G switches, there's alot of
things that tell you that none of those inhibits have been
removed from the safety process yet. However, you don't know
what caused the failure that we're into and if they could
identify enough of those candidates that you feel confident that
you've covered them then look at what all the consequences are of
each one of those things. Right now and would we be in this
position and is at a safe position to be, then you'll feel a
little better and that's what the team is still working towards.
PAO

Paul Recer, Associated Press

PAUL RECER (ASSOCIATED PRESS)
You said you'd extend at least a
day at least, is that with an EVA or with a rendezvous or neither
case?
(

(

COX
anything.

No, it's probably more due to weather than
The weather forecast for Wednesday is very bad or is
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not looking good at the moment. They're expecting rain showers
and not a good day Wednesday and Thursday looks like the clearing
day so
RECER
So mission activity is not going, is not the factor
causing the extension then?
COX
I would say that we will probably land at least
Thursday no matter what we decide.
RECER

Okay.

COX
Ncminal flight or do a rendezvous or do a
rendezvous plus an EVA.
PAC
Silcock.

Okay, let's go back here to the back.

Bill

BILL SILCOCK (PBS - SALT LAKE CITY)
Any indication of where
crew assignments would be if this happ~ns, who would do the EVA,
have you talked about that yet?

( )
\

\

COX
Well, the EVA crewmen are Dave Griggs and Jeff
Hoffman, they've done all the training. This crew has had IUS
EVA training, it's had PAM sunshield EVA training and some EVA
training related with the SPARTAN payload so they do have some.
It's been quite awhile since they sp0nt any extensive time in the
water tank. One of thoughts we're having is get them out early
in the timeline and reacquaint them with just moving around and
translating in there. So, we're looking at that. The IVA
crewmen, Bo would be the first choice but he's probably going to
be involved in the rendezvous and prox ops. Don has some
experience in that area so they may trade off at certain points
or Don may do the whole thing. As far as the rendezvous
concerned, Bo indicated that it probably be he and Don since Jeff
has some experience but he's going to be committed to the EVA
activities so they'll be doing some time sharing of that
activity. Rhea will be the arm operator. I think Jeff is the
other trained drm operator but again he'll be outside. So, it's,
part of that crew task thing is what we're, what the crew's
initial input was, well maybe we can do this in two stages, we
could do a rendezvous inspection run and then standback off and
then do a rendezvous EVA run the next day or something like
that. And that way, they could kind of break up their tasks and
maybe do a little cross training OJT. It looks like though,
propellant wise, we have enough to do that but you would say, we
have enough to do that if you had Sl-A crew that had trained
quite a few times to do this and had it down. We have ample to
go in there and do an EVA with all the normal, I mean do the
rendezvous with all the dispursions that it would take to do that
and not have to worry about the propellant and we recommended

-,.- I
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that we think that would probably be the better way to go and
just spend more time stationkeeping.
.

SILCOCK
Would the Payload Specialist just stay out of the
way or would there be anything that they may do to help?
COX
Well, they're not trained in any of these
activities or have any familiarity so I wouldn't QXP~ct thpm to
do anything that we'd be familiar with. They may, Bo may find
something for them to do that's useful.
PAO
Okay, let's go now to the Kennedy Space Center if
we have time, weIll come back for a couple more here before ~e
close.
PAO
affiliation.

Okay, please identify yourself by name and

MIKE MEECHAM (GANNETT NENS SERVICE)
John, do I understand
correctly that once out on the arm as the satellite is spinning,
whoever does the operation would reach out with this screwdriver
type tool, would he try to match the rate then of the spinning
satellite and pull the lever as it goes around or exactly, how
does that work?

"

COX
Well, that's a good guess. That didn't sound too
bad. We're trying to figure out what geometry you'd ~ant to do
to this. When you stand up next to a satellite that's spinning
and the satellite is a IS-foot diamter, I went out and stood next
to this mockup while it was moving, it's like standing next to a
wall, it·s quite a large size. You can see the area of interest
coming for quite awhile, then you can just track it with your
hand as it goes by. For the 10 minute window that you'd have to
do this, you would theoretically have 20 times that you could
stab at the activity and then it's time to back off and wait 'til
the next orbits. So, yes, what you described is something close
until we actually know what the problem is. We're looking a'
couple things, one is that the lever is partway out and hung up
for some reason so you pullan it some. Maybe it's still inside
or hung up against the side of the cut in there. Maybe again you
can reach in with this tool and pull it out. There's a launch
close out or prior to closing out the vehicle, there's a piece of
foam that they use to keep the lever from ever tripping. If
somebody left that foam in and everybody swears that that foam is
gone but if we got up there and found the foam in there, we're
looking at ways to poke it out of the way. Maybe somewhere along
the way, the little lever got bent, it is not a very ~eaty piece
of material. It could have been bent, it could be up inside a
little bit, you'd want to pull it back down. These all
presuppose that this lever is the answer to the proble~. Those
are the only types of tasks we'd be able to handle and yes, you
just keep stabbing at it as the vehicle rotates next to you.

--~

,...

.

----"
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MEECHAM
The tool would be able to grasp it as some sort of
pliers like tool that you could sieze the thing? What would it
grab hold of?
"

COX
Well, we have a variety of tools in thp. tool kit
out there. That·s what we're looking at, we don't have exactly,
there's a tool that's like a screwdriver, about that long, we
call it the probe. You could go in there and work with it if
it's a push type thing you want to try to do. If it·s a thing
where you want to reach in and hook it and pull it out, we have a
thing we call a pin puller that's, it's like a long scr~wdriver
with a small little hook on the end of it. There's several other
hooks, there's wrecking bars and things like that but those
things don't look like they would be of much use. We don't have
any custom tools - (GARBLE) (NEW YORK TIMES)
Can we expect some ~ind of go/no go
decision by the time the crew goes to bed tonight?

\!

(

~

COX
I think you can probably expect that we'll press
on, get a decision that says we will or will not press on towards
the rendezvous activity. However, to ~aintain our options, I
would think that we would probably go ahead and do the cabin
depress tomorrow anyhOW. The EVA stuff is probably the most
immature of the process at this time, so, since the hardware just
arrived during the shift that I was on and people are out working
the techniques and ideas and this other activity is going on
about what's the likelyhood this will fix it. So, the rendezvous
process is reasonably mature, you took reasonably mature, took
very mature books, books we've flown and just deleted the
contingency steps in the books and put that together. So, and
the crew did seem reasonably confident that they would be able to
pull off the rendezvous. That part of it, I think we'll, we
would probably tend to keep heading in that direction unless we
found that there was nothing useful we could do when we got
there. And just to keep our options open, we'd probably do the
depress.
LEE DYE (LA TIMES)
If you succeed in arming the satellite, will
there be anything different about your departure from the area
this time as compared with the way it should have gone had it
worked?

cox

Certainly with a few folks out in the bay, you
don't do everything just like we were going to do it before. If
you pull this lever r you realize that a minute and 20 seconds
later, the omni antenna ought to come out if you've actually
activated the sequencer so you can tell right away whether or not
you've done any good. At any event, if you've done what you are
going to do and you have made that lever move, it's then probably
time to get out of there anyhOW because 5 minutes later, you're
going to start a spin up of the satellite after the omni antenna
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deploy you'll want to be separted from it rather than have the
little thrusters firing on you. So, for the first few minutes,
you'll probably put a little bit of separation in and would
probably work out what direction and all that to approach, do the
activity and perform a separations but you'll probably pull a
small separation off probably in the radial direction, maybe a
foot per second, that type of thing. Then once the arm and the
crewman are down in the bay and have a good hold of something,
we'll probably go ahead and do the separation burn. We won't do
it as an OMS burn like we had done the normal sep but we probably
put in 15 at least feet per second with the Res system and start
the separation process that we would have nominally used since
that was all keyed to an exact timed operation as opposed to
those plus or minus 10 minutes of when the deploy might be or the
equivalent of the deploy, plus or minus 5 minutes. We probably
put a little extra delta V to cover the different dispersions you
get on that. Then the crew would engress and close out.
PAO
Okay, I understand we're ready to come back to
Houston. If there are no burning questions here, I think we'll
rap it up. Do we have some? Okay, right here. We'll takc one
or two more.

\

!

~~LCOLM MCCONNELL (READERS DIGEST)
Would you describe the
deliberations of the safety committee? Is that a consenses or by
vote or - COX
I haven't even participated. But typically, our
safety committee is a consenses to come to what the engineering
judgment of the thing is but then they are very strong, they
generally win most of the battles that they take on.

M~CONNELL

And if there were any doubt that there might be
some lingering danger in this system, it's safe to assume that
they would vote no?

cox
PAO

I would think that safe to assume.
Okay, one last question right here in the middle.

STEVE OODLES (HOUSTON POST)
You said the crew seemed confident
they could pull off a rendezvous. Did they express anything
about an EVA, how they felt about it?
COX
Well, the questions that they asked indicated they
have alot of concern from an assigment basis and time sequence of
it. The comment that they made about the rendezvous is they'd be
confident in trying one. That doesn't mean that, with no
training in this type of a thing here or very little, I don't
think that they really wcre expressing that they were confident
they'll get there and do all the, get all the picture taken just

·"

/
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right but they're willing to give it a shot and weill go ahead
and send the book up and weIll start looking at it.
PAO

Okay, thank you very much.

END OF TAPE

r

I

I

I

"-

\

)
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not looking at that option right now. There are other folks that
are seeing what we could fabricate that would give the crewmen a
longer reach, a boat hook type thing. We're looking to see
what's in the cabin that we can bolt together or tape together to
give him a long stick. We would get somu comfort factor back if
we didn't have to get the crewman and the end of the arm any
closer than ten or fifteen feet to the satellite. That would
increase your comfort factor. I'm not sure it would get it high
enough that you'd want to go do it even then but that's something
that a team of folks are looking at to see if we have the
hardware that we could bolt together to go do that.
SELTZER
So it's like we, the most likely EVA now is go out
and tape something on to the arm and let the arm do the work?
STONE

candidat~

PAO

That, in my opinion, thdt is the most likely
right now far ~ametlling to go do.
Craig Covalt.

COVALT (AVIATION WEEK) Randy, going with an arm option
introduces a new set of flight safety issues, that being perh3ps
damage to the arm or disruption of the ~atellite in seme :~anner
by the mechanism that would be on the end of the arm. Speak to
the flight safety issues to get with the option plus any issues
the safety committee has raised tonight.
STONE
From the standpoint of flight safety of putting the
arm in the proximity of the satellite, I don't believe they're
any safety issues with that from our mind. Now there are some
potentially, some upset issues, you know if you bang into one of
the solid obj~cts that's on the SYNCOM, the pushoff ball. SIlt
from an orbiter standpoint I don't believe we've go any safety
issues there. As far as what the safety panel has any new data
that they have today, I have not heard of anything that makes
going back into the vicinity of the satellite anymore risky than
we have already described.
COVALT
Talk us through a candidate scenario that you
perhaps have talked through in the mission control center
tonight. Attaching a lasso onto the arm, bringing it up, what
have you discussed?
STONE
We have discussed lassoes on the end of the arm,
that's true. The, where we are right now the, just before I left
the control center our inflight maintenance people and Larry
Bourgeois' OPS team have built a device that looks somewhat like
a fly swatter, if you will. It's an extendable rod that is the
spacecraft cabin for use for reaching inaccesible switches. It's
an extendable •••
Back scratcher.

~
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STONE
Yea, it's like a back scratcher. It's about, oh,
two, two and a half feet long and you can reach places in the
spacecraft. What we have have done is taken some covers off the
flight data file. The flight data file onboard has got some
plastic covers on them, I should have brought one but I didn't,
that have been rolled up into a cone and attached to this rod so
you've got a cone shaped plastic thin9 on the end of the rod that
we're going to attach to the arm. On the end of this cone is one
additional piece of plastic that has been all taped together that
you can probably exert four to five pounds force if you grabbed
it and tried to just pull it off. It's probably three to five,
some amount of force that it would withstand before it pulls
apart. And its got a whole cut in it. And the scenario we were
looking at tonight is to take that whole device on the end of the
arm, run it up against the SYNCOM solar panels as it's rotating
and let it just bend over on the solar panels as the spacecraft's
going by hoping to catch this loop on the lever as we went by and
pull it to its full extended position. If that didn't work and
it just ripped the end of this cone, I now have a shorter piece
of plastic that's much stiffer, cause I've got it bent into a
cone, I'll go in there and try to whack it. I can still run that
up against the solar panels and hit it as it goes by. And, as
simple and gross a solution as that may sound like, it is
probably one of the most intelligent ones we've come up with
today.
Laughter.

Would you repeat that please?

STONE

No.

PAO

The next question from Jules Bergman, please.

BERGMAN (ABC) Randy, has the crew been told of this and what was
their reaction? Of the non EVA...

.

STONE
We did give the crew a rundown this evening at the
crew tag up before they went to bed that said we would not put a
man on the end of the arm in proximity to the spacecraft. That
we were considering, that the program has decided to do a rerendezvous in attempt, at a minimum a photo recon mission and we
did tell Bo that we are looking at options that involve the arm,
something on the end of the arm to give you some added extension
and in very brief terms, to give them something to think about
and talk about before they went to bed tonight. But in no great
detail.
BERGMAN
And, I'm still not clear. Is it two days, Tuesday
and Wednesday that we're talking about for:the rendezvous and EVA
with the RMS, or one day?
STONE
If we choose to go do something with SYNCOM, to
actually try to flip this lever, it'll be a two day event, one

?
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day to the EVA to attach something to the arm, if that's what we
choose to do. I need to make sure that people understand that
we're still in the very young stage of this plan and it may go
~way before I even finish talking to you tonight if we find
something wrong with the plan. But it is a two day plan.
BERGMAN

So we have extended the mission by two days?

STONE
If tomorrow we decide that the EVA is an option, we
have extended the mission by two days, yes sir.
PAO

Paul Recer next, please.

RECER (AP)
I think serne of the dangers are pretty obvious as
far as putting a man on the end of the arm. C~n you just
reiterate your thinking on the dangers and why you have excluded
this as
pocsibility?

a

STONE
Well, I guess the primary one is that flying PROX
OPS is a learned task. It's something that gets easier as you do
more and more of it. In the missions that we hdve planned to go
do proximity OPS, we have gotten ~any many hours of simulator
training. The CDR knows exactly what visual cues he has with the
spacecraft that he's flying formation with and Bo just flat
hasn't had the opportunity to do that with any spacecraft. Now,
he had done rendezvous training, he has done P~OX OPS training
for the recovery of the Spartan spacecraft thac he was going to
deploy and rendezvous with. We have made, that type of PROX OPS
activity is a little bit different than what we're talking about
here. We're talking about getting something right down over the
bay to deal with it and so that is the first concern we have. We
have very little training in that area. The second concern is .
when you have somebody on the end of the arm, between the orbiter
and a spacecraft, you now have a three body problem. If Bo just
had to worry about keeping the spacecraft away from the
satellite, I believe that is a very doable thing to do with the
skill levels that all the crewmen have in this area. But when
you add the fact that you've got a person within two feet of
something that could get you, it drives the risk up. Hitting
with the arm, bumping it with the arm, would not catastrophic.
Bumping it with an EVA crewmen has that potential of being
catastrophic.
PAO

(garble) Paul.

RECER
In short, you're worried about crushing a crewman
against the side of the .••
STONE
Well, I
worried about, I'd be
him hard, ripping him
thing. I don't think

don't know that that's really what I'm
worried about snagging s08ething, bu~ping
out of the foot restraints. That sort of
you'd squish him.

r-
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•
And, Jules I believe you had a question,
then we'll
move toward the back of the room.
PAO

BERGMAN
Randy, a lot of us here saw Bruce McCandless and
Pinky Nelson simulate the snagging of the switch in building 9A
this afternoon, and it looks simple enough to us. What doesn't
appear simple to us, or to me, as the case may be, is the
extension rod on the arm. Now, as well as you can speak to the
factor that the EVA crewman getting in the bay and the orbiter
doing an Res pull away gets you only within seven miles when the
PKM motor burns.
STONE
No, that would not be the plan. We would make a
big enough burn that would be out at the normal distances at
PKM. Probably out closer to twelve miles with the belly of the
orbiter pointed at the SYNCOM when it did its burn. The ..•
You're absolutely right, the EVA task itself is a very simple EVA
task. It is the getting the, getting the crewman into the
proximity where they can accomplish that task is probably the
hardest part.
Because 90 percent of the time, by unofficial
survey, Bruce and Pinky snagged the switch •

BERG~..AN

..

STONE

Yes sir.

BERGMAN
But they said it was simple enough on Earth. But
the thought occurs to me that, how far did you say, eight miles,
twelve miles away when the minuteman PKM motor burns?
STONE
That is a perfectly safe thing, that's what we do
all the time, Jules, when we deploy one of these things. So thqt
is not unusual.
BERGMAN

".

With a super frigid motor?

STONE
The .•• We are outside, you know when we pick a
distance for being away from a burn like that, one of those
factors is we don't want the plume to iwpinge on the orbiter and
the other factor is we want to be at a safe distance if the motor
doesn't do what it's supposed to. And, what you're implying is
blowing up. And the probabilities at those ranges, that's, you
are far enough away to be safe.
PAO
Ok, let's take questions over here. WeIll go to
Carlos and then I promise we'll move to the back of the room.
BYARS (HOUSTON CHRONICLE) Couple of questions, Randy. One, I'm
still a bit unclear. You need Jeff to help with the NAV on the
rcndcnzvous. I believe that's correct isn't it. So, he also
would be scheduled to do EVA. So would you be doing an EVA?
You're going to do the EVA after you make the rendezvous, but is
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it another day. 00 you go out and spend one day taping this on
one EVA and then perhaps a second EVA, if that doesn't work to
try somebody with a back scratcher?

f'i'

L

f

STONE
The plan that the OPS team is most fond of has you
doing, if you do an EVA, do it on Tuesday and then do the
rendezvous PROX OP, try to improve your situation on the
following day. It does not include a simultaneous EVA/rendezvous
on the same day, but that potential has not been ruled out but
the preferred plan does not include that.

.'

I
i

~

BYARS
You say the initital set of plans that you all
developed reached maturity and then you started over this
afternoon. Could you tell us who turned the plans down? Was it
a group, safety co~~ittee, or what? How was the decision made to
scrap the work and start over?

~

..

I

I

I

STONE
Number one we only scrapped a piece of the work.
The rendezvous work that went on over the last twenty-four hours
turned into a rendezvous book that has been uplinked to the crew
that's onboard and that work is not scrapped and it's what we
will use to go perform the ri!ndezvous whenever 'we decide to go do
that. The decision to not pursue the plan thdt we developed over
the last twenty-four hours with the EVA crewman on the end of the
arm was a join: decision based on reco~nendations from the
operations team and the management team looking at the associated
risks. So the OPS team recommended that it was net in our
judgement a prudent thing to go do even though the EVA was doable
and that' S, that recommendat ion ~,las accepted by management.
PAO

John Getter, KHOU.

GE~TER

One thing I still don't quite understand is why you
would lean towards the apparently complicated option of steering
this thing with the arm when you could jerry-rig something of
.
five to eight feet and have the crewmen eyeball it and still be
far enough out of the way that if it tumbled or snared and
grabbed or whatever, that he would not be in any apparent
danger. The human eyeball is going to be a lot more accurate
than the arm, is it not?
STONE
That's true. The objective is, number one to
maximize our chances to do this rendezvous and to do that it
would be appropriate to keep the team intact as it trained a year
ago and that's with Jeff on the flight deck. If Jeff is going to
be an EVA crewman and we will not do, we do not ever plan to do
one person EVAs, just for the safety factor involved. To be
ready to an EVA when you got in proximity 9f the spacecraft, Jeff
could not contribute to the rendezvous. He would have to be
downstairs getting his suit on. So that was one of the factors
that says that we would like to decouple those two things and the
other factor is, we would prefer not to have the man in the
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vicinity of that spacecraft with the level of training we have in
PROX OPS regardless of the extension that we can put in his
hands. Now that's not to say that we may not review that over
the next twenty-four hours but that's where we are right now.
GETTER
oversi~ht.

Second question. Senator Garn went along to do
What do you think of what he is getting to look at

first hand.
STONE
He is definitely overseeing a lot of realtime
activity both onboard and on the ground. He is seeing the
flexibility of the system.

Last question.
to be met because of this?

GETTER

Are any other objectives not likely

I don't believe that we're going to miss a thing in
the flight plan. We did have a couple of concerns that we have
been working with APE people and with the CFES people. AFE has a
constraint that they would prefer not to operate below 13 point
something PSI and they have waived that and believe they'll still
get good data. They have gotten a lot of data already so it's
not, I'm not sure how much that would damage their data
collection but anyway they have waived that requirement to allow
us to go to ten two to perform the EVA. The other concern was
CFES. Its flight rules will allow us to go to a different
pressure. If you remember on 4l-D, the last time we flew CFES
Charlie was having a lot of trouble controlling the flow loops
and the pressures in this system and when we depressed the cabin
that time in preparation for a potential EVA because of the ice,
it was very difficult to restart CFES. We don't believe that
would be a problem this time and Charlie has been given a lot o~
advance notice of approximately when weld want to do that and
there are things he can do to be ready to do that ~nd then
restart when we get to ten-two. And, weill move the cabin
depress around to accomodate Charlie's schedule tomorrow.
STONE

GE?TER

Bottom line is no.

STONE

Bottom line is no.

PAO

Susan Starnes, KPRC.

Randy, can you describe how this bACk scratcher,
fly swatter device would be attached to the Rel~ote Manipulator
Arm is that is an option and and done by remote control?
STA~NES

STONE

that
that
know
that

The thinking when I left the. control center was
we could use some camera clamps to attach it to the handrail
is up on the top of the arm. And at that point we didn't
whether they would fit, whether they were big enough but
was the thoughts that we were looking at and the folks are

?
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getting the hardware together to go try that. If that doesn't
work we have the option to strap it on with one of these payload
retention straps that we always carry in the EVA kit and so there
are a number of options that we can use and I don't know which
one we'll have by in the morning.
STARNES
Follow up. Are there any other kind of jerryrigged devices that are going to be physically tested in the next
say, six to twelve hours?
STONE
I suspect there will be. This is the first one of
the devices we've come up with, though.
PAO
We'll take one more question here then go to the
Cape for questions. Are there any b3Ck here in the back of the
room while we're there. Ok, we'll co,~e back to Frank Seltzer
here at CNN, then we'll go to the Cape.
SELTZER
One question. On, with the rendezvous as scheduled
for Tuesday right now, if that's the minimum. Earlier John had
said because of weather you're probably going to extend the day
until Thursday. Is that still operative. We're talking about a
one day extension no matter what. Two days if you do EVA?
STONE
Well if we do, if we elect to just do the
rendezvous, we'll do that on Tuesday. We would normally require
a day to get ready, do our thing to get ready to come home and
that would put you landing on Thursday anyway. So if we choose
to do the rendezvous, then that locks you into your first attempt
to come home on Thursday.
SELTZER
And you've chosen to do the rendezvous so we're
already talking about a day extension.
STONE
At a mimimum, yes sir. Unless we have an orbiter
failure that prevents us from going to do the rendezvous and we
are, our rules because of the nature of this are more stringent
on having equipment to go do that rendezvous than normal.
PAO

We'll go to KSC now for questions.

ROSENTHAL (AP) Randy, I wonder if you misspoke or whether I'm
just plain confused but you have said several times now that the
EVA will be on Tuesday and the ?ROX OPS on Wednesday. If you end
up putting at man at the end of the arm, on the arm, does that
mean that there would be two EVAs, or do I have it reversed?
STONE
There will not be two EVAs. ,"rf, depending on the
option we choose. If we choose this RMS option to go out and
work on the SYNCOM, the EVA will take place the day before the
rendezvous and there will be no EVA the day of the rendezvous.

,
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r

TOM Q'TOOL (WASHINGTON POST) Randy, how did the team decide that
the arming lever, the arming switch, might be partially deployed
rather than not deployed at all?

t

STONE
This arming lever, the way it is situated, when the
spacecraft is in the bay, is sticking out of the solar panels
some amount, sitting on the rail of the cradle, the SYNCOM
cradle. So it is, even if it is not deployed, it is sticking out
so we can get to it if everything is as it should be. It is
sticking out far enough to get to even if it hadn't been deployed
at all. And that's the supposition we're going under, is that it
is at least clear of the solar panel, and if it's not we have no
option. If we got there and saw that it wasn't there, for
instance, it was depressed inside the solar panel, we'd take
pictures and leave.
ROSENTHAL
Randy, Harry Rosenthal again with one more. After
you pull the lever, what the rate, what is the speed at which you
will put distance between yourself and the satellite?
STONE
We're going to make, we'll pull the lever and
regardless ••. if we get this device, however we decide to do it,
if we actually move the lever or hit the lever, we will start a
normal SEP sequence away from the SYNCOM just like we would have
if we had deployed it. Which would put us away about twelve
miles at the time the PKM would occur as the timer timed out.
It's a forty-five minutes timer. If you activate it with this
lever, it's a forty-five minute timer before the motor burns.
GORDON WHITE (DESERET NEWS) Could you explain this
depressurization procedure, how far down do you go and is this
something that the Senator and Walker have been trained in. Is,
there any hazard in that? (garble) in this case?

,

STONE
The depressing the cabin is a pre-cursor to an
EVA. It is our protocol for getting the nitrogen out of the
blood of the EVA crewman before he goes out. It's a form of .
prebreathe, if you reduced the pressure in the cabin, it reduces
the time that you need to bredthe pure oxygen before you can go
EVA to prevent you from having the bends. And, yes, this is
something that Charlie has been trained in in dealing with the
CFES and no, there is no hazard to the orbiter to do that.
WHITE
in this?

/

~ell,

how about Senator Garn?

Has he been trained

STONE
The crew won't even be able to tell that they're at
a different pressure. Going from fourteen, seven to ten two is
not noticeable as far as how you breathe. The only thing that
anybody will notice in the cabin is we'll make some noise when we
open some valves.
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WHITE
That's what I wanted to know on that. Do you have
a weather problem potentially at the end of the week if you delay
by a day or two where landing is concerned?
STONE
Beats me. The weather forecast that we've got
right now looks like that we will have good weather landing
opportunities someplace at the end of the week. And I'm not
being facicious. At this point in time it's very difficult to
tell what is going to be going on at the two landing sites on
Thursday or Friday, but the predicts are that we will have at a
minimum one of our two primary landing sites.
PAO
Ok, thank you KSC. ~'1e' 11 come back to Houston
now. Jules you had your hand up before we went to the Cape.
This gentlemen here in the blue blazer.

,

)
•

BERGMAN
I don't understand why you do the EVA on Tuesday
and the rendezvous PROX OPS on Wednesday. Because if it's a
successful EVA, if the arm succeeds in triggering the switch,
you'd have to get away. Right?
STONE
Jules, the EVA would be done at 40 miles away from
SYNCOM. We wouldnLt go anywhere near it until we've had the arm
configured to do this activity. That's why we're talking .•. we're
decoupling the two events.
BERG!1AN

Oh , oh, oh.

PAO

Craig Covalt

Misunderstood.

COVALT
I understand that your separation maneuver would be
much the same but yet you'd have to do that after flying out of.
the proximity operations environment, so to speak, being up close
to the spacecraft. Nou ld you just th rust the orbi t,e r s t r aight up
and then do a maneuver and drive away, or what?
STONE
The separation, when you're on the V-bar, which is
where we will probably be. The rendezvous PROX OPS team is still
-,york ing the deta i Is but I thi nk where we're goi n9 to end llP is
the orbiter is going to be on the velocity vector in front of the
spacecraft. We'll do a translation away from the spacecraft and
theri do a retrograde burn after we get out some distance, which
of magnitude that is probably on the order of twenty foot per
second, rather than the normal fifteen foot per second, but it'll
give you with all of that time differences from a nominal SEP
will give you about the same distance at PKM burn.
COVALT
So you would, in effect, back away gently and then
back away with hlore thrust than .••
S'l'ONE

With great vigor.

"'
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COVALT
With great vigor. To follow on the Edwards
question that they had from the Cape. Would you say that by
extending to Friday you increase your chances that you would be
going to Edwards as opposed to Kennedy?
STONE
No, I think by going later in the week I increase
my chances of getting into KSC. Right now KSC is not good.
COVALT

Ok, thank you.

Frank, did you have a question?
Ross in the very back, very back row.
PAO

Let's go to Doug

ROSS

(KPRC) However it is you decide to flip the switch,
you're going to be successful and get the satellite on
its Way •• Being optimistic, is t1 ning going to be critical. l .. re
you going to try to flip the swiLch precisely as it crosses the
Equator at perigee and like that, or are you just going to try to
flip it as best you can and let the SYNCOM people sort it out?
assu~ing

STONE
Two, for SYNCOM to have a mission, we have to do
that lever flipping in a ten minute window around, crossing the
Equator. We, I have not been working with the guys directly and
I dontt have the details of the final plan but I suspect they'll
think along the same lines I do in that we ought to start trying
to flip this lever risht at the beginning of that window to give
ourselves a ten minute shot of doing it within the SYNCOM
acceptable band.
ROSS
So in addition to everything else that's an if on
this, that's also another one. You're working within a fairly
tight time constraint.
STONE

Yes sir, we wouldntt want this to be .easy.

Laughter
PAO
Anymore questions this part of the room before we
come up here and wrap it up •. This is your last chance. Ok,'
we'll take one from Paul Recer and then try to close down.
RECER
How are you going to send to the crew the
blueprints for this satellite swatter. rs it going to be words,
or sketches or sorroething , or what?
STONE
The crew has some pictures of SYNCOM onboard and
I'm not sure of exactly which ones they got ..•
RECER

Tool, tool on the end of the swatter.

STONE
Tool? Oh , well that'll, it'll probably be a real
interesting conversation tomorrow.

•

..
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RECER
In other words, you're going to have describe it to
them in words.
It'll be described in words. Unfortunately, the
system to send photographs to the orbiter is not available to us
yet.
STONE

RECER
Ok, did you expect them to send TV down of the
finished product so you can critique it?
STONE

I suspect we'll see it on TV before they go out to

use it.
RECER
Ok, now, what will be the relative positions of the
satellite and the orbiter at the time that you do the exercise,
given that you do it?
STONEW~ll; the orbiter will be here, the payload bay
pointing that way, the satellite over the bay, the arm sticking
straight out. The satellite will rolling like that.

RECER
So Dr. Seddon will be able to see it out the window
and on the TV screen.

'I

j

STONE
That's right. The plan is is to be able to use the
end effector camera as your guide to go in and get position
properly. Don't lock on to this fly swatter thing as being the
final answer, it's very new, but if we use that technique it'll
be up the level of the camera so you can see it in the camera so
you know where its relative position is. You'll watch this thing
go by and stick it up there and swat it.
PAO

Jules, final question?

BERG~~N

No, I was going to say a transcript tram this
briefing has been suggested as the logical answer to, as to how
to explain the crew what tool they will build.
STONE

Well, we'll be glad to send it to them.

Laughter
?AO

you very much.
END OF TAPE

Thank you for that input Jules, and thank all of
Good night.
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FAO
Okay, good morning and welcome to our change of
shift press conference with offgoing granite team flight director
John Cox. We will go ahead and turn it over to John to describe
the events of the last shift.
JOHN COX
Okay, this mornings events were pretty much by the
CAP with a couple of additions and then about midday today we did
receive the go from the management team to press on towards the
EVA. With that we changed the afternoons activities to some EVA
prep work which includes the 10.2 cabin depress for the
prebreathe in the EMU checkouts and tommorrow we will be picking
up with some EVA activities. Just a quick rundown of todays
activities. We did bring the Ku-band antenna back out, we
deployed it, ran through the full checkout on it and it has been
operating all day long and we-plan to use it this afternoon dS
the crew. begins to fabricate some of tllcse, we call them flyswatter things which look about like so. I will talk about how
we use that in a bit. They'll probably show us some pictures and
we'll talk about how well they are doing on that and so we
probably have a little of that this afternoon. Eo did talk a
little bit about using the ADI for entry and he's go to use it as
is so we won't be chal,ging that out. We are still using during
the day we are manually operating oxygen out of tank 1 by
manually controlling the heaters. Looking at all our
consumables, and we thought probably the short one was going to
be food, but Rita assures us that she stowed a little extra and
we are good through Sunday for everything. You did see the what
we call the MS showed today saw a good '!0monstration of the toys
and you even saw that Jake had worked up some paper airplane
items there. The other thing that we did that was extra this
morning besides the Ku-band antenna, we moved we did go ahead and
do the waste water dump so that we wontt have to do any dumps fQr
the next couple of days that will be the EVA day and the
rendezvous day and while after Rhea finished monitoring it, we
gave her a go to just start practicing with the arm and imagine
that she is trying to track a moving satellite. She probably
hasntt done that in nine or ten ~onths or something like that so
she did some practice there today dnd seemed quite comfortable
with the way the arm operated. The work that is going on this
afternoon, we we sent a teleprinter message up to have the crew
begin to start fabricating one of these flyswatter approaches and
if just before it came over here, Crippen spent the better part
of the TDRS past talking with the crew going through the
rendezvous book that the crew upli~ked. They had taken this
twenty to thirty pages that had been uplinked and used a postinsertion checklist and just taped the pages into the book a~d so
now they have a quick reference that they can use rather than
having all that free paper in the room. Getting on with the EVA
activities since that will be the r.~xt thing up, there has been
proposed two flyswatter type approaches, to try to snag the lever
on the SYNCOM when I say flyswatter, it kinda looks like that
when you take this device and stick it on an arm, turns out
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that all the the devices like this are currently mocked up and
sitting in thermal vac testing right now and trying to find out
wl.ich ones can survive and which ones aren't. ~he basic concept
is the same though, the flight data files that we use all that
the crew carries onboard all have a protective cover on the
outside and these covers have gone EVA and been used and they
survived quite well in that environment so what we are going to
do is take for one of the flyswatter concepts and if its assuming
it survives, you take one of these sh~ets and you form a cone,
you take a second sheet and cut it into a shape about like this,
whole sizes and shapes might be a little bit different but the
technique is then that the Orbiter approaches the spinning SYNCOM
and then as the satellite is brought in over the payload bay and
is rotating, the arm will be brought up next to the satellite and
to the point that we begin to deflect this part and then as the
little lever comes around, it ~ill get caught in one of thc3e
devices 6ne of these holes and will pull the lever and tllis is
about strong enough to pull the lever per what we understand the
lever to require. It has been tested over in building nine with
the mockup that was used for the suited runs the other day we
just brought it up and suspended it above the trailer where we do
the RMS activities and several crewluen went in and took a shot at
it. It is a doable task but it again, it is subject to the same
uncertainties that we had with the manned version on the arm with
the fact that you gonna have to have this crew that hasn't
practiced stationkeeping with a satellite and try to keep it
pretty still so that you can place the arm in the right plQce.
The these things will break quite easily and they were breaking
quite frequently over in the testing that the crew was doing.
You just peel off these different rungs down to the point that
you are finished with that and all you have left is this cone.
If you try to bring that cone up close you only have hard thing~
inside the cone and you can start peeling off solar cells pretty
quick after that. There is a competitive design al~o that has a,
this is mounted, this thing is being mounted on a hard shaft that
is mounted very rigidly to the end effector. The other design
will probably end up with some material like this on it so it
will be quite similar but it also has a flexible mount to give it
a little bit more freedom so it might be a little bit easier to
use and if that one survives the test the problem is that was
kind of a late comer and the crew needs to be building these
things so we gave them this design first to get this one behind
them and get that constructed and then the second design however
it turns cut we then h3ve to see what it looks like and then
figure out how to mount it out there so that they can use it and
whichever design turns out to be the best from crew training and
all that, we will then give it a preferred position on the end
effector and then we will probably mount the other one at off
ninety degrees from it and that will give you a few more shots if
you don't make it the first time but it looks like once you get
the motion set up, it probably won't be to 10n91 you just go on
in and it will be two or three laps and it will be over, either
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you did it or you didn't. The EVA timeline tO~T.orrow we put the
crew to bed today about 4:30 and that means we will have them up
12:30 tonight local time and they will get right in about 2
hours, 2 and 1/2 hours after wakeup they will be into the EVA
prep activity and there is nothing hard and fast about that, it
is just that EVA's really crowd up a day so that you get into it
as soon as you can. If we have some modification work or some
more construction work on flyswatters or whatnot we will probably
put some of that in the morning activity also and it may have the
effect of delaying things a little bit. Currently we are
targeting for an EVA egress time of somewhere ma~be around 5:30
a.m. local. Nothing hard and fast about that and this isn't
keyed to anything trajectory wise so they can go out at
anytime. I would say that would probably be the earliest that
you might expect to see them out. More than likely it would be a
little b~t later thdn that. The EVA activity itself, it is hard
to estimate how long that is going to take. When we get the
devices finally constructed tt.at we like, we will probably do a
water tank run and see what it is like to put that together.
Jerry Rouse will probably do that or one of the EVA crewmen. We
will get the feedback from that and will have a better idea what
the EVA timeline might be then but we are guessing its probably
in the order of about a three hour EVA and then come back on in
and most of the post EVA activity will be clean up and we will
stay at the lO.~ psi throughout the day and another day if it
needs that even for the rendezvous if CFES folks require that,
what they need is continuous time at the saMe pressure and we are
having to interrupt that sequence today so if we didnlt go down
to 10.2 or if they want to stay continuously beyond that we will
probably let them have as much time as they need. With that Illl
be able to take any questions.

t
~

[

r

PAO

Okay, we will take questions here in Houston.

Jules

Wait for the microphone.

Jules Bergmann (ABC News)
John, in the trials last night in
bui Iding 9A of the sl.!sper.ded simulated SYNCOM what snccess did
Sally Ride and Mary Cleve have with that thing you de6cribed?
The flyswatter

,/

John Cox
They both were successful at doing it, they used
different control ~odes on the arm and Sally who is probably one
of our most experienced if not the most experienced of the arm
operators had a little bit of difficulty until she carne up with
right control modes that she liked and then it seems to work
fine. Mary used exactly
I believe exactly the opposite
control modes and had a little bit of difficulty at first but
finally found them to work all right. So its whether or not you
want to make your mind think that you are ridingon the end
effector or whether you are going use YOllr eyeballs and watch

I

r'

r
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it out of the Orbiter and use an Orbiter reference frame and they
tried both those modes and both were successful at pulling the
lever out and making it do the job.
JULES BERGMAN (ABC NEWS)

How many times did they break the

loops?
John Cox
Well they both kept at it until they broke all the
loops they were quite easy to break.
Jules Bergmann
the loops.

But they were successful with ah outbreaking

I

"

John Cox
If you are successful you break the loop, the idea
is you hook the lever as a matter of fact you hook it and then
you start pulling and there is so foll1ch :lIOrr,einturn on that it is
bound to break the loop once you have b~en in it. That is the
idea of using some material like this that you know will tear
away.
PAO

Okay, Dan Molina

Dan Molina (NBC)
John, can you explain how that would be
fastened to the end effector? I take it you don't have any
gaffers tape up there.
John Cox
Okay, what to explain the rest of this thing, the
one that we have already uplinked message wise, is a, there is a
device that we call a swizzle stick which is a extendable rod
inside a tube that the crew normally uses to while they are in
(garble) launch phase to be able to reach circuit breakers that
they can't get to otherwise. That device goes up and there is a
y-shape at the top of the device and they have ah little fixture
on one side to push circuit breakers in and the oth,er side to
pull circuit breakers out. Because of the spread of these and
some uncertainly about where the door will be when you close and
don't forget we are going to do the one EVA 50 you mount thi~ on
the end ef fector.
Its i ts ne:<t to the door r,.,;hen you close it and
you could have a problem interferring with the radiato have so we
are going to clip off one of those ends so that we just a short y
like that. How about that, a short y and put that inside here
and then it is a matter of a big taping operation where you take
a lot of good old gray tape and just wrap it allover the
place. You wrap this thing completely with gray tape, you then
wrap it with silver tape and I will explain why and then you wrap
it back again with gray tape. Now on top of all that, we know
that gray tape has a problem or a history
problem
history of
difficulty while EVA it doesn't stick very well. We're hoping
that by sealing it before hand and ever lapping tape, it seems to
work pretty well when it is tape on tape and that is what we are
testing in the thremal vac chamber to see whether or not this
tape is actually going to
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hold. The silver tape has a pretty good track record and so we
will put that on for the strength. We feel like that on top of
the gray tape will hold it. Now because of camera reflectivity
problems, when the sunlight is going to be allover the place
while you are out there und to try to avoid some camera blooming
we are then going to go back and put the gray on the outside you
know it dosen't stick very well, hoping to keep the glare down.
That is the current plan for that version then that long tube is
then attached to the handrail that is on the end effector and the
technique that is probably going to win in that area is that
there are two camera clamps that we can bring out and just screw
them down on tight both to the both ends of the handrail which
should hold it pretty secure.
Dan

~olina

Thats' this version.
garble

John Cox

This part just hooks on here.

Dan Molina
While you do John, let us know far that carries
the end effector away from the SYNCOM.
John Cox
The end of the end effector is right about
here. The cone part starts just about garble.
Dan Molina

eighteen inches

John Cox
About that, these are proably about eighteen
inches, that is close.
Dan Molina
Couple of questions on timing if I could
.
John. I know you are stretching it to predict when these things
will happen but do you have a feel for when the actual operation
with the arm will take place on Wednesday at this point?
John Cox
I am sure we have a guess.
I didn't bring
it over with me. We have a full rendezvous and then we will
arrive on station probably stay there for a rev before we try it
on the next pass.
Dan Molina
And in terms of extending the mission, you
are looking at seven days plus two. Do you think the plus two
will come into play?

\

)

John Cox
Plus two is always there for the weather
options and so we are trying to keep this whole thing confined to
get all the work done, get is behind you and still have two or
three days of weather options down the road. The Cape has been a
problem lately and it looks like it should be clearing up through
Thursday.

;.
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Okay, Mike Meechum

PAO

garble
Mike Meecham
I don't know what you mean by hooks in levers

Jules

Why dontt you do that later?

PAO

Let's go ahead with your question Mike.

Mike Meecham (Gannett News Service)
long?

The swizzle stick is how

John Cox
Couple of feet. Extended it is about this
long. You want to measure thdt two feet, two feet three inches.
Mike Meecham
But it will not actually be extended beyond the
arm. All you are doing is wrapping it onto the arm and the cone
will actually be in effect at the end of the end effector.
John Cox
The swizzle stick will be mounted to the end
effector which is about that long. The hand rail sits on top of
the end effector which is almost the length of the end effector
and this thing is going to be attached or clamped to the hand
rails so the only thing that really is going to stick beyond the
end effector is going to be this part.
Mike Meecham
And they are cutting that out with scissors or
something up there?
John Cox
Well, we suggested a Swiss Army knife because
you can get about any shape you want
out of it.
PAC
I think I would like to go ahead to Frank Selzer
and then we will take questions from the Cape and come back here.
Frank Selzer
just the plastic
you actually put
problem, is that

What you are doing basically is making sure that
is out extending beyond the end effector so that
the arm back in you are not going to have a
right?

John Cox
,(lell no, you have the end e f f ector is right up
against the door so
and this will be sticking above the end
effector, but we expect this will crush just fine when the
radiators and
the door come in, but having a hard spot inside
here was the reason we were clipping that little ~pot off.
Frank Selzer
And that is why you are keeping it so
close so you can close the dears normally.
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Right, don't need any more EVA's after this one.

We will take questions now from the Cape if there
are some over there.

PAO

Yes, we have questions here.

KSC

Please identify

yourself.
Jerry
brute
it be
catch
sir?

Hamilton (Time Magazine)
John, this fasinating piece of
force engineering is going to be employed exactly how, will
laid against the side of the spinning bird and it will a
as catch can like a brass ring on a merry-go-round or what

John Cox
I think you got the picture.
That is the whole
intent i~ to deflect this by pushing it IIp against the spinning
satellite as it is moving on by and I don't know, if you look at
a pin sticking through my fingers, it is going to catch in one of
those, and just jerk that thing around so that it is sticking out
at the ninety degree position. We anticipate that it is only has
about an inch to an inch and a half worth of clearance to start
with so this is just right along the right along the solar cells
catch it and pull it out.
John Cox

And depending on how much force

Jerry Hamilton
(Garble) did I understand you to say that you
would be attaching two versions of this fixit tool to the arm?
Did I understand you to say that?
John Cox
The only reason we probably have two versions
is that we haven't been able to eliminate them both yet or either
one of them. This one seems to be surviving the testing so far
has the best chance we think at this moment of getting through
all the testing so its going up. There is another really good
version that just carne in late. It is going to take the crew
time to build either one of them so ah we figure we will get .this
one behind. We are building the mcssag2s on how to construct the
other one now and when that one is finally assembled dnd we have
practiced putting it together and we have got that down, those
messages will go up and the crew will probably build that late
tonight.
Jerry Hamilton
the arm.

But there you will only attach one version to

John Cox
If they both survive all the thermal testing and
the more evaluation during the night, we will come up with a way
to attach them both. At the mo~ent we just have a good attach
~ethod for this because it was build first.
Same time.

r-

John Cox
Very conceivable, we could have both of them
attached to the arm at the same time
Ken Tindall (WMTV)
If the, if and when the lever is pulled,
how long before the timing device will activate the rocket that
will jettison
John Cox

About forty-five minutes

Ken Tindall

(Garble) into the orbit.

C;;'

,.~:
','

..

John Cox
It is about forty-five minutes. Its just assuming
this is the failure and that is why we have all taken this route,
Hughes assures us this is about the only reasonable thing that
could explain it and they have come up with several fr iction
related potential causes for the sitllation we .1Ie in be in that
the t~xplanation everything else is ,)oing to run ':']ht on time
after 'He· pull that lever out and so we fully t~Xp,.:.ct that fortyfive minutes later we are going to have to be a long ways away.
Porter White
News)
Just an observation on your holes,
wouldntt it be stronger if you cut out circular rather than a
square corner you get a stress point there.
John Cox
That is a good observation and that's a, if it
hasntt gone up already is a voice note from the CAPCOM. It's
planned to go up later so maybe you are just reading between the
lines. This was the first version that C~ffie up. We will
probably want to keep this outside one with the stress in it dnd
we will probably ask them to round the holes down here.
Porter White Secondly, do you have anything for the payload
specialist to do in all this operation?
John Cox

I hope not.
garble

Lee Dyer (Los Angeles Times)
How long can your men stay out and
when you say that ah
this is sort of an unscheduled untrained
operation I presume they are trained for EVA's but just not
trained for this type of an EVA.
John Cox
Oh that is right. Now they
this EVA could run you
know consu:i1ables wise and all that just as long as any EVA's or
anomaly when we are planning a big day it is a six-hour plan and
we can always push those a little bit and they have the same type
of consumables and everything else that we would normally carry
for an EVA so there is time is not a problem this looks like it
is probably a very short task it does take you a while to get
out and get adjusted in working in the payload bay but so thats
why we are thinking maybe this is an hour or hour and one half's
worth of work for them to get this attached and maybe you have
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got an hour and a half's worth of overhead getting out and
getting the tools all out and restowing all the tools and getting
back on in again. We are just trying to eyeball about a threehour EVA right now.
Harry Rosenthal (Associated Press)
NASA goes to great
every time you have a
there is a satellite failure to
not our fault, why are you going through all this? Are
paid by Hughes anything at all? What is the philosophy
going to rescue this satellite?

lengths
say it is
you being
behind

John Cox
I believe we would, we are not being paid by
Hughes. That would be nice, it would be nice to, we have taken
it on as a thing to, just to do what we can to help the customers
and I think the reason you s~e the change in philosophy versus
the EVA 9n the arm and ~verything is we ~cre evaluating the
risk. The safety risk seems to be very low in this area and we
have the consumables and it looks like we have a plan now that
ought to have a reasonable chance of success. Hughes has a
concern that if they are going to have a SllCCI'Ssf\ll flight with
this satellite, they have a thermal problem with the perigee
motor. If it gets too cold, they dre not sure ',."hat it will do
when it tries to light, and it is continually getting colder and
colder and colder as time goes on. We don't have any telemetry
data from it they are just basing that on thermal estimates. So
if that is the case, doing something now to make it a successful
flight would be better than trying to CO:T.e IIp on a rl~fl ight. A
reflight would probably only be able to ciccomplish a retrieval.
We have a lot of safety concern about trying to bring that down
in the cargo bay at this time, you know trying to ride that all
the way back. We would have some more meetings dnd discussions
to see whether that could ever be att2mpted, so right now this .
seems like something that can be done. We are there, we have
plenty of propellent. One of the advantages we picked up on the
remanifest is we did not offload the propellent because the
payload was little lighter so now we that we have the propellent
and the consumables we have just worked very hard to see if we
can come up with a plan. We will see whether the plan does any
good.
-.

...

I

I

Harry Rosenthal
Then as a follow-up question, we are always
told before a flight just how busy everybody is going to be, you
have now taken two or three days to plan this rescue and there
seEms to be time for that. ~':ere they that busy or have you
dropped some items?
John Cox
We haven't changed much of anything, the crew has
done it. They have been pressing right on with their normal
flight plan. The people that have been doing all the extra busy
dre the ground people. Crew hasn't done any r0ndezvous, they
haven't built any of this stuff until today. If you recall on
the normal flight plan, they would have been landing on Wednesday

•

~.
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and we would have been stowing the vehicle tommorrow, so this
would have been the last active crew day of the original fllght
plan.
Al Rossiter (UPI)
It is my understanding that if the lever is
not deployed, it is recessed in the slot and is fully flush
against the side of the spacecraft and if then there is if that
is the case, there would be nothing to grab hold of.
John Cox
Yes, we have had to. Hughes assures us that they
have people that saw the lever out and on the little shelf where
is supposed to have been at the Cape prior to deploy it.
It
actually protrudes out about an inch to an inch and a half
in
that ballpark against a little shelf still has the spring
pressure behind it and then once the satellite rolls up and
deploys the lever is supposed to co@c all the way out dl,d trip
seme swiEches. They think it still may still be hung up in that
pre-deploy position.
Al Rossiter
So the pre-deploy position is a little bit it isn't
exactly flush then, there is something sticking out.
John Cox
The pre-deploy position has the lever actually
beyond the hole and it is out.
j

/

John Roper (New York Times)
Is there one particular astronaut
who is the craftsman for this little flyswatter?
John Cox
The craftsman? This is, I don't think there is any
of them that would admit it. This has been pretty much a team
effort. Larry Bourgeois ran a team during the evering. This was
the concept the team came up with, and I don't know who you would
have to give credit for all that. We will give this we will give
credit for this to Larry.
John Roper

No, I mean

John Cox

If this works or dosen't work he thinks he (garble)

,

John Roper
On the Shuttle, is there some one particular
astronaut who is doing the handywork? Is there one?
John Cox

I

think you will probably get to see.

John Roper
work?

One astronaut on the Shuttle who is doing this

John Cox
I think you will find out when they start talking
about how the progess is going on it and showing us pictures of
it. I couldn't say at this time who it would be.

)

?"
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HARRY ROSENTHAL
John, have you heard anything, has anybody from
Hughes said they are going to change the design of the fourth
LESAT when it goes. Perhaps to some kind of a landward pull when
the satellite leaves the cargo bay.
COX
I haven't heard any words to that effect. You
would have to talk to the Hughes people. I think they are
worried more about the problem they have at hand--not how to fix
it for the next one.
GORDON WHITE
Do you view this as a competitive advantage over
the TITAN 3e's or Ariane?

COX
We are just doing the best we can with what we've
got right now. I wouldn't knew how to characterize that. We do
have people there that are trying to m~ke sc~ething good out of a
situation that went to pot a few days ago. If you say that's an
advantage of having a man there, so be it. I think that's an
advantage of having a man there.
STEVE SCOTT (WLEM NEWS)
During the SOLAR MAX mission, when the
astronaut <Has tring to fiddle with that gr.1pple fixture that sent
the satellite into this tu~bling motion, is there any chance that
the pressure from trying to pull that switch might send this
satellite into a free axis spin?

,
(

The answer to that is no. And some of the
preliminary numbers that we heard from Hughes was that a crew~an,
when we were going back to the old concept of a crewman on the
arm, it exert, as far as Hughes was concerned, about 150 pounds
of force when he pushed on the satellite to do this. There would
be no significant motion change to the satellite. It would
continue to spin just about the way it is.
Along those same
lines, the RMS--the only loads that it can take are somewhere in
the order of 20 to SO pounds depending on which mode you are in
and whether you have the brakes on or not. So does not appear
that there is anyway the arm can put that kind of a load on the
satellite. If you had a collison, the arm's joints would just
back drive. The satellite would win the battle. It would just
keep pushing the arm out of the way until an operator pulled the
arm back.
COX

JAMES FISHER (ORLANDO SENTINEL)

..

A couple of quick questions
about the EVA itself. Which of the two would actually attach
these camera clamps and get the equipment on the arm and where
would the end of the arm be when they are doing this. Is it
going to be up along the top of the side of the bay or down in
the bottom, where would the end of the arm,be?
As far as the crew~ents concern, I don't think it
makes any difference on our part where they will be. We may ask
if they have a preference. It shouldn't make any difference.
COX

~

/
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The intent right now, until they have finished the water tank
exercise, is just leave the arm down in the cradle. We may roll
it in so that we can get an eye ball observation, but they have
it attached in a manner that won't interfer with the doors. But,
that's about the only change. It should be along the longer one.

..

-

PAO
A final question from KSC if you have one more and
then we'll come back here.
KSC
One final thing about Jake Garn and the toys.
What did you learn from the experiments with the toys today and
how is Jake Garn holding up as far as motion sickness?
COX
Have no idea about motion sickness. He hasn't
reported anything as far as the toys. These are really a
demonstr~tion type of thing to try to stimulate intprest in
children in school. It's not so much a learning thing as to h.)ve
something available for the younger students to think in terms
physics and to cause them to think and speculate and ask
questions. And I think from what we saw today should help in
that regard.
PAO
Okay. 11e'11 cOr.'.e bdck here to Houston for so;ne
final questions. Carlos Byars and then Mike.

(,

)

CARLOS BYARS (HOUSTON CHRONICLE)
John, when they were working
last night, Sally and Mary Cleave working on this thing, did they
have it set up so that the bolt that is the pivot was clamped up
tight enough to keep those plungers from moving as Hughes seems
to suggest the problem might be. In other words, were you having
to pull against the resistance -- or resistance of a too
tightened bolt.
COX
The only numbers ! have heard about what that
resistance might be is somewhere in the order of maybe 2 to 10
pounds force that would take to pull it based upon the different
theories of why it might not have come out all the way anyhOW.
That being the case and certainly they did pull against something
that hard last night. It was almotit impossible to rig it up much
less than that. And if you recall the other day when we were
working the riggings with a suited crewman, they would set the
forces each time. I assume that these were set. I didn't watch
that portion. And this should give somewhere in that force
range.
BYARS
easily.

I was wondering if that perchance might not give too

COX
11ell, when they estir:1ate that it can be an ·"here
from Or I, 2, 3, 4 pounds force, it's hard to say. I dv~'t want
anything in here that gets up around the 20 to 50 pounds force
)

~-

\
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So we are in the right ball

Okay, Mike.

MIKE
John, I'd like to go through this sequence and make
sure I understand here. You are going to attach this and you
will be still some 40 miles away from the satellite tomorrow?

cox

That's true.

MIKE
And then on Wednesday when you go in for the
operation, you will move closer to see whether that lever has in
fact been moved, and I presume that if the lever has bRen, in
fact, had been moved, all bets are off and you leave the
satellite. That was what ~e were told e~rlier.
Is that correct?

()
\.

COX
Well, the way that lever works, where it comes out
from the satellite, it needs to come a full 90 degrees to be
tripped. And it is going to be very tough for anybody to say
that it is not at 89 degrees. It's the very last little bit of
travel that makes the difference. If we can see a lever, we will
probably try to catch it with this.
If it is still inside, we
will probably do absolutely nothing. Take pictures and separate.

J

PAO

Okay.

Doctor Thronton Page back here in the yellow

coat.
My question is about the direction of motion of this
lever. The way we saw it in building 9A last night, it had to go
forward from the rotation of the SYNCOM. Is that true?

PAGE

COX
No. As you are moving around this way, the lever
comes back. So it is a matter hooking it and lett~ng the
momentum of the satellite pull it away.
PAO

Okay, Paul Recer.

RECER
While they are are out there on the EVA, are they
going to do anything else--like fix the gas cannister?

cox

No other plans for anything out on the EVA.

RECER
Okay, and at what point will you im~edi~tely start
moving the orbiter away from the satellite. Are you going to
wait for the antenna to pop up at 90 seconds or whatever or are
you going to start moving as soon as the lever is caught on to
the swatter.
-;

)

COX
There is a team right now trying to set up the ground
rules for separation. Factors on, lim quite positive if you see
the OMNI deploy, it's time to leave. You know you have done your
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job. You are only going to get two or three revolutions once you
start this. Each revolution is only taking 30 seconds. So you
are talking a minute or two or three. And then you have done
what you can with this as you pullout each successive loop so
that's kind of the criteria. You spin your loops here and there
is no antenna out. You will probably back off at that point.
Look at the situation. If we have the other one on there, you
will then address if you want to go back on in and use that for a
series. But it is going to be another orbit before you get to
take that opportunity. So you are going to begin to back off
some as you finish anyone of these. You are going to pull these
loops out here. You are then going to stand off probably have to
go in for an hour an a half wait.
R~CER
Okay, and as this occurs dre you going to be on
TDRSS or,over a ground station -- anticipate getting TV or just
air-to-ground -- or just what.?

COX
We would not be able to radiate any TV. We are not
trying to constrain it to anything related to TV coverage.
Because it is SYNCOM satellite we couldn't radiate with the KUbdnd system prior to deploy and during the close in several
thousand feet area for the normal deploym~nt so we will not have
TV up for this operation. We will be able to dump TV. But what
we anticipate is that we will get the crew to give us some VTR of
some close up scenes next Hawaii pass we come around, we will
dump that data, it will still be prior to high noon and they will
be able to go in and do the work. We will do so:ne sort of an
assessment at what we see at that time.
PAO

Betty Lumen with UPI and then Frank.

LUMEN
Okay, you said they are going to have only 2 or 3
revolutions to catch this, did Sally or Mary catch ,it in the
first two or three times around?
COX
There is a time window that they are arguing about
currently right now. It may be six minutes, ten minutes, 15 - 20
minutes. And in rotating at 2 rpm you are going to get lots of
opportunities to see it go by. Once you actually stick it up in
there and start breaking these things off. You know, bang you
got that one, you can all stand back and look at it if you want
or you can keep holding it up there and move it into a better
position -- catch this or.e , catch that one the next time when
it's all gone. If you are really fortunate, you might catch the
bottom one and pull the whole thing out the first time and you
had it all go the first attempt. In other words you aren't going
to get very many of these types of shots, but you may stand in
thcr~ close.
Practice--push it up against some solar cells below
it ~~d then set it up in position. So you may be there for quite
somet:me before you actually break these off.
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Oh did you have a follow up, Betty?

LUMEN
Well, yes. Last night when they were trying it, well if
it's 10 minutes, it's probably 20 revolutions, right? Did they
catch it within 20 or did they watch it go by 20 times and have
caught it at least once through that?
COX
I didn't time them, but from what I understand, we didn't
have to take the arm back down and rebuild this before anybody
caught one. I mean, that implies they caught it. So if they had
some difficulty based on the control modes they are in, getting
up and getting good control to know that they were where they
wanted to be. But once they got over that, and that's a minute
or two's worth of time, and then they were able to get and do the
thing.
Frank Seltzer. l\nd th~n
from Jules and we'll call it over.

PAO

~e

will take t:1e final one

FRANK SEL'rZER (CNN)
John, just on the window t:lat YOll have
about 10 minutes 5 either side of the equator, roughly, ~re you
going to try -- yesterday you were talking about trying to hit it
right at the first part of that window or let them practice, you
know, get in a little bit ahead practice, but then get ready and
try to hit it as close to the equator as you need to.
Based on the degree of difficulty, which I think is quite
higher here than with the man doing it there, I think whatever
window we have, we will go right on in and as soon as the crew
feels comfortable doing it, they will just do it. We won't try
to center it or anything, I don't think.
COX

Pll.O

Okay.

Final question from Jules.

.

Cox
It will probably get centered for free just for the fact
it's going to take you time to do it.
JUfJES BERG:.'..AN (ABC)

coverage tomorrow.

cox
. BERGMAN

And, John, I'm obviously concerned with TV
Five thirty a.m. central time EVA prep?

No, that is the earliest egress time.
Would we have TV at that time?

cox
We do have the Ku-band antenna out. Looking at this
rough estimate, that I have here we wouldn't, but it's within a
few minutes of that.
Our TV director says that the current PSATCH shows
that would have a Hawaii coneness pass about that general time
frame.

PAO
/
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Okay.

PAO
Five twenty one to five thirty six.
on when the time actually occurs.

Well it depends

COX
I'm talking about a timeline that some folks roughed
up last night. We are going to work on that all day based upon
the tasks and everything, this whole thing may slide an hour or.
two. It probably won't go to the left any--it just may get
later. So it's pretty hard to say exactly where that will happen
PAO
END OF TAPE

Okay.

WeIll call it a day.

Thank you very much.

;.
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STONE
I was over there last night until nearly midnight
when Sally was doing it and the tv was very helpful in getting
lined up in a vertical sense, watching a line go through the you
know, go by on the screen. From positioning it up against the
spacecraft, it was easier to do out the window. You know, what
we're trying to do is bring this thing in ~gainst the solar
panels and just let the satellite turn under it. The arm will
be, will just be moving very, very slowly and then stop when we
get contact. And then weill run around and if we're at the right
height, will catch the lever.

~

CRAIG COVAULT (AVIATION WEEK)
Who's responsible for building
those, designing these devices?

r
~
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S'l'ONE
desi<jn.

This is what could be classically called a group

COVlWLT

But, it's . . •

STONE
It's had the imputs of at least 50 people over the
last few days, and as far as who's responsible, there are a lot
of folks who have put in a lot of work.
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COVAULT

I
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Any particular directorate, though?

j

STONE
No, I think flight operations, our people have come
up with one.
(Laughter) The engineering folks have come up with
one and we took the engineering folks' idea using this device and
put our piece of plastic on the end of it. So, I think it's a
group effort from all participants.
PAC
Let's go to the Cape now dnd take a few
we'll come back here to Houston.

questions~

GORDON WHITE (DESSERET NEWS)
I have three questions. First, am
I correct that the senator has in some way helped Rhea with
building some of these?
STONE
(Laughter) I'm being, r'm sorry r got distracted
here. Let me answer your question. The senator has been
volunteering to do whatever is asked of him up there and whether
or not he has worked on any of these devices, I really, really
don't know. But he's said he was having a lot better time
working on these, implying that he was working on these devices
than he had on doing certain other medical experiments.
(Laughter)
WHITE
Secondly, you talked earlier;about windows for
doing this, I believe the last briefing or the one before that.
Does that imply a very specific point at which you have to go out
and turn the switch?

,I ,
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STONE
Yes sir it certainly does. There's only one place
in each orbit that you can activate the SYNCOM and have it be
pointed in the right direction at the time the motor burns and
that window is somewhat of a variable and it's on the order of
about 5 to 7 to 10 minutes depending on what lifetime degradation
you'd accept with a satellite. It is our intent to do it at the
most optimum time and we're negotiating how big we can make that
window so we have a reasonable chance of getting there and
tripping the lever within a window instead of a very sp~cific
time. I suspect the window will be about 5 to 7 minutes long
after we finish all of our discussions.
~'mITE
e~apsed

Can you say specifically what time in the mission
time that is, or can you finish orbit?

Right no'o'/ ',yith the rL'·'lk,,;'./0'l:~ pl."!n we h,ive P,lt
the intent would be to hdve this a,ctivity occur on the,
approximately descending node of rev 79. That is not, dnd I
don't have that in MET time, if that's something you need I can
certainly get it for you. The intent is to get on or, get on
station at least 1 day light prior to that, so that's the way our
rendezvous plan is be i ng developed dnd then <3 iva Oll r SC! 1 ves I rev
to get comfortdble doing prox ops and then give it a try at the
correct time on the next day light pass. If we fail to do that,
and never make contact with the spacecraft,just because we
couldn't get position properly, we'll stay and do it at least 1
more rev, if we have thA fuel to do that and that would mean 1
rev later for the bur nand that' s aCcl~ptC1b 1e to Hughes.
S'T()~E

tog~ther;

WHITE
I'd like to ask finally, do you have any indication
or any good guesses as to why the lever didn't deploy? Could it
be ice, got in there?
STONE
thing_

I

have no good guesses on why it didn't do it's

PAO
Okay, back to Houston now. Let's see Jules, you
had your hand up first •
(coughing, garble)

JULES BERGMAN (ABC NEWS)
Randy, after Rhea familiarizes herself
with prog ops, how long, how many revs of SYNCOM will you give
her.
$'rONE

You mRan how many times

BERGMAN

Before abandoning.

~e'll

let the thing go by?

STONE
As many times as it takes to.go through this 5 to 7
minute window I described, Jules. Our intent is to be rcady to
try to snag it right at the le~ding edge of that window which
would allow you the full time to keep trying until you ran out of
the window, then weIll stop trying.
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That's 10 to 14 revs?

STONE

Yes sir.

PAO

Okay, Jules.
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Based on two rpms?

Craig Covault right here.

CRAIG COVAULT (AVIATION WEEK)
A prox ops question relative to
the Babko problem, that being flying prox ops on a real object
without a whole lot of preflight training on that. Have you
given any thought to perhaps having Griggs and Hoffman take
something out like a sleeping bag, or a satchel or so~ething that
they could give a toss to and leave and have them ply a little
prox ops against that?

,\

•
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STONE
We've got nothing on the orbiter that would have
any type.of similiar drag coefficient that we'd ut~y together for
any length of time at all, and I wouldn't want to spe~d gas
trying to do that.
PAO

i

(
\
' ..

Paul Recer down here at the end.

PAUL RECER (ASSOCIATED PRESS)
Ya'ii had to tear up a couple of
window shades to make some of you swatters. You gonna bill
Hughes for those?
i

/

STONE

HA HA RA.

I let the beam counters worry with that.

Well have the beam count~rs indicated to you that
Hughes will be billed in any form or fashion for any expense,
including overtime that NASA's gone to in this effort?
RECER-

STONE
I never even see beam counters. I go do the
technical work, and when somebody tells me to quit spending money
I do.
RECER

This is not even in a subject of discussion.

STONE

No, sir.

RECER

PAO

Within your hearing.
Dan Molina.

~AN MOLINA (NBC)
With regards to the effects of cold on the
engine, earlier today we were hearing that, there was, it was
perhaps unpredictable to say what the (cough, garble) might do,
having been exposed to cold for that long. Can you elaborate on
what your thinking is now about that? Are-you uneasy about what
the engine might do?

I
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STONE
Well I believe the primary concern that Hughes has
that it's not going to deliver the performance expected, and I
think that's the concern. At some point in time, this motor is
not going to take the satellite where it needs to go.
MOLINA
Is that a big concern?
later into the flight are they • • •

Or, as it gets

STONE
I don't know how to quantify that.
of little use where it is.
MOLINA

l~ter

and

Right now it's

Might as well.

PAO
Probably the most important news, there are 8 swiss
army knives onboard the Orbiter, I just got that in my ears
there. Are there any other questions here? Yes sir, s2cond row
in the biue .
STONE

One's about that big.
Which

actual built these swatters?

astron~uts

PAO
I believe Dave built this one, and Rhea
think, built this one, and I'm not sure who built the
one. It was obviously a group effort. I know 30 was
cutting on the aluminum. I saw him taking the little
of the aluminum.
PAO

Jeff Leavenworth.

JEFF LEAVENWORTH (TIME MAGAZINE)

distinguish the two flyswatters?
confusing.
STONE

Model A.

PAO
evening.

Anything else?

End of tape

and Jeff I
third
doing the
snips out

Model B.

Is there any cesignations to
It seems like it might get
(Laughter)

Okay thankyou very much good

;,
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right now to do that. We are going to discuss that some more
tonight with the RMS folks and look and see if there's possibly a
convenient place to do that with no risk to these devices.
.

PAO

.;

Frank Seltzer, CNN •

FRANK SELTZER (CNN)

Randy, on the, once you actually get your
flyswatters on the end effector are you gonna wait until you get
some tv to take a look at that, to make sure that they're
positioned right? Or are you just gonna let them?
STONE
Well we will have some tv during thE EVA and since
we don't know exactly when we're going to go out, we don't
exactly know when the tv that would be able to give us that kind
of data. But before ',.;e corrunit to coming in, I think it's only
prudent that if we h;:ve the opportunity we ought to look and make
sure it is as we have done in the training facility here.
SELTZER
What position is the arm gonna be in once they come
in? Because you're gonna want to leave it you can't cradle it
all the way it.

'\

ST0NE

Yes we can cradle it.

SELTZER

With that on there?

And it . . •

STONE
Yes sir. Right now if you know how, re~cmber how
the arm works it's on some pedestals that roll outboard when
we're ready to use it and that's the condition it's in right
now. When you cradle it, it is clear of the aft, aEfectively
clear of the aft bulkhead, so we can lay it down in the cradle
and these things just stick out the back. They're not in close.
proximity with anything.
PAO

Jules Berman, ABC.

JULES B8RG~N (ABC)
Randy, as flight director supervising the
development of the flyswatters, can you give us, honest injun,
the odds for them succe~ding on Wednesday morning?
STONE
Well I think we have a very high probability of
successfully completing the rendezvous and getting in prox ops
operations with the satellite. I think we have a reasonably good
chance of making one of these devices catch the hook if it's
actually out far enough as we expect it to be. If it's out
beyond the surface of the solar panels as we've been working with
it. I believe we have a reasonable probability of being able to
hook that lever. Beyond that, I wouldn't even speculate on what
the probabilities are that it's going to accomplish what we hope
it will.
,.l

..
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BERGMAN
Should it not succeed, has any thought been given
to an EVA, lengthen the flight one day more on Thursday? Or
should it not succeed Wednesday, will you give up the SYNCOM?
STONE
If it does not succeed on Wednesday, we're gonna
land o~ Friday, the weather will let us.
PAO

Dan Molina NBC.

MOLINA (NBC)
To what degree are there any lingering dOllbts
in the community that this lever is the problem? Is there any
talk that says we may do this and do it successfully and that may
not be what's wrong at all.

DAN

STONE

Well I would like to prepare the community for that
The lever is the only thing we can do anything
about. It is the, from a, just an engineering evaluation
standpoint, since it is a single point devjce, it has got to work
or this system doesn't work and everything else downstream of it
in the electronics at least appears to be redundant.
It is the
most likely candidate for this particular failure signature.
However, it is the only thing we can go do and that is why we
have focused on the lever. It, you know, there is obviously many
possibilities that this is not the problem, but this is the only
thing we can do anything about.
po~sibiltty.

(

MOLINA
We've been talking through the day about the method
for fastening your fixtures onto the end of the arm. You say
you're talking the basic device for fastening it on will be to
use the straps. You say the tape . . •
STONE

Yes sir.

It's a nylon strap.

MOLINA

The tape is also used to

STONE
No, the tape is not used to attach it to the RMS.
The only place the tape is used is building these devices in ~he
cabin. Tape doesn't work well when you take it to a vacuum and
try to stick it to something. It works fine at least for a
period of time if you stick it to something in the cabin and then
take it out but it doesn't work well just sticking it on
something else •
.1

End of tape •

..
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PAO
Ok, good morning, and welcome Lo our Change of
Shift Press Conference with Jon Cox who has bet~n the tr.e Flight
Director during the EVA since the wee hours of this morning. And
I'll turn it over to Jon to describe what we've been doing.

(

I
......

-

COX
Thank you, Steve. I think if everybody was
watching that EVA they'll see that everything went excatly as we
had hoped it would. You might also wonder, it seems like we did
this contingency EVA every bit as good as we do planned ones, if
not better. The crew was exactly on time as we had projected
based upon some of the water tank excercise we had performed, and
the checks went exactly as planned. The flash water was
installed, and had the same type of problems they saw in the
water tank, but it seemed to get itself in the right position by
the time we were finished. The checks we made were related to
how well the flash water and the cross stick combination would
clear the aft bulkhead for payload bay door closures and the
camera bravo, in the back, fpr the same reasons. Not that they
couldn't be pushed out of the way by the door, but just to make
sure they wouldn't get in any mechanisms or anything. The total
EVA time was 3 hours and 6 minutes. And if you noticed we've
waited until as late as this Dorning to finish configuring one of
the cross stick/flash water combination. And that was because
all through the night we continued thermal-vac test runs, and
pull forces, and tests on all that material. Turned out that
everything passed and we ended up with a force range for the
Flight Data File material. And this is something you can
remember for the rest of you lives: that it takes between 8 and
28 pounds to break that plastic paper, and it takes somewhe=e
between 17 and 30 pounds to pull all the wire apart that ~e have
on the cross stick. We think the job probably is in the 2 to 10
pound range of pull, so everything seems to be strong enough to
do it. And the arm will begin back driving so~ething in excess
of 30 - maybe in the 30 to 40 pound range. So it looks like all
the numbers came out just about right. A lot of people did a lot
of work on that. And hopefully now tomorrows activities will
show that all this was worth the trouble, if we've guessed the
prcblem right. Also during the EVA the crew did do another
inspection of the SYNCOM cradle area and fou:-:d .".othing unusual.
Went down inspected the keel area dnd up by the pivot ~rea.
There were a few scratches seen in the pivot area, but those were
typical scratches and this is a cradle that hdS b~en used before
and Hughes people thought that's exactly what they expected to
see there. When the EVA was completed, to give ourselves an
option if the weather clears for Thursday, and right now tLe
Thursday weather is looking kind of if'y, it's predicted to be
very foggy at the Cape in the morning. But if that situation, if
the forcast changes there is an opportunity for Thursday, so we
went ahead and moved the PCS checkout into this afternoon's
activities. We'd normally do that the day b·~fore entry. The
rendezvous activities are all scheduled for tomorrow. It'll all
start very early, much like the EVA did today. Itls basically
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about 2 full orbits to get into cornpl(~te the rendezvous, cind then
it'll be an orbit of stationkeeping prior to trying the first
lever of actuation. From a tirneline point of view I would guess
that it's about, well using MET times, it's around, starting
around 18:30 or 19:00 hours, we'll be into the r~ndezvous. And
the NC3 will be at 19:30, the TI point will be at about 21:00
hours. We should arrive up on the V-bar, which is right up near
the satellite, very close to the position that you could actuate
the lever if you were going to do it that orbit, sometime around
22:30, however we'll stay there for another hour and a half
before the lever is actuated. And then 45 minutes after that
will be the PKM burn. There will leave only a couple of hours
prior to sleep so it might be fortunate if the Cape weather stays
a little foggy in the forecast. That'll give the crew the next
day to do the cabin clean-up and get ready for entry on the
following day. 50 currently the best guess is we'll be coming in
Friday. With that I'll take questions.
PAO
There has been some question about what the actual
Central times are for those events. I recall from looking at the
MCC shift thing, I believe it's between 2:30 and 5:30 as the
three hour rendezvous block. And that would put us up at the
point of stationkeeping about 5:30. Does that look about right?

(

COX
close.

That's pretty close.

I'd say that was pretty

P.';O

And then on my chapte r

cox

An hour and a half or so.

5

ta t i onk eep i ng . • .
50 in the 7 o'clock

timeframe.
PAO
Covault.

Ok, weIll take questions here in Houston.

Craig

CRAIG COVAULT (AVIATION WEEK)
Jon, realizing you've been
devoted largely the EVA here, I'll still ask some rendezvous
questions. What issues have you been working with, crewmen and
si~ulators here, on the proximity ops?
I'm thinking of things
lik~ plume i~pingernent questions and so forth.

I

\.,

COX
P!ume impinge~ent has been one of the items of
interest. However it doesn't appear that based upon the 51-A
technique where we came all the way in, we're going to do that
and the momentum of the SYNCOM satellite does not 3ppear that
it's going to be upset hardly at all by anything we do with the
plume. So we feel pretty good about that and we'll be able stay
on the big jets most of the way there. There will be a
transition to the low-z mode, but we don't expect to have to use,
just but maybe for a braking gait and then go back on up to the
big jets as we get a little closer. So I don't think that's a
problem. We've been looking an awful lot at what is going to be

.
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the relative geo:netry bet-Neen the Orbiter and the satellite.
That has been affected alot by how would you do a bail-out
maneuver if for some reason the satellite beCame activated, or
that you had done all that you had thought you could do and had a
good chance of triggering sOffiething in the proc2ss, how would you
do a bailout. And we have been trying to come up with some
standard way, usually depending on where you are ,with respect to
the sOdcecraft there is a oreferred to bailout, but since w~'re
havin~ to voice this up an~ not give any practice, we've tried to
come up with a standard way of doing thi~gs. T~e answers to that
as WP. arrive we will stationkeep on the V-bar. We will follow
the satellite around for the first orbit and come up and make the
appro~ch.
As we come in for the ap~roach, I think the current
technique that everybody is reco~se~ding is we have a window that
is going to be somewhere in the order of 30 seconds prior to the
node and 6 minutes after the node. That is what it's been
finally refined down to. The vehicle will go inertial just prior
to the opening of that windo,w, in fact it will be several minutes
before that. They will act~ally dip down, go inertial t and ride
up with it up to the V-bar again, and follow along. Thdt will be
the timeframe that weill be able to go in and make the
atte~pts.
And by going inertial and 3tationkeeping that way we
keep the relative geometry between the Orbiter and the satellite
the same. And what that will be is the satellite will be
spinning with it's thruster down with the engine nozzle down
towards the Orbiter over the starboard longeron and it will be
spinning so that the RMS operator, looking at the arm or endeffector camera will see a left-to-right motion. And then weill
be using, I think the current plan right now but th~y're
evaluating this over in the MDF based upon how the installation
went, which one of the fly-swatter or lacrosse stic~s we use
first and what the technique will be. 3ut tile current plan is
we'll go in with the fly-swatter technique first.
If we're not
getting in there or we're having trouble stationkeeping and we
don't cause lever to actuate or do anything that would ma~e us
think that we have now triggered the sequence, we would then
continue to, and we missed the window, we would stay in the
inertial stationkeeping relative seo~etry all the way around and
come back up and hit the next window and trigger it at that
point. Or make the attempt there. ~ow as far as what the ground
rules, we've also been working on well, what if we've been
me~sing with the lever, and what do we do?
We will, once we
begin actuating the lever, we will go ahead and spend all our
tricks and take ~ach revolution and do th~ best we can to
trigger. Once we have torn up the flys~atter or what net and we
are very con.petent 'He've given it a good jerk, it's then time to
back out. And clearly the clue will be if the omni goes up,
weill back out, and if we feel like we've moved the lever
significantly, weill back out. Because we don't want to
statio~~eep it for another orbit if we know that we have made
some significant movement on the lever. We will then backout
perform the sep maneuver. Now the other thing that we, and
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that's going to be a standard separation maneuver. Currently the
bailout and the sep are probably about the same. If for some
reason you think you've tripped it, or some clue tells you that
it's spun up or the omni has moved, we will do a 3-foot per
second out of Diane burn, and then we'll do - I believe the
number is abou~ 25-foot posigrade about 15 to 20 minutes laler.
I don't remember the exact burn time that we would do that. But
that will give us quite a bit of separation, more than we would
have had on a normal SYNCOM deploy. And that takes care of some
of the dispersions caused by the fact that the window is a lot
larger thar the SYNCOM can burn in. And that takes care of those
uncertainties.
?AO

Ok, Lynn Sher, did you have a question?

SEER
Just one or two quick ones. First Jon, how many
windows are there? How many times can you go around with it and
keep trying?
Cox
Basically you could do that every orbit, every time
we cross the Equator that window will reappear.
SHER
So an unlimited, I mean limited only by the length
of the day or how long you're there.
COX
Limited by the length of the day and looking at the
timeline here, we're only planning to go around with one extra
time. That's as much as we're willing to spend on it.
If you
thought that you finally had your problems licked ~aybe you'd be
willing to do ar-other one. But again those imply that you
haven't ~ade any progess at all even getting close to the lever
or anything like that that would cause you concern.
SHER
Another quick one.
Is there any TV at the time of
the eight rendezvous or at the end of the re~dezvous or during
the attempt to actuate the lever?
COX
good,

The conas tv that we can pick up is probably pretty
luring the first approach and probably even about
re~de2vous time or just orior to it.
You could see that from the
EVA'ti:-:"eline, ....·elre aOing to reo('?at those groundtraci<s aaaL;
loday. The SYNCOM s~tellite dc~s have a Xu-band :estrai~t, so
that we will not be able to radiate with the Ku-Band systems when
we're up close to it. They can go to low pow~r radar 3nJ that
doesn't violate your constraint, but as far as us using it in
COl7"n mode we've got a problem ·,.,ith that.
So what we ;~;.:pect is
we'll get out, we'll have some TV as we come in approaching it,
we'll see the satellite on the TV more than likely, and then as
we get up real close, in fact no we probably won't at that time
because they'll be in radar mode. We won't see that. We'll pick
it up, we will pick up tv off the conal sites but not off the
antenna. They will then when they get in very close and into the
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window region will VTR some tape, 30me TV scenes of the switch
area and all that and when we come up on the next Hawaii pass,
that should be several minutes in fact that will be near darkness
and we're heading towards high noon as the window, they'll dump
that TV over Hawaii. We'll all get a good loo~ at it and see if
there is any constructive con~ents we can add to the situation.
And then they'll go in for the attempt.
SHER
Ok, finaly, how much risk is there involved in
this, to the Orbiter and to the crew?

(

COX
I think that you'd have to characterize this type
of risk as low as far as safety between the orbiter crew. We're
talking about the satellite's going to be, at closest approach in
the order of 30-35 feet away. There is not an Orbiter damage
problem associated with running the arln into the satellite. The
arm again will back drive at a load of about 40 pounds as we
talked about earlier. Whic~ means if you pushed into it too
hard, it's just going to give up and back off. So you're not
going to damage it. I would say probably there is a higher risk
damage wise to the solar cells on the satellite than anything.
They're fairly delicate, and if we were to [un the arm into or
any of the stiffer parts of that material that we have out there
we might do something to the satellite.

\

PAO

Ok Frank, did you have a question?

FRANK SELTZER (CNN)
There is no concern about the fact that
this thing has been spinning for a while.
It's cold and you've
got a fully loaded motor there, anything could happen when you're
fooling with it.
COX
I don't think anybody hdS a C')llCern there. 7here
are seme thermal questions about how well that engine is going to
perform since it's been up there for a while and not been
temperature controlled with a bunch of heaters taking care of it
like you had when it was cown in the bay. Since there is no
tele:~.etry data on it, stuff to tell '",'!-',at the t';;:1pt~ratur€:s really
are and the spec is reasonably tight on it that we wCl11d h~ve had
as a go/no-go criteria prior to deploy.
3~t it's pr2tty tough to
predict those te~ps. You do have to realize though, it has been
barbequing with the sun normal to it the whole t!~e. And so it's
been at it's best thermal environment that we can provide it.
SELTZER
O~e follow-up question to s0~~thing Lynn had asked
earlier. Are they going to be doing a VTR of the actual snag to
OU'7IP later on so that we might see that later?
COX
,it's in the
they can.

I expekct they probably will. I can't rem~mber if
or not, but I'm sure they'll do the best
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Ok, Paul Recer.

PAO

PAUL RECER (ASSOCIATED PRESS)
We've been getting different
figures on the ~umber of times the lever is going to come around
so she'll· have a shot at it during a window. Is a window 10
minutes or is it 6-1/2 minutes or what exactly?

cox

You have the same problem with the window that
we've had. The revolutions, it's 2 rpm roughly or slightly less
than that. So you configure every minute there you'll get 2
shots. The window has varied from 5 r..inutes, 10 f71inutes, up to
plus or minus 15 minutes and now it's back down to 6-1/2 ;ni!iutf~s
wide. The window was originally just if you could do anything we
might be able to get some mission out of it. Now that Hughes h~s
looked at the different trajectories that they could go off at,
there makes a significant difference in their future if this is a
successful attempt, of how many years of lifetime they'll have
based upon how much propellants it's going to cost to get up
there. So I think there is a difference of like 3 or 4 years of
life time we can get if we were willing to shrink the window back
on down to this 6 to 10 minutes region, 6 minute region; that's a
shrink down from the 10 minute region.

(

RECER
So she's going to have 13
of 26 shots at it

~hots

on 2 revs, a total

Yes, but I think that you'd - that second rev is
pretty much a contingency rev. The first rev is where you ~ould
probably take your shots if all is going ~ell.

COX

Ok.

RECSR
COX

orbit 79.

And

~h~t

rev, what 2 :evs are these?

That's orbits 79, is where we'd, about noon on
And then 80 would be the contingencie orbit.
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COX
I think the b2st way to 3ns~er that is S211y is
going to co~e over to the Control Ce~ter as a guest CA?COM this
after:won, is going to go over with ::\hca, I,o,'):-,at the results of all
~his.
I don't knew, and they're doing more runs right now. I'll
just leave it at that.
I've heard several different options and
it looks like we'll just have to wait and see.
GOVAIN
One of them told me that it is tough enough to do
the operation on the ground let alone stationkeep up in orbit.
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COX
That's the problem. It's what's which one do they
feel will be most tolerant to the stationkeeping errors.
PAO
Ok, Mike Meecham, and then Betty Luman, and then
we'll go to the Cape for questions.
Jon, the Orbiter will be flying

MIKE MEECHAM (GANNETT NE'iJS)

nose to the Earth?

cox

No,

~'1EECHAM

Nose up, ok.

believe it will be nose up.

I

And the satellite will look - is it

COX
wait a minute, it will be nose up when it first
meets the satellite. When we go inertial with it we're just
going to follow it. We'll go, then we'll be in that relative
attitude. After we maKe the, when we go for the attempt orbit we
will go inertial a few minutes prior to and stay with it in an
inertial frame. So we will then start to go over the top of it.
And it ;neets it, t!lat the Elip tii7'.e is essentially
south of Guam on the Equator, when you go to flip it in the
Pacific?

:"EECHA.!>1.

(

cox

'
yes.
Just about Equator crossing .1.1:-:1e,

tJ.EECHAM

In the Pacific

b~cailse

it wants to end up .

No, I believe it's, no, I'd u~~ sur p r i sed"
COX
a ~~~:ll:'n31 ~cv
over in an Dakar type of ti~efra~e.
be over the Atlantic area again.
Ok, so the flip is over the
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COX
'loL1've c::·j:;e a l.G;;g ',;:,.y, b2.:)Y! Tr.at ',';'.':IS a '~'Ary good
feeling.
I know when ~e started :hi~ p[G9ra~, the thought of
t::at first EVA on flight 5 ·. . r,ich ',,'e t:len had to cancell bt."c:'l:se
i t had sui t pro b 1 e r:1 san d . . . hat t1 0 t, I t h ink ~ ,; .; e t 1": e who 1 t? r~ 'J.~
cor.:nLlnity feel that they had a good syst€:,:TI but they ',.;ere
frustrated. Ttey didn't know how to get the system up and
~or~ing.
And shuttle ought to be an environ~ent where EVA was a
lot more easily performed then in the past. And even JOU have to
remember Apollo, we did many EVA's and had a lot of experience
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behind us. I think they all felt very good once we got in to the
first successful EVA on I guess it was 6. And then we went into
41-8, -C, and 41-G, and 51-A, there has been a whole series of
very good EVA's. And I think the experience on those last couple
of EVA's,' especially on 51-A where we saw that the guys could
really get out there and improvise and do a lot of things that
react to problems a lot better, gave us a lot of .confidence that
this one was going to be successful. And there was a very good
feeling after this one was over. In fact we've been teasing
quite a bit, maybe it's better to just have contingency EVA's and
not to go to so much trouble planning them. They seem to come
off right by the numbers that way.
Ok, we'll take questions from KSC now.

PAO

PAO
Please identify yourself and give your
affiliations.
Is the idea the Dr. Seddon ·. . . i11 arrive some
minutes before the window and opens and actually physically lay
one of the flyswatters on the satellite so that when the window
opens then she'll just move it still in physical contact up to
the lever area?

TI!1E l{P.GP.ZINE

(,

You'll have to wait to ~ear the conversation
between Sally and Rhea this afternoon. ~hat is one approach that
could work. We will probably be inertial with the satellite
~aybe 10-12 minutes prior to the window opening.
S~e ~ay then go
approach and do something like that. There're still ~nf runs
going on, I'm not quite sure hew it will be. That's ~oc a bad
~ay of doi~g it though.

COX

G~OY
(SALT LAKE ~~I3~NE)
Gar~s ac~ivities?

TOM

u :. d;; 't
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GORDON WHITE (DESERETTE NEWS)
What is the time do you say,
that they're going to actually trip this? Isn't high noon on the
79th orbit right at 5 days? Does it come out to about 8:30 or 9
o'clock?
COX
Very close to it. Very close to that. At about 5
days even on th~ MET clock, maybe a few minutes after.
JOHN MACINTIRE (WASH-TV, ORLANDO)
Who actually made the flyswatters? Who constructed them? Did they all contribute who cut
it out and formed them, etc.?
COX
I know Rhea and Don did an awful lot of it.
And
that is largely because Jeff and Dave where downstairs during
most of that time doing the EMU chcckout and getting the suits
ready. So I think Rhea and Don you probably would probably have
to say did most of the construction. I noticed that Bo was
looking over their shoulders in all the TV scences so possibly he
was acting as a supervisor [or that activity.
JAY BARBARY
(NBC NEWS)
Could we go into this landing again on
Thursday or Friday. Are you telling us that if we have beautiful
weather here Thursday morning that you may come ahead and land
anyway and not take a chance on F~iday? Or if both days look
good will you wait until Friday, a~d of course if Thursday looks
bad I assume you will wait until Friday. Could you clarify it
for us.
COX
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GORDON LIGHT
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After this briefing, we might have the next one?
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that the job can be done. It's the accuracies with ~hich you do
that that everybody has the questions about. And thdt's largely
the reason that drove not bringing a man out on the arm.
Errol Hazelwood, CBS

PAO

ERROL HAZELWOOD (CBS)
Could you give us the sequence of events
once that lever is pulled? What will we see once it's pulled,
with some times?
Once the lever is pulled, the first thing that is
going to happen is the Orbiter is going to start about 3 one
foot/per second separation followed just a minute or so later by
a 3 foot/per second out of plane separation maneuver. And then
about 20 ~inutes later, they will orient the Orbiter into an
attitude that is posigrade and they'll do about a 20-25 foot/per
second maneuver. That is the Orbiter side of business. And
during the first portion of ,that the arm will be brought down and
cradled and stowed. As far as the satellite is concerned, when
that sequence starts, and that should be when the lever is
brought all the way over, a minute and 20 seconds later the omni
antenna which is about 10 feet tall will elevate itself at the
top of the satellite. And then 5 minutes, a little over that
6 minutes and 35 seconds total time from the time the lever
moved, the satellite will begin spinning up.
It'll fire
thrusters. That will take it out to a ti~e of about 13 minutes
after the lever was pulled where it will be up to 33 rpm. T~at's
the rotation rate it ~ants to set to. And t~en it will j~St stay
in t.hat configuration until burn time, . . . hic~ is ~5 :7':~:1'...it,-~s 2![:.:er
:~e lever is ?ul1ed.
COX
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COX
I believe that the Flight Planners are trying to
~ork one of those in. They're looking to see if there is an
opportunity in there.
Mike ~eecham, and then we'll call it over.
PAO
MEECHAM
Jon, if the weather pushes bad into Friday and you
had to go into the weekend, would you go ahead and just bring it
down in California to bring it home? Rather than keep pushing
through the weekend?
COX
At this point if we were to be good Saturday, we'd
just keep going until Saturday.

PAO
THE END

(

Ok, we'll call that it.

Thank you very much.
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COX
We don't think there is any risk associated with
that. All the analysise that the folks have done shows that
different failure modes that could have stopped this whole
sequencer from working are also the same failure modes that are
also protecting it from having the engine fire. And bec~use you
can also monitor it, there is another separate set of switches
that are the g-sensitive switches where you can ~atch it begin to
spin-up. Once it gets up to about 15 rpm you know that if those
finaly where tripped, as long as it's standing still or at the
very slow rate, there is almost no way -- and you can't say that
since you're not there with the circuitry -- but the risk is
very, very low.
Ok, Frank.

PAO

SELTZER
As I understand it from what we've talked about
earlier, tomorrows rendezvous is on as long as nothing
mal funct ions. You get one m,a 1 funct ion and you bug ou t, r i gh t?

(
,

COX
Well, that's the way the rendezvous book was built
that we uplinked. Without having a bunch of time to train with
this crew an,l. ',Norry about star trackers not . . .'ork, and if the
rendezvous radar fails and you should use the Y-star trac~er cind
put the vehicle sideways and take ~arks or else use the COAS and
make manual marks into the computer and all that. All those
type of navigation sensor fault-downs that we would keep on
pressing in a no!~al rendezvous, we're not going to do those.
We're going to keep it straight for~ard and use the radar.
?hat's the type of thing. I mean ~e can go ~head a~d have
syst0:n'S cnc:--al:es or sOf:-et!li!1g, a~d '"e ,..:')i1:0 still i-:eal 'with
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SELTZER
I g~ess ~y question ~s ~ore that that tight fly in
t~~ prox ops there is really ~ot an easy task.
COX
It's not an easy task and yet this crew has a
little bit of rendezvous training, enough that we have confidence
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LIGHT
After you run trip, your rendezvous and your tr:p
and they back off, do you have any rough idea how long after that
you might have a briefing.

cox

Probably about the same time as . . •

PAO
Well, our noemal, it would probably be very close
to this time tomorrow.
It's hard to say exactly, but this will
be about it.
JAMES FISHER (ORLP..NDO SENTINAL)
I want tc make sure we're
clear on the time for the snare.
I thought I understood Steve
Nesbitt to say he estimated it around 7 a.m. Central for that.
Were you saying something about 8 or 9?

cox
You may be having some confussion between Eastern
Time and Central Ti~e.
It's very close to lift-off time, just as
a rough guess, and I believe. that was 8 Eastern and 7 Central.

(

PAO
That's right. And that just was clarified for
me. The briefing tomorrow is currently scheduled for about 8:30
Central Time.
If they're busy of course we'll sliae that a
little bit. Ok, why don't ~e go ahead and come back here for
final questions here in Houston, and Craig Covault.

COVAULT
On the Flight Control System checkout, just as your
shift was ending there was discussion about an unusal thing you
saw on one of the APU's that shut down the other day.
If during
the Flight Control System chec~out you continue to see a
diEfic~l~y, a ?ossible di[F~culty, with that A?U and you have to
cc~e :~ ~i:~ j~Gt 2, ~~~t ~s :~e ~hi~~i~g on p~r~~ps goi~g :0
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PAO
Good afternoon. Welcome back for onother Change
Shift Briefing by lead flight director, Randy Stone.

,/

T,

,\

0:

STONE
Good afternoon. We've had another sUCcessful day
in OUr preplanned timeline. The EVA, as yoU know went very well
this morning. I believe John Cox gave you a run down of the EVA
this morning. It went very smoothly. We have OUr fly swatters
and lacross sticks in place to go after, flipping the SYNCOM
switch in the morning. Currently the, we're about 33 miles from
SYNCOM and have an opening rate of about 1.4 miles per rev which
will set up Our rendezvous first manu.ver in the morning will be
about 43 miles from the SYNCOM and that first manuever, just so
you can anchor yourselves in the time of day. It's about 3:30
a.m. ~uston time. The rendezvous sequence tomorrow will t.ke us
into, the first burn will occur like [ .ay, about 3:30 a.m. It
will take us into the terminal phase initiation point. 1'[ on rev
77 which is about 5:00 a.m. in the morning '''ith arriving on
station with the spacecraft at approximately 6:30. ~ will Spend
one rev approximately in close proximity of the SYNCOM, waiting
until the.next orbital time to flip the lever to give SYNCOM an
opportunity to fly to geosync. That will take place at about,
the first attempt will take place approximately at 8:00 in the
morning. These times are just approximate and there is a very
small deployment window, deployment window, a small Window in
Which we can flip the lever on SYNCOM so that it can do its
maneuver and that Window right now is about 4 minutes long and
we're still working the details of that as we refine the orbit
that we're in. So, hopefully we'll have about a 4 minute
opportunity to trip the lever and that'll occur about 8:00 In the
morning. Today's activities have gone since the EVA very
smoothly. We have put the suits on charge should we need them
again as a, the batteries in the suits aren't charged should we.
need them in a contingency EVA of some sort. And they are, most
of the EVA eqUipment is now stowed for Entry. Those, but the
batter res in the EVA suits will be charging until in the morning
and then we'll secure from that and stow the suits for Entry.
The CPES activity by Charlie's estimation Would be complete from
the standpoint of sample collection sometime this evening. 1
believe that was at about 7 hours and 30 minutes MET which is
about 2 hours ago, There's still some CPES activity that'll go
on for the next 10 or 12 hours, well actually longer than that,
through tomorrow evening in (garble) and other things that
Charlie's doing dnd an engineering evaluation of the hardware.
The, you may have heard some diSCUSSion tOday on, since we did a
FCS Checkout about possibility deorbiting as early as Thursday as
. o~osed to the Priday that we had originally planned. Those are
just options that we're bUilding for ourselves in case we have
the first attempt to success one SYNCOM. That giVes us 6 or 7
hours tomorrow afternoon that we Could stow the Cabin. And if
the weather looked good at Kennedy, we may elect to consider a
deo.ait on ThurSday and the reasons for that primarily are if the
weather's good, use it and to get the Orbiter back on the ground
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and allow the KSC flow to flow smoothly into the next flight
which I believe is 13, 14 days away. So those are the rationales
for at least considering deorbit on Thursday. There's nothing
wrong on the ship, there's nothing wrong with the crew. As NASA
often does, we like to put things in the bank for a rainy day and
that's what we're doing with preserving this option to come home
on Thursday. And that's all I have for you today, questions.
PAO

Begin with Frank Seltzer from CNN

FRANK SBLTZER (CNN)
Randy, what's the 4-minute window?
gone from about 10 down to 6 1/2, now 4, was it is in
relationship to O?
STONE

About 6 minutes difference.

SELTZER

No, I mean, 6 minus 6, okay.

We've

STONE
Frank, the reason it's being refined is that as~
obviously SYNCOM was not meant to be deployed and fired this late
into the flight. As'we get their orbit more refined dnd we do
better predictions on what, you know, the SY)JCOM h.J.s some minor
coning and to give us the best opportunity for getting there.
SYNCOM has been looking at opening up some of their constraints
and they have opened up all of their orbit constraints. And we
can go in and do this on any orbit and because of that, some
orbits are better than other orbits and when you take all of
those things into consideration, for SYNCOM to have a successful
mission, should we activate the sequencer. We're trying to
optimize this window so they do have acceptable performance to go
to geosync. If you get it too big, they won't have enough,
they'll have enough performance to get there but they'll have to
use some much of their RCS system, they will have no on-orbit
lifetime. So, we're trying to accon~odate their constraints
within the constraints of doing this task.
SELTZER
In relation to the equator, where are you talking
window beginning and ending? Two minutes prior? Two minutes
after or • • • ?

'.

STONE
It's just on the other side of the node and the
numbers moved around a little bit dnd right now I don't know
where it is. Hughes is working on that and we'll get the, we
hope, the final update to that in a couple of hours this
evening. It's just on the other side of the node, thOugh.
PAO

Craig Covault from Aviation Week
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describe those, please?
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Can you

STONE
There small attached screws in the seam of the
spacecraft like where you've taken two pieces of metal and now
you've bolted them together. There are some screws at the
relative height of the lever that have a head that I would
estimate, looking at them, about a 1/8 of an inch that sticks up
above the surface. They are the type, they're not a round head
screw. They've got a very flat side on them and the concern - after we realized that they were right iri the plane of what we're
doing, we had some concern that we were going to hang our devices
up on them and break our devices before we get to the lever.
We've spent most of the afternoon over at the MDP developing
te~hniques to miss the screws.
There's about, oh I think 5 or 6
seconds of time after you pass the screws where you can get the
fly swatter up against the spacecraft and do the, trip the
lever. Those procedures were not very simple because it made
everything very time critical. You had to wait until a vertical
line passed you and then you had to run in real quick and get set
up. Those procedures were very ullcomfortable. We have mocked up
the SYNCOM model that we have over in the ~DP today with those
screws on it and we have been trying to hook the screws since
about 1:30 this afternoon. And we haven't been able to hook a
screw so we've decided that the best option is to go back to the
way we were practicing yesterday by just laying the fly swatter
up there and we won't just sit there and let it run around and
around and around. But we'll give ourselves a comfortable ~~ount
of time to get set up before we get to the lever. And we're just
going to assume the screws aren't there.
COVAULT
A follow-up in the same context. Bo Eobko called.
down today a question on mission rules. If in fact they snare
the lever, is he going to be instructed if they get a good hard
tug and see it to back out or are you going to wait until you get
omni erection?
STONE
In all cases if we move the lever, we will stay no
longer than the end of the window. We'll stay that 4 minutes and
if we have moved the lever, we're going to depart the scene.
It's as simple as that.
PAO
After this question, we'll take questions from
Kennedy Space Center. Mike Meecham from Gannett News Service
MIKE MEECHAM (GANNETT NEWS SERVICE)
Randy, I was just going to
ask then, watching this afternoon, it looked like they weren't
having much success. The conclusion now is that that's because
they were trying to snag the screws and the fact they weren't
getting the lever is not something to be for us to draw
conclusions?

~
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STONE
No, I think what the conclusion you can draw from
that is trying to miss the screws messes up your chances of
getting at the lever. And that's what you were seeing, you were
seeing ~aiting until you pass that vertical line and then running
the end of the arm real quick and trying to get it. And that is
just not the technique that's going to work.
PAO
Okay, now to Kennedy Space Center, Florida.
we'll come back here to questions again in Houston.

Then

(TIME ~~GAZINE)
Does this mean you're only going to try
one window's worth of effort? You're not going to wait for the
second window come by?
STONE
If we never are able to snag the lever, we don't
get int~ place in time or we have trouble getting the arm
positioned exactly right to snag the lever, we'll go around an
orbit and wait and try it again. But if we move the lever and it
doesn't go to full open, we'll keep trying until we run out of
snares or we run out of time and then it's time to leave since
you're uncertain now of, even more uncert~in now of the situation
on the spacecraft.

(,

!

MIKE LAFFERTY (TODAY)
I was wondering how many swatts or snares
there are going to be per window? How many chances to swatt or
snare it?
STONE
minutes.

Let's see. It revolves at 2 rpm, we have 4
It'll go by 8 times.

GORDON WHITE (DESSERET NEWS)
You were worried at one time about
protecting the windows of the spacecraft in case there was a burn
on the satellite. Do the cells the satellite have to be
protected from the plume from the spacecraft, itse~f when you
approach it?
STONE
The approach we're making to the spacecraft is~
we're not trying to minimize plltting orbiter plume on the
spacecraft, we're trying to optimize our chances of getting there
which has using the jets in a way that you have some potential of
puttin~ plume on the spacecraft.
From a solar cell standpoint,
people believe that that's not a problem and we've done enough
analysis on the size and mass of this spacecraft to be confident
that our plllme is not going to disturb it when we move in close.
WHITE
One more question from the Desseret News, what are
the payload specialist been doing while you've been doing the
EVA?
~
STONE
Well, Charlie has been working on the CF~S ~s he
has been everyday and Senator Garn has been working on the many
DTO's that, DSO's, medical DSO's that he's been assigned and I
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think you'll find that over the last 3 or 4 days when you get a
written list of all of the things that he's accomplished, he has
been a busy person and very effective in providing test data for
the space adaptation syndrome that we're trying to find out more
things about.

,

NHITE

,

Can we get a copy of that written list?

STONE
I'm sure you will. In fact I believe, I had one to
bring over here of the things that, of the list through today
that had been done and I left it on may console •

l

..\

LAFFERTY
There seems to be some question about how close the
Orbiter is going to come to the satellite, itself, will it be?
S~ONE
If I understood the question correctly is how close
we're going to be to the satellite. It's ~pproximately 25 feet
up above the 10ngeron, 25 to 35 feet, just to give a comfortable
arm position to operate from. And we'll adjust that within the
comfort factor of the folks flying the airplane.

PAO
Okay, that's all from C<8nnedy, back here in Houston
again. Paul, did you still have something? Paul Recer from the
Associated Press

...

(

PAUL RECER (ASSOCIATED PRESS)
What led you to determine that
the fly swatter was a superior design since that's your primary,
your first attempt?
STONE
The, all of the MDF activities that we've done over
the last couple of days has shown that that the plastic is
actually easiur to get up there. The, we were concerned that tbe
tubes in the wire may deform a little bit and not give you a good
swat at it. So, the one that we had been comfortable with in the
testing over the last couple of days, since it passed all the
thermal tests, we decided to go use it first. Who knows who will
get the latch?
RECER
at the Cape?

'"

Okay and what is the weather forecast for Thursday

STONE

The weather is predicted to be relatively good.
problem at, the landing time that we have, that we're
plannIng for is the potential of fog. And we have an opportunity
one rev later to get in that puts us in at about almost 1500 GMT
at KSC. And the fog over the last two days has cleared by 1400
GMT. So, we believe that if fog is the problem, it'll be cleared
and we'll be looking at it but the weather,at KSC as of this
~orning was looking like it would be clearing and be acceptable
on Thursday. And we'll make another assessment of that tonight
and in the morning.

T~e o~ly
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RECER
Okay, would you attempt a Thursday landing, given
that the weather was okay, if you have to hang around the SYNCOM
tor one more rev, for rev 80?
No sir, if we have to hang around an additional
STONE
for a second window, that eats in way too much into the
rev, go need to stow the ship and get ready to come home. So,
time we assessment that we won't try to land on Thursday if we
it's my
have to hang around an extra rev.
RECER
So the conditions are, if you exh~ust your (garble)
on rev 79 and the weather is okay, then you'll land on Thursday,
at the Cape?
STONE
If the weather's okay, that is where we're he3ded
towards Fight now, yes. We're going to take 3nother look at that
tonight dnd in the morning when we get everybody back togEther.
pp..O

Your name and affiliation, please.

ROD JACKSON (KTVX/SALT LAKE CITY)
Randy, does that mean then
that if you br i og it dovm on Thur sday that we proba:)ly wi 11 not
see an in-flight press conference because you wouldn't have time?
That's what it means.
STONE
JACKSON
Did I also understand, earlier in the day it
sounded like, I heard some talk that possibly the crew might not
get a great deal of sleep if you try to bring them down Thursday
morning. Is that - -?
STONE
No, if everything went smooth, if everything goes.
smoothly tomorr0W and by smoothly, I don't mean we're necessarily
successful but we complete the operation in the first try of
whatever eire going to do and we have blocked out the afternoon
tomorrow, the crew·s afternoon such that if we don't have any
other things that get in our way, we have a fairly, a relatively
comfortable timeline to stow the ship and get to bed on time and
get up on time and deorbit. Anything trip you up in that
timeline, and we'd probably elect to go another day to give
yourself plenty of time. As you know, we did a FCS checkout, the
flight control system checkout today, which is what we, something
we normally do the day before Entry just to get that out of the
way in case we elected to come home Thursday.
PAO

Craig Covault

COVAULT
Randy, you started out the week with the SYNCOM
problem with some options that most of the center was
unco~fortable with and over the Pdst few days, you've reached a
point where everybody is reasonably comfortable with tomorrow.
from kind of a broad prospective standpoint, can you characterize
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how JSC has functioned here in the last week with the crew and
whether or not you think this is a~ big of an effort or
approaching the kind of effort that hasn't really happened real
time since Apollo 13 and the Skylab repair?
STONE
Well, I was in the middle of an ocean waiting for
Apollo 13 to come down so I don't have a first hand experience on
what was going here. We were sure worrying out there but this
effort over the last 3 days has been totally professional and it
has involved every element of this center and it was a big
effort. We involved everybody from engineering to fabrication to
riggers to move heavy equipment around, to swinuners in the 'Hater
tank and I'm proud to be associated with that group of people
that has pulled this together.
PAO

Mike Mcccham, Gannett

MEECHAM
Maybe a slight variation on that. The other day
Don Williams said that the crew would like to give their best
shot at getting that satellite and I take it from everything
we've heard that that seems to be the attitude going on down here
as well. How good of a shot will you rcally get? Is this just
the best shot dnd hope for the best or is, what's the estimation
of success?
STONE
Well if I could think of a better bullet to fire,
I'd be shooting it but I think we've done everything within the
limitations of the system that we've got to use to make this a
succ~ss.
You got to remember that the only thing on this
satellite we can do anything about is this lever. I think we
have a very good probability of tripping the lever.
PAO

Rod JacKson again, please.

JACKSON
Randy, in light of all of the extra effort that
you've had to put in to get the fly swatters put together and the
EVA IS, ar ether e any other aspects of the roi ss ion that maybe ·the
mission specialist or anybody else might have been doing that has
suffered because of the time that you've had to devote to the
construction of the fly swatters or the 8VA or attaching them to
the RMS?
STONE
By my count, everything that we had inte~ded to on
this mission is getting accomplished. Probably where you had,
you probably had more of a timeline crunch than you intended to
have and you probably haven't had the leisure time to sit down as
a crew and have dinner and talk about the day's activities and
talk about tomorrow too much cause I think.everybody has been
doing something the entire time of the d~y until bedti~e. But as
far as accomplishing everything, I believe we certainly have done
that and I dontt know that, certainly no major activity has
suffered at all.
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Anybody profitting from the extra time, do you
CFES, maybe.

STONE
Profitting from the extra time, CF8S was going to
deplete their sample quantity by the normal mission duration that
we had planned so they're getting what they asked for.
PAO

Frank Seltzer

SELTZER
it?

Did the gartered gas can come on after they kicked

STONE

You know, I forgot to ask.

PAO
Any other questions.
name and. affiliation, please.

I

don't think so.

Right over here, Dan.

Your

STEVE OLVESTEN (HOUSTON POST)
When you were simulating the
swatt activity, when you stopped worrying about the screws, how
successful were you in tripping the lever?
STONE

The success . . •

OLVESTEN

More than half or

STONE
The success ratio went up to about ~hat it had been
yesterday. You always got it. It may take you 2 or 3 tries but
you've always got it with what you had.
PAO
Paul Recer.

Anyone else have anything?

Okay, one more from

RECER
antenna?

Have you laid to rest all concern about the Ku-band

STONE
The KU is operating as advertised. The engineering
folks believe that they totally understand the problem and after
running for the last 12, almost 24 hours, I guess I'm beginning
to believe they got it right.
PAO
E-tlD OF TAPE

Thank you Randy and thank all of you.
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PAO
Good morning. Thank you for joining us. We are
here this morning with off-going rendezvous team flight director,
J. Green, and also Mr. Steven Dorfman, who is the president and
chief executive officer of Hughes Communications. I think both
gentlemen have some statements and summaries, and then we will
take your questions. Why don't we start with you, Jay_
GREEN
Okay. I guess you couldn't call today an
unqualified success. However, from aa operational point'-of'-view,
I think we pulled something that we, as the operations community
and the engineering communities of NASA, could be very proud
of. About four days ago we decided that the only task we could
take would be to rendezvous with the SYNCOM and activate the
lever that I know you have all heard discussed over the past few
days. The window identified for that activation turned out to be
about si~ minutes in duration. And the job cit hand was to stike
that lever four times. We didn't have any tools specifically
designed to do the job. We didn't have any documentation to do
the job. Neither the crew nor the ground was particularly
trained to do it. And yet this morning, I think there was no
doubt that we hit that lever hard enough during the six minute
wi ndow that if it wan ted to go it would have gone. .;5 far <is the
operation of the rendezvous, it was as good as any rende~vous we
have ever flown. The numbers I heard that tend to show how good
it was -- Bo used about three pounds out of the forward and three
pounds out of the aft over the mean rendezvous cost calculated
for 51-A. So essentjally he did just perfect. And that's all
when you consider that the last time that he practiced a
rendezvous was sometime back in the June time frame for another
mission with slightly different variations in profile. So as far
as the task we had to do, I think we did an outstanding job. But
it is unfortunate that the task that ~e did which was the only
task we could do with this particular spacecraft didn't
accomplish the end result that we had all hoped Eor.. I have
specific numbers on the rendezvous. I'll give them to anybody
who wants them, but that's probably all I have to say
PAO
Okay, Jay, why don't we get those nUffibers latter.
Mr. Dorfman, would you care to say something?
DORFMAN
Jay, ltd like to start off with expressing
appreciation from everybody at Hughes for the extraordinary
effort that NASA put into the attempt to rescue LEASAT. The
Shuttle team responded to this p~oblem with incredible
determination dnd ingenuity. We believe the rescue attempt was a
tribute to NASA, the Shuttle, and the entire manned space
program. Even though we were unable to send our LEASAT on its
way to its proper orbit, we obtained valuable data from this
opportunity to view the satellite up close on the rendezvous
mission. NASA has once more lived up to its motto, we deliver.
Naturally, we were disappointed in the outcome of today's
events. We now need to thoroughly review all data to determine

•
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our future course of action on LEASAT. We require four LEASATS
in orbit to provide global coverage for our customer, the united
States Navy. Two LEASATS have been launched and are operating
perfectly.
The third LEASAT as you know is in low Earth
orbit. We have two more LEASATS on the ground. We will complete
our global system by launching these two spacecraft once we are
confident that they are ready for flight.
PAO
Thank you, sir. We will take questions h(~re in
Houston and then we will move to the other centers~ ~e will
start right here, I guess, with Craig Covault.
CRAIG COVAULT (Aviation Week)
For Mr. Dorfman, now that you
have the data that the army lever has been yanked with no result,
what is your outlook for returning later in the year for another
attempt ~ith specialized equipment?
DORFMAN
Craig, we now have to look at all options.
Obviously, a rendezvous and rescue mission on a subsequent launch
is a possibility- It would be a complicated mission. More
complicated than what we tried to do today. And I think we just
need to look at those options. I can't say :110re than that loday.
COVAUIJT
Let me follow with that. You have unknown
malfunctions in the spacecraft. Is there anyway that you know of
that you can either safe the solid motor or safe the hydrazine
system via some external means to make you more comfortable about
looking at a retrieval later?
DORFMAN
I think there are possibilities.
And I know that
you are going to be interested in asking about them, but I think
it is premature for us to start discussing a rescue mission at .
this point. I think it has to be thought through carefully
before we would even start such a mission and so I appreciate
your interest. It is obviously something we are going to discuss
with NASA, but I think it is premature to start talking about how
such a mission might be accomplished because it will be, if it
ever happens, a relatively co~plex mission and so I think it's
not proper to start designing that mission about an hour and a
half after we realize that we might need to do something to
arrange with our subsequent LEASATS.
PAO

John Getter, KHOU.

JOHN GETTER
Mr. Dor fman, back in Novembe r on 5l-A '..;hen
astronauts flew up to try to rescue a couple of your other model
satellites, they found that the specifications that had been
furnished to NASA were not accurate and that pieces were not
wher~ they were suppose to be. When it came time to try to
effect the rescue that was attempted this morning, as I
understand it, you could not even locate cloGe out photographs of
this actual satellite. As late as yesterday, they were showing
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up with modifications of the simulator. Are you going to be
addressing those policies and practices too?

DORFMAN
The possible need for this ~aneuver became apparent
at 7:05 A.M., roughly, Saturday morning -- four days ago. Since
that time, the NASA team and the Hughes team have been working
together very closely in what I consider excellent collaboration
in transmitting data back and forth. And the evidence that I
offer to support that collaboration is that from our view point
the mission operations were perfect and that everything went off
exactly as plan~ed. And from my view point, an incredible
accomplishment by the NASA and the Hughes team that arranged a
very complicated mission in four days time. And so I don't think
there is anything to be said negatively about the interaction
between NASA and Hughes and the data that was supplied by either
party considering the success of the mission.
GETTER
So you don't feel that there were any lack of your
company's ability to provide accurate data to NASA so that it
could make its best and safest efforts.
.

.

DORF!>1P.N
Absolutely not. And I just -- if you v;(~re watching
what happened today, I don't think the mission could have been
better if it had been planned for a year -- and it was done in
four days.
PAO

Lynn Share, ABC.

SHARE
I don't know whether this is for Mr. Green or for
Mr. Dorfman. What is the best thinking on the part of you folks
on whether the lever was moved at all by what Rhea did. Was it
already fully cocked? Did she move it a tiny bit, or what?
,

~.

GREEN
I was watching the clock and the TV at the same
time and so it's hard to have a clear picture. It was never
really apparent what the actual postion of the lever was, at
least from my perspective. The thing I can say is that if the
lever was movable, I think we hit it with enough force to i(,eVe
it. There might be some questions -- I know there is question in
our mind, whether it was fully extended or not. In some of the
pictures it looked like structure would have prevented it from
going any farther. And so it appeared from our point of view
that it probably was fully extended when we first got there.
DORFMAN
I can add to that. We were looking at that at
Hughes in freeze frame so that we could look at it closely -- the
lever was open. The lever was open to the position in which we
would have expected it to be activated~ and yet, there was some
hope, even at that point, that maybe it hadn't fully activated
the switches and hence it was productive to proceed to do the
flyswat motion which was done effectively. I could not
personally see whether the lever had any further motion or not,
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but it was hit hard enough by the flyswatter that it lays to rest
the issue about whether the lever was working properly. It was
open and it was hit by the flyswatter.
'.'

PAO

Mike Meecham with USA Today.

MEECHAM
Mr. Dorfman is there a second possibility that
you're now most likely considering as to what cAused the
satellite not to turn on or are you simply at a loss?
DORFMAN
There are a myraid of possibilites. We focused in
the lever arm because it was by far the most likely. It was the
event that initiated the sequence, and it was a focus of our
attention and we have now proven that it wasn't the lever arm.
That proceeds to open up a whole host of other possibiliti~s -more unlikely, perhaps, requiring multiple failures, or
pathological circumstances. And we now will intensify the effort
that we have already had on those parts to ascertdin which one of
those causes were the source of the problem.
:-1EECHAM
lIm not sure that I understand what pathological
circumstances mean.

..

DORFMAN

Something that will be abnormal, unpredictable,

unknown.
MEECHAM

Yeah,

PAO

Dan Molina, NBC.

I

guess that's self evident.

You have two more LEASATS to launch now. Would you
launch them without recovering this one and finding out what went
wrong?

MOLINA

DORFMAN

Yes, we would definitely consider doing that.

~OLINA

You would?

DORFMAN

Yes.

Given the possibility of a similar failure,
obviously, later on • • •

~OLINA

DORfV.AN
~'lell, as I said t"~arlier, '.ve '.vould assure ourselves
before launching the other two LEASATS, that we understood and
had a way to resolve the problems so that we felt confident in
launching it.
MOLINA
A second question. One ~ould assume that
was counting on a completely operational system. Would
describe the loss to the Navy. What were they planning
with this and and what will be the operational loss for

the NdVY
you
to do
them?
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DORF~~N
The Navy requirements as I indicated earlier are
for four satellites in orbit.
MOLINA
Right.
they lose by it?

And what would they have done and what will

DORE'!'1AN
That provides global coverage. i7e have built five
allowing for the possibility of a launch failure. And so Our
plan would be to fill in the operational system -_ the four
LEASATS with the remaining spare should we not be able to use the
one that
is upupon.
there. And that's the course of action that we
would
embark
?AO

Paul Recer, AP

::<ECSR
Llay, a NASA te.::m has just cO:l'lpleted a ~dfety
evaluation le~ding up to this att~mpt today of the LRASAT. Based
on that evaluation, how comfortable would you all feel in
attempting
recovery considering that the rockets were unfired
aboard that a craft.

CHEEN
con;;;lent
on it. I haven t
I

RECER

seen

tha t rt:'por t a.nd r fea 11 y Cdn t
I

You have had no indication from the safety team ••

GREEN

...a

RECER

Yes.

team recovery?

GREEN
sir. I was looking at moving the lever not
recovering the No,
vehicle.
RECER
Well, based on what you know, do you think recovery
is a possibility?

GREEN
I don't know very much at this time. Going into
today, we were operdting on the assumption that the l~ver was the
problem. Obviously it was not. And I'm not going to comment on
the safety of a failure mode that I know nothing about.
PAO

Frank Seltzer, CNN.

SELTZER
Mr. Dorfman, you were talking about trying to
better understand what happened today before you launch the next
LEASAT. Would that mean you might try to ~elay until you have
SO.~ie answers?
DORi:XAN

SELTZER

We don't want to do that, but it is a possibility.
How strong a possibility?
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DORF~~N
I can't tell you today. I mean -- going to be on
an airplane in a short period of time going back to Los Angeles
-- part of an intensive effort to determine what the problem is
with the objective of finding it out fast enough so that we can
maintain our lannch schedule. 'rhat's our objective.

SELTZER
But, the next launch will be based on the
assumption that you do know what went wrong and that it's not
going to happen again, right?
DORFf.'"AN
The next launch wou Id be after we are conf idt:nt
that it is safe to launch. And that's our objective and that's
what we are going to shoot for. And it may necessitate delaying
a launch. We don't want to do that, but our reputation [or
launching good satellites is such that we will be confid~nt it is
going to. work when we launch it.
PAO

Betty

Le~ing,

UPI

LEMING
Mr. Dorfman, is there any possibility that Hughes
or its insurance underwriters will rei~burse NASA in anyway (or
the expense incurred over the last four d~ys?
DOR£'MAN
Absolutely. 1'7e have signed an agreement with NASA
and we will pay for the appropriate expenses for their attempt to
rescue our satellite. We paid NASA for the launch. We paid NASA
about 18 million dollars for this launch. H\l!)hQS cc:-m':lunications
has paid NASA about 160 million dollars OV8r these last couple of
years for launches. And so we pay our way. And we will pay for
the appropriate expenses for the recovery attempt.
LEMING

Do you have any idea of what those will be?

DORFMAN

I don't know.

PAO

Susan Starns, KPRC.

Mr. Dar fl!lan, can you tell me exact ly how th i s
STARNS
problem will be analyzed when the ailing satellite is still up
there. Is there any way that you can get additional data from
it?
DORFMAN
We can't get ~ata from the satellite that's up
there. It is not powered so that telemetry data can be
received. So we will have to base our determination on the
evidence produced today by NASA's rendezvous plus the evidence
from our test program and any other additional tests that we make
plus evidence in all produced by all the dbcumcntation of our
test program. That will have to be the basis of our
determination.
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STARNS
And when that analysis is made, can you tell us
what the current schedule is for the next LEASAT launch?
.<

DORFMAN
The next LEASAT is scheduled for launch in August
of this year.
PAO

Jules Bergman, ABC.

BERGMAN
Mr. Dorfman, if it wasn't the l~ver, are you able
to say at this point, whether it was one of the switches, whether
it was the battery that was most likely, or whether it was the
circuitry?
DORl"!JI.AN
Jules, I really can't sa.y. ~';hat I said earlier to
that other gt?ntlemc!n, is the sihldtion. There is a !:3erics of
other possibilities -- a nC:7',bc:r of them-- ..iild we h.:we to go
through each and everyone of them vc:ry carefully and evaluate
and analyze. And I can assure you that I am even more interested
in the cause of failure than you are and so we are determined to
find it, but right now it is shc:ar speculation and I don't think
it is wise to spf?culate this l.lorning.
Second question. Your analysis is strictly bc:nch
table or mathematical since you can't get the real satellite back
from orbit. Can that possibly work?

BERG!-l.AN

DORF:1AN
Yes. Th is type of c i rCUDS tanccs has h<lpp,~ned
before. This is not a first in the space program. I think you
recognize it. The people in this room recognize that a satellite
like LEASAT has tens of thousands parts in it and a thousand
people might work on it. And it's a very complicated machine
which requires everybody to do their job right and the parts will
be all right. Considering that, our success record is
remarkable. Hughes Corr~unications has launched five satellites
prior to this one in the last two years and they have all worked
perfectly. And aside, a failure of this sort, given the
circumstances is not remarkable. In the past, situations have
occurred and we have ';3one out and i<1(:ntified the problem --- using
data of this kind -- and rectified it and launched 5ubs~quent
satellites and they worked. And so we have experience.

BERGMN
I beg your pardon, sir.
But five satellites and
they have all worked perfectly in the last two years? Does that
include the I'iSSI'S'i'AR VI • • •
DORFMAN

No •
. and the ?ALA?A failure?

BERG:~AN
DORF~~AN

No.

BERGV.AN

It's five aside from those?
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Yes, that's right.

BERGMP.N
So, it's five out of eight which lowers your
batting average.

-'

DORFMAN
Well, if you are talking about the overall batting
average, it is quite high. But, if what you are saying there is
a high failure rate, I think that is the wrong thing to say.
BERG:1AN
r,;ell, you have driven the in~31lranCe rZlt:es alii,ost
impossibly high so that nobody can afford to launch or perhaps
nobody can afford a satellite via aside from self assurance.
Five point five to 16 percent Mr. Merit said and was quoted on
the other day in the ne'",spapers. How r.:uch will this drive it
h i'jher?
DORFMAN
Well, I refuse to acc~pt the a~sertion you m~de,
that I or Hughes, have driven the insurance rates lip. So I just
refuse to accept that assurtion. I think you asked a question.
And the question is how much will this dirve the insurance rates
up? And I hones t ly don't k now the ail~":',';I?r to t ho3 t que:; t ion. ~'le
hdve been in close contact with the U!;i1r>c.oJritl:rs. 'L'hey hcwe
understood what is going on and they are very positive about our
attempts to rescue the mission. They were very appreciative of
the effort that Hughes Aircraft Company had put into rescuing two
previous satelittes which they now own and have the opportunity
to make some money aut of it. So the insu r ance CO!;11nUI1 i ty has
been very supportive and very positive to Hughes including this
problem. It is a problem however, and I don't know how it is
going to effect the insurance industry.

\

PAO

Carlos Byars, Houston Chronicle.

BYARS
I have a couple of questions for Mr. Derfman and
one for Jay. Jay, I ask you one right quick. Do you have any
idea how long that s~tellite will stay in limbo before it decays?
No, I don't have that number ~ith me.
around 250 by 180. I'd put it at several years.

GREBN

It's up

BYARS
Mr. Dorfman, a follow up on the insurance matters,
will any rescue be by Hughes Communications or is this now just a
problem for the underwriters? And secondly, since we have been
through the problem of trying to rescue Hughes satellites
recently, why are there no grapple fixtures on these devices?

)

DORFMAN
Well, in answer to your first question, we will be
in close consultation with the insurance c6mpanies collaborating
in any rescue mission that might be undertaken. So we will work
with them closely in determining if it is appropriate and how it
should be done.
In answer to your second question, the
satellites were clearly not designed for a recovery using grapple
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fixtures or anything of that kind. We are always in the process
of considering our designs. Maybe something like that would -not necessarily grapple fixtures -- but provisions that would
more optimize the use of the Shuttle would be appropriate in the
future. I have to SdY the Shuttle has been and the Shuttle
program and the manned program has been very useful to us and we
have derived a lot of benefits out of it and that's one of the
reasons why we are determined to make better use of the
Shuttle. I don't want to say anything more than that bec2use you
are asking me about a specific question
the gr~pple fixture -I don't think it's the appropriate time to answer that question,
but I will say that we constantly • • •

.'

BYARS
• • . you have had several months to study the
problem of retrieving satellit~s that don't h~ve grapple
fixture •. You have here a ~:;atellilt: specifically ck"3i')i~t;d to be
launched with a Shuttle. It does seem like you might have picked
up something from the first problems and put a fixture on it just
in case.
fdell, you lldve to reco']nize •
BYARS

Is there some

r~ason

why not?

• • . LEASAT satellite was designed in 1978. And
that satellite was completed at the time of the event you are
talking about. So there is no way to get any gr~pple fixture on

DORFMAN
LEASAT.

PAO
One more question from this gentlehlen back here and
then we will go to headquarters. Could you identify yourself,
please.
STEVE MCVICKERY (MPR)
Sort of like Carlos' first question.
Could either of you comment about what will ha~pen to the
satellite now and if it is in the way of anything?
I doubt that it is in I·.he TNdy of anything, but it
will be a slow decay and I'm not sure of what the period of that
decay will be. But the apogee side will start coming down and
eventually both ends will come down.

GREEN

PAO

Okay, headquarters, we are coming to you now for

quc:stions.
HEADQUARTERS

We have no questions at NASA.

DON GERTLAND (Garble)
Mr. Dorfman, why don't you give us a
co;:-,plete schedu le of the four launcr.i~s. ;';hc i1 we re the fir s t two
launched? And when will the next two be launch?
,I
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DORF!-1AN
The first LEASAT I was launched in the last day of
August of last year. The second LEASAT was launched in November
of last year. The next l~unch is schedule for August of this
year. And if it is necessary to launch the fifth LEASAT, it will
be ready for delivery to the Cape in September of this year. It
will be ready if we can obtain the necessary confidl~nce to
proceed that I described earlier.
TRISH KILMARTIN (Aerospace Daily)
I W25 wondering, ~r. Dorfman,
if you could tell us how much the sPdce~~dft was insllred for and
whether it was in fact a part of a package deal?
DORFMAN
The underwriters are insuring the LEASAT FIll for
about 85 million dollars. And it is part of an insurance policy
that covers all four LEASATS •

.

H EI\.DQUAR'l' ERS

No further questions [rom Headquarters.

Okay. We are going to go to Kennedy Space Center
now for some more questions.

PAO

i<E~NEDY'

~

JERRY'

Jay.

please identify

your~;elf

dnd YOllr

atfili,ltioi~s.

HA!>'L'i8L (Time Magazii1e)
Two questions. First one for,
Jay, what's the mood of this great crew at the m0ment.

GREEN
I think you would have to say we have mixed
emotions. As I say, it was one hell of a job by everybody who
was involved in it. I think we all had a certain 3mount of
satisfaction as each phase of the flight came together; and as
the hardware started getting fabricated and confidence that the
hardware would do the job that it was intended to do, as we
proved that the procedures wo,lld work. ;'le ·,.;ere getting on a high
as all this stuff came together. And it would have been nice if
it all came together with the r5ght outcome. Unfortunately it
didn't. But as I said, everybody on our team who was associated
with it has a right to be very proud of the job they did. I
think they did one hell of a job getting this all together.
HAMMEL
Thank you, sir. vle shared that high. Next
question to Mr. Dorfman. Mr. Dorfman, I am as baffled, I guess,
as my collpague, Mike Meecham, about pathological circumstances
or patholol)ical pheno;;-,enom in the Hughes production systl:m. Hay
I ask you, sir, does this pathology cever basic q 11ality control
and quality control procedures?
DORFMAN
It covers something we don't know today. It could
be an anomaly that occurred during launch in which vibration
introduced a cata.strophic failure.
It could be ::;ome 'lnl~xfiected
invironmental phenomena such as electric static discharge. It
could be a wide variety of circumstances. The pathology part is
it is something that caused this problem which is the satellite
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did not start up and yet we don't know what the cause is. And
what we need to do in the next weeks, months, is to determine
what that cause is. And we don't know what it is today. That's
the facts. We have a lot of options, a lot of possibilities, and
we are going to have to 90 through each and everyone of them
carefully to determine which ones were the cause. Did that
answer the question?
On that 85 million dollars,
JAMES FISHER (The Orlando Sentinel)
Mr. Dorfman, what does that incl\!de? Is tha.t lG.unch cost dS well
as the value of the satellite? What all does that include?
DORFMAN
The insurance was desigl:ed to cover the cost of
building and launching one more satellite.
r'ISriER
DORFHAN
you properly.

Can you give us a value on the sdtellite il::~elf?
I think the number I quoted characterizes it [or

JACQULINE BOWDEN (WCPX-TV)
Two ~u~stions. First for Mr.
Dorfman. The last time the failure W2S with the 2A~ (the Pdyload
assist module) and that did fire for a tL1e so some of the fuel
was gone from that. Now you have a P~M that did not fire at
all. Therefore, if you, I appreciate that fact that you haven't
had a chance to look at recovery yet, but there is more fuel in
the PKM -- is there more fuel in the PKM? Does that ~3~e it more
dangerous to recovery that satellite than it was to go after
PALAPA and WESTAR?
DORFMAN
There ilre more problems associated with recovery of
this satellite than there were with PALAPA and ~ESTAR. And the.
fact that we have a fully loaded PKM is one of those prob10ffis.
And that's why I am reluctant to comment on the prospects of
recovery for recovery with the knowledge that it is going to be
more difficult and more complicated than the PALAPA and WESTAR
recovery. And those difficulties, those problems, may ~~ke it
impractical to recover the satellite.
BOWDEN
Can you give me an idea of the amount of fuel that
the PAM versus the PKM would contain; and therefore, if PAM was
partially spent what difference we are talking about here.
you can help ;I"ie I !';a rv. Was th~t about 8
thousand in the F~M? Eight thousand in the minuteman 3 motor and
I just don't know what the PAM numbers are, but I would guess
it's a factor of about 2 diff~rence.

DORr:'YJ~N

BO~JEN

~..'J.;"ybe

We'll
with more technical
about the landing.
tomorrow or land on

let you go on that one, ~~d we c~n get back
information. Mr. Green, one quick question
The crew was given the chance to either land
Friday. And NASA did say, it's your

,
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choice. How much does the crew really have to do up there for an
extra day? And would NASA have preferred that the commander had
said, "We'll corr.e down Thursday and not '""ait till Friday."
GREEN
I think if Bo had opted for the Thursday l~nding,
it would have given us several advantages -- turn around for one,
some training time in the control center for Another, and
probably some other advantages. But by the same token, this crew
has been hard pressed for a couple of dAYS, ~nd it was nice to be
able to give them a little breathing time and lc~n b~ck and relax
and do an orderly stowage and getting ready to come home. Which
would not have been the case if we had opted to co~e home
Thursday. They would have had a hectic afternoon stowing to
corne hOffie tomorrow.
SUE B[J'rLER (Time and Space 'V'lorld)
One qlw:;tion for :'\r. uocfman
and one for Jay. Mr. Dorfman, you said that the design of the
LEASAT was locked in in '78, yet we have heard from the bj~ginning
of the Shuttle program, that every satellite to be launched from
the Shuttle will have, what do you call th~m -- gr~ppling
fixtures, or ',o/hatever, protruding 1:0 facilite it; then~fore, it
must have occurred to you, at least since orevious :nish,;ms with
satellites, that you might have to retriev~ it, would it· not have
been possible to retro fit this particular satellite? And will
future satellites have these grapple fixtures? The socond
question also for Mr. Dorfman, still. In a previous news
conference with (ga rbIe) th i ng was allinped. ~'ias tht"? rea 1:30 a
(garble) on the timer that would have set off the s~quences since
apparently the lever worked. And for that matter ~as there any
redundancy like a bungee cord or anything like a quick disconnect
like they had in old Atlas days. In short where was the
redundancies?

DORFMAN
Let me try to reInGmber your questions. First there
is no requirement that all satellites have grappling fixtures,
which I think the first part of your question implied. Secondly,
there was no way to incorporate a grapple fixture on LFASAT .
becasue of its design even if we wanted to. Thirdly, we are
constantly volving and prefecting out designs and utilizing the
Shuttle, and I am not going to suggest by any means that
acommodations will necessarily will be incorporated for
recovery. It is certainly something that we will consider along
-,.Jith everything else. Let me !Jee, your nt?xt question '..;as ,1bout
redundancy in the start up initiation. All elements of the start
up initiation after the lever arm are redundant. And that is in
essence the problem that I described earlier because now we have
to start postulating multiple failures or ~xtraordinary or
unusual circumstances that might have caused this problem. And
that's our t~sk ahead of us.
BUTLER
too?

But the time itself, does that have redundancies
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YES.

BUTLER
Now, Jay, may I ask one question. In case you
don't retrieve it, what are you and ~ASA going to do about that
orbital bomb up there.
GREEN
Well, I think orbital bomb is what I would call
hyperbole. We will carefully evaluate the implications of
reentry. There is no re~son to believe that there is rlnything
hazardous about the rC2ntry of the LRASAT satellite. Since we
were not expecting this unusual circl1mstance, we have not
conducted that evalutation yet, but we will do 50 iffimediately. I
expect that it will confirrl my preliminary conclusion which is it
will be no hazard.
};1r. Dorfman, hz..ve you cc.;"i?let:,~ly
TENDBL (WFTV Orlando)
ruled out the possibility that the problem was in the lcv~r or is
it possible that you will go back on a future mission and try to
hit the lever again.
~~N

-")

DORFMAN
I think as of today, the probJbility that it was
t he lever is ext remely low given wha t ·...;e d io tod~y. T'.nd I ',lant
to get back to a point that I made earlier, which is that the
NASA effort was extrordinary. It's a shame that you have to ask
most of your question of me.
I understand your curiousity in our
problem but the story here is the success of NASA in pulling off
a very difficult mission under very short time and difficult
circumstances. And we have benefited from that by the
opportunity to examine the satellite up close with photographic
coverage and to activate the lever and confirming it wasn't a
problem and that's a good starting point for us to do the
analysis we need to do to find out what the real problem is.
MIKE LAPERTY (Today)
Mr. Green, the window in which you hit the
lever changed from 10 minutes to 6 1/2 minutes to 4 minutes and 6
minutes, I was wondering what was the basis for the final window
which was 6 minutes.
GREEN
Well, the final window was the result of some
studies that the Hughes Company did for us taking into account
the orbital mechanics on the lifetime and the final orbit the
spacecraft would achieve. And once you put together the
lifetime, you have to take into considerations variations in
at.:nosphl::ric drag and solar effects and all those olb::r things
which give you a spread about some mean value of that lifetime.
And then you have to decide that once I set a window for a given
rev, that if I don't make it in that window, there is a
subsequent window, and some risk that IIIl, run out of gas before
I get to operate the subsequent window. And the absolute bounds
of the window are not really hard limits. They are more or less
a probability of achieving a minimum lifetime. And I think there
was some negoti~tion between us and the Hughes Company and some
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data generated to support that negotiation. And a window was
designed that was large enough that we could get our job done
with a good probability that the resulted lifetime with the
effort was a successful would be satisfactory to them.
GORDON WHITE (Garble News)
To Mr. Dorfman, I am still
interested in your term pathological. Does that by any chance
imply sabotage or the possibility there of or some human failure
in the construction of the satellite or its preparation?
DORFMAN
It's not meant to imply s3botage. And there is no
SUsplclon there. It's meant to imply exactly as I defined it
earlier which is some event which we cannot explain today which
caused tIle catastrophic failure that didn't allow us to go into
orbit. I want to re:nind you that Wl~ La'ie two LF'j'l..SA'TS th,1t arc up
and work.ing propt::rly. Hence we have ~>Oj"e good (!vi(J':::r1ce that t:1e
design is more than satisfactory.
KENNEDY

Okay, we can take one more question from the Cape.

DAVID CHANLER (Boston Globe)
For
of the lever mechanism itself?

~r.

8or[man, what

~as

the cost

DORFMAN
I honestly don't know. It is a minor part of the
overall cost as is any individual part of a satellite system and
so it's a relatively small cost, but I don't know what it is.
PAO

Thank you KSC.

We will go now to Marshall.

PETER MAULSH (financial Times London)
Question for both Mr.
Green and Mr. Dorfman. Some observers have suggested that the
Shuttle for all its very fine qualities, may not be the i.jea
vehicle for putting satellites into the geoschroneous orbit and
that perhaps purpose built vehicles like (garble) for example
might do a better job. Now recent events, such as this on8, may
seem to bear out that point. I would be interested to hear the
views of both gentlemen on that particular point.
GREEN
Let me start by saying that the Shuttle performed
flawlessly. And in addition to performing its nominal mission,
it also demonstrated a flexibility both with the machine and the
people who fly it to accomplish the goal in which it was designed
for. I think it is unfair to take shots at the Shuttle based on
other vehicle problems.
MAULSH
Perhaps this is supplementary, the point r waS
trying to make was that with the Shuttle, you need the other
rocket motors to make the whole system operate. And although the
Shuttle might do a very fine job, you are dependent on lhese
other problems -- on these other motors which may develop
problems. Perhaps I could hear Mr. Dorfman's view on whether
perhaps he feels that the Shuttle vehicle could perhaps could be
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bettered by other types of craft as a total system.
DORFMAN
Well, I want to confirm what Mr. Green said, which
is this mission and its problems have nothing to with the
Shuttle. In fact we use the Shuttle to try to help solve our
problems. Even with the alternates, the expendable launch
vehicles, there is still a need to have onboard rockets to help
get in the geostationary orbit. In the case of the ~SON for
exa.;:";ple, you still need a motor to get you into U-:e final -- i'ln
extra motor to get you in the final orbit above and beyond the
REON. The Shu t tIe orbi t does r equ ire one ,~x t ra stage -- the PKM
stage that 'He have on the LEASAT, but that's irrelevant to the
problem that was experienced today.
Y.l'dSHALL ..•... ~o ;nore quest ions.
PAQ
Okay, thank you Marshall. We are back here at JSC,
I'd ask you to please try to keep your answer or your questions
followed or one or two, we .:lre trying to get Mr. DorLt.Jn cleared
to get on an airplane, Paul Recer.
RECER
r have a ques t ion for each gent lc:nen • Jay, the
astronauts said that the SYNCOM appeared to slow down from 2 rpm
to 1 rpm, can you translate that into force and pounds applied
against the lever by the flyswat~er.
GREEN
I have not played with those nu~bers. But by ~he
same token, I'm not sure how accurate those numbers are. Jeff
measured it probably by timing some point and how long it took to
come around. And I'm not sure what the slop in those numbers
were. I want to go back and look at the TV. I didn't get a
change to do that at all. I didn't get to see the slow notion.
But one of the final shots that Rhea gave it was rather
substantial. But even at that, going from 2 rpm down to 1 seems
like it would take a lot more force than we applied. I don't
know.
RECER
Okay, and now Mr. Dor[man. Is SYNCOM IV currently
at the Cape? And do you plan to leave it there or are you going
to take it back to the factory?
It's still at the factory.

"

RECER

Still at the factory.

PAQ

Mike Meechum, Gannet

MEECHUM
Two for Mr. Dorfman. first does Hughes basically
build this satellite all the way? I realize lh~re is always some
subcontractors but is it mainly constructed by Hcghes?

DORF:-tAN

Yes.

..
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MEECHUM
Second question. I'll try an optimistic one
here. After you recover the satellite, would your plan be to use
it as a spare?
DORF~~N
I'm trying my best here. If we recovered the
satellite, the most logical application would be as a spare.

PAO

Lynn Shear (ABC)

SHRAR
Mr. Dorfman, about that 85 million dollar
insurance, what happens now. Does that money just get handed
over and if so when?
DORFMAN
Well, the first thing we'd like to do is to test
rather it is feasible to have a recovery or a rescue. And if we
and our .underwriters agree that's not pr.::.ctical, thl'n there will
be a need to payout the insurance so that we can cOllld ahodd <"'.nd
proceed to pay for an additional launch and dn additional
satellite.
..a.nd, also, a (1uick one for Jay.
,Jay, could you
just run down the dangers to the Orbiter in picking up a fully
loaded satellite and bringing it back •

SHEAR

GREEN
I haven't even thought about it.
The problem
you've got is protecting yourself from any hydrazines onboard dnd
any explosives characteristics of the solid rocket fuel. And
until we can solve both of those problems, we've got to consider
iffy the return of a spacecraft like this one. But I'm sure that
will get worked and if there is a way to do it and NASA and
Hughes can get tcgether, consideration will be given.
PAO

All right, Craig.

COVAULT
Again, two questions for Mr. Dorfman. Prelaunch on
the vehicle that had the malfunction, was there at Cape Canerval
a full electrical powered test on the vehicle prior to leading
into the Orbiteri And secondly looking downst~am, if you do have
to declare the spacecraft a loss, I'm not clear will you rebuild
or build a brand new spacecraft and if so how long will that
require?
DORFMAN
The spacecraft w~s tested el~trically at the
Cape. Ins 0 far ~1 s the reb II i J. din g 0 f a ~3 ate 11 i tea nd the 1 eng t h
of time, we need to go through and determine that, Craig. I
guess I'm not prepared to co~~ent on that except to say it would
probably take a couple of years.
PAO

I'm running out of time and I'm going to take one
I think that's a conflicting
name but go ahead and ask your question.

~ore question, but I ewe you, Jules,
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BERGMAN
This is a question for Jay. I understood }JASA
mission rules to forbid the loading of fully fueled satellites
aboard the Shuttle for safety reasons.
GREEN
We take few fully fueled satellites to orbit, Jules,
so it's not as clear cut as that. The point is can we determine,
and it's all speculation on my part, Even b~fore we undertook to
even think about a mission like this, we would have to prove that
there is no risk to the Shuttle or the Shuttle crew. And
regdrdless of what the rules say, the intent is to provide no
risk to the Shuttle or the Shuttle crew.
If that

BERGHAN
CRE~N

about a

be done.

If that can be done, than you can start talking
~ission

like that.

BERGHAN

Can it be done?

GREEN

I've been

PAO

Thank you, everyone.

END OF 'rAPE
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on kicking a lever for four days.
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PAO
Good afternoon. Welcome back for another change of
shift briefing with lead flight director, Randy stone.
STONE
Well, as lead flight director I'd like to say a
couple of things about the way this mission has gone. I don't
feel so much as a lead person in this flight as I think of the
many leaders that lead these teams through the last few days. I
am extremely proud and happy to have been a part of this team
that undertook an enormous task, in my opinion, accomplished it
extremely well. This afternoon has been quite on the ship. We
have been doing just cleanup - post the rendezvous activities
this morning. We've done an APE run today, CFES is continued
with some flow characterization tests. We repressed the cabin
today from the 10-2 configuration back to the normal 14.7
configuration. l'1e perforr;lcd part of the cO::lpletion procl::dures on
0ne of the s t uden t e;,:pi~ r i:ncnts, the co r n root grow i ng
experiment. We put the fixative in six of those containers and
stopped them from growing. We'll do the other twelve tomorrow
and the response [rom onboard if you didn't hear it from Dave
Griggs was that the corn 'Nas growing great, Cl\PCOM responded Itahh
shuks lt and Dave says "that's a little corny". Just for a little
levity today. Since 'Ne've had ({uite a bit of atlr~l1tion i'lt lQast
on our teams over the last couple of days, a little levity was
appreciated from the crew. We did check the arm end effector
today to make sure that the fly swatters that we put on the end
of the arm were still in a position that were acceptable for
rolling the arm inboard for stowing it in prt:~parat ion for entry
and that the fly swatters would not be in the way of the door.
Everything looked in order and that all went very well. TomorroW
will be a fairly typical day as far as a pre-entry day with the
exception of the SCS checkout it'll look much like it would have
had it been the normal flight day 5. And if there are any
questions I'd be glad to take them at this time.
PAO

.

Okay, Paul Recer from che Associated Press.

RECER (Associated Press)
Randy, has there been any discussion
that you know of regarding rescue retrieval of a syncom?
STONE
Well, I'm sure sure there's going to be many hours
of discussion in the upcoming days and weeks and months but on
our teams we have confined our discussions to getting on with the
task at hand and that's completing this mission and landing
friday.

RECER
Okay, you're familiar with the assessment given of
syncom by safety team who went to work leading up to the attempt
today. Based on what you know that that team found, how would
you regard the safety of physically recovering the ~yncorn?

,.
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I believe it's really too different aspects. Going
up and trying to start these timers running is something entirely
different in the safety evaluation than it would be if we were
going to go up and retrieve the vehicle. At the beginning of the
safety assessment for this activity on this mission we all
concluded very quickly that with the time available and the
analysis that we could do in a short period of time that
returning the spacecraft on this rni~sion was certainly
impracticle and there's many, many more w0cks and months of
analysis that would have to go into this to determine whether it
was safe to bring it horne.
STONE

PAO

Nothing further?

Mike Mcpcham.

Randy, I may have missed it. ;'ihat tirne is - is
there an inflight prf?SS conference tomorrow, what tL .. e is thdt?

ME8CEAM

STONE
exactly.

About 7 something in the morning.

PAO
Six, MET it's 6:22:45.
7, 6:44 ..1m, 6:44 am?

I'm not sure

Tel.1 me that

STONE
That's sounds about right.
morning, Mike, Houston time.

~gain,

Dana.

It's about 7:00 in the

6:44.
STONE
And we can get you that exactly. I ~ent to do that
before I left. There were still putting the tirneline together
when I left the control center.
PAO
Tell me the MET. Okay, 5:22:45, that's ~ET.
Anything further in the room here? Paul Recer again and then
we'll go to Kennedy.
RECER
You've had a chance to look at the film's of
(garble) and also mnsGage the numbers and everylhing. Do you
have - based on the fact that the revolving of the syncom slowed
after the snare attempt, do you have any idea of the amount of
force put against that lever?
~.

STONE
I really don't h.:lve a f(~el for that yet. There are
people that are looking at that in detail but it was a
significant amount of force that we did put on that lever and I
wouldn't know how to quantify that in pounds now. The plastic
fly swatter device, when tested, after it ca~e out of the vacuum
chamber broke anywhere from 8 to 30 pounds and we expected 5
pounds would have been sufficient if we were just been moving it
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out from the launch pad stow position. So we exerted at least 30
pounds on it when we probably broke the top rung of the fly
swatter and somewhat more when we brushed it with the end of that
cone shaped device that was behind the fly swatter.
PAD

Okay, now questions from Kennedy Space Center.

GORDON WHITE First, Randy, lId like to th~nk you for the writt2n
list of the senator's experiments and there 100 percent
a.cc(~;npl i sh;:~ent on most of those.
I ass ume t ha t since .3.11 those
seem to accomplish all you wanted to to that point th~t he no
longer have to get sick and he's probably enjoying hi~self
more. In any observations on what the Sl'nator I s bQcn doing
lately.
S~ONE
Today, I have gotten no inputs from ~pace on what
the senator was doing. The morning '. . as extrcl;lely busy .is yull
know, doing the syncom rendezvous exercise and this afternoon has
been very quite just allowing the crew to recover and we've had
exc(~pt for mandatory discussions on getting the :.>hip configured
for sleep, we've had very little discur;~5ions with the cu~w tad,l.Y.

RICK WAGNER (ABC)
Considering the til.'ie constraints dnd you've
got another shot at the end of the month why did you give the
crew the choice of staying up lnere the extra ~ay instead of
bringing them home and getting this mission over?
STONE
\-'iell, we were about six hours [rom sle,:p 'when we
completed the rendezvous and break out activities when we
separated from the syncom and we discussed it in detail with the
management team here, we felt like the Thursday landing option
was certainly open to us due to weather and it was certainly open
to us if we had to come home tomorrow and we want~d to get a feel
for how Bo and the crew felt on getting the cabin stowed to there
satisfaction today and being ready to come home tomorrow. So
when we broached the subject to them we gave them the option to
tell us that they were going to feel sOl.'i8what pressed to come
home tomorrow dnd the corr:ma.~<1er exprc~;sed his opinion (~nd we
honored that.
CASTELL (French Press Agency)
Do have a figure about the
quantity of (garble) and fuel onboard syncom? And my second
question would be after the (garble) of fixing syncom do you
think the astronauts at the end of the arm could have sotten
something better than what you got?
STONE
The amount of fuel that's on syncom is it's 100
percent prelaunched load and in pounds I don't know what that
is. No, on the answer to your second question.
In this
particular snenario I don't believe we could have done dny better
with a man on the end of the arm. We we got there and learned
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that the lever was all the way out or appeared to be all the
wayout, I don't know that a person on the end of the ctrm could
have done any nore than our fly swatter.
Okay, that's all from Kennedy.
back here in Houston? ~ike Meecham again.

1'.1\0

.n.nything furt:!ler

Randy, I'm not sure whether you know this but are
there figures on vibration levels variations dependent lIpan
weather for instance when there's high cloud cover - docs the
humidity change the amount of vibrdtion that the ship undergoes
when it takes off?

HEECHAM

S'l'ONE
I would suspect that it's indccernible. It \,;ollid
have to be such a small percentage of the total acoustic
vibrations of the ship being exposed (he to the eng iries. I
wouldn't" think that it was (~ven mc~a:-:;urable.
P.n.o

Rod JacKson, is that right?

No, Mark Phillips. With the cre~ stow~~e - r medn
l:he equipr~\ent stowage, Joes tha.t ~;lea.n that S('r:,~tor r:.ounel will be
able to COl~uct any medical experiences tomorrow or ~bout the
CFBS experiment.
Is that the Same?
PHILLIPS

STONE
Well, the CFES, there primary mission is complete
and all there doing now ~;ome studic.'s on tht~ 'Hay tht?re :3ysb:m
operates and there running buffer fluid through it ~nd ~aking
certain measurements. As far as some of the medical DSO's, there
are some of them that's don't have to be stowed until late and if
there are any left to be done they can be done early in the crew
day without impacting the stowage. It's just a lot of normal
housekeeping things out that will have to be put away.
PHILLIPS

But most of the stowage is completed by now?

STONE
No, I would sllspect that they tidied up this
afternoon but r doubt if they've rl:'ally got into the In..1jor
stowage exercise.
Okay, nothing further here in Houston. Thanks to
those of you here and at Kennedy and of course, Randy, thank you.

PAO

/
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PAO
Discovery, Houston, PAO, we are ready to start this
news conference now. First question is from Paul Recer of the
Associated Press.
RECER
For Doctor Seddon, in the SY~COM salvage attempt
yesterday, did it appear that you at anytime moved the lever and
if so how much?
SEDDON
Oh, we couldn't really tell ~hcther we moved the
lever or not. There was a lot of stuff in the way of our view.
~e know that we did, at least twice, catch the lever on our
devices -- once on the wire device, and once on the plastic. We
split the plastic on one of those attempts, and we separated the
wire on the other. We couldn't really tell 'whether 'we r;\ovCd the
lever at all •
.
SPACECRAFT
I think you can set some idea of the force that we
put on the lever by the fact that before these operations the
satellite was spinning twice a minute, dnd when we finished, the
~atellite was spinning once a minute. And that's a big
satellite. It takes quite a lot of force to slow it down that
much.
RECER
Could you describe for us your feelings when the
omni antenna failed to slip into place or the spin rate
excellerate.
SPACECRAFT
What can you say? You know we thought we had done
everything exactly right, and I think we had. It's just a
disappointment when you go through all the training, and then the
final end product doesn't come out as you wish.
PAO

Betty Lumin, united Press International

LUMIN
I have a question for Doctor Seddon.
Rhea what
kind of confidence did you have when you first heard of the
flyswatter and what you were going to have to do ,~ith it?
I'm sorry you will h<1ve to repeat the question. We
SEDDON
lost you.
LUMIN
Okay. I asked what kind of confidence did you have
when you first heard of the flyswatter and what you would have to
do with it?
Houston, COM check, we are not hearing you.
SEDDON
LUMIN
Okay. Doctor Seddon, what kind of confidence did
you have when you first heard of the flyswatter And what you
would have to do with it.
PAO

Ask it again.
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LUMIN
Okay, fourth time. Said, what kind of confidence
did you have when you first heard of the flyswatter and what you
were going to have to do with it
SEDDON
I'm sorry.
bits and pieces.

It's breaking up.

All we can hear is

LUMIN
Okay. What kind of confidence did you have when
you first heard of the flyswatter and what you were going to have
to do with it.
SEDDON
~vell, we knew that the people on t.he ground had
worked pretty hard on putting something together. We weren't
really sure what they wanted us to build, but bit by bit, the
;:lOre they explained, and they SL'nt 'lP s()me vory interesting
teleprin,ter drawings, if you Cdn belit~ve thdt. J\nd once ',,'C put
it together and looked at it dnd were told what we were suppose
to do with it, I think we had pretty good confidence that it was
going to work. \'le knew that all of Ollr fr iends on the ground had
probably had done an awful lot of work putting the idea together,
dnd we were confident that if anything was going to work that
would.
PAO

Jules Bergman, ABC News

BERGMAN
For Senator Garn, now that you have had a taste of
space flight, which would you rather be, a United States Senator
or a working astronaut?
GARN
Jules, that's one of the easiest questions I have
ever had to answer. If I were about ten years younger, I would
choose the working astronaut over being a spn~tor for fast it
would make your head swim.
PAO

John Getter, Channel 11, Houston

GETTER
Senator Garn, ~ere on the ground over the last·
couple of days we have secn d02ens of people working lots of
hours to put together what bec("~me this contilHjency EVA operation
and so on. Would you put on your reporter cap a second please
and tell us overall whats been going on up there and what you
think of it.
GARN
Well, I'd be happy to because I have ~atched a
fantastic crew do an incredibly good job under difficult
circumstances. I have heard a lot over the years about the team
in Houston trying to figure out what to do up here in space where
you can't send up mechAnics, ~ou can't send up rep~ir~en. This
is something new that none of this crew had ever tried before.
But out of materials that were here aboard the ~pacecraft, they
were able to make the so called lacrosse stick and the
flyswatter. They spent an afterpoon doing it, and they worked
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very well. Unfortunately, it didn't start the satellite
operating. But it was really a remarkable performance up here on
what they put together. And to see the rendezvous was just a
masterful job done by 80 and the rest of the crew. To rendezvous
with that satellite, ~nd it's a big piece of machinery, bring it
down to within about ten feet over the cargo bay, see it spinning
above us, and then Rhea working with the arm. I never will s~e a
better performance than what was put on by this crew trying to
save that satellite. Truly remarkable.
PAO

Susan Starns, Channel 2 news

SPACECRAFT
Let me just just add that the Senator was helping
Rhea fabricate the flyswatter. He 'Has helping her ::;'~w the
plastic together so that it wouldn't come loose.
Susan Starns, Channel 2
STARNS
For Jeff Hoff~an, what did the unplanned EVA show
about the maturity of the space program and the use of the suits?

..

HOF':'l·1AN
You know, I h.1d the feeling when we ',.;ent out th,~re
and looked at that. I think it showed that the fact that nobody
expected us to do an EVA and we were really trained for what we
call a contingency EVA, which everboJy considers highly
unlikely. Yet, I think Dave and I both felt a hundred percent
prepared to go out there and do everything we had to do. We have
had very excellent training. I think it is a tribute to all the
people in Houston who work on our training that we were able to
go out and do this despite the fact that nobody every expected us
to before we went.

,
I

PAO
This gentlemen from Salt Lake City on the end of
the row there.
DON OLSON (KLS-TV in Salt Lake City)
Senator Garn, would you
please tell us what contribution your being on this mission has
made to America's sp~ce program.

".

GARN
I suppose only time will tell. I have been able to
go through all the medical experiments required of me -- those
that I practiced for three months. And obviously I'm not able to
interpret that data up here, but I certainly hope that adds to
the knowlc:dge that we need to have on space motion sickness and
adapability to space. So we will have to wait for the results of
that data, but I plugged in all the electrodes and put on all the
devices and done everything that was asked of me to be done.
?AO

Frank SAltzer, Cable News Network
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SELTZER
Senator Garn, now that you have been in s2~ce, as
part of your legislature (garble), what are you going to be
telling your colleagues when it comes to the NASA budget?
GARN
Well, the NASA budget is very complex. There is a
lot of different line items in it and obviously to ask a gt~neral
question like that, I'm not in a position to say at this time. I
certainly am going to have some recc::i;nendations on sc;ne parts of
the NASA budget but now is not the ti~e to discuss that. There
is a proper hearing process. The[e is a proper apprcpriations
process. I have a counterpart on the House side, C0ngr0ss~en
Bollen, who is Chairman of the Hou:3e \ppropriations
SubcoIr.Jnittee. And I'll be carrying vut discussions, and I will
be mak i ng a fo rma 1 repor t to t he S,,~na te over the nex t few
'..JecKs. Ar.d SOr:1e so,)d will come out of this trip, c1:1d I think
some irr,prove:",H?nts in the NASA blldg(~t. But at this time, I can't
give you any generalizations that I'm soing to recomffiend more or
less oc anything like that.
SEL'l'ZER
it?

One

~VILLIAMS

You bet.

PAO

for Dr-n i'Hlli.J.:l1s.

Don, did Right Sluff have

Craig Covault, Aviation Week

COVAULT
I'v got a question for Charlie Walker. Charlie,
part of the emphasis this flight has been for you to check for
contamination in your biological sample. And that involves some
innovative test hardware to incubate those tests. How did those
tests go and would it be possible for you to show us your test
tube belt there if you are incubating dny samples this mo:ning?WALKER
Well, Craig, the answer is that the test has been
going well. That is I have had no indication of either microbial
growth at the levels at which we are able to monitor which are
very low levels that is well b~low exceptable maximum limits:
And no cnto-toxins byproclucts either so contcJ.mination problem
appears not to be with us this mission. And the answer to the
second part of your question is yes, I am wearing my incubation
belt even now.
PAO

~.-tj

ke :'.eecham, G,:l!~net ~ews Service

Senator Garn, this trip
routing space commercialization trip. started out to be pretty
You could see a little bit
of everything that was going on. And with
extention, can you
tell us what you thir.k that shows you abouE the
the
whole idea of
doing co;nrnercial activities in space.
!1EECHP..."1

GARN
Well, first as I said before, I was trei;1t:ndously
impressed with the training program and NASA personnel. And in
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particular this crew, a~ter having seen them function in space
for seven days and to go and do something completely ullplanned
that was not in our crew action plans, that noboby talked ~bout,
noboby invisioned, nobody practiced for. I'm just tn::l:1r?dously
proud of them. To see Dave and Jeff go out on an EVA and
accomplish what they did the day before yesterday, the':"e is not
enough praise that r can give this crew dnd the 'Hay they have
been adaptable. When you consider the check list dnd the
diagr.Jms were all sent up over tr..:! h~l(~pr inter I and they '..Jere
able to learn those plans very quickly, proves to me lhdt man is
needed in space dnd has a great role to play in the future. And
you can't do the types of thi~gs we have done up here with
unmanned space probe. You need bra ins, you nf~f:'d in i nds up h(~ re
that can think, that dre innovative. So I jll~;t l; ..m't tell you
huw in one 'Nay I'm certainly sorry that the SY:,~COM did :10t "Nork,
but it certainly has shown me a side of ~.:'l,St'\ and what th,~~;e
professional crews can do under very unu;,ual situations. I'm
very proud of them.
ROD JACi\SON (K'l'VX Television in $.11t Ld,ke City)
i\side
from giving a report to the S~nate, it :;c,:;~:s you <11~;o !-',c1VC sor.1e
discussions to make with the people of the state of fJtdh and the
country, many of whom felt this was a waste of tax p~yers
money. What can you tell them about what you have learned on
this particular trip; and on a lighter note are you rc~dy to
reveal what that mystery item was you carried in your personal
gear?
SENA'l'OR

(

"

GARN
Well, first of all I expected the criticism when I
started. There will be some people that it makes no difference
what the result of the trip is, they have their mind ~~de up to
begin with. But I am extremely well satisfied with what r have"
been able to accomplish. I think it has been an over whelmingly
productive mission for me. For me I have gained knowledge that I
think will be invaluable not only to me but to the Congress as
well. And for whatever it cost to go which has been vastly .
exaggerated from the very beginning, it will be very well worth
it. And I will guarantee the people t.hat out of this trip there
will be many, many times more money saved as a result of ~y
inside into the inner processes of NASA than it ever cost to send
me to go whatever that figure is.
?fl.O

Lyn Shure, ABC

SHURE
Senator Garn, you said that it is important for
NASA that you do the space adaptation syndrom studies so that you
could bring back specific information. Did you get sick, sir?
GP.RN
Yes, I did. I told you that r w0uld u:port Lhdt.
And fortunately, like most of the reports that if you take
ffiedication, you are over it in two days, and if you don't you are
over it in two days. And I will be very honest with you, I
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didn't feel good for two days, but I have sure felt fine since.
It has been a wonderful experience, abso1utely fant~stic. I'm
sorry we have to come down tomorrow. I'm glad we got to stay two
days longer. And I wish we could figure out some way to stay up
longer. This weightlessness is -- if they'd let me, lid love to
show you how I can do everything Marylou Retten can do up here.
MIKE GOLDPIEN (KUTV Salt Lake City)
Senator, we have been at a
bit of a dis.:1dvantage on the ground, '...;e have seen you with a
paper airplane and helping out as a window shade, other than your

medical experiments, how else hdve you been helping the crew out?
Well, one of the things you can be very ht~lpful is,
as si:ple as it is, is sUinn. Until you adapt to y.'ei rJhtle:3:j;-:ess
and lea r n how to get a ronnd, like I say, I wish '''';C cou ld :,how
you, the.re is a great deal of clu;:)siness. Things float ;3.'",',lY.
SO:l1e of the raost simple tasks that I had 'nlith my r~,,:dicdl
experiments became very difficult because of the ',.;eightless
condition. So I have been able to be helpful a lot of times just
when they needed hands -- sewing on the so called flyswatter. It
took a little bit of extra stCf.::'.gth that I 14<1S ;lble to ,'!dd. I
have taken photographs, I have done S();,-:,~ cooking, ar~d in IJ,:?neral
just trying to be helpful in the spacecraft in overy WdY that I
possible could.

GP.RN

PAO

Steven Govain, Ch.Jnnel 13, Houston

For the Senators boss, Commander Babko. We heard
last time you practiced rendezvous was last summer. How
difficult -- what difficulties did you have in that rendezvous
procedure and station keeping?
GOVAIN

B0BKO
There were no difficulties. Luckily the d .. eck list
or the proceduies haven't changed very much. And I think we
worked together. We practiced and we were rcady then. And of
course it would have been comforting to have had a practice
session shortly before we ca~e, but we ~anaged through it with
as far as I can tell -- no mistakes.

PAO

Jeff •

It is a great feeling to rendezvous with a small
speck in the sky dfter it is a hundr2d miles out in front of
you. And it is quite something to come up along side of it at 2S
thousand feet per second even though your relative velocity is
just inches a second. It really gives you a feeling of awe to
see a big satellite out there just a few feet away from the
spacecraft.
;
SOPKO

PAO

Jeff Levenworth, Time

~agazine

"
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LEVEM'l'ORTH
Senator Garn, I am interested in the results of the
height and girth experiments. Did you indeed grow two inches in
space?
GARN
No, but I grew an inch and a half. I'm six foot
one inches tall now. I wish r could stay that way when r get
back on Elrth, but I know I won't for more than a few minutes.
PAO

Identify yourself.

STEVE BOSH (Ti~es Mirror Broadcasting)
Senator Garn, do you
have any plans to take perhaps take another flight?
CARN
Well, I don't have any plans to and I don't think
NASA has any plans for me to. aut if lhcy want to ask ~e, I'll
gua r ante.e you, I' 11 go .:1ga. 1. n.
PAO

This

gentl~men

right here.

BILL SILCOCK (KBY UPS Salt Lake City)
Senator Garn, you are
quite an avid photographer and !;o;,".e of your .J.ssignr:1c:nt ',.,JdS to
take photographs from space. What have you ~2ken pictures of?
GARN
Well, today, we are taking some pictures of some of
the dust storms in Africa. Absolutely amazing out of the Sahara
and the Sahal, how much dust blows out into the Atlantic. Also
pictures of volc.:1nic activity. States of the ocean. And I h~ve
taken a lot of interior pictures of the crew doing various of
their assignments and their daily work.
ED YEATS (KSL Television Salt Lake City)
Commander 30bko, a
question for you instead of Senator Garn, how have you felt
having a Senator aboard and would you recc~mcnd that another
Senator come aboard at some future date to observe?
BOBKO
Well, I can't say how it is to have a Senator
aboard, but I can certainly say having Jake Gdrn with us was·a
pleasure. He has fit in with the crew and has done everything
that he possible can. As I said when an extra hand was ne~ded,
he was ready to lend his. He helped on the swatter the other
day, and he has worked around here and fit in quite well. So I
think it probably is going to depend on the individuals, but I
certainly can say that this one has worked out very well with
this crew.
YEATS
Senator, in response to that, would you reco~mend
that seme of your Senatorial colleagues go on a future flight?
CAHN
Yes, but again I agree with Com~ander 30bko. I
think it rlepcnds on the individual. There is no doubt in my ~ind
that my long years of flying experience helped a great deal. I
think it would be on the basis of not just because someone was a

..
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Congressman or a Senator but in addition to that could they
qualify to go and would they fit in and could they perform a
useful function.
PAO

Carlos Byars, Houston Chronicle

BYARS
For Dave Griggs, I wonder if you would com~nent on
the prospects of doing the EVA on the end of the arm to flip the
lever.
GRIGGS
Carlos, I think that task could have been done. I
think preparing for it might have been a little more difficult
than preparing internal to the spacecraft here the t~o articles
that we used -- the flyswatter and the lacrosse stick. But, I
think it could have been rlone. But I think the decisl.on that we
mada to go with the apparatus that ~e used was the pruDer
decision.
PAO

Ly n Shu re, ,;BC

This is r~ally for dnyone of you. ~e all had to
conjure up Ln,1ges of what it lGokr"d up t:herl~ . ."hile you <...·(,re
creating the flyswatter. Was it in arts and crafts class or
what? Can you describe the activities inside the cabin while you
were doing all that.

SHURE

(

)
.,.'

It certainly was. It rr:min(:ed me of eitht~r girl
scouts camp or something similar. We had bits and pieces of
everything out. We were measuring with tape measures and cutting
and pasting and wondering what in the world this thing was going
to look like when we finished up. And we had this horrible
feeling that we were going to put it all together by the
directions that Houston gave us, and we were going to show it to
them on the TV and they were going to say, "No, that's not what
we had in mind."
SEDDON

SPACECRAFT
You have to remember when we first started b\lilding
it, we really weren't sure quite what we were building and quite
how we were going to use it. That all unfolded as time went
by. And of course, whenever we had an opportunity, we showed
them on TV what we had. And they would tell us how it
corresponded to their concept of what was needed. And when we
finally got to the end, I think, at least they indicated to us,
lhat they ~ere qu~te sati~ficd and we understood hew they wanted
us to use it •
STEVE ~CVICKER (MPR)
For Jeff Hoffman, Jeff, you waited a long
time to do this. How did it feel to finally get up there?
EOFF:~N

It was worth every minute of the wait.
been an experience of a lifetime.

This has
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Other than the EVA, were there any other surprises?

HOF.i:'HAN
Well, Illl tell you, looking out of the spa.cecraft
looking at the Earth, I could talk for hours about all the things
that I have seen. Some of which I had heard about from other
people, some of which I hadnlt. But that for me has been one of
the biggest surprises and the most overwhelming pleasures. At
least three or four times a day, I am just overwhelmed by
sQi7\ething new that I see that I had nt~ver even lr\~:3.gin0d before.
PAO

Steve Olife

HOFF!vl..'\N
Just as an exZ!.:nple, eVf~ry time the spacecraft goes
to a sunrise or sunset, the Earth below us goes black a~d yet the
sun is still shining on the Orbiter. aut it is not just the
Orbiter .that is flyi~g up here. ~':e are ~!CConip~:ni(:d by a cli)ud of
ice crystals, and it's like trailing a luminous gal.:.:..xy behind us
leaving streams of hundreds of thousands of particles ~pillning
over And over. It's all different colors because the ones that
are right up with them tend to be white and ~s th~y are a little
bit 10\,;'er in a.ltitllce, they get the L:'yS of the s,:tting ~3un so
you get the whole spect: rum of . . . h i te, yt~ llow, dnd [t~dd i sh
particles floating around us. And it is just dwe inspiring.
STEVE ALH'SON (Houstong Post)
For COH",:-:;ander Bobko, do you think
a retrieval of the SY~COM could be accomplished?
BOBKO
I certain feel you could make another re~dezvous
with the SYNCOM. Now what it would take to put it back into the
bay, I haven't studied that problem and somebody on the ground
would have to make that decision. Certainly if it was, you know,
if it were possible to g~t up and get to it, but that's only h~lf
of the task.
PAO

Jules Bergman

BERGMAN
For Rhea Seddon, you and the other six outside-of
Bo, this was your first fli0ht. Can you describe for you in
detail some of the sensations, feelings, you felt.
SEDDON
Well, I think, you know, first the experience, of
course, was with ascent. And we had heard stories and ridden in
simulators, but I think all of us didn't know quite ~hat to
e;<pl~ct and that '.vas quite a ride.
I think all of us 'were, ',;ten
we first got up here, sort of looked at each other like "boy what
was that." But I think we were really elated that we had gotten
here and that the vehicle had performed as well as it had. And
then we went through a couple of days of just getting used to
working around. For the first couple of d~ys we k~pt sl~~~ing
into the ceiling and into the walls and being very awkward ~bout
doing things and learning how to work in zero g. Since then we
have gone efficiently about our tasks and have really enjoyed it
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and have tried to find some time to look out the window and just
see what zero 9 is like. By this time in the flight, it is just
an absolute pleasure to be here.
Are you ready for your • • •
SPACECRAFT

Jules, I take back my autograph on my 41-0 picture.

PAO

Frank Seltzer, CNN

S~LTZER

I

was going to ask Charlie if he had an ca~y time
getting his space legs back.
vlALKER
;'1e 11, I have had thc:n hack for somet irr.e now. :-:ta.d a
(j~)od t i.-:-.e since I ar r i vt:d •
I th ink '..;e all h~~ ve. It's one ~; \:per
l~xpcrience, Fra.nk.
It starts off ",vith the bi<jgc~;t f'lcv.ttor rille
in the world and from that point on it is a str(:;.nse n(~w
experience. 1111 get my ground legs back one of tllcse days too.
Let me just m<J.ke a further C0::~:;,cnt ,,",bout bt-~ir1g
here. It is far beyond any a.ntici(Mtion th.lt a :--,U;;1an being ca.n
helve. All I dro.:1mcd about being in ~'I~.:l.ce '. I,1.~' nothi :1\3 compd[ed to
~hat it really is.
And ev~[yday I just pinch myself dnd think
this can't be real. I told Jeff and Dave as they c~~e back in
from the EVA that I had watched the whole thing from the windows
on the flight deck. And all the time: ! 'Has watching that, "this
can't be real, I'm not here, I'm not s~eing t:his, this is on 'TV,"
and I'm sure after we all get back, we are going to feel the same
way. That didn't really happen because it is so spectacular, so
beautiful to see the Earth from this level. And the sunrise and
the sunset and see whole continents go by so rapidly, it really
is an unbelieveable dream to come true for all of us.
SPACECRAFT

,0

PAO

Craig Covault, Aviation Week

SPACECRAFT
I'll tell you something else that really gave me an
incredible feeling of what a different world we are in. I enjoy
looking out the windm-ls at night, not only to look at the stars
but to look down at the Earth because it is beautiful to see the
thunder storms and the lights of the cities. And as I was
looking out on the night time path of one orbit, a meteor went
llnderneath us. I have seen many meteors because I spend a lot of
time looking up at the stars, but the realization that I had seen
a U".Ateor go under :led th me, jus t tota lly bc,gg 1 ed my mi nd d nd it
really put me in my place and made me realize where we were and
what we were doing.
P.~O

./

Craig Covault, Aviation

Week~

COVAULT
For Dave Griggs, Dave, we watched what I think will
probably be described as the ulti~ate flying leap when you went

...
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Could you describe

It was a ten for difficulty and a point two for

form.
Okay, we will take one more question.

2AO

GRIGGS
I was out near the keel wh~n the tether real
starb~d pulling i7:e back up tm·:ard the sills.
:'\:1d once it started
me up, I was on my way.
So I just kind of rel~xed and let it

take me over to the wing and then back to the sill asscnbly. But
it was a nice ride and I enjoyed it. Bo was a little nervous
inside but I allowed as how there wa~n't anything to worry about.
MIKE GOL.DF IEN
of your flight

S,:lvd.:or, after ~('scr ibi ng this sp.;ct,"':cular nuture
you going to find se;late life a liltle :i\tl!i\.1a.ne

.:lre

now?
GARN
Well, a yes and now. Senate life can be nundane
.1nd boring at tL-nes c1nd otht~r ti.mcs 'i,~ry ,;:<citing. i\;1d I suppose
'...,hen I (jet bdck, I'll go throuc:lh Ul()~>e :;, .. i11e periods.
So:n(~ days
when v.' e h a vet h 0 S e 1.J. ten i 9 h t s (' ~-; 5 ion s, S.:l Yi Ii g, " wh d t i n the
world are we doing here listening to all of this hot air," and
other days it will be very, v~ry exciting.
PAO
Discovery, this is Houston PAO, we will end this
news conference now. We thank you Eor your time. We will hand
you back to the CAPCOM now. Thank you.
SPACECRAFT

Thank you.

CAPCOM
Okay, guys that's it. You did a great job. You
all looked great. Have a great time the rest of the day and we
will work on getting you back safely tomorrow.
r:~o

/

OF 'l'APE
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PAO
Okay, good morning and welcome to our change of
shift press conference with off going flight director, John Cox,
and John has brought all his entry numbers 'l<Iith him. If you
haven't gotten a copy, we have them in the chair by the door over
there. I will just turn it over to John.
COX
Okay, thank you, Steve. This morning the crew
finished the last few items to get the ship ready to come on home
for tomorrows landing. I think from the ~V that we saw earlier
tociay that the ship looks li:'-e it is jllst ;il)()ut sto'Hed ~'did they
are getting them~)elves into pretty good sh,'tpe. 'l'hcy will be
finishing off the rest of the CFES test today. They will be
deact iva t i og the GAS expe r in-Lent.
In f dct, they did cOlnplete
that. 'de did the ReS hot fire test this morning. No probl,~ms
with it. ~'le also did the Ltst: waste '.,ldter (l\;:;,p to :;'dke rO\.)iTI for
both tomorrow's l~nding or a one ~~y w~ve off. We took a last
peak at the temperatures on the PAM cr~,jle. The crew held their
press conference, and had a call from the President today. And
then some other things that we picked up along the way. We took
a look at the -- after \-later dump .-- the arm W.1S sLo\-.'ed, dnd we
took a look .'It the fly ~'.Jc1t.tI~r with 1:;11: t~lbo'H C(.i~.~l.~ra to :n,1k(~ :,llre
it didn't stick out past the a,ft bulkhl',d. It 100ks c1.,~ar. ~';e
will have to squash a litle plastic down when we close the doors,
but it won't be any big deal there. We also found out that the
wire loop actually was used and got on the lever, which I thought
was as ._- a surprise to us. \'Ie pretty much figur,~d that the 'Hire
loop had messed up until that cO;:';-;-L(~nt. ':2he crp.'H <11so tried
talking to Challenger on the pad luday. I don't know that it
worked all that well, but it was the first time we ever had that
opportunity. They both used the UHF system, and both had trouble
making contact. I think they both h~a[d each other at one time
or another in that process. Yet to go today will be to stow the
Ku-band antenna, finish stowing the cabin, and then tOl:lOCl'OW
morning they finish the last student experiment with the roots
corn roots deactivation. They will be going to bed about 2:00
CST this afternoon and getting up about 10:00 tonight. There
deorbit burn is a little after 5:00 in the morning tOllt<)[::ow
:-norning. One of the thinqs lhdt is intl?rcsting .1hout the d.-::o~-bit
burn, it will be a wasting burn. They will be pointed 3bout 40
degrees out of plane, burn about an extra 15 hundred pounds of
propellant, and that's to set the cg up proper for entry. We
will also be coming in a little bit north of the HOllston area.
We generally, it seems like we end up coming across the Gulf a
little south of Galveston, but we will be actually looking north
so the folks here may get a peak in the morning. I will be happy
to take any questions at this time.
PAO
Houston.

Okay, we will take questions here first in
Craig Covault.
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COVAULT
Itls time to bring in the other senator. Senator
Ragor, who is in charge of weather. What's the outlook for
tomorrow?

cox
Tomorrow looks like we will be counting clouds.
Tomorrow there is scattered clouds dnd potential [or some broken
at some levels and 50 we are going to h~ve to be wacching for
that. The wind is probably the thing that will be the closest of
conc,: rns. ne are Cll r ren t ly see i ng a forecas t of up in the a. rea
of 10 knots at 80 d,~gret:s. That '.vill give us dbout 9 as a cross
wind on the runway.
COVAULT
limit there?

Relative to the wind, what is your do ,jot exceed
Bring us back

cox

Number is 10.

rt~n

is the

m~;nbcr.

COVAULT
Ten is the limit and you dre pushing 9 on the
forecast. vlhat are the opt ions te',,-Ior row if you ',";dve off KSC and
play that for us.

cox
'fhere is b.;o :;bots into ~sc lC:ilorrow. 'rhe :~I~cond
one has a take time of about 6:22 (44 MET). And then ~e have an
Edwards following that, that's at 7 hours, 15 minutes MgT. More
than likely though, if we miss the first two KSC shots, at the
second take ti:r.e 'He prcbably y,Jill do a perigee adjust burn which
pcrserves ~SC for Sunday if we need that. Then ~e will probdbly
wait around until Saturday opportunities. Of course thdt again
will be a call based on forecast and all that.
PAO

Okay, Lyn.

LYN SHUREE (ABC ~e'''''s)
Juhn, wha ts go 1. ng to haf-p\~n to l:he fly
swatter and the lacrosse stick when you bring them back. Are
there any plans?

COX
I hope nobody hurts them. I wdnt to see d good
il1:.>pection oE them. From Wh •.lt I could tell, the fly ~}·"'.:ltter
looked like it had a (300d ding in the bottom part of it '.... here I
suspect it may have hooked that lever for awhile because we saw
the arm riding with the satellite for a few seconds there.
I
think it got a pretty good snag in there.
SBUrlEE
So you ·";.:lnt to look at them [or
of what happened up there?

furtb~r

e:<.pLH~a.tion

COX
Or gets some better idea of how hard we really did
hit that lever.
PAO

Okay, Carlos, you had one and then we will do Jeff.
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CARLOS BYARS (Houston Chronicle)
John would you try again on
telling us on what your plans might be if you have a weather wave
off in the morning. You are looking at perhaps a -- you are
going to do a burn to adjust the orbit for a Sdturday.
COX
I'lell, we already hJ.ve the Satt:rday landing
opportunities available staying on the trajectory we are on. The
only think I was saying is what we will probably do if we end up
with a weather wave off and if the weath~r is for~cast to be good
for Saturday. We would probably then go ahead dnd around the
second deorbit opportunity time tomorrow, we would do a perigee
adjust of about 50 feet per second -- lo~er perigee a little bit
and that also brings in KSC then also for Sunday for two
opportunities -- there is currently just one there. All that
really means is we'd wait and lry again Saturday.
BYARS
You would v:ait and try again StituJ:"oay but put a
pair of them in the bank for Sunday?

cox

That's right.

PAO

Okay, Jeff.

JEPF L~VENWORTH (Time)
You said that the wire loop was used
during yesterdays swat operations. Was that by accident? And
was the primary fly swatter, what we called model A?
COX
Yes. Looked like the fly swatter was used first.
But we did notice that there was a period of time where she
appeared to be looking at the indoflector camera riding too
high. And if you go back and figure out where the loop was at
time, that's exactly where the loop was dragging across, and
that's probably where she tripped it. And they W2re probably
having to get their eyeball ques out the window as to opposed to
using that indoflector camera that we were all watching through.
So the use of the wire would have been accidental?

cox

No, it was intentional.

PAO

Okay, Jules, you had one?

JULBS BERG~<\AN
John, I go. ther the re is no t hOl1gh t from '..Jha t you
have said of Edwards weather alternative being planned.
COX
Well, Edwards is one of the opportunities that we
do have down the rode, and if it looks like the Cape -- as we get
into it tomorrow, if it looks like the Cape is going to go to pot
ave r the ',.Jccke:nd or sorr.at h i ng 1 ike that, t hen we would take the
Edwards opportunity. But if it is forecasted that the Cape is
going to be acceptable or close, we would keep trying for it.
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And a second question, different subject. Is there
no thought being planned to rescue or retrieve SYNCOM at this
point?
BERt·iAN

cox
I have not participated in any meetings to that,
but you can sure hear enough conversation and discussion that
there are people thinking about that and addressing those
issues. I know that most of our safety office is out at the west
coast right now doing SYNrAR revierws. So getting their opinions
or impressions on how feasible that is or how '~'e l':light go .1bout
that operation ~afely, it's tough to come by those discussions
right now.
Serious thought being given?

B2RGMAN

cox
serious.
weeks.
PAO

lim

No, I cOllld not even be<)in to gU(:S3 '.,'heth,~r it is
sure that will all he worked over t!~e next ~)everal
Paul, you had one?

RSC ER
YI:S.
I n the sa;"e CGn V(~ r sa t ions, has anybody
t.'tl:ntioned rather or not anybody has b~en able to duplicate the
failure on the ground -- the switch -- implying perhaps what
caused it?

cox
No, and I think what we saw yesterday is proh~bly a
good chance it '.¥asn't Lhe switch. At lCdst lhat's my
impression. The switch was where it was suppose to have been.
So there were, I think some where on the order of -- in the ball
park of 15 to 20 different potential modes that could get you.
Virtually all of them required multiple failure paths to get into
the situation that we did get into. People are now ~oing to have
to go back and try trouble shooting, look at past histories of
parts and all of that sort of stuff try to figure out which of
those potential was the one that we really had.
PAO
Okay, ·...;e will ta ke one f rom BOA
will go to the Cape for questions.

John, back to the numbers.
time for the pass of Houston tomorrow?

hf~

r

C

.:led Lb.: n 'we

Did you compute the

COX
Yes, it's on the sheet here.
If you use the ~STEL
times that are on the sheet. 5:58:17 Central Standard Ti~e when
you will first begin to see it, and 6:04:34 is the end. It will
have a max elevation of 14 degrees and you will be looking north.
PAO
Okay, we will take questions now from KSC before
coming back for any final ones in Houston.

r"

)
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identify

JA~ES FISHER (Orlando Sentinel)
Clarification on the wire. Are
we to understand that they actually made then 3 snares instead of
the 2 that we thought yesterday?

COX
I think \'Ie won't really know until 'rle :ook at the
swa t ters when '..Je get them back. Btl t i t ,:.ppt~.1 r s to us tha t the
fly swatter has two breaks in it, a,nd it .~ppl~3.rS that the wire
has a one br eak in it. The crew CC;i~r7',l?n ted tha. t they cou Idn t
really tell when they hit what. The lever went out of veiw after
they hit it so it's tOllgh to tell what i".hey did to it. l\nd they
~ept the r:1ctterial on the surface most of the time so it I-las
pretty hard for them to tell how :~2ny they were actually ~ere
getting •. But we guessed about three in the room there. The crew
said they ~ere sure they had two good hits. I know that ~e c~me
into contact solidly three times, but where there was some
speculation that one of them may have been a hit on the pivot pin
as opposed to the leve r • I th i nk tha t vias probably t: he one t ha t
got the loop.
I

JAY BARBERY (NBC News)
Mr. Cox, back thr.:e or fOllr cays ago you
told us that we were going extend this mi~sion, at least, Ulltil
Thursday because of weather. At that time the weather people
over here at the Kennedy Space Center was telling us that was
premature that it didn I t look a.ll that bd.d for a ;·:<.:rl:1C";ddY
land:ng. Tuesday the front that c~me through here reovcd out. It
looked pretty good Tuesday morning. Wednesday morning it was
marvelous. There wasn't a cloud in the sky -- no wind. Today
was marvelous at your landing time. There wasn't a cloud in the
sky -- no wind. We are told over here now again that tomorrow is
expected to be about the Sdme with a few scattered clouds. My
question is we have run irlto this difference in the past on
weather forecasting between the two centers. Where do you get
your weather information from and where do they get theirs from
over here?
COX
I think the folks at the Cape can look right oub;ide
and tell you what it looks like. We get visuals and voice from
them each day and we track the way it actually comes as opposed
to what's actually forecast. We have people at both places. The
people at JSC talk to the people at KSC, and they both use
several different world wide forecasting systems -- basically
computer programs that bring in networks of information and each
individual place works up its own forecast and projections. When
we look at the conditions from the JSC point of view, we have to
look at the ground track all the way in. The visibility you have
on into the Cape not just irnmcdiate Cape areas. So we try to get
an overall impression of all the various altitudes and it's tough
to say whether one of them does it right more times than the
other or not. I think you can plobably turn on your TV set and

.;".
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flip to different stations and get different forecasts. You get
some differences of opinion from time to time even with these
weather projections that we see.
Well, I think most of us here are quite ~ware of
that and that was my point. But the Challenger or Discovery or
whatever Shuttle it is approaches you.
It comes overhead about
48 thollsand, I believe, sO;T,e',..,here in that area, at what time do
you come C0ncern about hitting rain.
Isn't it below this
altitude that you actually ceme over? I understand your probably
of hitting rain, but you arc talking about using an dPpro~ch
track, isn't it really right over this area that you must be
concerned about?
BAR8ERY

cox

You can hi t those tops just about ,',ny place ,;r'.d
<1 n d how !:"in C 11 P r co c i pit a t ion you a.c e <1 c t: u.-1 l 1 Y
hittillg that you have to fjgur(~ it. ~'le basically try to avoid it
all. And YOll realize we have to ma.ke that cOLlmitLnent to ;-,l<,ke
that deorbit burn long before the actual weather is there. So we
are trying to be conservative enough in the fo.cec~sting to
predict the changes that are going to h~ppen close to sun rise
and probably still doing the bll.cn '.·,'hi 10 Lhe sun is not ap ,'ind
coming on down into the landing area.
it' s you r v t~ 10 cit Y

GORDON WHITE (Garble) News)
I assume from what you have said
that you will get the Senator back for his vote on Tuesday night
in Il<1~:;hington. \'1hat does that say ab<)ut your press confr:Cc:lce in
Hous ton. Wha t wou ld the schi!dule be for the Sena tor a f te r he
touches down.

cox

I don't have a copy of that.

Maybe

PAO
We will be working that up, Goc(lon, and will let
everyone know when we get all the details worked o~t. I don't
think everything is firmly set at the moment.

WHITE
But can you commit that you will get the Senator to
the Senate by Tuesday night?
PAO
Well, landing is suppose to be tomorrow morning.
That's about all I can tell you right now. We have had a
request, if I can go ahead and do this, to read the entry numbers
since we haven't gotten the~ over to the Cape although we will
try to fax those Clver in a little '..vhile. But John, if you could
read some of the major events like TIG and the blackout entry
interface and the landing times. These will be in Central
time. I don't think we need to bother with the MET.

COX
Okay. Well the deorbiting orbit 108 landing 109
coming to runway 15 at ~SC dcorbit time is 5:04:25 CST. We will
pick up Hawaii at 5:42:34. Exit at 5:46:51. Entry interface
will be at 5:45:48. Interespian blackout at 5:48:03. Leave it

..
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at 6:03:01. Will intercept the the hack at the KSC area at
6:12:28 with a landing at 6:16:25
PAO
Okay, I understand there is still a co'~ple of
questions at !<SC. We ',yill go ahe,"ld and take those and then we
will come back to conclude here in Houston.
DAVID CHANLER (Boston Globe)

(Garble) all the planning for
yesterday's rescue att~mpt was ~d~ed on the ~ssumption that the
lever had stuck. New that yeu know that the lever, in f~ct, was
pr et ty much in the ve r t lcle pos i t ion, does t: hd t chd r:se you r
assessment of hew much risk was illvolved in yester~dy's
rendezvous?

cox

No, that dOl~sn't change it in the lea.st. t~<.':3lcally
. .;hat we got down to is the fact thdt is the only thillg '. . a i;ould
do about. When the various failure modes were examined, they
were on the order of 15 to 20 like I had r:1entioned earlier.
2ach
one of those failure modes was examined, and we tried to
determined what's the 'Horst possible way that thing cOilld hc:we
failed. Even though it was multiple failures, to get you tnto
the case and then given that you h"d that failure iilode dnd i:hdt's
the real one and it's not the lever what sort of h3zard is
present. The major haz3rd is that PKM obvio\lsly. And it maybe
-- you get into different discussions the way different people
count inhibits. But it is easy for me to CC;I1e up '.vith a L::~vel of
almost 9 or 10 inhibits to firing that ~;KM. ;'7h.':11 thc:,::e is .1J.:.<)::;t
no way we could -- in fact there ",'..1S no '_lay we cou Id f isu re any
reasonable set of failures that could get you into that
condition. And not the least of the fact was the 9 sensitive
switches that had to have to have the whole ~atellite spinning lip
to 30 rpm before you could even activate or ~ndble the foJ.lr)wing
ser ies of commands and relays und dev ices to t2.ke pL'lce. 'They
had a safe an arm device, you got an enable, you had a fire
command tha t had to get through I th2 r e ·...,e re time r s t ha t had to
vote in there three sets of different timing sequences that all
had to come up with the right tir:1e together and vote thrc\';'3h ·a
s t~ r i e s of log i c for t 11 e m to s i ;;m 1 L11 k 0 U :3 1 y dot h d t for (l 1 1 tho ~ e
dif.ferent things to huppcn. In addition to the spin ups ',.;hich is
failing and all the other sequences not running were too many
incredible failures to believe. So we felt that we w~re very
safe.
!<E~NEDY

No further questions from !<SC.

PAQ
Okay, we will come back here to Houston for any
follow ups and then we will conclude. Paul Recer
Bi1s.~d on that safety assess:7.(!nt, how c,)rr:foctablc do
you feel retrieving the bird with the understanding of the
failure modes that would be involved.

RECER
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COX
I don't think from a PKM point of view there
right off the bat there aren't any big hazards that jump out at
you. What we have to look at though is the long time thermal
effects that will be going on by the time you ever get there. I
don't know what happens to a PKM solid propellant engine. We do
have liquid propellants on there to deal with. There is
hydrazine and there is a fuel oxidizer system on there.
I don't
know what's going to happen with those. Whether the lines are
',..,et ted or ',..,hether or not will they f reez e or ',..,on t they freeze,
will they leak if they freeze or ',..,on t t they, .Jnd how '..;e have to
address that. That whole discussion had to go on with those
Hughes 376 spacecraft that we retrieved earlier. And after the
analysis of those, we found those to be acceptable hazard
risks. I have no idea whether these are going to be a similar
result or not. I know that was one of the concerns .Jbout
retrieving the HU9bes 376. So we ha.d a :;pecial dttitllde profile
that we had to fly to keep them thermcllly '..:arm prior to closi;1g
the doors and bringing them in.
f

PAO

\.

Okay, Carlos Byars and

th~n

Craig.

BYARS
John, could you tl?lll us a little bit c::.bout yOllr
deallngs with the Hughes people. \~e u:ld(~ r stand t hoi t t b:? r e WdS
quite a bit confusion at times over what data was being supplied,
what was available, what wasn't availahle, how long it took to
get it, that may not have helped the situation to much. Could
you discuss that for us, please.
COX
I think when you -- probably when you set off to
try to solve a problem like that everybody is frustrated by not
having all the information at their finger tips at the moment the
problem develops. You have to recall that the bulk of the ~{u'Jhi.?s
crowd was at the Cape getting ready [or that launch and the rest
of the plant was out in 81sa Gundo. And they had basically a
small team here because there is very little data that you have
to deal with on the Orbiter prior to a 5YNCOM deploy_ And then
they had to have people in their control center to take the
~atellite up to its apogee and continue on with a series of
burns. So that's where they had deployed most of their people.
So part of that was just the reaction time it took to bring
everything together. But I think as time went on, they not only
brought in photos and pictures and drawing, they brought in
~quipment.
They brought in the lever in which we marked out in
the ~WF area. They brought us everything that se'~!l.ed rea.~jOl:dble
that we needed to attack the piece of the problem that we could
do anything about. So I don't think in the overall long haul
that there was any lack of information or data. It was just
probably a frustration wishing that you had all that at the very
start so that you could get on with the problem solving.
8YARS
A follow up, John. It is my understanding that at
one point things got very frustrated because it was found that
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some of the information that had been supplied either was
incomplete or was erroneous. And you got new information and
then had to go restart the testing program redo the mock lIpS and
pretty much start things allover again rather late in the game.
COX
I think the only thing was just the additional
information that there was some screws that might snag our
device. When you are talking about what's the failure and what's
the safety, and all the people are concentrating on those areas,
that r"ias the \.;ork that had to be done. lie de'leloped a tool
finally. And then with this other lilt Ie screw head, possibly
give us a problem, and I think we found in checking on that,
turned out to be no problem. And we told the crew that dl1d that
they could ignore that which they did.
i?AO
Okay, Craig Covault and then Jules if you still
have you r s. \'Ie need to '.>lrap it up in ""bout 2 mi nu tes becau ~;e we
have some satellite TV coming down.
COVAULT

A couple of quickics dg,·dn on entry. Refresh my
it is a JSC decision on we~th~r tomorrow, of course, with
inputs from L<SC. Correct?

~c~ory,

COX

That affirmative.

COVAULT
And relative to the BOBKO's eight ball, will he
have to change anything with the way he uses the ADI on clltry
tomorrow due to the malfunction?

~

COX
He will be looking for other ques. He will pick up
additional ques from the hud when he gets dewn in close and
final. He will pick up all information that he 'would have had on
the ,I),OI. The l\DI, you know, has, it started the other da.y r,..,:hcn
we did rcs checkout. It quit during the night, I guess I didn't
tell you that. We turned the power back off on it again. We
turned it back on again for RCS hot fire. It was still flipping
around. Turned it back off again. Hoping that Daybe there fs a
th2rmal aspect, we are <)oing to try to kt;cp it off till r:i1try
time. Bring it up and see if it works again.
COV,I),ULT

He basically has lost the air needles on the ADI?

COX

Air needles.

COVAULT
PAO
'wrap it up.

Okay.
Okay, final question from Jules, and then we will

BERGY.AN
John, isn't one of the worst case possibilities,
that you put SYNCOM in the payload bay and the shock of the
Shuttle landing at KSC sets off switches.
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That ooesn't bother me because I don't believe
that's a credible failure. Most all that is solid state
circuitry that is protecting it. I can't im~gine any switches.
~nere is a safe and arm device that has to rotate -- that's a big
mec~anical thing that is motor driven.
That won't occur on some
little jarring or shc~k. It has to have a lot drive commands and
voltage applied to it to make that happen. So I donlt think that
type of thing is in the cards at all.

COX

Okay, thank you very rc;uch and that I s the elld of

PAO

this one.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
Welcome back once again for another change of shift
briefing with lead flight director Randy Stone.
"

STONE
Good afternoon. As you know, this afternoon has
been very quiet on the spaceship •. We've been terminating the
last of the CFES operations and securing the gas cans. And,
primarily storing the cabin for Ie-entry toxorrow. The Orbiter
is in good shape, we're ready for entry. This is the first
flight I've been involved in in a long time that live only had
two entry messages to ship up ori my shift today. Just the
standard small updates that we always do •. Generally, we have at
least a problem or two that we have to change switches, and on
this flight we don't even have that. So, everything is very
clean, it looks like the planning shift tonight is just going to
be babys itt ing the Orb i to r and look i ng over the :::h ip' s CC~:lPU t e r s
and monitoring health, but 'ffC Ire rcady for entry h),,·,orrow. I
know the previous flight director change of shift briefing gave
everybody a package of entry data. That data has not changed,
appreciably, though I do have the l.Jtest FIDO update that ',.;e Cdn
make copies of <.lI1d give you th is eveni n9. I thad big cha nlJes,
like four secor-ds in 'l'IG time, signifiC:;lnt thilHjS to dr>;~l with.
For the fly-by in the rnorning, h,:re in Houston, r b(~lieve that
the possible viewing times will be fronl 5:58 to 6:04 a.m. in the
morning, Central Standaid Time. We'll be looking just north of
Houston, at an elev.Jtion angle of about 14 degrees above the
horizori at the highest point. So, we're all looking forward to a
good re--ent ry tOi~or row ~ r t look s 1 ike the Kt' nnl.:dy ',';('a t.:h(~ r is, d t
least at this point, look's like it's going to be c0GP~rative and
we'll be able to land at Kennedy in the rnorning and we're looking
forward to'it •. It's been a very interesting flight. Questions?
PAO

Craig Covault from Aviation Week.

COVAULT
how much?

Are you going to do a forward OMS dump, and if so,

STONE

We're going to do a wdsting burn with

COVAULT

I'm sorry, I meant fOLward ReS, I didn't

say ...

Lhf~

OI1.S, ..•
me<1!1

to

STONE
No. No. No we're not doing a forward Res dump.
r;le a.re doing a wasting burn with the OHS since we ha.ve more fuel
back there than what we W<1nt to 12nd with.
COVAULT
And, let's see, is the first b.Jnk command tomorrow
to the right or to the left?
STONE
You probably hea cd us di ~;cU!~S i ng t: l1a t th i s
afternoon. Depending on where you pick the going into 304 which
is the computer mode which is going to cause the bank left or
bank right. It could be either way. It's a very small window
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and we're doing some SMS runs so we can be sure to tell the crew
we know exactly which way it's going to roll the first time.
And, the reason for that, being able to go either way, is hecause
we have a very low cross-range into KSC and the sensitiveness of
which way it's going to roll first, is more time dependent than
it normally is and the knee oE the curve is right close to where
the transition is. So, we'll work on that tonight and refine
those numbers well enough that we won't surprise the crew on
which way it rolls in the morning.
COVAULT
crossrange?

What do r see here?
Is that all?

A hundred and twenty one miles

S1'ONE

Yes sir.

PAO

Thornton Page, Sky dnd Telescope.

PAGE
My question is about what Jeff Hoffman did in his
astronomical photographs during the mission. We saw him once on
tv taking one through a window. Do you know how many he got?
s'rONE
r don't knO'.o1.
\'le bad OliC very productive '-'lfb~rr~oon
where we spent all afternoon, a large part of the afternoon doing
maneuvers to pointing at different celestial places in ~he sky
and he was very happy with what he got, at lea.st in nurnbers, we
won't know how well he did until we bring them back a.lld develop
them, but I think he was very pJ.c.1~.;ed with t:he nil,;-"ber of
photographs he was able to take.

PAGE

We'll have a chance to ask him tomorrow morning?

STONE
No sir, I don't believe that topic will
tomorrow until we get them on the ground.

co~c

up

PAGE
Well, the briefing I meant at is 8:22 here, Eastern
Standard Time. Is it, which landing briefing from KSC?
STONE

That won't be with the crew.

~o

PAO
Your name and affiliation please.
question we'll go to Kennedy.

sir.
After this

CLAUSEN
Andy Clausen, WIGR. I've two questions for you.
First, will the landing tGi~IOrrow t~ffect eilhl~r the launch date
for 51-B or the next flight of discovery of 51-G.
STONE
I don't expect either of those answers to be no.
I, the 51-3 schedule, as far as I know is still on schedule. In
fact, we have a Sl-G SIM that's starting to~orrow afternoon, and
some of the folks that have been involved in this flight
including my capcom, Bob Springer are going to be involved in
that SIM tomorrow afternoon that runs until 8 o'clock. So, no I
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don't believe the schedule is going to be i~pacted other than
there's some people that have worked awfully hard this week, and
they're going to have to work somemore tomorrow.
Okay. I'd 1 ike to go b':1ck to the SYNCOM. Wi 11 the
work that was done on STS S1-G with hydrazene fuel have any
impact on whether a rescue is attempted on SYNCOM?

CLAUSEN

STONE
I believe you're referring to the Sl-A flight where
we did bring back ~;atellites with hydrazene onboard or the 41-G
where we did the, '-N'e actually learned j.wee .::.bout hydrazt~ne in our
analysis for preparing to do 51-A than we did from the st~ndpoint
of moving it around which we did on the flight you're referring
to. It's a thermal question with hydrazene on wht:ther it gets
cold enough to freeze (!nd what it do~s when it frr:(:!::.:s, a.nd '.¥h;~t
it doc~s ;when it melts is, would be the type of conl;r:rns 'He'd be
dealing with should you ever elect to try and retrieve SYNCOM.
PAC
lmd, now to quest ions from Kennedy Space Center,
dnd then, weill come back here again to Houston.
\~,:{l\TT

~.

rrhe disCll~.ision between the S(~;1a.tor and the
pres ident this morni ng, i t ~:;e(:ir;cd oLv ious thd t he wa.s get t i ng
(garble) information as to when votes where coming up. And, we
haven't heard any of that, at least, I haven't on the NASA select
loop. Could you tell us what he's b~nn getting and was that up
on teletype or do you have some other r",'~o~~.:1.(:;e of cor:nunic:1t ion?

STONE
The only discussion about the way the Senator is
voting, as far as I know, and I believe I would know if any
transmissions were going back and forth, was during the
conversation this morning, when they had direct cor'ln111nications,.
there is no other, what you hear on the air to ground is what we
put up, and there was no other communications to the Senator on
votes.
~YATT

Was there anything on teletype giving him a
schedule of votes.

STONE

Not to my krowledge.

And, their votes on Tuesday afternoon, I believe
the one that the President's so interested in, are you going to
get them there on time?
We're sure going to try. We'll at least get him to
Kennedy tomorrow, he'll have to arrange for his own air travel
back to Washington.
r
STONE

PAO
Okay. That's all from Kennedy. Anything back here
in Houston again. Paul Recer from Associated Press.

j
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RECER
Do you know if there has been any formal study
initiated, any co~nittee, or group, or team n~med, to study the
prospects of d retrieval of SYNCOM?
STONE"
Paul, the only thing that I am aware of at all is
the discussion, there's a meeting that's been planned, Aither
tomorrow or early next week to at least look at what the
magnitude of such and endeavor would be. No, I don't believe
there's any formal co:nmittce forn",ed at this tLne, "nd I'm sure as
soon as NASA man . .~gement <lnd Hughes talk ,,,bout it, ',.;elll all know
about, we'll all know about it. nut, r don't know of any for~al
cOffimittee as yet.
RECER
ljood.

Okay. You say the weather tomorrow at the Cape is
Can you be ~pccifie?

srJ.'O~E
Hell, it looks like the <jround fog, ,,'hleh is .'lL,'.:.lYs
our concern, that early morning landings is predicted not to be a
problem. The cloud cover appears to be in, completely within our
mi ssion rules, wi th mul t iple sca t te r c~d c loud deck s, btl t no
problems, and we hope i t s tays tha t way with the f"or t:cas t t 11 rUllgh
the night until the morning.

RECER

\.

There was a concern expressed Cdr' ,::r ri,,].l1.ding
>

cross-winds.
S1'ONE
Looking at the history over the 1';:;t CGl;pL~ of
days, and there's sorne reason to belit;vp. It1<3.t that ;'.i3~_orv . .;ill
have some validity tomorrow is that the wi;;os as they cf)rn~ up
have not been getting to a magnitude that would be a prohh>ffi to
us until about 2 to 3 hours after our pl;':\i:ned landing t;ilh~ in the
morning.
RECER

The first planned landing.

STONE

Y2S

sir.

The fit-st opp.)rtunity.

Okay. If there's
that brings this one to dn end.

PAO

;;'JLhi",C3 :,(:re
fh ..: nk you.

in. rlt)usLI)n,

I

tJ,Jt~~·jS
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We have a call for you

Roger, we copy and are ready.
Discovery, this is the mobile office, how copy?

Over.
SP.1\CECRAFT

Mobile office.

We read you loud and clear.

Discovery, mobile office.
by for the President.

.
\.

REAGAN

Commander Bobko.

SPACECHAFT

Good morning Mr. Pr0sident.

That's a roger.

CcrnmJ.nder Bobko.

Stand

Greet tngs •.•

REAGAN
Thank you. I thought maybe I might have missed
you. Well, listen, we know you've had some frustrations up
there, but overall, r think we can all be proud of the fourth
mission of the Discovery and all you've accomplished. We've been
watching down here and I mean all of !\:r.erica, .:ind I W<1nt you to
know we're routing for you all. We saw a lot of human ingenuity
at work, making the fly-swatter like tool, and as we watched Jeff
Hoffman and Dave Griggs install it on the Discovery's arm, we had
to acknowledge that was great work and we're calling all of you
up there now, the SWAT team. I want to congratulate astronauts
Bobko and Williums on the maneuvers you've been putting the
Shuttle through. This is the sixteen Shuttle to go up, and we're
learning more about it's versitility every trip. I've seen you
playing, excuse me, r mean demonstrating with balls and j~cks,
and yo-yos and even a slinky toy in the zero gravity of sp3ce • .
And, now, r know you're doing this to r"ake ~;ome B(3ucational video
tapes for students learning about the laws of phys~cs. That's
really the best thing about our space program. The inspiration
and challenge that it gives our young people. And, I want to ask
dstronaut physician, Rhea Seddon, how are these test working out,
and Rhea, I'd also like to corrc:nC'nd you on your dexterity in
hitting that pin on the side of the satellite. I can, if you
don't mind, I can think of a job on the ranch in California that
you might be interested in, but, Senator Garn, I know that you're
taking part of the health experiments, and Jake, how are you
doing? You're doing a fine job up there, but I could use your
h,'!lp down here right r~ow in getting the federal bdd(~ct under
control and arranging assistance for some people fighting for
their freedom in Central America, so don't stay up there to long.
SPACECRAFT
Well, Mr. President, I'm doing just great. I've
missed you, but I'll be back on Tuesday. I'm well aware of the
vote on the Nicaraguan aide on Tllesdo.y night. l\nd, I'll be
voting just the way you'd like me to when I get back.

'\
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REAGAN
Well, God bless you. And, you know, Jake, maybe,
in around 4 years or so, you could use your influence with NASA
to get a certain retired politician a ride on the space
shuttle. I just want all of you to know how proud we are of
you. Good luck and God be with all of you.
SPACECRAFT
Thank you very much Mr. President. We certainly
enjoy being here. And, I'm sure you realize that we're just
people in space who are the working edge of a great team that's
on the ground supporting us. Thanks again.
REAGAN
Well, you're a great team up there, and we're all
very proud of you. God bless you.
CAPCON
And, Discovery, Houston.
We're frpe to go back to work.
SPACECRAFT
CAPCON

Thank you very much.

Roger, Hou"ton.

And, Discovery I Houston. 'tie' re back 'Ni th the PAO
and we'll stick with the views of the payload bay for the
rest of the pass.

ca~era,

END
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PAC
Good morning and welcome to the post-landing press
briefing for 51-0 and with us to talk about the Orbiter is Jess
Moore who is the associate administrator for Space Plight from
NASA headquarters. Jess

,
,

~
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.
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JESS MOORE (ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FOR SPACE FLIGHT)
Gnod
morning, delighted to be here after the successful landing of
Discovery just completing our 16th mission in the Space Shuttle
program. My judgement, this has been truly a rc~arkable mission,
demonstrating many flexibilities and attributes of the Space
Shuttle. I am certainly pleased with all the activities that
wen t on in the mi 5S ion, the dcp1.oy;r,en t --successfu 1 deploymen ts of
the two satellites on board, the successful operation of the CF8S
experimen t, and then the tC2ms act i v it es r e 1a ted to thf~ d t t, '~npt
to activate the SYNCOM satellite. This req~ired, as you all saw,
a unplanped EVA which was Jane in a very, very timely manner, in
about· three hours. It also required some ingenuity on the part
of the ground and flight crews in terms of developing the
flyswatter (garble) whicr! we att:ached to the I:nd of the arm in
order to try to snag the SYNCOM lever. We obviously were
unsuccessful in activating that 'satellite and we will certainly
work very closely with the SYNCOM folks in the future in ler,,~s of
their plans for follow-on launch. I can't really sa.y c~ough
about the entire flight teams, both the, Bo's crew as wall as the
people on the ground in Houston who worked extremely hard in
terms of trying to generate a rescue of the SYNCOM satellite.
Their ingenuity and their dedication, ~orking around the clock
essentially to carry this out, really dCffionstrated a lot to me,
and all the people are to be extremely congratulated for their
efforts. I am very proud of this team and this is the best space
team in the world. The mission as I said, with the unplanned EVA
"nd the unplanned satellite rendezvous, d0i:ionstrated in T:ly
judgement, attriblltes of the Shuttle such as its versatility in
terms of how we can be flexible in responding to rcal tin,e
situations onorbit. It also demonstrated very vividly in my mind
once again the value of men and women in space. I think hdving
the crew onboard responding to the activities that were taking
place on the ground in HOllston dt';;:inn:;tr,1t.~d very vividly the
va lue of men a,nd ·,.;omen in space. And I a 1 so hope it '. . 011 ld
demonstrate to our customers that NASA cares about their systems
and is willing to take extra steps in order to insuring that our
customer goals are met. You saw Discovery land. It came in a
rev late. 11e •.... cre concerned early on this :11orl1ing <1bOllt the
'Heather. Got into some rain !.jho'...;crs here very t::arly this
morning. As you know we make a callan the maneuver an hour or
so before actual touchdown and we felt the weather would be
improving so we decided to hold off one rev. We did hdve two
good opportunities coming in to the Cape today and we are
de 1 ighted to have brought Di scove r yin.
You also ~,;aw t ha t
Discovery blew a tire on landing. I beli0ve it is the right
outboard tire and there is also some wear on the other tire. We
don't have any data as to the cause of that at this point in
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time. We are going to send our tire experts and our landing
teams out to take a look at it so weill have to see what that
impact is. There is also some indication of some tile damage
onboard the bird as I am sure you sat here and watched the camera
skan the Orbiter and we'll have to access that. Discovery's next
flight is scheduled in June, June 15th I believe, and weill tow
her into the processing facility and begin our detailed
assessment very shortly and we will have follow-up reports, I am
sure, to give you in t~rms of our assessment of the tire
situation as well as the tile situation. Other thdn that,
Discovery and this entire mission went like cl.ockwork. Discovery
onorbit continued to work like a magnificent flying machine a~d
as it demonstrated in the past all the systems operated
~xccedingly well and she did everything we asked her to do.
We
are glad to have her back on the ground and in the ~cantime while
we look at Discovery and do an ass~ssment of Discovery's
condition, we are preparing Challenger for launch, a week from
today as a matter of fact. Not a week, I am sorry, ten days from
today on April the 29th. So, with that, I am very pleased with
this mission. I think it was another highlight in our program
and we look forward to continu~d flights and successful l~ndings
as we have had here on this one.
PAO
We are ready for questions and we will begin with
Bob Bizzell from NBC.
BIZZELL (NBC)
From the pictures, the tile dm.m t-here looked
pretty bad, and obviously you don't know the cause y,~t, but is
there any chance that your decision to take off through the rain
clouds last Friday was a contributing factor in that damage?
B03

~OORE

Bob, we don't think so. There is really no clear.
pattern that I observed in my cursory look at the tile situation
so I don't think there is any, any pattern to that and I would
have expected some type of a pattern to develop had the rain been
a, been a significant contributor there.
id:~a

Do you have dny
BIZZELL
kind of dama.ge?

what could have ,::at::..;c:d that

MOORE
No, no we do not have any idea at this present
time. As you know, we just looked at the pictures as you were
looking at the pictures this ~orning. As I said, our tile pe()ple
,.... ill be ::laking a asse~:;:J;~ient of tha.t to see '.oJl:..?t '. . e can pin down.
BIZZELL
Can you, for our news gathering purposes, can you
tell us when you might have a preliminary assessment?
~OORE
I think once the KSC team, the ground tC<1ffi gets the
Orbiter ready for tow back in, and we get it into the OPF and do
a full scale assessment on it, I think we will have some data and
I suspect that is what within twenty-four to forty-eight hours •

....

_ - - - -----
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Hugh, I will have to turn to you to
We will have somebody here tOffimorrow morning.to
check with the team and issue whatever we have then. It could be
that it won't be until the beginning of the week that we have a
full assessment but we will try and give you an indication of
time.

PAC

BIZZELL

But, there will be nothing more today?

PAO
I don't know that. It is going to be out on the
runway for about four hours or more so it is not going to get in
the OPF until fairly late today.
B1 Z ZEf,L

Right, right.

!I,OORE
I think Bob, once it gets in the OPF ar.d ·.... e can
take some close-up looks at it and get our expert to take a look
at it, then I think we will have that aSGi'~s~:;ment, so I would
doubt if there is going to be anything within the next twentyfour hours. That would be my guess.
PAO

James Fisher, Orlando Sentinel

JAMES FISHER (ORLANDO SENTINEL)
A couple of questions, we saw
pictures of the OMS pod and it looks to me like there were a lot
of cracks. ~1as that just discoloration or ',,;as that tile d.:"'.}ge?
We don't know yet, Jim, we are going to have to
take a look at that as well. We don't think thece was any OMS
pod damage. We took a look at them ol1orbit as you probably f3dW
during the flight and it did not look like there was any
significant concern about the OMS pods.

~OORE

:-

Also,
!I:OORE
rNe will h.:we to take a look
them in the barn.

d

t

t hl:m

w:-.er:cve r we get

FISHER
We noticed that when the Senator came off the
Shuttle he looked kinda shaky and somebody kinda held him up and
he looked, he looked pretty bad. Is there any indication that
something was wrong or was he okay?
MOORE
No, I, you know being in space for a period of
time, some people take a little while to get their space legs
back, I mean their Earth legs back, after walking in space for so
long a period of time and I think that just ~ay have been that
case. ~'le don' t thi.nk there is anything unusl1al. At le,lst I
haven't heard anything unusual about that.
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Bruce Hall, CBS

BRUCE HALL (CBS)
Have you checked with anybody about the
Senator, or are you just speculating a ~ase of just getting his
brakes back?
MOORE
Bruce, I have not checked with anybody. In fact I
was going over to meet with the crew this morning when they came
back and we have schf~duled a press conference here and I inagine
there are getting back into their quarters about now as a 111atter
of fact, so I have not got any direct reports at this time as far
as any of the crews condition.
Second question, in regard to the darn;~ge that we
~:aw, it appeared to sorr.e people that one of the areas of ddi11<'l.ge
could ac.tually be a bil.·d v.'as hit t~l1d is still on top \Jf the
tiles. Do you k~ow anything about that?

HALL

Well, no I do not know anything about that but you
wouldn't
rule that out as a rcalm of po~;sibility. 'rhere
know I
arc a lot of bi rds a round Ken ncdy Space CI~n ter <1S you ',~'C 11
know. So, but I can't confirm t:ha.t at this point in ti:ne.

:~OORE

PAO

Mike Meachum (Gannett

NQWS

Service)

MIKE MEECHAM (GANNETT NEWS SERVICE)
Jess, where was all the
tile d2mage? Can you go bLlsically over the ship dnd tt:~ll liS in
which period you saw the
~OORE

Well, I see you have seen some up in the corner of
the wing and one the el~von areas there looked there was a fair
d;PIJtJnt of dc3.ffi,J,ge to one of the, a couple of the tiles up there
a round the end of the wing. t'l.nd a Iso, u[)d~ r nea t h we r:,aw some
streaking and so forth which you know [rom television I can't
tell very much, Mike, I canlt really tell the significance of
it. I mean, the television Cdn fool you, the lighting conditions
can cause different conditions to show up, so I can't rea1ly·say
th.!re is (L:n.:vje there. It looked li.~e some strr~i1king to me 'Nhcn
I looked at the underneath of the Orbiter, but I can't confirm
there was anything other than some discoloration on the tiles at
that point in time.
:!,:r: r:CU\M
And you did not 113me the 0:·15 pod, so YOll, so at
this, at this point you Jon't consider that
~OORE

I have not ~ut the OMS pod in my bag of tile
concerns at this point in time. Now that may change as we get
into the opr bay and do a close-up inspection and so forth, but
at t~is time I can't say that's a, that's a major concern.
I
lock~d at the photos, the television photos from the orbit on the
OMS pods after we lifted off and so forth and they looked pretty

..
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good to me, from orbit, so we will have to take a close look at
them to see what our final conclusions are.
PAO

Please identify yourself.

LEE DYER (L.A. TIMES)
Jess, those tires really looked
terrific. What would be your guess on that, that would be
because of the impact on landing that caus~d the initial d<image
and also, one is flat and the other one is badly shredded. What
would be your guess on what happens if you lose both tires while
you are going down the runway?
MOORE
Well, let me say that, Lee, I don't want to
speculate at this point in time on the tires. We have got tire
experts in the program th~t are going to make an assessment on
tile thing and understand what the, what the conditions might have
been that could have created such a situdtion in our tires. I am
frankly not going to speculate. My understanding is we have some
blowout plugs on the tires and if the te~perature of the tires
get high enough, then the blo\.Jout plugs ~~hOllld come out a.nd allow
the air to come out in a, in .:.l much le,;s harsh I11d,1ner than a
blowout and we dre not sure ',vhr~ther the blovlOut pl::gs c,::me out
during the landing or what. I have got some people looking at it
right now and I think we will have some more to report to you
after we have had a chance to take an assessment of it.
DYf~R
Just a quick follcwup on that, if I can. ;'lhat is
your scenario on what happens if your lose both tires on a, on a

MOORE
Well, certainly you get into a condition where it
is much harder to control the Orbiter but it's not, obviously not
clear to me that you can't control the Orbiter. It d,:[)(~nds on .
when L. ~dPpens dnd so forth and what kind of speed you dee
going, but I would suspect that simulations of such that we can
maintain reasonable control of the Orbiter, and we are hoping to
never get into that situation. That is why we are going to be
very concerned and "';c~ry ca.reful about our analysis of t.he tire
situation. 'rhat's the first :,;ub~;j:<1ntial tire Wl~ar t.n.lt 'Nt:! !1c1ve
s;;cn and I believe that we have got something like forty-three
plys of rubber on these tires, so they are pretty healthy tires.
PAO

Jerry HaniEen, Time Magazine.

JERRY HANliEN (TI~E MAGAZINE)
Mr. ~oore, without c311i~g this a
hard landing, Sir, as they define it in the aviation busi:css, he
planted that bird down rather firmly in an explosion of blue
smoke and with a lot of shredding that we have not secn on these
tires at least, or haven't been shown this early in the g~rne.
The qu~stion here is do you StlIJpoc;e thr:? db:.:;ence of his [\D! d.'lta,
he was relying apparently on HUD because the ADI was erratic,
that this contributed to a, to a misjudgement? I heard Houston
$ay back to the simulator this afternoon.

,
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MOORE
Well, hey Jerry, we had a couple of AOIts in the
cockpit and there was only one that was acting spiferously, and
they had gone back and recycled it and the last word I heard
about the ADI was quite frankly, day before yesterday, and that
AOI had basically stabilized out that was causing, giving us some
problems, so to my knowledge, we had one good working ADI. Bo
was getting good calls on his air speed and height above the
runway and so forth so again, any points that I make about the
landing, be it hard or soft and so forth, is going to be just
purely speculation until we can go back and look at the ddta.

..

GORDON NHITE (DESERET NE~~S)
How co~ntilon is it for someone to be
a little bit shaky when they get off the Orbiter and how long
does it take them to get squared away?

r

Well, that is a tough q~cstion. I ~m cerL~inly not
a medical expert. I think it depends a lot, a large part on the
indi v idual. A lot of au r n~cent crews, I have seen thl~m COine of f
and you know just not have any problems at all. r can I t re:r,i~;nber
in the program that we have had any substantial problems getting
back into a situ1tion '",here the legs dnd ~;o forth feel :nore firm
a.nd :ny guess on that just a fe'N hours b.:ck in gr . wity will allow
one to readapt himself or herself very quickly. But again, I dm
not medical expert in this thing, and I like to get true facts on
this thing, you are going to have look at the people who do the
medical inspection on our cr2WS and so Eorth (garble). Thdt has
not been a real concern of ours in the program.

~

I

~OORE

i

KAREN JOHNSTON (WFTV -ORLANDO)
I was just curious whether or
not you think Jake's shakiness had anything to do with the tires
blowing out. Do you think they have (garble) or what do you
thi nk, fNha twas '30i ng through the i r mi nd wht:>n a 11 of a :3l:ddcn
they

MOORE
Well, they may have felt it, 1111 have to, we'll
have to get a reading from 30 dnd company in terms of whether or
not they heard the blowout. r certainly heard hut r was outside
.wd I'm not ~:>lHe they could hear it in~5ide, but I \-i'ould f;il~3p\:ct
they COUld. And I donlt think there is any correlation
whatsoever with anybodyls shakiness relative to the tire blowing
out. The Orbiter had virtually come to a stop when the tire had
blowout so he was setting in a pre-safe condition at that point
in time, so I donlt think there is any correlation to that.
PAO
Welre going to take just one more question here and
then we are going to go to Houston and then we will be coming
back.

"

JOHN DISNEY (RKO)
Mr. ~oore, I am wondering, your con~ent that
you hope customers will realize that you will do what you can to
help them, is this a sHeeping policy statement, or is there some
clause written into everyone's services contract, or {garble)

,
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understand on if you decide that sort of thing on a case by case
basis how you can make some sort of a sweeping statement like
that?
.'

MOORE
No, I am not saying it's a, a new policy of
anything. It has always been our objective to do whatever we
could in the program to meet the customers requirements. You
know our job in this, quite frankly was to go up and successfully
deploy two communica t ion sa tell i tes. \'le did t ha t • 'l'EL.i·:SAT was
successfully deployed. SYNCOM was succe:~sfully deployed.
Unfortunately it did not activate dnd our teams met and we
decided that is in the interest of the United States and
COl<1111Unication satellite business and our own business in order
for us to take every step we possibiy Cdn to enslne that l:heir
goals dre [:let. They paid us i"Oncy f.or the launch and whl~n we
have a s.ervice that '..;e can offer the Cl!~;tc/;~er, that will help him
mt::et his objectives, we are going to offer it, and this is what
the team did and rallied around that objective and cledrly then
went back and did the EVA in ord~r to attach these devices on the
end of the arm and then also, did the unpl~nned rendezvous to try
to get SY~COM back.
DISNEY
I understand if I ~m saying from a, from a, how can
you, you can't guarantee that each time, in terms of making this
a drawing card for new customers.
MOORE
No, no, I can mdke this stab::T..::~nt as a g,~;~eral
policy that NASA is going to do everything it can, it can to help
its Shuttle customers achieve their objectives. I can make that
as a general policy, however, there may be conditions on certain
missions where there are constraints which would override our
ability to do something like this. In this case, we had
successfully deployed T~L2SAT and SYNCOM was there and I mission
basically then was to finish up with the C~ES experiffients and we
had an opportunity to go and do this, and when that opportunity
presents itself, NASA is going to take the steps to implement it.
PAO

Okay,

PAO

Let's start with Carlos Byers, Houston Chronicle.

'.-,1(~

are going to

EO\l~.,tC)n

now for

q';,~stlons.

CARLOS BYERS (HOUSTON CHRONICLE)
Jess, I know you haven't had a
chance to get out there and take a look at the hole, there is a
pretty ~~vere hole in the l~ft el~von. Is there, have you h~d
any indication as yet that this may, may set you back on your
turnaround time? It looks like that this may have penetrated in,
got you into some structural problems.
No, Carlos, it is premature to reake a stat0~ent
that we have got structural problems as a result of this
penetration. I agree with your assess~ent hOwever, from the
television as least, it looked fairly significant, and it is
~OORE
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something that our teams are going to have to make an assessment
on. As of now, we are not planning any, any delays as a result
of what we have seen he re, and we will upda te au r 5chl;dule .) f ter
the evaluation teams have completed their thorough assessment of
the Orbiter assessment.

->

PAO

Lynn Sherr, ABC

LYNN SHERR (ABC)
First of all, '.'las Senator Garn doi.ng-lny
further medical experiments on the way down, and secondly, rlo you
have any ~xplanation for the length of time that the flight
surgeon was in there? It was almost an hour before the crew
eHlerged. That is a lot i.onger tha.n '.... e eire used to wi th these
most recent missions.
Lynn, I d.::>n' t t.hink there "",,1S any fU-'3ht
experiments being done on the ';.fa.y cmm this morning, to my
knowledge. I think most of the experi~ents had b~en wrapped up
during the orbital phase and people were in a process simply
getting ready to reenter. As far dS the time being in the cargo
or in the Orbiter cabLn this ;. ~orI1ing, I u:ally can't cc,';.\:7,,~nt on
that because I don't hdve .)ny rl.?ports at this time, LY'1n, ~;o I
can't comment on the, on the fact that there was SO;i1e unusual
activities going on. We have however in the past, taken as long
as an hour to have a crew egress from the Orbiter, so we do have
data from some of our previous flights where this has taken this
long. You know, the crew is also going through ~, a phase
shutdown of the Orbiter at that point in time and rn':l.king sure all
the procedures are followed in terms of safing the vehicle, so
the combination of that plus the fact that the flight surgeon and
so forth was in there for that period of time, I am not at this
point in time willing to fe.J.d anything unusual i.nto that
situation.
HOaRE.

('

~

PAO

Craig KuwaIt, Aviation Week

Jess, let ~e take you to theSY;-JCOM i.::;:;ue here a little bit further. Do you h.::ve any lnt·.:ti;'gs
scheduled in the next '..Jeek or ~,O, specifically or it-'nb.?d towcHd
reviewing retrieval options?

CRAIG COVAULT (AVIATION WREK)

Well, you know the SYNCOM satellite is probably,
will belong, I suspect to the ~nd8r~rit~rs as the others did and
although I am :lot sure of that, I ,-1[11 specula.t:ing on tha.t, I
suspect that is the situation. We are not going to take .J.ny
formal actions in NASA to look at retrieval on this until we have
had seme sessions, discussions plan:led with either the
underwriters, principlely the unrlerwriters and Hughes, however,
~e are likely to do same back-of-tho-cnvelope calcillations as
well as some thinking about what if recovery were requ~stcd of
us, what would our responses be? And, so that is kinda where we
are today. I do not have any formal meetings planned next week,
MOORE

I
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or any formal meetings set at this point in time relative to
retrieval of SYNCOM satellite.
COVAULT
A follow, a broader question, much is made as, on
the SYNCOM design being the first really Shuttle optimized
satellite design for deployment, but yet SYNCOM is also the only
large satellite you rollout of the bay now, that has absolutely
no astronaut cht?ckout cclpability prior to d,:ploy. :'lhat, a new
design comes into NASA to launch on Shuttle, what would you say
to people now who bring in a design who have no astronaut
checkout before you roll it out of the bay?
MOORE
Well, what I would do, Craig, is I ~ould present
the customer, the designer with the options dnd talk about the
a d v a i1 tag e san d dis . 1. d van t.J g C s of it.) :1 d I t h ink 0 u r (:' x PC~ r i ..! nc cst 0
date. 1'>.gain, I would ledve that to be the custom(~r' s call. I
think they have to make the choice in terms of the design of
their satellites and it is baYically up to the customer, however,
I think we have an obligation to relate our experience to the
satellite builders and hopefully they could take ~dvantage of the
f.?ict thdt we have sot a cr(~w in sp3ce th;lt· C.:.1n do a Chl~ckO\lt of
satellites prior to their deployffi2nt.
Jules Bergman, ABC

~ews.

JULES BERG~1AN (ABC NE~1S)
Jess, the Shuttle has a long history
of having had brdke trouble. Will you study c.Hefully the tire
blowout and apparent shredding of the right outboard for blowout
problems because there is no question, despite what you say, that
had the blowout ha~pened at high speed, the Shuttle would have
been in deep trouble.
MOORE
will you study carefully the tire blow-out and
apparent shredding of the right out-board for blcw~out
problems? Because there is no question, despite what you say
that had the blow-out ha.ppened at high speed the Shuttle '..;ould
have been in deep trouble.
XOORE
Jules, there is no question about it, that we will
discuss very strongly the braking situation relative to the tire
damage that we saw. And as I said earli~r the controlability of
the bird is certainly related to the velocity at which you have
an impact or a blow-out such as this. And we're going to look
very carefully at the la;iding conditions and also the braking
situation in terms of trying to draw a correlation on what we saw
after we landed relative to the tires. So Yes. The answer is
absolutely yes, we will look at t~at very carefully.
Bk~~G:·\i\N
P.nd secondly, wi 11 ~.n.SA look twice at .:1ny
cO!igressional observer being carried 3.board?
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I mean
~OORE
1'm not sure what you mean by look twice.
we made an offer to our 4 com.ni ttee chairment to fly on the
Shuttle some time ago

...

You have 4 commi ttee chair:nen?

BERGMAN
~OORE

. Senator Garn opted to take that invitation
and fly and we think ';Je've now satisfied that requirer.lent. And I
guess if further situations drise we'll have to consider those on
a case by case basis.
Paul Recer, AP.

PAO

PAUL RECER

follow-up.

Yes, I think Jules has a

(ASSOCIATION PRgSS)
Do yOU?

Yes Jess, I hd ve a [ollo';J--up. Di d I u nde r ~3 til. nd you
to say you made an offer to your 4 COmmittee chairmen?

8ERC:'IAN

Yes. A long time ago, Jules, ~hen we invited our
committee chaicm0nt who looks at the NASA progr~m to fly. And
St~ndtor Garn opted to take us up on this <loci we in t.urn tht~n put
him in the astronaut training activity dnd he is now afloat. And
think part of the fact, part of the acceptance of this and the
fact that he's fit in very well with the crew is because he has a
lot of aviation experience. And he's fit very well in dnd I
think he's adapted very well to the crew. And his trdilling was
fairly short, and I think he did an excellent job on orbit.

MOORE

(

BERGMAN
chairmen?

Would you care to name the remaining 3 ccmmittee

MOORE

No, r '.-Jou1d not.

PAO

Paul Recer.

RECER
yet on

Have you put together even a ball park figure as
wha t you ';J i 11 be b i 11 i ng n\.:.rjl:.::s [or the S':l ~COM ~~a.l 'lage

effort?
No I have not sat down with any of our people,
neither in Washington nor in Johnson Space Center and talked
dbout the activities - the so called ~dditive efforts that we hdd
to d"ploy inorder to do this. 3ut ;,,'t'? '.-Jill cert-_ainly sit JO'Hn dnd
begin some dialog with my people as well as the people at Hughes
very shortly.

MOORE

:i.ECER

What are some of the items for which Hughes will be

charged?
Again, I think that is premature. I have not sat
down and even talked to anybody about this at this point in

MOORE

..

- . ,
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time. We certainly stayed on orbit some extra time, we also did
the EVA, and did an additional amount of analysis during those
periods of times with our flight teams and so forth. So those
will be some of the areas weill look at. But let me just say
that we are out to - again not be unreasonable in this thing. We
think that some compensation is fair, and we're going to make
some judgement relative to what is fair - what additionaly cost
it cost NASA in order to carry this out - and we will discuss
these costs with Hughes.
RECER
Do you have any' idea what a per day cost would be
for additional cays in orbit?
~o

I do not have a

numb~r

at this point in

ti~e.

RECER
Ok, one final question. Sume of the d~~as~ on the
underside of the craft, could that have been caused by shr2pnel
from that tire that blew-out and shredded itself?
~OORE
I don't really think so.
Because I think the
Orbiter '..Jas stationary at the tir:'.e ,~nd I don't fe.llly bt'!lieve
that there was any activities like that, but certainly \-,e're not
going to rule that out as a possiblity of damage following the
blow-out. I don't believe that was the cause of it, how~ver.

PAO

Craig Covault, Av Week.

COVAULT
I have a Spacelab I I I question for upcoming
launch. Aside from anything you may want to look at off of
Discovery, are you 100 percent ready to go on Challenger, or are
there any open items or anything that you know of that ffi~y be a
threat to April 29?
MOORE
Craig, we compeleted yesterday I believe, our
terminal countdown demonstration test with CO:r1mander Overmeyer
dnd crew and everything went off very, very smoothly. And baring
any correlat ions betwt~.7!n our ,1s:;eS:5;;1ent of Dj Sl;OV~fy and the'
Challenger on the 29th of l\pril, we're go. i;e're on scht:dule
with our launch processing and I believe we're set to lift-off on
the 29th around noontime.
?AO
BERGi·1AN
want to fly,

Jules Bergman, ABC.
Jess, an easy one. Are you te 11 i ng me tha t if I
I get elected to Congress?

MOORE
No, I'm not telling you that, Jules. As you well
know we have a program for various types of professionals to get
onboard the Shllttle. 'rhat program WdS initiated about a year or
so ago where we selected as a first category the teacher in
space. And we're going to be looking at additional professional
categories sometime later this year and announce our next
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category. It was determined by NASA in the, a year or so ago,
that it was appropriate and prudent for us to invite our 4
committee chair~en as Congressional Ovcrsce1ers of the NASA
program to go on a oversight flight in terms of what we do on thp.
Shuttle. And that was the rationale for it, and that's all there
was to it. And so we think our obligation as far as flying our
chairman has been met and we're looking forward to getting on
with the teach in space flight ~nd then the sllbsequcnt categories
which we'll announce sometime later on this year.
PAO

That's all the questions from JSC.

PAO
Thank you.
Back here at the Kennedy Space Center,
we only have time for a couple of questions. John ~ilfred I
think you had your hand up. Oh, ok. And Mike Moech~~ was the
next one~
Jess, after having heard the Senator ycsteroay,
what - can you go over what exactly you think NASA did
accomplish by flying the me;nber in spdce? What did he learn that
from what he said that you thillk he wouldn't have known being on
the ground.
MEECHAM

~

MOORE
Well, I think Mike, he learned first of all what
the NASA training program is all about, relative to getting ready
to fly on the Shuttle and how our crews are trained, what kind of
nominal conditions they are trained for, what kind of contiJlgency
conditions they're trained for the simulator work that is done
prior to the flight, the actual flight work in the STAS and the
T-38's prior to the flight.
I think he got a great handle on the
people that put a mission together. And that is what this
program is all about. It's the pe()ple in the program that make.
the program. And so I think he's gotten a first hand view in
preparations for this flight of the people involved in the Space
Shuttle Program. Now once on orbit, I think he then learned what
the capabilities of the crew's can do in orbit in conjuction with
the ground crews, what the Orbiter behaves like in SpdCC, what
humans b,~have like in space. And r think he conducted a ~eries
of experiments in space that are going to provide us valuable
medical data.
I think he also got to see us as I said earlier in
this unplanned situation do an EVA and do contingency rendezvous,
which I think is something that again demonstrated very vividly
the versatility of the Shuttle. So I think he's got a first hand
insight into many aspects of the Space Shuttle Prograrn. And he's
seen the flow process down here at the Kennedy Space Center, so I
think he's seen it from the bottom up. And I'm delighted that
he's had that opportunity and delight to a well informed member
of Congress having flown on the Shuttle. I think he can go back
and talk to his colleagues in Congress about the overall program
and I'm very much looking forward to his asse~s~ent.
PAO

Right here.
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CHICAGO TRIBUNE
Garn said yesterday that his, it was well worth
the cost to send him up there. Have you folks ever decided on a
figure what it actually you to train him and send him up there?
~OORE

Let me tell you on the training thing. Xy estimate
on the training is - and again this kind of top of the head, I
don't have a book that says training a senator costs X dollars,
but I'll give you a ball park number - I think it's probably less
than $75,000 - $75,000 to $100,000 is probably what I would say
cost in the total training of this .1ctivity. Ne've ChiHS·::d
companies for their payload Sp~cialist training to the tunes of
that. And what it involves is his u~:;e of tt:e simulator time dnd
other kind of training aspects in the prosram that would not be
available say for some of our other things. I :T.ea.n '..;e've <Jot a
c."lpability, we just simply ..:::pplied that cap.:<.bility ,.."i.th Sc~nator
Carn and. he fit in very nicf>ly. So Uldt' s a b"ll pa.rk rHL'lber,
that I think is close.
PAO
Ok, 'He have
Spencer Allen, CBS •

t i:ne

(or only one I"itore quest ion.

.',\LLENI'h~:)c

early ,;10rning hours at (';lpe ("1:1,3.·'/l~r,'11 .He
tradionally marginal. Is UH:re any thoUtjht given to ] <lunching
and landing later in tho day to avoid this?
:.lOORE
~1ell, unfortul1<'1tely our launch t i~i~S ,He not
dictated by when '..;e want to launch. Ollr laur.ch U.;:·,:·s are
dictated by the cargo we're carrying. And in the Cd~e of
communications satellites, their objective is to reach a certain
point in geostationary orbit. They've got a slot they've got to
get to. So it has to do with launch time and then timing of the
deployment in terms of whent t:hey can get to their stations. So
we look at the customer requirements where he ulti~ately wdnts to
go, then we back that up to a launch time. And that is pretty
much determined by the customer's we're carrying onboard.
ALL8N
Well, that brings up this question then. Is there
any res0~rch going to get a stllrdier tile then carbon/c3rbon that

apparently is so sensitive to raindrops?
MOORE
We have seme very low level of effort going in
terms of looking at tile and the impact of this kind of tile and
new types of til es tha t might be used for dm·ms t r ('am.
3u t .:\ s you
know, those kind of cechnologies are hdrd to come by and it t~kes
a lot of effort over a long period of time. So I'm not holding
out any hopes in the very near term, but in the longer term we
may find some solutions to the current tile situation we've got
on the Orbiter.

PAO
;

Ok, thank you all.

We'll hav0 reports on • • •

END OF TAPE
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PAO
Good afternoon, welcome to a Preliminary Status
Report on the Orbiter Discovery which landed this morning. And
we have with us to discuss what we've seen on the Orbiter so Ear,
Bob Sieck who is the Launch Director for the Kennedy Space
Center, and Ken Colley who is Chief of the Orbiter Mechanical
Systems Branch. And we'll start with 30b Sieck.
SIECK
Any way the Discovery is on its way to the OPF, in
fact it it's probably close to the door right now, to continue
the turn around processing which started earlier this morning
with the landing. We talked to Bo Bobko just before he left the
Cape to head back to Houston, and as you might expect he's very
pleased with the performance of Discovery throughout the
mission. It would take a flawless performance from the whole
team and the vehicle to pull off what Bo and his crew did this
week. It was an outstanding job. We do have some anomalies to
work as a result of the mission. Major ones would be the brake
and power damage on the right hand side which Ken will talk about
a little later and we do have a tape which we'll run through.
And the tile damage on the left hand outboard elevon where the
elevon hinge and the wingtip interface are made. There is some
other tile damage, normal debris, ascent damage which may be more
than we have seen in the past. That assessment is still going
on. The anomalies with the vehicle I would couch as minor. We
do you have as you may have noticed, the right hand ET door
remained in the stowed position after the power down on the
runway. We had an indicated failure of some instrumentation in
the door latch system during ascent and we want to open that door
in a more controlled environment when we get in the OPF to give
it a good inspection. So that will be going on. We had some
electrical anomalies with the oxygen tank/cryo system, the
heater's onboard during the mission - we'll be troubleshooting
that as well as the Ku-band. But again I would couch those as
minor along with some other instrumentation failures. All we
should be able to accommodate in the normal turn around processes
which we have time allocated for troubleshooting. Our turn
around calls for a 33 calendar day OPF flow, leading to a june 12
launch. And we think we can make that. ! would say the only
threat at this time would be the damage to the elevon wnich has
not gone through a thorough assessment yet.
PAO

Ken.

COLLEY
I guess the mainest interest that we have right now
is the tires and brakes. We did suffer a, I guess considerable
damage to the - all the tires would be unusable. The right hand
brakes are locked up. What happened is - I guess - 134, well we
landed at 160 and 139 feet from the threshhold and brakes were
applied at 5500 feet and we finally rolled out to 10,371 feet.
Now at 5500 feet when the brakes were applied, it was right hand
braking to steer the vehicle back to the centerline. And at 134
feet from the time that we stopped the right hand inboard brakes
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locked up and we had a skid mark for about 30 feet, then it
rolled on in. Then about 5 feet before we stopped the right hand
outboard brake also seized up. And when we looked at the tires these are 16 ply tires - and the left inboard tire had 13 of the
16 ply's worn through and the right outboard had 9 of the 16
tires worn through. So we were getting close to having 2 flat
tires there. The OMS POD's this time were in good shape so we' ~e
not looking at any problem with those. The televon damage that
we saw is caused by thermal effects. It looks like we had a tile
that became de bonded at some time during/prior to reentry and the
heat flowed back up underneath the tile, got up into the cove
area there and caused some melting of some aluminum and some
eroding of RTV and other components. We'11 have to take a good
look at that, because it looks like we do have at least small
structural problem with the elevon. That's the only things that
I

.

PAO
Maybe what we ought to do at this time, and this
maybe history to you is show the video tape of the landing and
the rollout. And we can point out the time that these anomalies
occurred.
SIECK
Ok, there is a slight crosswind that Bo had to
contend with and he touched down slightly to the left of the
centerline 0f the runway and right at this point- if you continue
on just little bit further please, go ahead and run the tape - it
would appear there, you see the white on the runway - we think
that's again because of the i~age of the tape, that would be the
tile coming from the elevon cove area. That's approximately
where we found it. And there would be another oiece of it at
just about the time that the nose gear touched down. And now Bo
is using a little bit of rudder and differential braking to slow
the vehicle down. And this braking was light to moderate at most
during the rollout scenerio. And he's got it back on the
centerline or close to it. And very shortly you'll see the left
hand inboard tire about 150 feet before the vehicle came to a
start is when the tire failed - again due to the brake drag and
the tire being locked up. That again is the right inboard tire
and that's what it looked like after it came to a stop and we
egressed the crew. The tires and the brakes have been removed
and we put a spare set on to use for the tow into the OPF. The
brakes of course will be torn down and analyzed as will the tires
and B. F. Goodrich will de the detailed analysis on it.
PAO
Ok, we're all ready for questions. We'll begin
with Bill Harwood from UPI. If I don't calIon you by name, give
your name and affiliation, by the way.
HARWOOD
For either of you gentlemen, the camera after it
landed focussed on the, I guess the right OMS POD quite
extensively. It looked like cracks and a lot of tiles on that
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side front and back as possible impact or. the flight.
address that at all?
COLLEY
The :ront OMS POD does suffer cracks
and some of those cracks that you saw were repeats
cracks. And when you waterproof them and then you
tiles, the waterproof turns dark and makes it look
really is. So there is no problem with those tile
of the OMS POD.

PAGE 3

Can you

on those tile,
of previous
reheat the
worse then it
on the front

HARWOOD
And one other question. Do have any idea at this
point and lr you're going to have to replace that elevon, or how
long that would take you if you did?
COLLEY
No idea at this point.
it, it is a replaceable unit.

If we do need to replace

HARWOOD
And finaly, did any of the heat damage get up
underneath the wing or is it pretty well isolated to that one
area that we could see on television?
COLLEY
We can't really say, but 4t looks like it is
totally confined to the elevon itself.
PAO
We've got Bob Bazzell (NBC) here and then we'll
come down here.
BAZZELL
Was there any indication :rom the crew on reentry
of the problem? Did they experience anything with the vehicle
indicating the damage on the elevor. - a~y performance anomalies
that they noticed?
COLLEY
No, they had no indication of the elevon
situation. And the tire/brake situation, 80 had mentioned that
he noticed that as when you saw it there on the tape - he felt
the shudder.
BAZZELL
When did the brakes start to seize? Because the
tire didn't blow until he was almost stopped. Did the brakes
start seizing as soon as he applied them?
COLLEY
No, he applied the brakes about midway, about 5500
feet. And the brakes he applied, like we said were corrective
braking to the right.
BAZZELL
Did the problem with brakes start as soon as he
applied them, or was it a way down the runway?
COLLEY
I'll try to answer it this way. You apply the
brakes, and the intent of applying the brakes is to apply a
controlled pressure on the brakes and you apply the braking force
which captivates all the part within the brake. And the intent
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is that you keep your foot on the brake, the pressure on the
brakes until you come to the terminal velocity. And that's what
he did. And I think after a period of time, the velocities were
decreasing and the brakes just failed there.
How did they fail?
BAZZELL
COLLEY
The failure that we can see at this point in time
is we had 0 stator, stator number 3, out of toe stack
fractured. And if you have a stator, I think there is a number
of stator's and rotor I don't know exactly the number right now,
but when the stator cracks - it's keyed to the shaft, keyed to
the axel - and when the stator fractures it then wedges the wheel
and the axel together and lock it up.
BAZZELL
This is the source of my confusion. Is the effect
of the failure that the brakes - that there is no longer braking
power or that it seizes up?
COLLEY

This failure was seize-up.

BAZZELL

Is that like lock up?

COLLEY

Lock up, yes sir.

Ok, Chuck Lenner from Today Newspaper.
PAO
LENNER
Would you get us the dimensions of the whole, at
the damage at the elevon?
COLLEY
size hole.

We didn't measure it, but it's about a dinnerplate

About a foot square?
LENNER
COLLEY
A foot square, roughly a square. There is one tile
that is totally gone in the Eront and the 3 more are - pieces of
it are gone. So there is a sizeable hole in there.
LENNER
Bob, in your description oE the landing, the first
thing that happened you said there was a tile falling off or
something as it landed. You said you recovered that?
SIECK
Well, that's what would appear from the tiles that
we would expect that that's approximately where we picked up.
COLLEY
fhis is tile on the elevon itself. It was
captivated until we gave up elevon command. And then when we
gave the command the elevon to go up, it released it from its
captivity and it fell out.
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BRUCE HALL (CBS)
You had some problems with toe brakes on
Challenger. This is the first time I've heard of a problem with
the brakes on Discovery. Is this a continuing problem, and is
there any connection between the problems you had today and some
of the problems you've had earlier on Challenger with the brakes?
COLLEY
This failure today was a different failure than we
had on Challenger. The failure we had on Challenger and the
previous brake failures that we had were rotor failures. This is
the first time we've had a stator failure.
HALL
So there shouldn't - it should not be the same type
of thing and no connection between them?
COLLEY

I can't relate the 2 at this point in time, no sir.

HALL
And also, back to (he earlier question. How deep
does it appear that hole is? You said it was a dinnerplate size
or something of that nature, how deep did it burn a hole in?
COLLEY
We did not stick a probe or couldn't get to it to
stick a feeler gauge in there to see how deep it is, Dut it goes
from all appearances up to the wing surface, the top wing
surface. Now above that top wingsurface, we couldn't see
daylight looking through, because there is a flipper door ontop
of that. But it's a fairly deep hole that goes up into the
structure.
SIECK
But again, (garble) this is where the tile and the
thermal barriers are missing, actually structural damage we've
not been able to confirm that yet. And won't be able to until we
get into the area.
PAO
Ok, ! understand that we have questions at the
Johnson Space Center.
PAO
Thank you, Carlos Byars from the Houston Post, from
the Houston Chronicle.
BYARS
Thank you, George. This is Carlos Byars with the
Chronicle and I saw some of the close-ups of the thing during the
_ of the hole - during the walk around inspection. I got the
impression that this was a pretty sizeable thing and pretty
deep. You seem to be playing down the significance of it.
I'm
wondering, surely this did not all happen on the runway, r don't
believe that there is temperatures hot enough to melt metal on
the runway. Where did all this happen, in your quesstimate,
where did all this happen? What kind of temperatures are
involved, what kind of strucutral damage do we have inside the
elevon?
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COLLEY
The damage had to have occurred at least early in
reentry. We don't know exactly, I guess, at the moment in time
and the altitude and the velocity that it happened. But it
happened in - it was not a late failure, it did not occur on the
runway. As you said it happened early. And the temperatures I
would estimate where above 1200 degrees. And the structural
damage that we can see at this point in time are - there is
carrier, what we call a carrier panel, which is a bolt on close
out panel that contains a tile or closure tiles in the adjacent
area between the wing and elevon itself. And the most we can see
right now is the fact that the carrier panel itself is deformed/
melted and some of the RTV that we seal up the area with is also
burned away. And it looks like adjacent to that we have some
AFRIZI blankets that are not touched at all. So right now I'm
looking at probably a carrier panel that needs to be replaced and
inspection of the honeycombed structure of the elevon to make
sure that we didn't do any main frame damage there. That's about
all I can tell you at this point in time.
BYARS
Will it be necessary to do any metalurgical testing
in there to see if the exposure to high temperatures has affected
the materials that are involved?
COLLEY
I expect that we're going to have to do both a
metalurgy test and ultrasound test to verify that the composite
materials have not debonded.
BYARS
Could you tell us a little bit more about the brake
problems? Brakes are something y'all have had problems with,
what seems to me atleast, for a long, long time. And they always
seem to be of slightly different, slightly different each ti~e,
and yet always a brake problem. Is there any investigation or
engineering work going into perhaps yanking them off and sta~ting
over?
SIECK
Well, let me say a little bit about that. Brake
damage yes. We're sensitive to brake damage, and that's why we
inspect the brakes on the runway each time after landing, so we
don't mask any of the information that we can gain from this
system after it's performance. Brake failure is the thing that
we have not seen in the performance of the Shuttle system. The
brakes did what they were supposed to do. They were used Eor
differential braking. The actual analysis of the performance of
that braking will not be available until we look at all of the
instrumentation data and all the parameters from the touch down
through the rollout. And that's still going on. This particular
situation that we have that caused the lock up of the wheels for
this much of the rollout is new. That is a new situation. And
the damage to the stator as Ken indicated. But the overall root
cause of this particular situation we probably won't have a good
handle on until next week when all the information is analyzed.

II
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BYARS
How many days or hours of impact is this going to
have on your turn around schedule?
SIECK
Well, it's hard to say. The brake system of
course, we have new parts and we have new tires and new wheels
and it's our intention to put those on. And that is essentially
a parallel activity with the rest of our turn around flow. The
concern, as I indicated before, what we do with the elevon. How
extensive is that damage, and we won't know that for a few days
yet, until we do the inspection.
That's all from Houston, thank you.
PAO
PAO
Ok, back h~= rea t the Kennedy Space Cen te r, John
Wilfred, New York Times.
WILFRED
Are you saying that the, that was loosened in some
way during ascent, and then during reentry it was loose enough
that the heat moved in and that is what caused the damage? It
couldn't have - the only place it could have loosened is during
ascent, is that right?
COLLEY
! wouldn't say that's for sure.
at what point in time that tile was loosened.

I

can't tell you

WILFRED
the reentry?

What kind of vibrations or stresses that high up in

COLLEY

This tile's flown one time.
(garble)

COLLEY
That's right. But this one has flown one time with
out failure, so at this point in time I can't really pinpoint the
time that it came loose.
WILFRED

The most likely time would be the ascent?

That would be the most likely.
COLLEY
WILFRED
(garble) A stupid question, what is a stator, and
how do you spell it?
COLLEY
S-t-a-t-o-r. And this is the fixed part of the
brake, it's a disc brake system, where you have stator that are
keyed to the shaft and rotors that keyed to the wheels and you
have hydraulic pressure that puts these things together like a
clutch and stops you.
WILFRED

This is the disc?

COLLEY

Right, this is a fixed disc.

•
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Jerry Hanafin, from Time Magazine.
PAO
HANAFIN
Thank you. Bob, differential braking for a
crosswind is standard procedure, but how much practice have the
Shuttle crews had with this technique? I mean they use it when
they fly it ordinary, but can you give us an idea the level of
their experience?
SIECK
Ancillary to all this -- if I figure it correctly
this was a crosswind from about the 5 o'clock position, a little
bit on his tail 90 degrees and he was on runway 33. Any pilot
gets into trouble in a crosswind unless he's really -- acquired
really the level of expertise which we can take on this kind of a
wind situation, sir. Well, from a crew training standpoint I'd
have to say absolutely yes. And they do practice for this, and
they expect to have to use differential braking with the rudder
to maneuver the Orbiter once it's on the runway. The crosswinds
situations, of course you know our guidelines there are an 8
knott crosswind and if you take the differential, the direct
crosswind component from what we had this morning, and we had
quite a bit of data from both ends of the runway, but it would
appear that the winds were running from approximatley 90 to 100
degrees at less than 10 knotts steady state, 8 to 9 knotts and
there were some gusts in there up to a maximum of 15 knotts. But
the RMS value was less then 8 knott crosswind component which
would be from a 60 degree.
HANAFIN
Bob, a quick followup on this. Is there any 3ign
that perhaps the Co~~ander as he's dancing on his brakes there,
may have danced a little tOO hard and used those brakes too
heavily ir.spite of the antiskid system which you have?
SIECK
Well, the initial indications are no, but our
:nitial indications are talking and debriefing Bo, and he
reported his braking activity as light, between light and
moderate certainly less then 10 feet per second. In fact he
thought it was some where around 6 feet per second. The actual
brake pressures, we have to get out of the analyses of the
instrumentation data from the system. And that will be a few
days.
Right here, while you're
PAO
STEVE DOYGE (MIAMI! HERALD)
As near
numbers that y'all handed out, he came
1600 feet and earlier you were talking
2200 or 2400. Does this indicate that
little steeper then had been planned.

over there.
as I can tell from the
down the runway at about
a touchdown point of about
the glide slope was a

COLLEY
As we see it probably, probably not. !t if
anything it seemed to be a little flatter then normal. He flared
out real nice. His touchdown velocity was 201 knotts and we're
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looking at probably a 3 foot per se~ond descent rate. 50 that's
nothing really. So that's nothing r8ally. It's high, a little
bit higher then others, but they're all a little bit different.
OOYGE
You said that all the tiles had flown once - this
is _ the one that failed was one that had flown once. Will you
have to be replacing all the tiles now or anything like that?
COLLEY
! dor.'t think I said all the tiles have flown once,
but ok, that tile has flown before. And we do have tile failures
that separate that we take off for one reason or other due to
damage and a few of ttose are replacement. But we 'have, the
assessment that we've seen, we have 123 I believe the right
number, of impact hits on the tile which are going to affect a
number of tile that we'll have to remove and replace and some
that we can repair.
Howard Benedict at AP in the front row.
PAO
BENEDICT
Bob, is there any chance that while you're
analyzing this thing you might hold up the Challenger launch
until find out what went wrong?
SIECK
That's not in the plan, but we will thourough1y
review of course at the flight readiness review next week for
Challenger which is next Tuesday.
PAO

Bob Bazzell from NBC.

BAZZELL
This is actually asking the same question, but the
brake situation seems to me to be a potentially dangerous one.
Maybe I'm wrong, and maybe you can enlighten us on that. If that
had happened sooner or if there - if he'd need more differential
braking or something like that - it seems like it could have led
to a more serious mishap. Is that a misreading of the situation,
or is that _ was there a potentially danagerous situation in this
kind of failure?
SIECK
The answer is no, we don't think so. The brakes
and tires and the steering performance is something that is still
in a form of what I would call develoomental evolution. We are
still collecting data from the system~s, analyzing their
performance and I think there will be some changes downstream.
And we're going to watch it very closely.
COLLEY
You might add that the pilot did not feel
uncomfortable during the landing. He said he felt totally under
control during all the aspects of the landing.
BAZZELL
As engineers in the program, does today's failure
worry you about future landings?

I
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SIECK
Well, it's a concern certainly, because we don't
understand the nature of this particular, the root cause ot this
damage, because it's the first time we've seen the stators come
loose.
PAO

Bruce Hall, CBS.

HALL
Did I hear you say, just a moment ago, that 123
tiles had been damaged or hit that will have to be replaced?
COLLEY
I said there where 123 hits that we have recorded
on the Orbiter. And some of these will result in repair and some
will result in replacement. Now I don't know the number.
HALL
How does that compare with the number of hits you
normally get.
COLLEY

It seems higher.

SIECK

It seems high.

PAO
Ok, are there any additional questions?
Harwood from the UPI.

Bill

HARWOOD
So we can replace the brakes and the tile damage
you say you can take care in the normal flow, and the worst case
analysist is that is that full replacement of that elevon or
repair (garble)
SIECK
In replacing the elevon, no. And again that would
be the most extreme case that we would go to. That would be the
worst that we would do with the elevon damage.
HARWOOD

And are there spare elevons out there, somewhere?

SIECK
fleet.

No, all the elevons are on other Orbiters in the

PAO

Alright, and a final one from Howard Benedict, AP.

BENEDICT
Just a follow-up on Bob's question, maybe what he
was trying to get at is suppose this had locked up r~ght at
landing, what would have happened.
COLLEY
I couldn't really specualte, Howard.
It would be,
if you would project this failure to a higher velocity of the
Orbiter, then they would have locked up earlier and the tires
would blown earlier. That's speculation and that's extrapolating
a situation that didn't occur.
BENEDICT
Is the ship fairly controlable even if it does have
these blowouts'?
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COLLEY
As long as, well obviously you've got to have 2
working main gear tires and still have your maneuverability with
the rudder and the brakes.
PAO
launch.
END OF TAPE

Ok, thank you very much.

We'll see you at our next

